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Summary

Between October 1988 and January 1992, one of the most interesting attempts to 

move away from authoritarian rule towards democratic governance occurred in Algeria. 

While the attention o f the world was focused on events taking place in Eastern Europe and 

the Soviet Union, the Algerian ruling elite was leading the country on the course of 

democratisation. This study attempts to explain how the transition was triggered, how it 

developed and how it ended. At the same time, the project rejects the ‘nativist’ assumption 

that characterises for the most part the literature on transitions and explains the transition 

process by concentrating on the role played by the external environment.

The traditional literature on transitology explains process of democratisation through 

domestic factors and argues that the installation of a new political system is very much an 

indigenous action. This research challenges this and offers, through an in-depth examination 

of Algeria, an alternative view that takes into account the international environment.

Building on the pioneering work o f scholars such as Whitehead, Pridham, Hurrell 

and Yilmaz, the dissertation borrows concepts and theoretical tools from the literature o f 

international relations (IR) and attempts to build abridge between comparative politics and 

IR.

The theoretical framework used to explain the failed Algerian transition revolves 

around two dimensions that have been neglected in the study of transitology and that are 

directly connected to the external environment: the geo-political position o f the country and 

the nature of the state in economic terms. In the case of Algeria, it is o f the utmost 

importance to understand that its geo-political location in the Mediterranean and its rentier 

economy influenced the development and the outcome of its regime change. From these two 

dimensions, a set of variables is derived and these variables lead to the formulation of 

hypotheses that are then tested against the evidence gathered.

The evidence shows a rather high degree of variance in tenns of validation o f 

hypotheses. Some of them hold true and therefore they point to the necessity o f 

incorporating external variables, without which an explanation of the transition would be 

incomplete. Other hypotheses are instead not confirmed and point in the direction of 

domestic factors having more explanatory power. To conclude, it is suggested that a 

dynamic model including both domestic and international variables should be adopted.

The thesis makes a number of contributions to the academic debate surrounding the 

study o f transitions. First of all, it fills the gap existing in the theoretical formulation of the



weight that external forces have in transitions. After all, these do not occur in a vacuum. 

Secondly, it examines a country that has not been studied in great detail, particularly in the 

English language literature. Thirdly, by focusing on a M uslim country, it highlights 

important issues revolving around the complex relationship between Islam and democracy. 

Fourthly, it highlights that the two dominant theories o f international relations (Neo-Realism 

and Neo-Liberalism) can only offer a very small contribution to understanding regime 

change. Finally, the thesis is a small step towards building bridges between international 

relations and comparative politics. The research suggests that it is imperative to think o f  the 

two distinct traditions as being in a dynamic relationship. The evidence from the case study 

shows quite clearly that, on the one hand, domestic factors alone cannot account for the 

triggering, development and ending o f the transition. The same evidence, on the other hand, 

shows that international factors alone are unable to explain regime change as well. Both sets 

o f  factors are necessary to have a complete explanation o f  such a political phenomenon and 

this points to the dynamism and intertwining that characterises both dom estic and 

international politics.
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CHRONOLOGY

J u ly  3'*’ 1962; A lgeria  becom es independent from  France.

S e p te m b e r  2 9 ' \  1962: Ben B ella  becom es Prim e M inister.

J u n e  19'*', 1965: C olonel H ouari B oum edienne deposes Ben B ella th rough a coup d ’etat. 

A p ril  26"', 1968: The policy o f  A rab isation  is launched.

J a n u a r y  1970: The first quadrennial plan o f  econom ic developm ent is prepared.

N o v e m b e r  8 “',  1971: The governm ent begins to im plem ent the ‘agrarian  revo lu tion’.

N o v e m b e r  12'*', 1974: A lgeria and the US re-estab lish  full d ip lom atic relations 
fo llow ing  the ir interruption  after the S ix days War.

A p ril  10"'-12‘\  1975: French President G iscard  d ’E sta ing  officially  v isits A lgeria.

N o v e m b e r  1 9 ^  1976: A new  C onstitu tion  is approved by referendum . It re-em phasises 
the prim acy and the ro le o f  the FLN.

D e c e m b e r  lO"’, 1976: B oum edienne is elected President. This m ove norm alises the 
institu tional set-up o f  the country after the 1965 coup.

D e c e m e b r  27"', 1978: P resident B oum edienne passes aw ay suddenly.

F e b r u a r y  7"’, 1979: Chadli B endjedid  is elected P resident. H is election takes place after 
being  nom inated  by the Council o f  the Revolution.

M a rc h -A p r il ,  1980: The B erber Spring begins. The aim  o f  th is popular protest in 
K abilye is to  have the B erber language and culture officially  recognised. D em ands for 
dem ocratisation  are also made.

N o v em b e r lO"*, 1980: Follow ing a recession, som e m easures are adopted  to give m ore 
freedom  to private enterprise.

N o v em b e r 3 1 " , 1981: P resident M itterrand visits A lgeria.

F e b ru a r y  3'^^ 1982: France and A lgeria  sign  an im portant econom ic agreem ent on the 
export o f  gas to  France.

N o v em b e r 7"'-10"', 1983: Chadli v isits France. It is the first official v isit o f  an A lgerian  
presiden t to  France.

J a n u a r y  n " " , 1984: Chadli is re-elected to  the Presidency.

M ay  29 '", 1984: A new  fam ily law  is signed. It re-in troduces restrictive practices for 
w om en, lim iting som e o f  the ir rights.
J a n u a r y  16"', 1986: A  new  N ational C harter is adopted. A m ong the m easures approved 
is the increasing ro le that the m arket should  play in the A lgerian  econom y.

D e c e m b e r  8% 1987: A new  law extends privatisation  m easures to  the agricultural sector.



O cto b er 4"'-O ctober 12"': Following riots in every major Algerian city, the state o f 
siege is declared. The Army intervenes to put down the demonstrations.

O c to b er 10“’, 1988: Chadii promises far reaching political reforms and two days later 
the state o f  siege is lifted.

D ecem ber 1988: Chadii is elected for a third time to the Presidency.

F e b ru a ry  23”', 1989: The new Constitution is approved. References to socialism and the 
primacy o f the FLN disappear. Provisions for multipartism are enshrined.

M arch  4"', 1989: The Army officially withdraws from the FLN apparatus.

M arch  9"', 1989: M itterrand visits A lgeria to support Chadli’s reforms.

M arch  21", 1989: The FIS is created.

S ep tem ber lO"', 1989: Mouloud Hamrouche is appointed Prime Minister. His objective 
is to  lead the country out o f  the economic crisis. He leads a team o f reformers.

S ep tem ber 14'^ 1989: The FIS is officially recognised by the authorities.

O c to b er 29“', 1989: An earthquake hits the area o f Tipasa. Only the FIS is able to help 
the population highlighting the tremendous inefficiency o f the state apparatus.

Ju n e  12“', 1990: Local elections are held. For the first time there is effective political 
competition. The FIS wins 54% o f the vote; the FLN wins only 28%.

Ja n u a ry  IS"”, 1991: The G ulf War begins.

M ay 23'^^ 1991: The FIS organise a general strike and marches to protest against the 
new electoral law, which favours the FLN.

J u n e  4“', 1991: Clashes between FIS supporters and security forces. The parliamentary 
elections are postponed and the Hamrouche government resigns. Ghozali is the new 
Prime Minister.

J u n e  30“', 1991: The two leaders o f  the FIS are arrested.

D ecem ber 15“', 1991: The FIS leadership agrees to participate to the parliamentary 
elections called for December 26*'' in spite o f  the arrest o f  its leaders.

D ecem ber 26"', 1991: The FIS emerges as the leading party in the country, winning 
47.3%  o f the vote and 188 o f  the 230 seats assigned in the first round.

Ja n u a ry  2"*', 1992: Massive march o f  anti-FlS forces in Algiers. Some parties call for 
the cancellation o f the first round o f elections.

J a n u a ry  l l ' ^  1992: Chadii resigns, leaving power to the Anny. The second round o f 
election scheduled for January 16"' never takes place.

J a n u a ry  14'", 1992: A High State Committee with 5 members headed by B oudiaf is 
given presidential functions.



F eb ru a ry  9"', 1992: Following protests from FIS supporters, the state o f  emergency is 
declared. Initially it should last for one year.

Ju n e  2 9 '\  1992: Boudiaf is assassinated.

Ju ly  15% 1992: The trial against Madani and Belhadj ends. The two FIS leaders will 
serve 12 years in prison.

D ecem ber, 1992: The local councils elected in the summer o f  1991 are disbanded. The 
civil war begins.



CHAPTER 1 - Introduction: A lgeria’s Process of
Democratisation

One o f the most interesting, but least analysed attempts at moving away from 

authoritarian rule towards democratic governance took place between 1988 and 1992 in 

Algeria. This study attempts to explain how the transition was triggered, how it 

developed and how it ended, by focusing on the role played by the external environment.

1.1 A lger ia ’s Failed T ransition  to D em ocracy

In October 1988 Algeria experienced a sudden explosion o f  street violence 

triggered by economic and social discontent. People protested against the economic 

reforms introduced by the government and for a few days chaos reigned in the country. 

These ‘bread riots’, as they are labelled, were a turning point in the history o f  Algeria 

because they provided the opportunity for the regime to introduce liberalising reforms 

resulting in an attempt by the ruling one-party regime to turn the country into a fully- 

fledged democratic state.'

For a few days during the month o f October, the country was at a standstill due 

to anti-government demonstrations being held in all major cities. It was the biggest crisis 

the regime had to face since independence. Frustrated by poor social conditions, lack of 

economic prospects and absence o f  political freedom, many ordinary Algerians took to 

the streets calling for the resignation o f  President Chadli and for reforms that would put 

the countiy back on the course o f  economic, social and political development. The 

govermnent responded to the demonstrations by calling on the Army to crackdown on 

the participants. The number o f  deaths provoked by the Army's intervention is still a 

matter o f  contention (some commentators put the figure at 500, others at more than 

1,000), but the shock o f  seeing the popular Army shoot the citizens it had fought for 

during the war o f  independence was enormous. The harsh repression seemed to signal 

that the ruling elites were not ready to release their grip on power.

However, in a surprising twist, the riots proved to be the beginning o f  a far- 

reaching liberalisation process. The origin and the events surrounding the riots were 

more complicated than it first appeared and two opposing versions exist on the rioting. 

Some suggested that the demonstrations and the following crackdown had been 

organised by conservative elements within the FLN to unsettle President Chadli and the

' Among others, see Djallal Malti, La Nouvelle Guerre d'Algerie, (Paris, La Decouverte, 
1999); William B. Quandt, Between Ballots and Bullets. A lgeria’s Transition from  
Authoritarianism, (W ashington DC, Brookings Institution Press, 1998).
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economic reformers witiiin tiie party and the goverrunent. Others claim the opposite and 

argue that the riots had been planned to undermine the conservatives within the FLN 

who opposed the market-orientated reform o f the president.^ The two views obviously 

clash, but what is certain is that “different groups - students, trade unionists. Communists 

and Islamists - exploited the unrest to demand substantial political reform and the 

dismantling o f  the state apparatus which allowed a tiny elite and the military to abuse 

Algeria in the name o f  the people.”  ̂ Despite the bloody intervention o f the Army, to the 

surprise o f  many, these demands for change were quite swiftly met. President Chadli 

announced shortly after the crackdown that radical reforms were not only necessary, but 

that they were already being drawn up. Chadli had hinted at the necessity o f  wide 

ranging changes in a speech to party members just a month before the riots and he 

pressed ahead with his programme even after the October riots.'' A new Constitution was 

quickly drafted and took effect in February 1989. The new constitution contained 

numerous liberal features, but its most significant aspect was the introduction o f 

effective political competition. The National Liberation Front (FLN) ceased to be the 

only legal party and Algerians were permitted to form new political movements and 

apply for legal recognition. The government would decide which parties would be 

legalised and among the parties that applied for official recognition that were legalised 

was the Islamic Salvation Front (FIS). Thus began the Algerian process o f political 

liberalisation.

For just over three years, Algeria experienced the m ost open period o f political 

freedom in its history. New political parties were formed in a very short time, long-time 

exiled politicians came back to Algeria to partake in the construction o f  a new domestic 

order, the press was finally free and critical, civil society became very active as the 

number o f  associations springing up all over the country demonstrated, elections were 

fought quite fairly, and the new institutions seemed to be more responsive to the needs o f 

all citizens. In spite o f a promising beginning, the process o f  democratisation failed to 

consolidate itself and the democratic experiment came to an end in January 1992. At this 

point, the Army directly intervened in the political life o f  the country to prevent the 

Islamic Salvation Front (FIS) from taking control o f  the government after their victory in

 ̂Y oucef Bounadel, “Political parties and the transition from authoritarianism: the case o f 
Algeria”, Journal o f  M odern African Studies. V ol. 41, No. 1, 2003, p. 8.
 ̂ A. Thomson, An Introduction to African Politics, (London, Routledge, 2000), p. 235- 

236.
For the details o f  his speech, please see Dossiers et Documents, ‘’L'AIgerie a I'heure 

des choix” , M aghreb-M achrek. n. 122, Octobre-Decembre 1988.



the first round of the parliamentary elections held in December 1991 and reinstated 

authoritarian rule. Following the intervention, a bitter civil conflict began between the 

Armed Forces and pro-lslamic armed groups. Since the begimiing of the armed conflict 

in the spring of 1992, over 100,000 people have been killed and the ‘agony of Algeria’  ̂

continues to this day. Politically the country has been unable to revert back to a truly 

democratising process and it remains an authoritarian state, where the Army and the 

security forces still dominate both political and economic life behind the cover of 

civilian rule.

The preponderant role of the Army has been a constant feature in Algerian 

politics and it has been widely documented.^ For the moment, it suffices to say that the 

generals behind the scenes always were, and are to this day, the real wielders of power. 

They see themselves as the guardians of the unity of Algeria and the ultimate defenders 

o f the state institutions.^ For these reasons, they lead a privileged life and expect to enjoy 

benefits denied to the majority of the population. Their historical legitimacy stems from 

the victory, against all odds, in the war o f independence against France. In the words of 

Paula Balta and Claudine Rulleau: “[after independence] we witness the emergence o f a 

caste, which will be able to combine political authority, business and matrimonial 

alliances; the Anny.”* A much-cited quote sums up the role of the Army in Algeria from 

the historian Mohamed Harbi: “Every State has its army; in Algeria, it is the Army that 

has its own state.”^

At the time, the Algerian transition to democracy did not really make the 

headlines for a number of reasons. First of all, the world was paying much more 

attention to changes taking place in the Soviet Union. Secondly, Algeria had been a 

‘closed’ counti7  and there were few experts who could elaborate on the changes 

occurring there. Finally, Algeria belonged to the Muslim world and events there that did 

not have an immediate and clear impact on the West did not seem to receive much 

attention. Thus, until very recently, the Anglo-Saxon comparative literature on 

transitions to democracy has neglected both Algeria and the Arab world. One other 

possible explanation for this neglect is the perception that very few or no transitions took

 ̂Martin Stone, The Agony o f  Algeria (London: Hurst, 1997).
Among others, see Paul Balta and Claudine Rulleau, L'Algerie: les Essentiels, 

(Toulouse: Ed. Milam, 2000).
 ̂ Aziz Enliaili and Oumelkheir Adda, “State and Islamism in the Maghreb”, Middle East 

Review o f International Affairs. Vol. 7, No. 1, March 2003, p. 66.
Mbid., p. 35.
® Mohamed Harbi, as cited by Francois Soudan, ‘’L'apres-Chadli a commence” . La 
Jeune Afrique. No. 1450, 19th Octobre 1988, p. 9.
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place in the region even at the height o f the 'third wave.' This is however a mistaken 

perception, as the Arab world did experience significant changes.

The choice o f  the country under examination has two different aspects and they 

have to do with both academic and political concerns, which will be made clearer in 

Chapter 2. For the moment, it suffices to say that uppermost has been the preoccupation 

with understanding a countiy and a conflict which have been largely ignored in the West 

or, when analysed, have been widely misrepresented. Neglect and misunderstanding 

have in particular characterised most media coverage and therefore the general public 

has been distant or ‘ignorant’ about the plight o f  Algeria and Algerians. In his most 

recent book, Benjamin Stora points out that there is only one picture o f  the conflict that 

'toured the world' and is immediately recognisable: a woman with an empty look in her 

eyes crying for the death o f  family members. The picture o f  this modern 'Madonna' was 

published in 1997, five years after the beginning o f  the civil war. Six years after the 

publication o f  the picture, the country is still engulfed in violence, authoritarian rule and 

depressing economic conditions. Stora argues: “among the representations o f  the [current 

Algerian] war, what strikes is the persistency o f  absence, the feeling o f  a vacuum of 

images.” "’ He further asks rhetorically: “ If a w ar is not shown [in the media], does it 

really exist?” "

This lack o f attention to the conflict, to its origins and to its development has led 

some reputed scholars and analysts to explain it along the following lines: “Algeria has 

been torn apart by political violence emanating from radical Islamist groups bent on 

overthrowing the secular, military-backed governm ent.” '  ̂ Such a point o f departure for 

the analysis o f  the Algerian crisis, although containing some elements o f  truth, is 

nevertheless rather misleading and poorly informs the public and policy-makers. A 

simplification o f  the conflict in these terms indicates a lack o f understanding o f  its 

origins and therefore it prevents us from making informed choices about viable 

solutions.

Looking at A lgeria through the prism o f transitology and tlirough the 

identification o f rational actors participating in a highly complex game is more 

conducive to understanding the country’s failures than simply relying on simplistic 

explanations o f'good  versus evil', ‘fundamentalist versus secularist’, or culturally-biased

Benjamin Stora, La Guerre Invisible. Algerie, Annees 90 (Paris: Presse de Sciences Po 
2001), p. 7 
" Ibid., p. 8.

M aria Do Ceu Pinto, “European and American Responses to the Algerian Crisis”, 
Mediterranean Politics. Vol. 3, No. 3, Winter 1998, p. 63.
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ones referring to the autocratic civic culture o f  the country or the inherent 

authoritarianism o f Islain. Some scholars reject this approach and claim that Algeria is 

not a 'democratisation problem.''^ This research will instead assume that the Algerian 

problem is indeed illustrative o f  a transition 'gone bad', but, moreover, that Algeria is 

instrumental in highlighting some o f the shortcomings o f  the present state o f  the 

literature on transitions. In particular, transitology has refrained to deal convincingly 

with the dynamic that exists between the domestic and the international when accounting 

for the outcomes o f  processes o f democratisation. With respect to this shortcoming, this 

research will link concepts from international relations to the analytical tools o f 

transitology. The choice o f  using the transition literature in combination with the 

international relations one is not uncontroversial, but there is an existing trend in the 

scholarship pursuing precisely this objective.

In the following table it is possible to see A lgeria’s democratic experience in 

comparative terms with other countries in the M iddle East and North Africa (MENA); 

what emerges is not only the extent to which Algeria actually did democratise, but also 

the contemporaneous effort that the vast majority o f  the other countries in the MENA 

region made to satisfy demands for democratic governance. This seems to point to the 

presence o f  factors that all these countries need to deal with and in particular to the 

profound changes taking place in the international system.

For the most part, these pro-democracy and pro-market economy reforms were 

nothing but cosmetic changes, which were intended as a strategy to readjust the grip o f 

the regimes on the power they had. In this respect, A lgeria was no different, as the initial 

reforms were intended as means to find renewed legitimacy for the regime. What sets 

A lgeria apart is that these reforms quickly gathered substantial pace and led the country 

to become a ‘dem ocracy’ for a few years.

The table below shows how the most important countries in the Arab world dealt 

with the issue o f political and economic liberalisation in the immediate aftermath o f  the 

end o f  the Cold War, and following a very significant economic recession.

Table 1.1: Liberalisation in the M E N A  region

Jean Leca, ‘’Paradoxes de la Democratisation. L'Algerie au Chevet de la Science 
Politique” , Pouvoirs. No. 86, 1998, pp. 7-28.
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P re-1988 A uthoritarian ism L iberalisation D egree O utcom e

IMorocco Monarchy Yes Partial Failure

T unisia One party regime Yes Partial Failure

L ibya Personal dictatorship Yes Very limited Failure

E gypt Presidential dictatorship Yes Very limited Failure

Jordan Monarchy Yes Partial Success

Syria Personal dictatorship Yes Very limited Failure

Iraq Personal dictatorship No - -

S. A rabia Monarchy Yes Very limited Failure

A lgeria One party regime Yes Full Failure

A quick overview o f tiie political developments in other countries confirms that 

in all cases (Iraq did not implement any change) the reforms failed to lead to a successful 

transition and in most cases the type o f regime did not change. In Morocco, the process 

o f  reforms initiated by the late King Hassan II and known as alternance is considered a 

failure and the current King is still the supreme decision maker.''* In Tunisia, the 

transition lasted only two years as the general who had replaced the former ruler and 

who had promised a quick move towards democracy proceeded to hijack it.‘  ̂ In Libya, 

Qadahafi made some cosmetic changes to the institutional set-up o f Libya’s government 

to give the impression o f popular involvement in decision-making, but power stills rests 

with him.'® The same can be said for both E gypt'’ and Syria.'® M ubarak in Egypt still 

rules without any sort o f democratic legitimacy, while in Syria power passed from father 

to son in what is now a ‘hereditary republic’. The 1989 reforms served only the purpose 

o f  strengthening the regime by pre-empting and co-opting opposition. Saudi Arabia also

John Entelis, “Un Courant Populaire Mis a I’Ecart”, Le Monde Diplomatique. No. 
589, September 2002, pp.21-22.

Nicolas Beau and .lean-Pierre Tuquoi, Notre Am i Ben Ali, (Paris: Editions La 
Decouverte, 1999).

For reforms in Libya see Dirk Vanderwalle, “Qadaflii’s ‘Perestroika’: Economic and 
Political Liberalisation in Libya”, Middle East Journal. Vol. 45, No. 2, Spring 1991, pp. 
216-231.

For reforms in Egypt in the late 1980s see M ona Makram-Ebeid, “Political Opposition 
in Egypt: Democratic Myth or Reality?”, Middle East Journal. Vol. 43, No. 3, Summer 
1989, pp. 423-436.

For reforms in Syria, see Volker Perthes, “Stages o f  Economic and Political 
Liberalisation” in Eberhard Kienle (ed.) Contemporary Syria. Liberalisation betM’een 
C old War and Cold Peace, (London: British Academic Press, 199), pp. 44-71.
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is no exception to the trend and the creation o f  a Council to advise the King in the early 

1990s did not signify any real democratic change.

Thus, putting Algeria into comparative context confirms that the case is most 

interesting to analyse. Relative to the class o f cases, Algeria is ‘exceptional’ for a 

num ber o f  reasons. First o f  all, it was among the earlier countries to democratise and by 

February 1989 it had adopted a ‘liberal’ Constitution allowing in particular for multi- 

partism. Secondly, its degree o f  liberalisation and democratisation was the most 

substantial. No other country in the region went as far as Algeria in terms o f political 

refonns and civil rights, including freedom o f assembly and freedom o f the press. 

Thirdly, the Algerian elites were the only ones in the region to ‘accept’ the risk of 

legalising an antagonistic Islamic opposition. They may have done so in order to co-opt 

it more easily or they may have done it in order to offset other players in the transitional 

game, but what remains is that they allowed an Islamic party to fully partake to the 

political life o f  the country. Finally, the two electoral consultations that took place before 

the military coup were considered to be ‘free and fair’. The region has a strong tradition 

o f  rigged elections, but twice Algeria did not conform to the pattern.

A further interesting aspect for studying a country in this region is the context o f 

an international system that was profoundly changing. The winding down o f the Cold 

War had profound and obvious implications for the actors directly involved in it with all 

the readjustments that needed to be made in terms o f  national security and diplomatic 

relations. There were however profound consequences for the international system as 

whole and one o f  the most important ones proved to be the acceleration o f  the 

democratising trend. This trend did not have an impact only on the satellite countries o f 

the Soviet Union, but reverberated throughout the globe and seems to point to the 

existence o f a connection between all the cases. This means that Algeria should be 

looked at through international lenses. By taking into account the external environment, 

it is possible to analyse the transition and its ultimate failure as a product o f actors’ 

interests and forces at the international level and not simply o f exclusively domestic 

variables. When thinking about the opening up o f  the political system, it is difficult for 

instance not to perceive the link with changes taking place in the wider world outside the 

Arab world. Conversely, it is problematic not to look at the many failures o f  democracy 

in the MENA region without referring to the same international context. Cantori argues, 

for instance, that “the American policy stakes in the Middle East are so high that 

democracy as a policy objective is potentially politically destabilising and therefore an
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unaffordable luxury.” '® But this stance is not American alone; the European Union both 

as an actor and as a collection o f different member states can be accused o f the same 

interest, hi fact, it can be argued that France and other European countries had more at 

stake in Algeria than the United States. It follows that taking into account such an 

external environment could add valuable insights to explanations o f  transitions in the 

wider Arab world and, at the same time, it could provide better knowledge o f  the 

difficult relationship between Islam and democracy. The issue o f  the Islamic Salvation 

Front (FIS) and its democratic credibility was central to the perceptions and strategies 

put in place by all other actors involved in the Algerian transitional game. There is very 

little doubt that much o f the debate around the failed transition centres on this issue. This 

has enormous implications for relations with the Muslim world and, specifically, the 

political movements that found their legitimacy on Islam as a system o f beliefs and 

political action. There is for instance a fundamental question that must be dealt with both 

academically and politically; if  such movements participate in the democratic procedural 

game and win, should they be allowed to exercise power or should they be stopped from 

ruling? A better understanding o f this past experience may lead to the adoption o f better 

strategies for democratisation, as recently suggested by Carothers.^®

Finally, the Algerian case has profound implications for and is instrumental in 

understanding issues concerning the promotion o f  democracy abroad. There is very little 

doubt that democracy is 'triumphant' in ideological terms in the post-Cold War period; it 

is a universalised value. The liberal version o f  it is particularly dominant and its 

proponents do not seem to see any alternative to it; democracy is either liberal or is not 

democracy. In the case o f  Arab countries in particular the argument may not be so simple 

and there is a school o f  thought both in the West and in the Muslim world that argues in 

favour of an Islamic democracy. If the FIS had been allowed to rule, would have we 

witnessed democratic governance or, as the FIS detractors argue, would we have 

witnessed a return to religious authoritarianism and obscurantism? This question has 

profound consequences for how we deal with the many 'liberalised autocracies'^' that

Louis Cantori, “The Limitations o f  Western Democratic Theory: The Islamic 
Alternative” paper presented at the Conference o f  M iddle East Studies Association, in 
Orlando, Florida, United States, November 2000, p. 1.

Thomas Carothers, “Is Gradualism Possible? Choosing a Strategy for promoting 
Democracy in the Middle East”, Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, W orking 
Paper. No. 39, June 2003.
^'Daniel Brumberg, “Liberalisation Versus Democratisation. Understanding Arab 
Political Reform” Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, Working Paper. No. 37, 
May 2003, pp. 3-20.



exist throughout the Arab world. Today, the contention o f  many Western governments is 

that in many Arab countries we see signs o f  democracy developing and taking hold 

because democracy is indeed universal. But is this the case or is Claude Ake correct 

when he points out: “if  democracy is being universalised, it is only because it has been 

trivialised to the point that it is no longer threatening to power elites around the world, 

who may now enjoy democratic legitimacy without the notorious inconveniences o f 

practising democracy?”^̂

Thus, there are numerous implications deriving from a better understanding o f 

Algeria, both relative to the class o f  regional cases and relative to the lessons it can offer 

for the international community. They have even more relevance today at a time when 

W estern engagement with the Muslim world is so controversial, ranging from support 

for authoritarian regimes to full scale military intervention to rid some countries of 

perceived anti-W est dictators.

1.2 A lger ia’s Transition Between C om parative  Politics and IR

Explaining how the Algerian authoritarian regime collapsed, how the process o f 

democratisation developed and how it ended could offer new evidence to perceive the 

relationship between domestic and international factors as a dynamic one. Transitions 

have to be studied in their international context because there are two converging trends 

that make them an international phenomenon. One trend is a ‘regional’ one and is related 

to the concept o f  contagion, whereby countries in the same geographic area seem to 

experience the same ‘drive’ towards regime change at the same time. This occurred in 

Eastern Europe and Latin America, and the Arab world is no different. The other trend 

has to do with the ‘tim ing’ o f  the transition, whereby geographic proximity is also 

accompanied by timing proximity. These two trends, as already noted by Wliitehead, 

point to international factors operating to influence transitions previously thought to be 

solely domestic affairs.

Due to the growth o f the literature regarding the effects of'g lobalisation', recent 

research has witnessed the emergence o f studies attempting to link external actors and 

variables to domestic political and economic developments. Obviously, this is not an 

entirely new phenomenon and some scholars o f  international relations theory (IR) have 

dedicated some o f their work to exploring this topic. However, the large majority o f  this

Claude Ake, “Dangerous Liaisons: the Interface o f Globalisation and Democracy” in 
Axel Hadenius (ed.) Democracy's Victory and Crisis (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 1997), p. 282.
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literature separates domestic and international politics quite neatly and very rarely 

attempts to see them as inter-linked.

A neat division between domestic and international politics is now believed to be 

detrimental to an explanation o f political phenomena. As early as 1996, Jacobsen, in a 

review article o f  new trends in IR, argued that “the heyday o f  models that depict the state 

as a rational unitary actors, billiard ball, or black box apparently is drawing to a close.”^̂  

While such distinction between the domestic and international levels may have been 

justified in the past, particularly given the methodological concerns o f  parsimony and the 

‘levels o f analysis’ approaches, today it seems very difficult to argue that there are no 

links between the two.

From this division it has followed that: “traditionally, comparative politics and 

international relations have been separate spheres o f  endeavour.” '̂' When it comes to 

comparative politics, the result has been the neglect o f  the role o f international and 

transnational variables to explain domestic political processes. One phenomenon that has 

been firmly within the camp o f comparative politics is regime change. Specifically, 

transitions from authoritarian rule towards the establishment o f democracy have been 

mainly analysed by looking at domestic factors. In the words o f  Haynes: “comparative 

analysis tends to look no further than domestic factors to seek its explanations.”^̂  An 

example o f how international factors are usually treated in the context o f  regime change 

is found in Pinkney. He argues: “external factors can make democratisation easier or 

more difficult, but the actual transition will depend on the ability o f  internal actors to 

utilise the opportunities offered.” ®̂ International Relations has also relied heavily on 

structural models, but it has at least attempted to engage with the 'domestic.' Evidence o f 

this is found in the very large body o f literature that tries to explain foreign policy 

outcomes by looking at domestic structures and that resulted in the proposition that 

'democracies do not go to war with each other.'

The focus o f this project is to instead attempt to build a bridge between the two 

literatures o f  IR and comparative politics and re-analyse the process o f  transition in 

Algeria paying particular attention to the role o f  external variables. The opportunities

John Kurt Jacobsen, “Are All Politics Domestic? Perspectives on the Integration o f 
Comparative Politics and International Relations Theory”, Comparative Politics. Vol. 29, 
No. I, October 1996, p. 93.

Jeffrey Haynes, “Comparative Politics and 'Globalisation'”, European Political 
Science. Vol. 2, No. 3, Summer 2003, p. 2 1.

Ibid., p. 22.
Robert Pinkney, Democracy in the Third World, (London: Lynne Rienner, 2003) p. 

159.
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Pinkney talks about may in fact not exist at all and they could be better described at 

times as ‘forced choices.’ M oreover, it cannot be excluded a priori that some external 

actors could be active on the domestic scene in their own right. Thus, the necessity for 

this type o f  approach has become recently more insistent and the design o f  this research, 

to a large extent, precedes it. It is however worth noting that Jeff Haynes is not the only 

scholar who “point[s] out that while, traditionally, the comparative literature has ignored 

or, at best, only cursorily referred to external factors as a supplementary add on, the 

impact o f  relevant international and transnational actors”^̂  should be examined further. 

Laurence Whitehead, Geoffrey Pridham, Samuel Huntington and Douglas Chalmers are 

the first generation o f  scholars who attempted to come to terms with the role o f  external 

factors during democratisation. The second generation attempted more forcefully to give 

international factors a central explanatory role. Hakan Yilmaz^* built an open model o f 

democratisation and applied it to Southern Europe with a considerable degree o f  success. 

Gillespie and Youngs noted: “the complexities o f  the international system dimension to 

political change have been inadequately factored into studies o f  democratisation” ®̂ and 

proceeded to insert them and apply them to North Africa. Richard Sakwa^° concluded 

much o f the same and decided to analyse transitions in Eastern Europe tlirough 

international variables. Finally, Jean Grugel^' attempted very recently to reconcile the 

studies o f  democratisation and globalisation.

This renewed interest in regime change and in the role o f  external actors did not 

emerge only out o f  academic concerns, but is also related to two fundamentally political 

elements. The first one is that within globalisation, there is an “emerging world-wide 

preference for democracy.”^̂  Most political parties, governments and leaders across the 

globe today make explicit references to democratic governance and a previously 

contested concept is now widely accepted to mean W estern-style liberal democracy. This

Haynes, op. cit. p. 24.
Hakan Yilmaz, “External-Internal Linkages in Democratization: Developing an Open 

Model o f  Democratic Change”, Dem ocratization. Vol. 9, No. 2, Summer 2002, pp. 67- 
84.

Richard Gillespie and Robert Youngs, “Themes in European Democracy Prom otion”, 
Democratization. Vol. 9, No. 1, Spring 2002, p. 1.

Richard Sakwa, “Introduction. The Democratic Experience” in Richard Sakwa (ed.) 
The Experience o f  Democratisation in Eastern Europe, (London: M acmillan Press, 
1999).

Jean Grugel, “Democratisation Studies Globalisation: the Coming o f Age o f  a 
Paradigm”, British Journal o f  Politics and International Relations. Vol. 5, No. 2, May 
2003, pp. 258-283.

J. Mittelman, “The Globalisation Challenge: Surviving at the M argins”, Third World 
Quarterly. Vol. 15, No. 3, 1994, p. 429 as cited in Je ff Haynes, op. cit.
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does not mean that all o f  those who espouse democracy are 'true believers' or 'true 

practitioners' nor does it mean that those governments celebrating the virtues o f 

democracy are in themselves truly democratic, but it is significant that liberal-democracy 

seems to be the only remaining ideology by virtue o f the fact that it denies being such 

and instead purports itself to be the ‘natural’ order o f  society. This worldwide consensus 

about democracy is also linked to the perceived benefits derived from an increasing 

number o f  nation-states adopting this system o f governm ent as a way o f guaranteeing 

international peace. Thus, the absence o f  international conflict is linked to the emergence 

o f  an area o f  democratic peace. The second motive behind this interest in the relationship 

existing between transitions and external factors is the strategy o f democracy-promotion 

put in place by both the United States and the European Union (both as a unified actor 

and through the unilateral actions o f  its members). There is, in fact, a growing literature 

that argues the merits o f  such strategies and emphasises the links between democracy- 

promotion, development and international peace.”  It is therefore very important to have 

a better understanding o f transitions and the role external actors should play in order to 

be more effective in their strategies.

Both academic and political interests are the basis for this study. From a purely 

academic point o f  view, it is important to emphasise that, theoretically, there are many 

points o f  contact between domestic actors and international actors and forces. It is in fact 

quite difficult to imagine how actors totally autonomous from the surrounding 

environment can carry out such a 'founding' moment as the creation o f  a new political 

and often economic system in a virtual vacuum. These contacts can take the form o f 

direct policies and structural influences or can be seen in the context o f  the 'spirit o f  the 

time'. Furthermore they can involve actors at different levels and may not be limited to 

nation-states. The purpose o f this research is therefore to utilise the case o f  Algeria to 

look at processes o f  democratisation that include a set o f  international factors, which 

may be useful explanatory variables. If the evidence bears out the hypotheses generated 

through the study, the implications for the literature on regime change would be 

numerous. First o f  all, the discovery o f  a more influential role played by international 

factors would challenge the assumption that the ‘creation’ o f  democracy is simply a 

domestic game and would point to the necessity o f  re-directing research towards more

”  Gary Gambill argues precisely that the absence o f  democracy in the Arab world is the 
result o f  the lack o f  true democracy promotion on the part o f  the United States. See, Gary 
Gambill,“Explaining the Arab Democracy Deficit, Part II: American Policy”, Middle 
East Intelligence Bulletin. Vol. 5, No. 8-9, August-September 2003, pp. 1-17.
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integrated explanations. W hile the belief that the creation o f  democracy is purely a 

domestic affair has been to a certain extent already abandoned, it is necessary to offer 

new evidence supporting the crucial role o f  the external environment in the creation of 

new domestic political and economic structures. Secondly, it would demonstrate that 

external actors play a role in supporting, at times decisively, key domestic constituencies 

in order to arrive at their most preferred outcome (be it democracy or a return to 

authoritarian rule), thereby confirming that nation-states, in order to ‘survive’, need to a 

certain extent to conform to the dominant rules and rulers o f  the international system. 

Thirdly, it may mean that some domestic choices are indeed forced upon domestic actors 

by outside actors and variables. Fourthly, there would be implications for the type of 

actors operating in the system, as the presence o f non-state actors actively involved in 

processes o f  democratisation would indicate that nation-states may not be the all 

powerful entities in the system. Finally, there would also be implications for policy

making as well. If the international element is indeed important, the type o f  international 

influence could make a difference to the outcome and by changing policies it can be 

conceived that outcomes could be changed as well.

From a political and policy-orientated point o f  view, the question about the role 

o f external actors in triggering, facilitating or impeding a transition and its following 

phases is o f  extreme importance in the international system. Increasingly, the formal 

sovereignty states enjoyed in the past is being eroded and a better understanding o f how 

regime change comes about, develops and concludes will help indicate what lies ahead 

for the remaining authoritarian regimes.

To conclude, the primary objective o f  the thesis is to offer a critique o f 

transitology as it stands today with its almost exclusive focus on the ‘dom estic’. Such 

critique is accompanied by the utilisation o f  concepts drawn from international relations. 

There are many theories o f  IR that can be employed to support such an enterprise, but 

they also suffer from a number o f  shortcomings and they should not be uncritically 

accepted and incorporated.

1.3 A Map for the Road Ahead

Chapter 2 deals in some detail with the context within which this study takes 

place. First o f  all, it highlights the reason for the study and places it in the context o f  the 

literature on transitions from authoritarian rule to the establishment o f  a democratic 

system and its consolidation or demise. It specifies the research question by looking at
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the Hterature on international relations and looks at the main theories and concepts that 

could be applied for such a study. Finally, it addresses methodological questions and, in 

particular, it addresses the reasons behind the choice o f  Algeria as a single case study.

Chapter 3 consists o f  the literature review on issues o f  regime change. It 

contends that most o f  the studies carried out in transitology do not deal satisfactorily 

with the external enviromnent and do not engage sufficiently with international 

variables. There are notable exceptions to this trend and there are scholars whose work 

contributes to highlighting this deficiency in the literature and offers ways to incorporate 

such factors. The work o f these scholars will be analysed and criticised at the same time 

in order to take on board useful categories and to improve on them. The chapter 

concludes with an overview o f the hypotheses that will be tested and with the main 

assumptions and definitions.

Chapter 4 will deal with the domestic politics based explanations offered for the 

Algerian transition. While chapter 3 focuses on general theoretical points, this chapter 

will deal specifically with the Algerian case. It will look at the views that have been 

offered to explain the process o f  transition and the failure o f  consolidation in Algeria, 

and establish that on their own they fail to adequately tell the whole story o f  the 

transition. It is necessary to highlight these alternative explanations to identify their weak 

points and the answers they do not offer. Firstly, it will be established that some o f these 

explanations are too strongly based on variables that have lost much o f their explanatory 

power in the literature. Secondly, it will be argued that other explanations are potentially 

useful, but need to be linked to the externa! environment to acquire stronger credibility. 

Finally, it will also be made clear that the political change in Algeria from 1988 onwards 

was a real and substantial shift in the form and nature o f its government. The fact that the 

process o f  democratisation was initiated in order to preserve the privileged position of 

those already in power should not lead to the conclusion that change was not real. 

Almost all transitions begin because the ruling elites seeks to maintain power through the 

generation o f  renewed legitimacy, which usually takes the form o f  electoral and 

democratic consent. Such liberalisation, while seeking renewed legitimacy, tends to 

generate pressures and forces that are soon beyond the control o f  the initiators. 

Concerning Algeria, the move away from authoritarianism and towards the 

establislmient o f  a new political system was o f  considerable importance and led the 

country to enjoy a period o f  unprecedented political openness; the transition was for real. 

Even before legislative elections were held, Hudson stated that “in less than two years
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[Algeria] has overhauled its constitution, permitted political parties o f  all stripes to 

function -including Islamic parties- lifted press censorship and encouraged the 

development o f newspapers, and greatly simplified the procedures for establishing
,,34

associations. .

Chapter 5 will be dedicated to the conceptualisation o f  the explanation for the 

case study based on IR literature and definitions. It will identify the dimensions that are 

relevant in terms o f international influence in domestic politics and it will specify the 

range o f  actors involved. There are two dimensions that should be taken into 

consideration when looking at transitions. Countries are not isolated from their 

surroundings and it is important to clearly identify both their geo-political and economic 

environments to determine the degree to which they could be affected by changes in 

these contexts. The chapter will also deal with the issue o f the appropriate level o f 

analysis. Much o f IR theoi7 is concerned with states and state actions. While states 

remain very important actors on the international scene, the picture emerging would be 

incomplete if  other entities and agencies were not taken into account. It is not really a 

case o f  choosing one or the other, but a case o f  taking into account that both have 

something to contribute to the analysis.

Chapter 6 will look in detail at the external environment at the time o f  and 

tliroughout transition, looking both at political and economic variables. The focus will be 

on the events and changes taking place outside Algeria and attention will be paid to the 

consequences o f such events. This chapter is more empirical than chapter 5 and will 

begin to make connections between the claims made in that chapter and the emerging 

evidence about the case study. A more detailed discussion o f  how the evidence supports 

or disproves the hypotheses discussed in Chapter 5 will be made in Chapter 7 when each 

hypothesis will be analysed. It will emerge that the evidence does not support some o f 

the hypotheses and that there are at best tenuous links between the domestic and the 

international spheres. However, it will also emerge that some hypotheses can 

convincingly be supported, legitimising the claim that the two spheres interact 

dynamically.

In the concluding Chapter, the results will be discussed in light o f  the research 

question. There are a num ber o f  consequences that will emerge for assumptions made 

both in the transitions and in the international relations literatures and they will all be

Michael Hudson, “After the G ulf War: Prospects for Democratisation in the Arab 
W orld”, Middle East Journal. Vol. 45, No. 3, Summer 1991, p. 414.
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discussed in som e detail. These im plications w ill hopefully contribu te by questioning 

som e o f  the traditional assum ptions present in both literatures.

F inally, it is possible to exam ine in b r ie f  the developm ents that took place since 

the m ilitary coup and analyse if  events over the last decade tend to  support the 

explanation offered here for the failure o f  the transition , particularly  w hen looking at 

external factors. This is done in a short ep ilogue after the conclusion.
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CHAPTER 2 -  The Research

2.1 Introduction

The purpose o f  this chapter is to highhght the reasons behind this study, to 

justify it in terms o f  the existing Hterature and to explain the methodology, with 

particular attention paid to the choice o f  a single case study. At the heart o f  the project 

lies an interest in the process o f democratisation in Algeria. This type o f  political 

phenomenon has acquired considerable political importance and has attracted substantial 

academic attention.

The 1990s in particular saw the collapse o f  many forms o f authoritarian regimes 

and attempts to move towards a different political system based on people’s democratic 

consent. The collapse o f  communist rule dramatically changed the global political 

landscape, so much that the Western victory in the Cold War led some to hail the end o f 

history.' These processes o f  regime change have however given rise to profoundly 

different outcomes: some countries managed to move to a W estern style liberal 

democracy without too many difficulties (Poland and Hungary are the best examples in 

Europe), many other are trapped with a stagnant quasi-democratic system (e.g. Morocco, 

Egypt, Peru)^ and still others reverted to some form o f authoritarian rule after a 

promising start on the road towards full-scale political liberalisation (e.g. Tunisia and 

Pakistan).

The different outcomes and the relatively low ‘failure rate’ should not detract 

from the importance o f  understanding how authoritarian regimes collapse, how the 

domestic actors attempt to construct a new political system, and how they either fail or 

succeed in building a stable democracy. Algeria falls precisely into the category o f 

‘failed democratisations’. The interest in Algeria is combined with the necessity to 

explore further the external dimension o f  transitions, as explanations purely based on 

domestic factors are misleading. This is a rather under-researched aspect o f  how 

transitions occur and how the process develops over time and concludes. Wliile there are 

numerous studies preoccupied with analysing the domestic enviromnent, there is 

comparatively little work on the external constraints, incentives and disincentives to 

democratisation.

' Francis Fukuyama, “The End o f History?”, The National Interest. No. 16, Summer 
1989.
 ̂ The category o f so-called semi-democracies seemed to be on the rise in the mid-1990s, 

as highlighted in Fareed Zakaria, “The Rise o f  Illiberal Democracy”, Foreign Affairs. 
Vol. 76, No. 6, November/December 1997, pp. 22-43.
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It is also interesting to note that some countries and some regions have been 

analysed in far greater detail than others. When it comes to regional focus, countries in 

the Middle East and North Africa fared quite badly, although recently there has been a 

renewed interest in studying issues linked to liberalisation and democratisation in this 

area. The absence of this region from comparative studies on regime change may be due 

to the perception that real changes did not seem to have occurred in terms o f regime 

transformation, leading some scholars to talk about ‘Islamic exceptionalism’  ̂ when it 

comes to the establishment of democratic institutions in the Muslim world at large.'* In 

fact, this perception does not stand up to empirical testing. Radical political 

transformations did occur in a number of countries in the Arab world, although for a very 

limited period of time.

While it is true that most regimes in the Middle East and North Africa today 

look, superficially at least, much like they looked in the 1970s, profound transformations 

took place both at governmental and societal level. The Muslim world has not been 

entirely immune to global trends emphasising market economy and liberal democracy.^ 

Most countries in the region experimented with liberal economics and had to deal with 

massive teclmological changes, which allowed the growth of a more lively and 

independent civil society.*'

As far back as 1988, Michael Hudson pointed out that “the recent work of 

members of the Middle East Studies Association [...] on social formations also conveys 

the complexity and autonomy of the incipient civil society: the informal economy, 

women’s activities, local politics, patron-client relations, interest groups, affinity groups.

 ̂ The issue of the supposed Middle East exceptionalism has been widely discussed by 
Simon Bromley, “Middle East Exceptionalism -  Myth or Reality?” in David Held, David 
Goldblatt, Margaret Kiloh and Paula Lewis (eds.) Democratization (London: Open 
University Press, 1997).
'* Bernard Lewis is particularly critical about the inability of Islam to come to terms with 
democracy as one of the pillars of modernity and argued that “many Islamic countries 
have experimented with democratic institutions of one kind or another..[but] the record, 
with the possible exception of Turkey is one of almost unrelieved failure.” He also 
added: “the only European model that worked, in the sense o f accomplishing its 
purposes, was the one-party dictatorship.” See Bernard Lewis, “ Revolt of Islam”, The 
New Yorker. November 19, 2001, pp. 50-63.
 ̂ For an overview of the signs o f democratisation at the end of the 1980s, see Michael 

Hudson, “Democratisation and the problem of legitimacy in Middle East politics”, 
Middle East Studies Association Bulletin. Vol. 22, No. 2, December 1988, pp. 157-171.
 ̂ For an analysis of the impact o f tecliiiology on Middle Eastern societies, see for 

example Annabelle Sreberny-Mohammadi, “The Media and Democratization in the 
Middle East: The Strange Case of Television,” Democratization. Vol. 5, No. 2, Summer 
1998, pp. 179-199.



labour and agricultural associations, charitable and educational organisations are the 

building blocks o f  a civil society autonomous (or potentially so) from state and regime.”’ 

These changes should not lead scholars to conclude that democracy exists in the region 

and more critical scholars suggest that we should not even speak in terms o f degrees of 

democracy since “as an analytical category [it] camiot be present to varying degrees or 

percentages.”® While this warning is entirely reasonable, “it is important not to confuse 

the absence o f  democracy with the question o f prospects for democratisation.”®

Together with these societal and teclmological changes, there have been 

numerous specific political experiments aimed at curbing the democratic deficit. A 

number o f authoritarian regimes did collapse or changed dramatically. The fall o f  the 

Bourguiba’s regime in Tunisia for instance led to an opening up o f the political space. 

The regime fell due to a ‘medical’ coup, but there were real hopes that the new leader 

would seriously liberalise the political system as he explicitly declared. For this reason a 

transition pact was signed, which constituted an “effort to reiterate and celebrate the 

solidarity o f  the Tunisian people [...]  while admitting and indeed encouraging the 

existence o f pluralism o f ideas and interests.”'® The political transition eventually 

failed," although to some, elements o f  it are still ongoing.'^

In other countries as well there were attempts to build a new system based on 

real popular consent, such as Algeria and Jordan. According to Rex Brynen, “on 

November 8, 1989, the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan went to the polls in what were to 

be the first general parliamentary elections in more than 23 years, and the freest and 

fairest vote in that country’s history.”'̂  In Algeria, the single party political system was 

abolished in 1989 to open the door for the most interesting and far-reaching programme 

o f political reform in any Arab country. These attempts, and other less celebrated ones, 

were not entirely successful and democracy has not been consolidated anywhere in the

’ Hudson, op. cit. p. 163.
* Oliver Schlumberger, “The Arab Middle East and the Question o f  Democratization: 
Some Critical Remarks,” Democratization. Vol. 7, No.4, Winter 2000, p. 113.
® Ibid., p. 113.

Lisa Anderson, “Political Pacts, Liberalism and Democracy: The Tunisian National 
Pact o f  1988,” Goveri'unent and Opposition. Vol. 26, No. 2, Spring 1991, p. 260.
" Larbi Sadiki, “Political Liberalization in Bin A li’s Tunisia: Fa9ade Democracy”, 
Democratization. Vol. 9, No. 4, Winter 2002, pp. 122-141.

Jerry Sorkin, “The Tunisian Model”, Middle East Ouarterlv. Vol. 8, No. 4, Fall 2001. 
Available at http: //^\'^v\v.meforum.ol^p^/article/107.

Rex Brynen, “Economic Crisis and Post-Rentier Democratisation in the Arab World: 
the Case o f  Jordan”, Canadian Journal of Political Science. Vol. 25, No. 1, March 1992, 
p. 69.
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region,''' but there is an important story to be told about the collapse o f authoritarianism, 

the development o f the liberalisation period leading to full democratisation, and the 

failure o f consolidation, which in most cases led to a return to some form o f authoritarian 

rule.

In spite o f the pessimism concerning the democratisation o f the region and the 

possibilities for regime changes that would lead to more pluralistic and freer polities, 

past events demonstrate that, albeit temporarily, democracy can be a reality in the 

Middle East and North Africa. The entire region is o f immense interest from both an 

academic and political point o f view and merits the attention o f students o f regime 

change. An explanation o f the Algerian transition in light o f external variables could 

contribute to shed some light on the region as a whole.

2.2 The Project

The lack o f systematic understanding o f the external environment during regime 

change along with important questions arising from the Algerian transition, combine to 

form the direction o f this project.

Far from being simply an examination o f the reasons behind the attempted 

Algerian transition to democracy and its failure to consolidate in the period between 

1988 and 1992, this study tries to understand the Algerian transition in its international 

context, recognising the importance o f international constraints and variables when 

changes in regime occur. There are some studies o f the failed democratisation o f Algeria, 

particularly in French academia, ranging from personal accounts o f political and military 

figures involved in the decision-making processes to in-depth analyses o f Algerian 

socio-economic and political developments. However, the literature lacks a 

comprehensive study o f the external environment, which may have strongly conditioned 

Algerian domestic developments. A t the same time, the literature on transitions has 

recently gone through considerable changes and there is renewed interest in the 

international dimension. Recent transitions highlighted the necessity for the literature to 

take international factors into greater account, given that their impact had been 

previously underestimated. While it is still hotly debated ‘what’ exactly caused the 

collapse o f communist rule in Eastern Europe, the external environment was never 

accorded primacy as a key causal mechanism.

''' For the case o f Jordan, see Meliran Kamrava, “ Frozen Political Liberalization in 
Jordan: the Consequences for Democracy” , Democratization. Vol. 5, No. 1, Spring 1998, 
pp. 138-157.
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Intuitively, most scholars agree that the changes taking place in the Soviet 

Union, and the launch o f  the so-called ‘Sinatra doctrine’ by Gorbachev, triggered 

transitions in Eastern Europe by removing the threat o f  the use o f  force in case o f 

political choices detrimental to Soviet interests. But there is little attempt to engage with 

these effects in a systematic manner. Furthermore, once the point about the change of 

policy in the Soviet Union is made in order to contextualise the process o f domestic 

regime change, the vast majority o f  studies focus their attention on endogenous factors 

and variables to explain the development and the outcome o f the transition. Despite this 

predominant interest on the interplay o f domestic actors, in recent works emerges a 

‘contam ination’ o f  the traditional approaches to regime change with approaches derived 

from international relations theories.

This takes place in the wider context characterising the discipline o f  political 

science as a whole, where it is increasingly believed that comparative politics and 

international relations cannot be analysed in isolation. Thus, this study situates itself 

within the emerging literature dealing with external-internal links when explaining 

regime change. Such literature is becoming increasingly relevant, as globalisation seems 

to be blurring the boundaries between domestic and international politics. Looking at 

external constraints during the process o f  regime change “ involves challenging one o f 

the most deeply rooted paradigm divides within political science, that between 

international relations and comparative politics.” '  ̂ The underlying objective o f  this 

enterprise is to build a bridge between the two traditions by providing a critique of 

transitology, which needs to incorporate the international dimension much more 

organically. The method used to illustrate this point is an extensive empirical study o f 

one case that would provide the basis for reconsidering and re-analysing the existence o f 

a link between two realms (inside/outside) often seen as mutually exclusive.

2.3 The Literature on Regime C h a n g e - A  Preliminary Overview

The literature on the democratic transformation o f societies expanded 

considerably from its inception in the late and mid 1970s.'^ The end o f  the Cold War and

Philippe Schmitter, ‘The Influence o f the International Context upon the choice of 
National Institutions and Policies in Neo-Democracies”, in Laurence Whitehead (ed.) 
The International Dimensions o f  Democratization, (New York: Oxford University Press, 
1996), p. 26.

A very important study in four volumes on democracy and development in 3 
continents was conducted at the end o f  the 1980s and serves as one o f the best 
comparative studies in the field. Larry Diamond, Juan Linz and Alfred Stepan, 
Democracy in Developing Countries (Boulder, Colorado: Lynne Riemier, 1986, 1988).
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the collapse o f  communist ideology dramatically increased the number o f countries 

undergoing a radical change in their political, economic and social structures, thereby 

increasing the number o f  cases available to test previous theories on regime change. 

Building on studies conducted to explain the transitions o f  Portugal, Spain and Greece, a 

number o f  scholars utilised the same theoretical frameworks to deal with the 

transformations taking place in South America, Central America, and Eastern Europe in 

the late 1980s and early 1990s. These examinations fall into tliree broad categories: 1) 

in-depth analyses o f  a specific country; 2) comparative studies o f  countries in the same 

geographic area; and 3) studies o f  countries with the same type o f  authoritarian regime or 

other common features such as previous democratic experience. There are also a number 

o f  more theoretical studies that attempt to deal with the phenomenon o f democratisation 

as such and focus their attention on similarities and differences in processes and 

outcomes. Two broad schools o f  thought can be identified. One deals in detail with the 

actions and strategies o f  domestic actors (actor-led transitions), while the other 

emphasises prerequisites for democratisation and structural constraints (structure-led 

transitions).

The vast majority o f  these studies are based on the assumption that the analysis 

o f domestic factors is sufficient to explain the initiation, timing, development and 

outcome o f the transition. Philippe Schmitter refers to this approach as the ‘nativist 

assum ption.’ According to Schmitter no political phenomenon is more rooted in the 

domestic sphere than the setting up o f new political institutions. These domestic 

variables include the following; a) the strategies o f  the most important actors and their 

interaction; b) the level o f  socio-economic development that a country reaches at a 

particular point in time when it is supposedly ready for a change; and c) a more 

comprehensive mix o f  the two. Such analyses are certainly an important part o f any 

understanding o f political liberalisation, democratisation and consolidation, but they 

neglect one fundamental aspect: the international context. In referring to the transitions 

that took place in Southern Europe in the 1970s Schmitter contended that “one o f the 

firmest conclusions [of the study was that transitions] were largely to be explained in 

terms o f national forces and calculations.” '^ The case against the inclusion of 

international variables in the study o f  regime change is best summarised by O ’Donnell

Philippe ScluTiitter, “An Introduction to Southern European Transitions from 
Authoritarian Rule: Italy, Greece, Portugal, Spain and Turkey” in Guillermo O’Donnell, 
Philippe Sclunitter and Laurence Whitehead (eds.). Transitions from  Authoritarian Rule: 
Southern Europe, (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1986), p. 5.
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and Schmitter. They state: “ it seems to us fruitless to search for some international 

factors or context which can reliably compel authoritarian rulers to experiment with 

liberalisation, much less which can predictably cause their regimes to collapse.” '*

Schmitter and others obviously recognised that external actors could impose 

democracy through m ilitaiy occupation and they cited the cases o f  Germany, Japan and 

Italy. However, they quickly pointed out that these cases were ‘outliers’ and did not 

conform to the pattern o f  regime change explained in their studies. The same argument 

can be applied to countries in Central America, which experienced dem ocratisation-by- 

imposition, such as Puerto Rico, de fa c to  annexed by the United States. Defining these 

cases as ‘exceptions’ highlights one o f the major issues surrounding transitology, that 

international variables are left on the margins o f  the debate. If  they cannot be 

marginalised due to their obvious preponderance, they are deemed to be central 

explanatory mechanisms only in the exceptional circumstance o f foreign invasion and 

cannot lead to generalisations regarding the wider phenomenon o f regime change. This 

exceptional ism is to the detriment o f  the inclusion o f  international variables in all other 

cases. If invasion and imposition are the only manner in which the external enviromnent 

is deemed to be important for regime change, the international dimension is excluded 

from those models o f  regime change that do not involve some form o f military invasion. 

The problem with this approach is that international factors may also be relevant in the 

absence o f an invasion, as there are many other ways to influence domestic actors and 

their strategies without resorting to a full-scale military operation that results in the 

establishment o f  an externally-sanctioned most-preferred form o f government. 

Furthermore, invasion presupposes that the only actor to have an influence is another 

state, while in fact world politics can be characterised as having multiple channels o f 

influence where the state is only one o f  the many protagonists alongside non-state actors 

or semi-state actors.

There is also another point worth discussing about the general relevance o f  the 

international aspect o f  democratisation. Far from being the ‘essentially contested 

concept’ that it is in political theory, democracy is a well-established objective model 

when it comes to the literature on democratic transitions. For instance, the fact that 

democracy in Germany, Japan and Italy was established after a foreign invasion 

(admittedly after a defeat in war) and depended on the presence o f  a foreign

Guillermo O ’Donnell and Philippe Schmitter, Tentative Conclusions about Uncertain 
Democracies, (Baltimore: The Jolms Hopkins University Press, 1986), p. 18.
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adm inistration for a number o f  years, points in the direction o f an internationally 

standardised model o f  democracy. Democratic institutions were built according to the 

model o f  the invading countries and their success in consolidating, despite imposition, 

should not obscure the fact that there exists a pre-existing format o f  democracy that is 

internationally sanctioned as the proper one by the dominant states in the system.

One o f  the main tenets o f  transitology is indeed the coincidence between 

democracy and the specific type o f  democracy that is W estern-style liberal democracy. 

W hen a process o f  liberalisation begins in a given country, the population within the 

country determines the validity o f  their future democratic choice only up to a point, hi 

fact, full democratic legitimacy and credentials depend, in the final analysis, on the 

process o f  international recognition. The outside world, and therefore external actors, 

have to judge if  the process o f  democratisation succeeded or failed. What emerges from 

all o f  this is that the only accepted version o f a successful democracy is a Western one. It 

follows that the international variables acting in Germany, Japan and Italy, which led the 

three countries to become democracies, are also at work in the larger international 

system. These factors may not be based on a direct military invasion and imposition o f  a 

model o f  governance, but certainly there is the expectancy that the result o f  a transition 

has to conform to a pre-existing model.

This model is the one adopted in the countries dominating the international 

system. This is exemplified by Schmitter and Karl’s work on the essential features of 

democracy.'^ While highlighting that democracy “does not consist o f  a single unique set 

o f  institutions” ”̂, their definition is clearly minimal and coincides with the procedural 

version first expanded on by Schumpeter.^' Thus, any actor involved in regime change 

has a very well established blueprint to follow, which restricts the menu o f choices and 

leads inevitably towards an internationally standardised form o f democracy.

With this in mind, it is also worth noting that radical transformations o f  political 

and economic structures do not occur in a vacuum and the international context might be 

a very relevant factor and play an important role during the whole process o f 

transformation. In some o f their work following the study Transitions from  Authoritarian  

Rule of 1986, both Schmitter and Whitehead began to recognise the importance o f the 

international environment and Sclimitter admitted: “perhaps, it is time to reconsider the

Philippe SchiTiitter and Terty Lynn Karl, “What Democracy Is...A nd Is N o f’, Journal 
o f  Democracv. Vol. 2, 1991, pp. 75-88.

Ibid., p. 76.
Joseph Schumpeter, Capitalism, Socialism and Democracy  (London: Allen & Unwin, 

1954).
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impact o f  tiie international context upon regime change.”^̂  Pridham came to the very 

same conclusion in his study o f  the international dimension to regime change in Eastern 

Europe.^^

It is argued that there are well-grounded justifications for the neglect and the 

underdevelopment o f  the international dimension as an explanatoi^ variable. There are 

both theoretical and practical reasons for the lack o f  a coherent and systematic analysis 

o f  the international context, which we will examine in greater detail in the following 

chapter. However, the void is not total and there is a limited, but substantive literature 

that deals with this important aspect o f  regime change. Drawing from that literature, it is 

possible to build a framework for understanding how the international dimension should 

be defined, how it influences the domestic actors and how, ultimately, it is a factor that 

should be accounted for. From that, it follows that it is necessary to examine the research 

that has been carried out so far and then integrate it with definitions imported from other 

literatures in political science in order to arrive at a better explanation. In particular, it 

seems necessary to explore how the literature o f  international relations theory could be 

utilised to clarify concepts o f  international context and to individuate the proper level o f 

analysis and the main actors. Schmitter admits that this is not an easy task, but bridging 

the two traditions is the way forward if  we want to arrive at better-informed 

explanations.

Finally, it should also be highlighted that the category ‘international factors’ can 

be further sub-divided. Thus, the factors that can be interpreted as being the cause of 

transitions are not the same as the ones determining the success or the failure of 

transitions. The international causes behind the triggering o f democratisation and 

influencing its development are different from the international factors helping to 

consolidate a new democracy or contributing to a return to authoritarian rule. The point 

they have in common however is their external nature.

2.4 The Research Question

The attempt to construct an explanation o f  democratisation for Algeria that 

structurally includes international variables as essential explanatory variables is the 

motivation behind this research. Some attempts at constructing a more ‘inclusive’

Sclimitter, ‘The Influence o f the International Context’, p. 27.
Geoffrey Pridham, “The International Dimension o f  Democratisation: Theory, Practice 

and Inter-Regional Comparisons”, in Geoffrey Pridham, Eric Herring and George 
Sanford (eds.) Building Democracy? The International Dimension o f  Democratisation in 
Eastern Europe (London: Leicester University Press, 1997), pp. 7-29.
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explanation, which would take into account the role o f  international factors, have been 

made since the early days o f  ‘transitology’, but this is still an area in need o f further 

theoretical and experimental research. There are however studies that offer some insights 

into how to think about the impact o f  international forces on domestic structures. In this 

respect, Huntington’s analysis o f  how the third wave o f  democratisation came about is a 

useful starting point and tool o f  analysis.

In his book The Third Wave Democratization in the Late Twentieth Century, 

Huntington lists a number o f  international variables that seem to be the main sources o f 

change in the domestic decision-making environment. The idea is that international 

trends, and policy shifts o f the main international players, are capable o f  generating 

‘dom estic’ outcomes in third countries. One o f  the claims o f the book is that during the 

1960s, 1970sand 1980s specific international triggers or forces impinged on the 

fundamental decisions by both leaders and popular opposition movements, to move away 

from authoritarian rule. He lists five changes that “seem to have played significant roles 

in bringing about the third wave transitions in the countries where they occurred and 

when they occurred.” '̂* They are all related to the international system and they will be 

analysed in detail in the following chapter. These changes made their influence felt in 

countries with radically different domestic political arrangements and across tliree 

continents. This analysis is quite persuasive, but limited both geographically, as none of 

the Middle East is taken into account, and analytically, as Huntington does not take its 

analysis to the logical conclusion and, instead, reverts to explaining transitions according 

to the traditional domestic-centred approach. After detailing these international forces, he 

fails to explore the implications o f their influence throughout the entire transition 

process. Huntington chooses instead to focus on internal dynamics and on domestic 

actors and their bargaining strategies.

One example o f this gap is Huntington’s use o f  President Reagan’s pro

democracy foreign p o l ic y .A s id e  from the problematic definition o f Reagan’s foreign 

policy as being pro-democracy, there is a substantial problem in methodological terms. 

Huntington argues that this change in American foreign policy represented one o f  the 

main triggers that convinced leaders around the world to abandon authoritarianism. 

Huntington argues that the rhetoric o f democracy and the attention paid by the Reagan

Samuel Huntington, The Third Wave. Democratization in the late Twentieth Century, 
(Nonnan: University o f  Oklahoma Press, 1991), p. 45.

The role o f  US foreign policy tliroughout the late 1970s and 1980s is found at pp. 91- 
98 o f H untington’s The Third Wave.
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adm inistration to  the world struggle between democracy and communist authoritarianism 

both prom oted a dynamic o f change within the American sphere o f  influence and 

attracted support from opposition movements within the Soviet sphere. The pro

dem ocracy policy is held to be extremely important because it showed that the US was 

indeed com m itted to democratic change and would reward those willing to choose that 

path. Ruling elites and opposition movements throughout the world would then perceive 

the game they were playing very differently since the structure o f  their incentives had 

been radically changed by the change o f  behaviour o f  an external actor. While this may 

be true, would it not be just as important to analyse how this pro-democracy policy 

influenced actors tliroughout the whole process o f  transition and over time? If  this pro- 

dem ocratic foreign policy is as important in initiating change as Huntington believes it 

is, would it not be methodologically more sound to  assume that it may have an influence 

during the entire process o f  transition given that policies are constantly changing and 

adapting to different contexts? What would the implications for a transition be if  the US 

suddenly decided that pro-democracy policies should be reversed in the name o f a 

superior national interest or policy objective?

The failure o f  H untington’s analysis lies in the refusal to systematise how 

international factors are not simply broad triggers that domestic actors contend with at 

the beginning o f  the transition, but powerful forces that may have a decisive impact 

tliroughout the process by affecting how the domestic actors constantly calculate the 

costs and benefits o f  their actions in light o f international pressures and changes. 

H untington’s work is one o f  the best examples o f  how ‘the international context’ or 

international variables are usually treated as marginal.

Despite the evident impact that changes at the international level had on Eastern 

Europe and its democratic transformation, the field o f  regime change is still reluctant to 

accept the validity o f  approaches that question the nativist assumption. In his work on 

building democracy in Eastern Europe, Pridham affinns that “a final conclusion from 

this study is that the international dimension has, if  anything, been somewhat underrated 

even in the transitions in Eastern Europe, at least after the key factor in the pre-transition 

phase, the USSR, withdrew from the forefront o f events once these transitions started.” ®̂ 

Some analysts have gone further and argued that even the initial reforms o f  the Soviet 

leadership undertaken in 1985 were the result o f  external constraints.^’ If these reforms

Huntington, The Third Wave, p. 28.
Fred Halliday, “The end o f  the Cold War and international relations: some analytic and 

theoretical conclusions” in Ken Booth and Steve Smith (eds.) International Relations
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are seen as the first liberalising step in a process that led to the establislunent o f  

dem ocratic rule in Russia, they concluded that the changes could be better explained by 

looking outside the Soviet Union rather than looking at its domestic problems. However, 

this analysis tends to stop at explaining Soviet collapse rather than challenging directly 

and explicitly the main tenets o f  the traditional literature on transitions to democracy.

Thus, while there are studies examining the impact o f  international variables on 

regim e change, there is a need to explore further such an under-researched area. The 

research is therefore driven from the dissatisfaction with the current literature on 

dem ocratisation, which should include the international context in a structured mamier. 

As m entioned already, the research programme has a simple question: how did the 

A lgerian transition develop and ultimately led to the return o f authoritarianism? Much 

has been written about the failure o f  Algeria to complete its promising initial 

liberalisation and the whole process, from its inception to its conclusion, has been 

analysed thoroughly. The explanations offered vary greatly, but they have one factor in 

common: they are almost exclusively based on domestic factors, be they social, 

economic, institutional, cultural or political.

The exclusion o f  international factors is puzzling given the following: 1) the 

strategic importance o f  A lgeria in the Mediterranean geo-political context; 2) the oil and 

gas resources the country possesses; 3) and the international prestige it enjoys in the 

developing world. Algeria was never a totally isolated country like Albania; it 

entertained a close relationship with its fonner colonial power and had important military 

links with the Soviet Union. Due to the prestige derived from its war o f  independence, 

A lgeria was also a leading country in the Arab world. Since the early 1980s it had begun 

to rebuild bridges with the United States and economic and political exchanges 

increased. A lgeria was not only diplomatically connected to the rest o f  the world, but its 

economy was also integrated into the wider world market. The production and export o f  

natural resources made Algeria an important player on world markets. Finally, the 

country was also a player in international organisations (it was behind the launch o f the 

doctrine o f  the New International Economic Order at the UN) and its economic problems 

and possible solutions had been informally discussed with the major international 

financial institutions. Given this, it becomes evident that it is impossible to look at the

Theory Today (Pennsylvania: Pennsylvania State University Press, 1995) and Kees van 
der Pijl, ‘Soviet Socialism and Passive Revolution’ in Stephen Gill (ed.) Gramsci, 
Historical M aterialism and International Relations (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 1993).
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issue o f  regime change and its ultimate failure without taking into account the external 

environment and the resulting constraints or incentives.

The research deals with an aspect o f  regime change (external influences), which 

needs to take into account how the literature on international relations understands this 

phenomenon. It is therefore important to state at the outset o f  this project that in order to 

understand how the international system works and which actors are important, it 

necessary to engage with the theories o f  international relations; explaining a transition 

that includes external variables needs concepts and definitions from the literature of 

international relations and the problem is indeed to identify which theory or which 

aspects o f  a theory can be useful in this endeavour. The two dominant theories in the 

field do not seem to be particulai'ly suited, if  taken completely and uncritically on board, 

to deal with issues relating to regime change, although they both have important 

selective contributions to make. Paying attention to these two dominant theories is 

essential because they both deal with ‘dem ocracy’ and democratisation in a rather 

unsatisfactory manner. They are to large extent foils that can be used to demonstrate that 

the insertion o f  the international dimension in processes o f  democratisation does not 

have to be couched in the language o f  the dominant IR theories.

Neo-Realism^* focuses almost exclusively on the state and state actions and this 

would not be helpful in explaining the role other international actors such as 

international organisations may have had. Furthermore, Neo-Realism concentrates only 

on systemic forces, while a more interactive model where domestic actors are at the 

same time constrained by and capable o f influencing the system would seem to be more 

appropriate. Finally, Neo-Realism may be useful in interpreting the foreign policies o f 

key actors in the region such as the United States and France, but the way Neo-Realists 

understand the formation o f foreign policy (i.e. dictated by systemic pressures and the 

position o f a country in the system) neglects how a multitude o f actors and interests go 

into the formation o f a specific foreign policy action. If  we stick to the theoretical 

position o f  Neo-Realism as conceived by Kenneth Waltz, it transpires quite quickly that 

all that matters is the structure o f  the system and the position o f  a given state within that 

structure.^® From that, it follows that domestic politics will inevitably adapt to 

international circumstances and pressures that are not simply the sum o f different foreign

Kenneth Waltz, Theory o f  International Politics (London: Addison-W esley, 1979).
For a discussion on the relationship between neo-realism and foreign policy, see 

Gideon Rose, “Neoclassical Realism and Theories o f  Foreign Policy”, World Politics. 
Vol. 51, No. 3, October 1998, pp. 144-172.
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policies, but sometiiing tliat is generated independently tlirough the interactions of the 

different nation-states. Thus, domestic politics is treated somewhat as a black box that 

has to adapt to the international environment and that has to be constantly on the lookout 

for changes in the system. The roles of domestic elites, culture or the spread of 

capitalism do not enter into the equation.

This attempt at separating the two levels of analysis does not seem to be justified 

when it comes to the case of Algeria and may not be the most appropriate method to 

investigate transitions as a phenomenon. The role of international variables may indeed 

be veiy relevant, but it is only the interaction with domestic politics that can lead to 

satisfactory explanations. It is the existence of a theoretical link between the two 

domains that constitutes the core of any explanation. What a neo-realist vision can 

contribute is simply a matter of contingency (i.e. the geo-political interests o f powerful 

states with respect to Algeria).

One of Neo-Liberalism’s main contentions is that the spread of democracy 

inevitably fosters international peace, which is in the interest of the whole international 

community.^® There is a substantial body of evidence that links the nature of a regime to 

its external behaviour and the main finding is that democracies do not go to war with 

each other precisely because they are democracies, although democracies are often 

created through war.^' In other words, the domestic structure determines foreign policy 

behaviour and actions and all democratic states refrain from going to war with each other 

because o f their similar political systems based on shared norms or on what Deudney and 

Ikenberry call “civic i d e n t i t y . T h e r e  is much statistical evidence to support the claim 

that democracies do not fight each other”  and Levy goes as far to argue that the claim is 

“as close as anything we have to an empirical law in international politics.” '̂' An 

enormous amount of work has gone into attempting to explain why democracies do not 

go to war each other, ranging from the dispersion o f power (typical in democratic

For an overview of the liberal approaches to international relations, see Michael 
Doyle, “Liberalism and World Politics”, American Political Science Review. Vol. 80, 
No. 4, December 1986, pp. 1151-1163.

Bruce Bueno de Mesquita, “Domestic Politics and International Relations”, 
International Studies Ouarterlv. Vol. 46, No. 1, 2002, pp. 1-9.

Daniel Deudney and John Ikenberry, “The Nature and Sources of the Liberal 
International Order”, Review o f International Studies. Vol. 25, no. 2, April 1999.

Bruce Russett, Grasping the Democratic Peace: Principles fo r  a Cold-War World 
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1993).

Jack Levy, “Domestic Politics and War”, in Robert Rotberg and Theodore Rabb (eds.) 
The Origins and Prevention o f  Major Wars (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
1989), p. 88.
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regimes) tliat institutes multiple veto points to the impossibility o f  democratically elected 

leaders leading citizens into a war against another elected and equally legitimate leader. 

Another explanation relates to the fact that democracies function on the rule o f  law and 

the values deriving from it inform the foreign policy o f  democracies, particularly in 

dealing with a similar foreign government. While it is difficult to pin down the reasons 

why democracies tend not to fight other democracies and tend instead towards the 

construction o f  security communities with shared values, there is little doubt that the 

claim can be considered true.^^ However, problems begin to arise if  the logic o f  the 

democratic peace is followed tln'ough to its logical conclusion, which in many respects 

resembles the quest for the Kantian perpetual peace. The implication o f democratic peace 

is that an extension o f it depends on the ‘conversion’ o f  authoritarian regimes to 

democracy and that is the reason why many democracies are created through war. This 

conversion, either imposed tlirough military action or chosen in autonomy, inevitably 

extends the area o f democratic peace to comprise an increasing number o f  countries, 

which will be integrated into the existing area o f  peace with mutual benefits in terms o f 

the peaceful resolution o f conflicts.

The first difficulty is that spreading liberal-democracy is in the interest o f  the 

dominant actors in the system and not simply in the interest o f  all countries, particularly 

if  the inequality it generates is widespread in both economic and cultural terms. Scholars 

such as Wohlforth^^ and Sheetz^’, who argue rather convincingly that the absence o f war 

in the relationships between democracies is due to American hegemony, have a 

particularly solid argument. The American dominance o f world politics is such that all 

other democratic actors prefer to have some small influence in the formulation o f world 

policies rather than having to ‘fight’ their own comer. Moreover the alliance, held 

together by American power to fend o ff the Soviet threat, is used to require conformity 

with American preferences when it really matters to Washington. In such a context the 

conversion o f  authoritarian states is simply incidentally useful and does not p er se lead to 

more peaceful relations. The democratisation o f  the world can become an imperial 

objective that will guarantee long-term stability to the hegemonic actor.

Robert Jervis, “Theories o f  War in an Era o f  Leading-Power Peace”, American 
Political Science Review. Vol. 96, No. 1, March 2002, p. 4.

William Wohlforth, “The Stability o f  a Unipolar World”, International Security. Vol. 
24, Summer 1999, pp. 5-41.

Mark Sheetz, “Debating the Unipolar M om enf’, International Security. Vol. 22, 
Winter 1997/1998, pp. 168-172.
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The second problem is that the focus o f  the Neo-Liberals is on one very specific 

type o f  democracy that fits the criteria o f  the current leading powers. Neo-Liberalism is 

incapable o f  dealing with a political system that could be understood as democratic 

although it would look quite different from a W estern liberal-democratic system. The 

dismissal o f  democratic experiments that do not conform to the model set by W estern 

conceptions o f  what democracy looks like implies that a regime considered democratic 

by its own people nevertheless needs approval from Western democracies to be 

considered as such. It is admittedly difficult to conceive o f  democratic institutions that 

are different from the ones adopted in W estern liberal democracy, but the concept o f 

democracy itself may be interpreted differently and therefore the resulting institutions 

may privilege ‘alternative outcom es’ to the ones striven for in Western liberal 

democracies. Neo-Liberalism has become very influential after the end o f  the Cold War 

and its emphasis on democracy has led to all Western liberal democracies adopting the 

promotion o f  democracy abroad as one o f  their main policy objectives, but the very 

co n trad ic to r policies in this field lead one to believe that democracy p er se may not 

actually be the best stabiliser for the international system. When the result o f 

democratisation is the likelihood that a very radical party will come to power and will 

challenge W estern dominance, the policy o f  democracy promotion ceases to be 

consistent. Sorensen, for instance, argues: “ if  international support (that is, support from 

the dominant countries in the developed world) is forthcoming only to the elite- 

dominated democracies, the possibilities for welfare improvement for the poor as a result 

o f  the democratic transitions may veiy well be lim ited.” *̂ This signifies that any radical 

government coming to power through what are considered classic democratic means is 

doomed to fail if  it privileges welfare issues over corporate interests. These days, the 

case o f  Venezuela is paradigmatic o f  how the international community politically 

boycotts President Chavez because o f his interpretation o f what ‘dem ocracy’ actually 

means. In many quarters, democracy is precisely equated with social justice and not 

simply with institutional procedures, and therefore it is not easy to sepai'ate these two 

issues o f  democratisation and improvement o f  living standards.

A third difficulty with the argument o f democratic peace is that it seems to imply 

that one democracy would not attempt to overthrow another or hamper the democratising 

efforts o f  another regime because o f the net benefit o f dealing with a democratic regime

Georg Sorensen, Democracy and Democratization  (Boulder, Colorado: Westview 
Press, 1993), p. 105.
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once consolidated and integrated in the system. Thus, not only would the system be more 

stable and more peaceful, but also individual state-to-state relations would improve if 

democracy were to succeed elsewhere, hi fact the theory of democratic peace seems to 

exclude actions aimed at subverting democracy. However, the historical record points as 

much in the direction of democracies undermining other democracies as it does in the 

opposite direction. The established democracy o f Chile was for instance undermined 

thanks to major international pressures coming from the United States.^’ The Prime 

Minister of Iran, Mossadegh, “fell victim to a pro-Shah coup engineered by an alliance 

of royalist military officers, hired street mobs and the US and British intelligence 

agencies,”'’® confirming that established democracies were ready to undermine other 

democracies that did not toe the line. Iran may have not been a beacon of democracy in 

1953, but it was certainly not a fully-fledged authoritarian regime. The recent failed 

military coup in Venezuela has highlighted the prominent role of the US administration 

in attempting to rid the country of its regularly and popularly elected president."" Thus, 

far from being an isolated episode, this strategy had been successful in the past and is 

still popular in today’s New World Order despite the disappearance of the Soviet threat. 

In particular, a new regime may come to power tlii'ough democratic means and still be 

considered non-democratic because it fails to conform to the economic and political 

order that prevails in the system. Finally, neo-liberalism tends to neglect issues of power 

differentials and the biased role of international institutions.

The examination of regime changes in the international context can be therefore 

a useful and productive enterprise in terms of highlighting the problems that dominant 

theories of international relations have and strengthening alternative approaches. If the 

more dominant theories of international relations fail to explain one of the most relevant 

political phenomena of the last thirty years, despite the presence of considerable

In a recent work detailing the behind the scenes manoeuvring of the US 
Administration in Chile in the 1970s, it clearly emerges from unclassified documents 
that the extent of US involvement in the killing of President Salvador Allende and the 
installation of a military dictatorship has been considerable. See Cliristopher Hitchens, 
The Trial o f  Henry Kissinger (London: Verso Books, 2002). For an earlier account of the 
active support of the United States to the Chilean plotters, see James Petras and Morris 
Morley, How Allende Fell (Nottingham: Spokesman, 1974).

John Limbert and Mark Gasiorowski, “ Islamic Republic of Iran” in David Long and 
Bernard Reich (eds.) The Government and Politics o f  the Middle East and North Africa 
(Boulder, Colorado: Westview Press, 2002), p. 53.

A recent TV documentary chronicles in detail the coup against Chavez and the US role 
in it. The documentary is titled “The Revolution will not be televised”. A shorter version 
of such documentary titled “Chavez -  Inside the Coup” was broadcast by RTE (Irish 
Public Television) in winter 2003.
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evidence pointing to the role o f the ‘international context’, their grip on the discipline 

should be relaxed.

2. 5 M ethodology

In order to look for confinnation o f  the working hypotheses and to find elements 

that will give substance to the theoretical assumptions, the project uses both interviews 

and documentary analysis. M uch o f the research project deals with the specifics o f  the 

case study, and the nature o f  the research means dealing with different types o f 

interactions, both through recognised diplomatic channels and tlirough personal and 

unofficial links.

Interviews are a key component for this research for a number o f  reasons. First 

o f  all, interviews may reveal insights that the official documents and other second-hand 

material are not suited to give to the general public. The actors involved in the actual 

policy-making might receive and therefore act according to a different, unpublished set 

o f  orders or indications from their respective governments/agencies. Secondly, much o f 

the conduct o f  foreign policy, be it official state policy or foreign policy o f  non-state 

actors, depends on personal relationships that fonn among the different actors and their 

personal views might help in confirming or informing the working hypotheses. Joel 

Aberbach and Bert Rockman convincingly argue: “ interviewing is often important if  one 

needs to know what a set o f  people think, or how they interpret an event or series o f 

events, or what they have done or are planning to do.”'*̂  These are precisely the 

objectives to be achieved in this research project. Elite interviewing raises important 

questions. According to Jeffrey Berry, “the methodological issues in elite interviewing 

are serious and involve both issues o f  validity -  how appropriate is the measuring 

instrument to the task at hand? - and reliability - how consistent are the results o f 

repeated tests with the chosen measuring instrument?”'*̂  These methodological issues are 

particularly acute for the type o f  interviewing carried out, which relied exclusively on 

open-ended questions to a set o f  players in the transition process. B en^ highlights that 

open-ended questions are subject to a real paradox: “the valuable flexibility o f  open- 

ended questioning exacerbates the validity and reliability issues that are part and parcel 

o f this a p p r o a c h . T h e  risks associated with open-ended questions are therefore

Joel Aberbach and Bert Rockman, “Conducting and Coding Elite hiterviews”, PS. 
December 2002, p. 673.

Jeffrey Berry, “Validity and Reliability Issues in Elite Interviewing”, PS, December 
2002, p. 679.

Ibid., p. 679.
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potentially very high and Beriy selects tliree, which need to be dealt w ith in order to 

minimise problems. The primary potential problem in elite interviewing through open- 

ended questions is the subject’s persuasive power. It is inevitable to find some 

interviewees more objective than others and more measured than others. In Berry’s 

words again, “there is a very high risk o f  finding one interviewee more persuasive than 

others and having that one interview strongly shape our understanding o f  the issue.”''̂  

The problem can be solved by resorting to multiple sources and by keeping in mind that 

subjects are under no obligation to tell the truth and therefore their interviews should be 

carefully weighted in light o f  the post they occupy and the agency they represent.

The second major problem has to do with the exaggerated role complex, by 

which the interviewee emphasises his/her own personal role to the detriment o f  other 

subjects and to the detriment o f  the infomiation left out. The third obstacle to obtaining 

reliable information is linked to probing issues. Since interviewers have consciously or 

not a preconceived idea o f  what they are looking for, probing the subjects to suit these 

preconceptions could be a problem in terms o f  reliability. Berry suggests solutions for 

this problem as well, but they are less convincing than the previous ones and this 

problem remains a very difficult one to solve. To conclude however, it is worth 

highlighting that “for projects where depth, context, or the historical record is at the heart 

o f data collection, elite interviewing using broad, open-ended questioning might be the 

best choice.”'*'̂  This seems to justify the choice o f  both the method o f elite interviewing 

and the specific use o f  open-ended questioning for this research project.

hi order to offset these two potential difficulties, more neutral data will be 

looked at. For instance, economic assistance and foreign investments are one o f  the most 

important variables in determining the level o f  political support and influence o f  donor 

countries and international financial institutions over the recipient country. Analysing the 

changes in the economic relationships between Algeria and donor countries and financial 

institutions might shed some light on how the pattern o f co-operation evolved. Economic 

aid and assistance are used to shore up friendly governments and this instrument was 

used after the military took over, for instance through the rescheduling o f debt loans. The 

same could be said for political support and military aid. To explore these issues, the 

project relies on a range o f  secondary sources.

Ibid., p. 680. 
Ibid., p. 682.
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Accompanying tiiis is the extensive use o f  political memoirs and interviews 

given by the protagonists to journals, newspapers and magazines at the time. Arranging 

some intei-views has been more difficult than anticipated, as some protagonists have died 

(as in the case o f the former French Am bassador to Algeria during the crisis or the care

taker o f  FIS in December 1991), some are in jail (as former French Foreign M inister 

Roland Dumas and the two FIS leaders), and some were not available. Obviously 

political memoirs in particular suffer from the same type o f  problems that interviews 

have. Andrew Gamble stresses that: “memoirs [...] are valuable sources on the inside 

stoiy but often have less to say to the outside story,”'*’ but they nevertheless provide 

useful insights. It is for this reason that it is important to look at other data, as mentioned 

above.

To establish causal mechanisms the project will examine the actions and policies 

o f  the leading states in the system, as they represent the best way to explain how the 

position o f  different nation-states in the international system forces them to pursue 

policies that are aimed at maintaining the status quo or improving it. However, it should 

not be ignored that there are international financial institutions which also play a crucial 

role in the system when it comes to economic relationships between the developed and 

the developing worlds. Finally, there are also other entities such as charities, non

governmental organisations and other non-state actors that are often involved in 

supporting domestic actors and that are autonomous form states in their decision-making 

processes from states. According to Doh Chull Shin, “the National Endowment for 

Democracy in the United States, the W estminster Foundation for Democracy in Britain, 

the Konrad Adenauer Foundation, the Friedrich Erbert Foundation, the Friedrich 

Neumann Foundation, and the Hans Siedel Foundation in Germany, in addition to non

governmental organisations in other industrialised democracies, have also encouraged 

democratic reforms with material and moral support for the expansion o f autonomous 

organisations and the news media.”"*®

2.6 Diverging Views On the Use o f Case Studies in the Social Sciences

Before outlining the main arguments and justifications for the choice o f the case 

study, it is important to briefly discuss the methodology o f research using case studies. In

Andrew Gamble, “Political M emoirs”, The British Journal o f Politics and International 
Relations. Vol. 4, No. 1, April 2002, p. 150.

Doh Chull Shin, “On the Third Wave o f  Democratization. A Synthesis and Evaluation 
o f Recent Theory and Research”, World Politics. Vol. 47, No. 1, October 1994, p. 153.
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the literature on methodology in the social sciences, it is increasingly argued that dealing 

with an in depth analysis of a single case does not lead to any discovery that may provide 

useful information for the same class of phenomena under examination/^ This point has 

been reiterated rather strongly by David Laitin in a recent article.^”

When it comes to a single case study, according to Daniel Little, “the central 

problem in this type of problem is that we are dealing with a unique series of events, all 

of which are antecedent to later events in the historical process.” '̂ Summarising the 

literature contrary to the use of case studies for methodological reasons, Flyvberg argues 

that there are at least five “misunderstandings or oversimplifications about the nature of 

the case study as a research method.”^̂  Flyvberg proceeds by listing these five 

misunderstandings and then sets out to clarify why the use of case study as a research 

method is very useful and constitutes a valid enterprise in the social sciences.

The first oversimplification about the detailed exainination of a single example is 

that “general, theoretical knowledge is more valuable than concrete, practical 

knowledge.”^̂  While there are powerful arguments in favour of theoretical knowledge as 

the most important type of knowledge in the social sciences, it should be kept in mind 

that “in human affairs there exists only context-dependent k n o w l e d g e . F l y v b e r g  

declares that social scientists should be content with the type of context-dependent 

knowledge that the case study is able to offer. Flyvebrg’s defence of the case-study leads 

him to make sweeping statements about theorising that are not wholly acceptable and his 

position on that is not shared in this research, but his point about the usefulness of case- 

studies remains valid. The acceptance of this last point does not mean that the case study 

can be a sequence of anecdotes through which we know more. The examination and in 

depth analysis of a single case should to fit into a larger literature that contributes to the 

attempt at understanding a class of phenomena. Contributing to better explanations and 

to a deeper understanding of important political phenomena is the real value o f a case- 

study approach. Flyvberg concludes the section on the first misunderstanding arguing

Gary King, Robert Keohane and Sidney Verba, Designing Social Inquiry. Scientific 
Inference in Qualitative Research (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1994), pp. 
208-212.

David Laitin, “The Perestroikan Challenge to Social Science”, Politics & Societv. Vol. 
31, No. 1, March 2003, pp. 163-184.

Daniel Little, Varieties o f  Social Explanation. An Introduction to the Philosophy o f  
Social Science (Boulder, Colorado: Westview Press, 1991), p. 29.

Bent Flyvberg, Making Social Science Matter. Why Social Inquiry fails and how it 
can succeed again (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2001), p. 66.
”  Ibid., p. 66.

Ibid., p. 71.
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that: “predictive theories and universals cannot be found in the study o f human affairs. 

Concrete, context-dependent knowledge is therefore more valuable than the vain search 

for predictive theories and universals.” ’̂ As mentioned, Flyvberg’s position seems to be 

too strong to agree with because it seems to indicate that knowledge serves no purpose 

other than knowledge itself, while social science should be about applied knowledge, 

predictions based on general theories included.

A second and more powerful oversimplification about case study is that it is not 

possible to generalise on the basis o f  a single case. If  this view is accepted, case study as 

a reseai'ch method is deeply flawed because it would not fulfil its primary objective: 

contributing to scientific advancement. The problem is particularly significant because o f 

the strong tendency to equate the social sciences with the natural sciences. Flyvberg does 

not see this as an insurmountable problem and argues that the validity o f  the research 

design depends more substantially on which case is chosen and how it is chosen. The 

justification for choosing one case study lies in the fact that “the case study is well-suited 

to identifying black swans because o f  its in-depth approach.” ®̂ Furthermore, the myth 

about findings in the natural sciences should also be dispelled. At the end o f  the day, 

G alileo’s law o f gravity proved Aristotle wrong through a single careful experiment and 

one observation and not through observations across a wide range. M oreover, these 

observations were not carried out in some numbers. When it comes to the social 

sciences, Beveridge argued that: “more discoveries have arisen from intense observation 

o f very limited material than from statistics applied to large groups.””  W hile it should 

be recognised that Beveridge was writing before quantitative methods could rely on the 

sophisticated modern computer programs we have at our disposal today, the real 

scientific value o f what is produced in the social sciences is still disputed, particularly in 

the absence o f  clear replication procedures and standards.^*

”  Ibid., p. 73.
Ibid., p. 77.

”  W.l.B. Beveridge, The A rt o f  Scientific Investigation, (London: William Heinemann, 
1951), p. 101.

Michael Laver convincingly argued that political science does not enjoy the two great 
benefits o f  normal science: cumulation and collaboration. The issue o f  cumulation is 
particularly problematic because its absence does not lead to scientific advancement. The 
role played by replicability for instance has a very low value in political science. The 
solution to these problems according to Laver is the creation o f  a systematic and 
replicable method to create new knowledge. As a profession, political science is still far 
from achieving this goal and this calls into question the real scientific value o f what is 
produced. Michael Laver, “Is Political Science Science? And If Not Should It Be?”, 
Seminar at Trinity College Dublin, Dublin, October 4th, 2002.
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The third misunderstanding regarding case studies is strictly linked to the second 

and deals with the supposed inability o f  the case study to perform hypothesis testing and 

theory building. This claim is strongly disputed by Flyvberg, and Eckstein goes as far as 

to say that case studies are better for testing hypotheses than for producing them.

The fourth misunderstanding is linked to the idea o f  researcher’s bias. Many 

argue that a research design built around a case study suffers from the problem o f bias in 

so far as the researcher may be involved personally in the case under examination and in 

so far as the ‘evidence’ to be gathered is not objective. While there is little doubt that the 

social sciences in general suffer from the problem o f bias (it is difficult to study a social 

phenomenon objectively, as the researcher camiot step outside his/her own reality to 

observe a phenomenon o f which he/she is part and product), it may not be true that the 

case study is particularly predisposed towards the verification o f the researcher’s 

preconceived notions. Other methods suffer from this problem to the same degree. 

Flyvberg defends the case study on the basis that “the element o f  arbitrary subjectivism 

will be significant in the choice o f  categories and variables for a quantitative or structural 

investigation.” ®̂ Moreover, for the latter types o f study the problem o f bias is 

compounded by the fact that it cannot be corrected through the study and it may affect 

the results because o f the lack o f proximity to the object o f  inquiry.

Finally, the narrative o f the case study should not be seen as draw'back for the 

method chosen. It is often perceived as the downside o f case study that they are unable to 

be summarised in general theories. This is not so much a misunderstanding as it is the 

truth. It is indeed difficult to ‘skip’ the narrative and move to the level o f summary, but 

there are arguments which could be used to defend the narrative. First o f all, there may 

not be an agreement on what the narrative is or on ‘how the story is to ld’. A case study 

with the insight and the ability to tell a story, albeit a story on which not all agree, can 

provide useful information in terms o f  differing interpretations that affect behaviour and 

outcomes. Secondly, “often it is not desirable to summarise and generalise case 

studies.”®® Robert Yin, in a very detailed work defending case study as a method o f 

investigation,®' argues that despite being “stereotyped as a weak sibling among social 

science methods”®̂  it is possible to design social research focussing on this method.

Flyvberg, op. cit., p. 83.
“  Ibid., p. 84.

Robert Yin, Case Study Research. Design and Methods (London: Sage, 1994). 
“  Ibid. p, xiii.
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It should be noted however that Flyvberg’s approach has come under severe 

criticism and his woric has not been accepted by other social scientists. David Laitin in 

particular rebuts all the claims made by Flyvberg not only concerning the use o f a single 

case study, but also regarding the usefulness o f  methodological pluralism. With the view 

that “the social world is sufficiently different from the natural world that any hopes for a 

Galilean conquest over the unknown in social science will forever remain unrealised, 

Laitin emphasises the necessity o f scientific aspirations. While Laitin’s arguments focus 

much more on the necessity to meet scientific standards (such as “openness o f 

procedures, internal coherence o f  argument, good measurement o f  variables, increasing 

attempts to unravel context, assiduous concern for valid causal inferences, and rewards 

for replication”)®'' and on the necessity for all to work within the same scientific frame, 

he also challenges the use o f  purely descriptive or narrative-based case-studies. Thus, he 

states: “comparativists who do qualitative case-studies have no claim to disciplinary 

recognition by virtue of the fact that examination o f a single case study is a time- 

honoured procedure in their f i e l d . W l i i l e  there is much to agree with Laitin’s 

arguments when it comes to the necessity for improved scientific standards in the 

discipline, there is also much to disagree with his dismissal o f  case studies, if  the proper 

research design is put in place.

This type o f  research remains very relevant not simply because it can be highly 

informative, but also because there are criteria o f  scientific rigour that can be applied to 

ensure that the examination respects the standards the discipline sets itse lf hi particular, 

there are two different criteria that are necessaiy for a narrative based on a single case 

study, which needs to demonstrate causality: “fairly detailed knowledge about the 

sequence o f events within the large historical process and credible theoretical of 

inductive hypotheses about various kinds o f  social causation.”^  If a research project is 

able to fulfil these two criteria, the choice o f  focusing on a single case may be justified. 

As argued more recently by Nichloson-Crotty and Meier, “despite the bias against such 

studies in our discipline, [...] research designs focusing on a single state are sometimes 

preferable to those employing data from all 50 states.”®’

Laitin, op. Cit., p. 164 
Ibid., p. 181.

“  Ibid., p. 180.
“  Little, op. cit., p. 30.

Sean Nicholson-Crotty and Kenneth Meier, “Size Doesn’t Matter: In Defense of 
Single-State Studies”, State Politics and Policv Ouarterlv. Vol. 2, No. 4, W inter 2002, p. 
411.
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2.7 The case study: Algeria

All o f  what has been discussed previously is contingent on making an informed 

selection about the case study itself and for this project there are a number o f  valid 

reasons to choose Algeria. Algeria began its liberalisation process at the same time as 

many o f the countries in Eastern Europe and Latin America, as the necessity and the 

intention to reform the system had been announced in November 1988. These reforms 

would deal with specific institutional and political matters and would complement the 

market-oriented reforms undertaken a few years previously, with the intention o f 

renewing the legitimacy o f  the regime. The ‘dem ocratic’ constitution that opened the 

door to political liberalisation by granting the right to form political associations and by 

ending one-party rule dates to February 1989. President Chadli was hailed as the 

Gorbachev o f  the Desert and his programme o f reform was equated to the Soviet 

perestroika.*'*

However, given the apparently marginal role played by Algeria on the 

international scene in the struggle between communism and the Tree world', the country 

did not warrant much attention from students o f  democratisation. Most o f  the attention 

was focused on other areas o f  the world, which seemed to have much greater strategic 

importance. The media, diplomatic corps, academics and policy-makers were much more 

concerned with events in Eastern Europe, Latin America and South Africa. Thus, despite 

being a process o f democratisation that could have fit into the larger story on regime 

change being written at the tim e for other parts o f  the world, the Algerian case was never 

seriously included in such studies..

It follows that the Algerian transition began and evolved without much scholarly 

attention devoted to it, particularly in the Anglo-Saxon literature. There are notable 

exceptions to this trend, namely John Entelis, Philip Naylor, William Quandt, and Hugh 

Roberts. Algeria did not feature in the vast study on the third wave carried out by 

Huntington nor the countiy was taken into consideration in the emerging literature on 

comparative democratisation. While it is true that Huntington was writing in 1989/1990, 

it should not be forgotten that the new liberal constitution o f  Algeria was adopted in 

February 1989 and deserved at least a citation. The Algerian transition has been covered 

in greater detail by French academics, but the vast majority o f  the work done follows the 

military intervention o f 1992 and is largely framed in the context o f  secularism versus

Rachid Tlemcani, “Chadli’s Perestroika”, Middle East Report. No. 163, 1990, pp. 14- 
18.
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religious fundamentalism. There are numerous studies, in both English and French, 

which focus their attention on the causes o f  the failure o f  the transition, the ensuing civil 

war and the consequences o f  the Algerian tragedy for the international community. In 

particular, the conflict between the authorities and the Islamic groups has drawn most o f  

the attention for its strategic relevance in the context o f  the perceived global conflict 

between the West and Islam.'^® There is therefore a need to fill a gap in the literature of 

Algerian politics and, at the same time, there is the need to venture outside the 

conventional ‘case-studies’ to add more value to comparative transitology.

It is important to offer an innovative analysis o f  the process and the failure o f  the 

Algerian transition to democracy. The transition was completed, although not in the 

sense that the democrats hoped for. The old regime collapsed and a new regime was put 

in place, radically different from the previous one, but non-democratic all the same. 

There are different types o f  work regarding Algeria and the international environment, 

and they include studies o f  how the international community reacted to the intervention 

o f  the military during the 1992 elections, studies on how the international community 

could help solving the political conflict, examinations o f  France, US and/or Europe’s 

positions towards the parties involved in the fighting following the cancellation o f 

elections, and works on how domestic actors attempted to influence the perceptions and 

strategies o f  external agents.™ What is lacking is a careful and systematic analysis that 

would provide a solid understanding o f how domestic forces were influenced by and

Edward Shirley, “ Is Iran's Present Algeria's Future?”, Foreign Affairs. Vol. 74, No. 3, 
May-June 1995; and James Phillips, “The Rising Threat o f  Revolutionary Islam In 
Algeria”, Backgrounder. W ashington DC, The Heritage Foundation, November 1995.
™ For the reactions o f  the international community to the coup see Yahia Zoubir and 
Y oucef Bouandel, “ Islamism and the Algerian Political Crisis; International Responses”, 
Cambridge Review o f International Affairs. Vol. 11, No. 2, Spring 1998, pp. 117-133 
and Claire Spencer, “Algeria; a New European Approach?”, article published on the 
web-site http;//www.w'aac.org/rep98/aneweuropeanapproach.htm; for the failure o f  the 
international community to help bringing about a solution to the conflict see Paul Rich, 
“The Algerian Crisis and the Failure o f  International M ediation”, Cambridge Review o f 
International Affairs. Vol. I I ,  No. 2, Spring 1998, pp. 134-151; for France’s position 
towards Algeria during the post-election crisis see Hugh Roberts, “Algeria's ruinous 
impasse and the honourable way out”, International Affairs. Vol. 71, No. 2, 1995, pp. 
247-267 and for an account o f the US position see Robert Mortimer, “Les Etats-Unis 
face a la situation algerieime”, Monde Arabe. M aghreb-M achrek. No. 149, Juillet- 
Septembre 1995, pp. 3-22; for an overview o f how the Algerian parties played the 
international card to further their objectives see Hugh Roberts, “The International 
Gallery and the Extravasation o f Factional Conflict in Algeria”, Cambridge Review o f 
International Affairs. Vol. 12, No. 1, Summer/Fall 1998, pp. 209-246; and for a general 
account o f  the external environment at the time o f the 1991 Algerian elections see Nicole 
Grimaud, “Prolongements externes des elections algeriennes”, Les Cahiers de 1 ‘O rient. 
No. 23, Troisieme Trimestre 1991, pp. 29-40.
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perceived their external environment prior and during the transition. It could be 

conceived that what are perceived as being influences can also be interpreted as forced 

choices on domestic actors dictated by external conditions. The focus o f  this study is 

precisely on the stages preceding the military coup o f 1992, which could be seen as the 

final stage o f  the transition: the installation o f a new political regime that replaced the 

regime that initiated the transition. The lack o f attention paid to the attempts at political 

liberalisation in the region is one o f  the main reasons behind this project. There are 

descriptive studies o f  constitutional reforms and o f  the consequences o f  partial openings 

o f the political system, but there is little in terms o f  theorising about democratisation in 

the region.

The extent to which the external environment is important in determining 

domestic political and economic structures is generally underestimated, even though 

poorer countries in the immediate peripheiy o f  Europe are very sensitive to external 

factors. Algeria is indeed such a country, having close economic ties with Southern 

Europe through the export o f  oil and gas, and even closer links with its former colonial 

power. It is worth examining such a transition, as it can offer insights into how countries 

in a similar position and similar situation may move towards democracy.

A third reason why Algeria is a good case study has to do with the fact that a 

closer examination o f  its attempt to change regime could shed some light on the political 

processes o f  a country that has been largely misrepresented. From the very beginning of 

the transition, much has been made o f  the relationship between Islam and democracy. 

The simplification o f the whole process, understood in terms o f Westernised secular 

elites versus radical Islamic militants, serves a political function rather than providing 

useful tools o f  analysis. A better understanding o f the Algerian case could provide a 

different framework tlu'ough which important issues could be looked at and inteipreted. 

It would be possible for instance to gain useful insights on wider issues such as the 

relationship between Islam and democracy. Highlighting the complexity o f  regime 

change and taking into account the international context would avoid reaching negligent 

and simplified explanations.

A fourth valid reason for choosing Algeria is that the findings could be o f 

interest for future transitions in the wider Arab world. Providing generalisations from 

one case study is methodologically difficult, but there could nevertheless be useful 

lessons learned in comparative perspective. There have been other attempts at 

democratisation, both before and after the Algerian failed transition, and findings from
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this case study may be useful to highlight the importance o f  the external environment in 

relation to other Arab countries. This is particularly important at a time when the Arab 

world is at the heart o f radical foreign policy choices made by the United States 

regarding the export o f  democracy.

Finally, it is important to try to understand attempts at regime change in the 

region to highlight that the Arab world should not be associated solely with 

authoritarianism. Despite the final failure o f  the Algerian transition to fully consolidate, 

it is a relevant case study insofar as it can encourage other scholars to look at tendencies 

in the region that disprove those who argue that authoritarian rule seems to be the only 

game to play. In the words o f  Michael Hudson, “given the predominance o f 

authoritarianism, political scientists working on the M iddle East understandably have 

concentrated on explaining the absence o f  liberalism and democracy, to the neglect o f 

studying less prominent countervailing tendencies.”’ ’ This was true in 1991 at the time 

when Hudson was writing and to a large extent it is still true today, as Oliver 

Schlumberger also underlines.’^

Algeria provides a difficult test for the open model o f  democratisation because it 

did not seem to constitute a priority at the time for the principal international actors and 

it could constitute an example o f  a critical case. Algeria, albeit connected to a certain 

degree to the Soviet Union, was not formally an ally or a satellite o f Moscow, but rather 

a leader o f  the non-aligned movement espousing Third-W orldism.’  ̂ For this reason, at 

the time o f the collapse o f communism in Europe, it was not prioritised in the West. The 

Middle East and North Africa were not the primai^ interest o f  Western countries, which 

were much more preoccupied with the changes in Eastern Europe and what this meant 

for the stability o f  the international system as a whole. This international ‘neglect’ seems 

to point to the predominance o f  domestic factors when accounting for the transition. 

Algeria attracted little attention in terms o f press coverage and diplomacy until the 

transition was fully on its way and the Islamic Salvation Front emerged as the leading 

party in the countiy. It seems that the primary objective in this region for the leading 

actors in the international system was not regime change.

To be sure, A lgeria’s proximity to Southern Europe, its special relationship with 

France and its role as a leading oil and gas exporter meant that a certain degree of

Michael Hudson, “After the G ulf War: Prospects for Democratisation in the Arab 
World”, Middle East Journal. Vol. 45, No. 3, Summer 1991, p. 408.

Schlumberger, op. cit., p. 113.
Robert Malley, The Call from  Algeria: Third Worldism, Revolution, and the Turn o f  

the Centioy  (Los Angeles: University o f  California Press, 1996).
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attention was paid to its political and economic developments. The international 

‘neglect’, to which the country was subjected, has to be compared with the very high 

degree o f attention received by Eastern Europe. On balance, Algeria did not occupy first 

place in the list o f  priorities for many international actors nor was at the bottom o f the 

list. Nevertheless, it could be argued that the country constitutes a moderate ‘fringe’ 

case.’'' Thus, if  the evidence confirms the validity o f  the decision to look at the external 

enviromnent in such a case and points to the significant impact o f  external factors, it may 

have a considerable influence on the whole understanding o f  transitions. To conclude, if 

the role o f  international variables is considerable in countries that are not at the centre of 

the attention o f  the international community, it could be argued that their impact is even 

stronger in those areas where international attention is focused. This line o f  thinking 

follows, in methodological terms, the idea o f Harry Eckstein about ‘crucial’ case studies. 

Eckstein argues that by choosing a ‘least likely’ observation, it is possible to make 

significant scientific advancement. If  the hypothesis that external factors play a 

significant role in the Algerian transition turns out to be correct in a least likely scenario, 

this would strengthen the inferences that can be made from it. If instead the hypothesis is 

not confirmed, it will be possible to criticise it in the light that it is not satisfactorily 

explaining an important case. It should however be noted that Eckstein has come under 

severe criticism on the grounds o f  alternative explanations, measurement error and 

determinism. These three problems have led King, Keohane and Verba to conclude: “the 

single observation is not a useful technique for testing hypotheses and theories.”’^

The incorporation o f  such criticism in the method chosen to investigate the issue 

o f regime change serves to highlight the contentious nature o f  such a method. However, 

it should not detract from the importance o f  selecting to study a single case in detail, as 

there are also solid reasons for doing so. It follows that this choice can be defended and 

there are strong reasons for choosing Algeria as the country to examine.

Harry Eckstein, “Case Study and Theory in Political Science” in Fred Greenstein and 
Nelson Polsby (eds.) Handbook o f  Political Science, Vol.}, Political Science: Scope and  
r/jeor>’(Reading: Addison-W esley, 1975).

King, Keohane and Verba, op. cit., p. 211.
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CHAPTER 3 -  Models of Transition and the International
Dimension 

3.1 Introduction

The focus o f  the chapter is to outline developments within the literature on 

transition and, specifically, to look at how it has dealt with the issue o f  the external 

variables.

According to some, the most important development in the literature on 

transitions has been that “conceptually, the establisliinent o f  a viable democracy in a 

nation is no longer seen as the product o f  higher levels o f  modernisation, illustrated by 

its wealth, bourgeois class structure, tolerant cultural values, and economic 

independence from external actors.” ' This approach has been superseded by a view that 

dem ocratisation is brought about through strategic arrangements among political elites 

and this dynamic model marginalises the search for conditions and prerequisites.^ This 

development however is not entirely accepted and there is still work carried out, whose 

premises are based on pre-conditions.^ Accordingly, one o f  the main problems o f 

focusing simply on leadership is for instance that “democratic political outcomes are 

seen to depend upon the choices o f  particular political elites and specific historical 

conjunctures. In short, politics is stripped from its social moorings and explained 

principally in terms o f virtu and fo rtuna .”'̂  Thus, we have two broadly different schools 

o f  thought. Both schools however share one key deficiency: the lack o f an appropriate 

role for the international dimension.

The focus on political elites and personalities involved in the transition excludes 

to a large extent involvement from both the masses and from external actors. The path- 

dependent approach makes the transition a game for the selected few to the exclusion o f 

more complex explanations. There are some exceptions to this trend and there is for 

instance a strand dealing specifically with the role o f  ‘popular protest.’ A fine example

' Doh Chull Shin, “On the Third Wave o f  Democratization. A Synthesis o f Recent 
Theory and Research”, W orld Politics. Vol. 47, No. 1, October 1994, p. 138.
 ̂ For the foundational work in the scholarship on the prerequisites for democracy, see 

Seymour Martin Lipset, “Some Social Requisites o f  Democracy”, American Political 
Science Review. Vol. 53, M arch 1959, pp. 69-105.
 ̂ For an overview see Seymour M artin Lipset, “The Social Requisites o f  Democracy 

Revisited”, American Sociological Review. Vol. 59, No. 1, February 1994, pp. 1-22. For 
a specific work see Jolm Londregan and Keith Poole, “Does High Income Promote 
Democracy?”, W orld Politics. Vol. 49, No. 1, October 1996, pp. 1-30.

Karen Remmer, “New Wine or Old Bottlenecks? The Study o f Latin American 
Democracy”, Comparative Politics. Vol. 23, No. 4, July 1991, p. 483.
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o f a study focussing on tiie masses is the 1992 study o f  popular movements in Africa 

carried out by Bratton and Van de W alle / More recently the same level o f  analysis has 

been utilised to partially explain the process o f  political liberalisation in the M iddle East 

and North Africa.® However, while the role o f  the masses has been explored in some 

detail, the external level o f  analysis has been largely neglected.

Focus on pre-requisites for democratisation also excludes the external 

environment, as the socio-economic factors examined are all internal. Furthermore, 

since the marginalisation o f  the pre-requisites approach has not been entirely successful 

another problem emerges, particularly for transitions in the Muslim world. There is still 

scholarship that resorts to explaining the absence o f  democracy in the region in terms of 

lack o f  proper cultural pre-conditions, accounting for the failed Algerian transition in 

cultural terms for instance. The target is specifically Islam, as a set o f beliefs that are 

incompatible w ith liberal democracy and therefore incompatible with any real shift away 

from authoritarian rule. This specific aspect will be dealt with in Chapter 4. Thus, in 

spite o f  developments in the scholarship, the main problem for both approaches remains: 

domestic actors or domestic factors occupy a central role that they should instead share 

with external forces.

This focus on the ‘dom estic’ has been maintained despite intuitive evidence 

pointing to the increasing relevance o f the external environment in all its forms, 

particularly after the collapse o f  the Soviet Union. A further obstacle prevents a full 

understanding o f  regime change. The literature includes explanations that are either 

actor-led or structure-led, but at times this differentiation is rather confusing and it 

touches on the issue o f  the international dimension. Karl argues that international actors 

are the protagonists o f  actor-led transitions.^ Hawkins on the other hand includes 

international factors in the structure-led variables he sets out to marginalise in favour o f 

actor-led variables.* This confusion in the terminology should not obscure the fact that 

both underestimate the importance o f  international factors in processes o f transition.

 ̂ Michael Bratton and Nicolas van de Walle, “Popular Protest and Political Refonn in 
Africa” , Comparative Politics. Vol. 2, No. 4, July 1992, pp. 419-442.
® In this respect, it is worth noting the work o f the prolific author Larbi Sadiki. See for 
instance the recent “Popular Uprisings and Arab Democratization”, International Journal 
o f  M iddle East Studies. Vol. 32, No. 1, pp. 71-95.
’ Terry Lynn Karl, “Dilemmas o f Democratisation in Latin America”, Comparative 
Politics. Vol. 23, No. 1, October 1990. Karl actually disagrees on the central role o f 
external influences in favouring transitions, but the methodological point is a very 
important one, as external actors are listed as the actor-led variables.
* Darren Hawkins, “Democratisation Theory and Nontransitions: Insights from Cuba”, 
Comparative Politics. Vol. 34, No. 4, July 2001.
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3.2 International variables: a neglected aspect o f  regime change

There is one important exception to the trend o f marginalizing international 

variables and it is found in international relations theory: dependency theory. Scholars 

supporting this theoretical approach developed their understanding o f transitions 

tlirough the study o f  relations between Latin America and the United States. The 

emphasis was on economic relations, which in turn affected political relations and thus 

political dependence o f the rest o f  the continent on the will and the interests o f  the 

United States. This dependency was the result o f  structural factors and not the product 

o f  autonomous decision-making. This peculiar relation had tremendous repercussions 

for the issue o f  political liberalisation across the continent. Karl summarises this 

approach: “dependency theorists in Latin A m erica and the United States contended that 

the continent’s particular insertion into the international market made democratisation 

especially problem atic.”  ̂ This theoretical approach has been severely criticised and it 

has a number o f  shortcomings, but it is nevertheless an important attempt to look at 

regime change tlirough an international lens.

Through the analysis o f non-transitions, which is methodologically important in 

order to examine all outcomes on the dependent variable, Hawkins comes to the 

conclusion that the recent developing scholarship on international factors is going in the 

wrong direction and argues that the discipline should concentrate on domestic politics 

and domestic factors. While Hawkins makes a vei^ good methodological point and 

presents interesting evidence from the Cuban case, his conclusion on the lack o f 

usefulness o f  the international dimension is premature. Hawkins points to the lack o f 

any type o f political liberalisation in Cuba over the course o f the 1990s to demonstrate 

the validity o f  the domestic factors approach. Hawkins’s study is however reliant on 

only one case and neglects to mention that many reforms have taken place in Cuba that 

take into account the new pressures o f  the international system.

There are both compelling theoretical and practical/methodological reasons for 

the exclusion o f  international factors. In theoretical terms, it is difficult to clearly define 

what the international context actually is. W ithout a specific definition, it then becomes 

impossible to use the international context as a variable. If  it cannot be defined it 

remains a soft concept, particularly difficult to pin down and utilise for empirical 

research. The definitional difficulties derive from the number o f  interpretations that can 

be attached to ‘international context’. Even if  a definition were agreed upon, it would be

’ Karl, op. cit., p. 4.
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extremely difficult to establish causal mechanisms between the international context 

variable and the effects it provokes at domestic level. This is because, formally, only 

domestic actors are in charge o f  the transition process. It is domestic actors who have 

the legitimacy to change domestic rules, to negotiate with each other and, eventually, to 

establish new political and institutional arrangements. M oreover, the pace o f  change and 

the uncertainty surrounding the process are very important factors and if  domestic actors 

can barely keep up with these problems and adjust their strategies consequently, it is 

believed that distant external actors cannot influence, to any considerable degree, the 

transition at any stage. If domestic actors operate in an extremely unstable environment 

where information is far from perfect, how can far away actors be better informed about 

the transitional game?

Practical difficulties also compound the theoretical problems. Even if  it were 

possible to establish a theoretically valid link between a properly defined international 

context and the actions domestic actors undertake, gathering the evidence would be a 

very problematic task. If the international context is defined loosely as the forces acting 

at the international level and pressurising domestic actors into specific choices or 

behaviour, the evidence for this might not emerge at all. We would not really know how 

decisions are made and, even through extensive interviews with domestic actors, they 

might be reluctant to admit that their choices, actions or strategies were not fully 

autonomous. We could assume that these choices and actions are partly the product o f 

the international context because the domestic actors take this variable on board without 

fully being aware o f  it. While this may be a way out o f  the problem, it is also an overly 

deterministic assumption based on lack o f evidence. I f  the international context is more 

narrowly defined as the actions and policies o f  specific international actors, the problem 

o f causality is reduced, but the gathering o f  evidence remains a difficult task. Diplomacy 

takes place mostly out o f  the public’s eye; it is often secret and undocumented. 

Furthermore, nation-states and their diplomatic actions may not be the only external 

influence; international relations are not only about what states do or refrain from doing, 

but involve a multiplicity o f  actors and levels o f  exchange. Given that states are not the 

only actors in the international system the problems are further compounded. Actors 

such as international financial institutions and transnational movements also have their 

channels o f influence, which may be very informal. Finally, the movement o f  ideas or 

technological improvements may also be relevant, but cannot be easily operationalised 

as causal variables.
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Given tiiese obstacles, it follows that the impact o f  international factors on 

liberalisation, democratisation and consolidation is not given a central explanatory role 

in the literature. Successful processes o f  democratisation as a direct result o f  military 

conquest and imposition o f a foreign political model are considered to be exceptional. 

The assumption is that the political developments in post-W orld W ar II Germany, Italy 

and Japan should not inform the theoretical discourse o f  transitions due to their status as 

outliers. In fact, over the years, international variables were being interpreted simply as 

having a facilitating role in cases o f  successful transition, as having no impact in cases 

o f  failed transition or being simply a catalyst to the initiation o f  the process. Finally, 

when the international context was brought in more systematically, it was deemed to 

have a significant impact only during the consolidation period when acceptance o f the 

new regime would increase its legitimacy. The evidence o f  the treatment o f  international 

variables as playing a seco n d a^  facilitating role in countries in transition is to be found 

in the extensive examinations o f  the democratisation o f  Southern Europe and South 

America.

The numerous examinations o f these countries conclude that the European 

Economic Community (EEC) played a role with respect to the Spanish, Portuguese and 

Greek transitions to democracy, but that it was indirect, marginal and confined to the 

final phase o f  the transition: consolidation. The EEC was the external magnet that drew 

the domestic elites together, providing a framework o f legitimacy within which the 

transition could take place, but it was neither the principal instigator o f  the transition nor 

one o f  the key actors negotiating the outcome. The prospect o f  admission, which was 

conditional on the establislunent o f democratic institutions, provided the necessary 

impetus for domestic elites to agree on democratic procedures, but conventional wisdom 

suggested that domestic actors actually played the transition out themselves. W hitehead 

argues: “the incentives for consolidation provided by the prospect or reality o f EC 

membership have represented a durable and compelling set o f  inducements to remould 

the political regimes o f  Southern Europe.” '”

In addition to the ‘m agnetic’ role o f the European Community, there is some 

evidence suggesting that other external actors influenced the democratic changes in 

Southern Europe. For instance, in the case o f  Portugal, the American and W est German 

governments facilitated the successful democratisation o f  the countiy.

Laurence Whitehead, “Democracy by Convergence: Southern Europe”, in Laurence 
W hitehead (ed.) The International Dimensions o f  Democratization, (New York: Oxford 
University Press, 1996), p. 272.
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Thanks to a combination o f financial inducements and diplomatic pressure they 

were able to guide the choices and strategies o f  the domestic actors and facilitate the 

consolidation o f  Portuguese democracy. Portugal constitutes an interesting case, because 

at least two scholars argue quite convincingly that the international dimension drove the 

whole transition. The case o f  the Portuguese transition is therefore a precursor for the 

type o f  analysis o f  international variables that this research attempts to carry out. 

Building on Szulc’s account o f  the US-Portuguese diplomatic relations in the mid 

1970’s '' ,  Opello argues that “while there is no doubt that the relationship between the 

international and domestic environments during any transition to democracy is 

invariably an interactive one, it can be concluded that the international context was the 

more important o f  the two in broadly conditioning a democratic outcome.” ’̂  The 

relevance o f O pello’s analysis lies in the fact that he does not confine the influence o f 

international forces to the consolidation period and he does not simply use them as 

facilitating variables. In O pello’s work, all the phases o f  the transition from the initial 

coup to the victory o f the moderates and the consolidation o f  democratic institutions and 

politics are to a large extent externally driven. For instance, he argues that the military 

coup (held to be the dismissal o f the authoritarian regime) was “a response to military 

grievances and frustrations growing out o f  [Portugal’s] efforts to fight a three-front war 

against insurgents” '  ̂ in the African colonies. In O pello’s words, “here we have a clear- 

cut case o f  an external development impacting on regime change.” ''* The development o f 

the transition itself saw all the domestic actors being conditioned by a range o f  external 

actors, whether foreign governments, international institutions or W est European 

political parties.

The criticism that can be made about O pello’s work is that it is overly 

descriptive and does not have a theoretical framework within which it would be possible 

to understand the reasons for external actors’ involvement. Furthermore, O pello’s study 

does not have a theoretical understanding o f the structural pressures derived from the 

international political and economic system at work. His analysis is nevertheless a very

"  Tad Szulc, “Lisbon and W ashington: behind the Portuguese revolution”. Foreign 
Policy. Vol. 21, winter 1975-1976, pp. 3-62.

W alter Opello, Jr. “Portugal: A case study o f  international determinants o f  regime 
transition”, Geoffrey Pridham (ed.) Encouraging Democracy. The International Context 
o f  Regime Transition in Southern Europe (Leicester: Leicester University Press, 1991),
p. 100.
'M bid., p. 85.
"  Ibid., p. 85.
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important starting point for any inquiry into the woricings o f  external factors during 

regime change, because it demonstrates that it is possible to have a different approach 

and find the necessary evidence to justify  it.

Another interesting study, where the international context is seen as central to 

regime change, has been conducted by Tovias on the Southern European transitions o f 

the mid-1970s.'^ Tovias is mainly preoccupied with the international economic 

environment at the time preceding the collapse o f  authoritarian rule. He puts forth the 

idea that the tim ing o f the collapse is linked to the first oil shock o f  1973. Just as the 

Portuguese, Spanish and Greek regimes had been able to benefit, to different degrees, 

from the economic boom o f the 1960s in order to secure popular legitimacy and 

therefore stability, the oil shock undermined considerably their position. The inability to 

deliver economically, coupled with military adventures abroad in the case o f Portugal 

and Greece, triggered the demise o f  authoritarianism. Thus, Tovias argues that “the 

international economic context has certainly not facilitated democratic consolidation” '  ̂

at the time o f the second oil shock. By then however, the firm links with the European 

Community and the alliance with the United States outweighed the problems o f the 

economic recession.

The studies on Portugal and Tovias’s work on Southern Europe should not 

obscure the fact that the vast majority o f the literature on transitions still sees domestic 

explanations as central to understanding regime change. International variables are still 

largely relegated to the background. In concluding his analysis on the role o f  the 

European Community (EC) in Southern Europe, W hitehead states: “the southern 

European experiences seem to confirm that the unfolding o f what appear to be domestic 

political processes largely accounts for the establisliinent o f new democratic regimes, 

and also for their consolidation.” ' ’

The ‘facilitating’ and secondaiy role has been used again when democratisation 

occurred in Latin America, Central America and Eastern Europe. In the case o f  Latin 

America, a comprehensive study by Remmer points out that the supposed external 

political impact o f  International Monetary Fund (IMF) agreements and the shifts in trade 

and currency patterns in the international economy in general are not linked with regime

Alfred Tovias, “The International Context o f  Democratic Transition”, West European 
Politics. Vol. 7, 1984, pp. 158-171.

Ibid., p. 169.
W hitehead, ‘Democracy by Convergence’, p. 272.
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change.'* Together with a change in attitude by the Reagan administration towards 

democracy, tliese factors are often mentioned but usually discarded as secondaiy. To 

conclude, it is worth citing how Lowenthal assessed the international dim ension’s 

impact in Latin America and Southern Europe: “although international factors may 

condition the course o f  transition, the major participants and the dominant influences in 

every case have been national.” ’’

What is true for the literature on Latin America is also true for the wave o f 

democratisations in Eastern Europe. The consequences o f  Gorbachev’s liberalising 

policies, the end o f  the Cold W ar and the collapse o f  the communist ideology are all 

mentioned to identify the starting point for the regime changes that took place in the late 

1980s across the globe. However, scholars studying these new transitions do not 

concentrate on these elements to explain the development and outcome o f democratic 

transitions and prefer to focus on domestic political aspects. For instance, it has been 

accepted quite as a matter o f  fact that the reforms taking place in the Soviet Union 

liberated domestic actors in Eastern Europe from powerful constraints, but few scholars 

actually attempted to dwell on the theoretical implications that such an important event 

could raise about international-national linkages. One o f  these few scholars is Richard 

Sakwa, who argues in his analysis o f  transitions in Eastern Europe: “democratisation in 

the region is to a large degree a function o f  international processes and is far from being 

solely an endogenous process.” "̂ In addition to the fall o f  the Soviet Union, it was also 

again underlined how EC policies (particularly for the countries in Eastern Europe) and 

the co-operation policies implemented by the US government (specifically in Latin and 

Central America, but also in Eastern Europe) helped the different countries exit from 

authoritarian rule through financial aid and political support. This policy o f incentives 

and rewards, and the ‘hidden’ tlireat o f punishment for going in the opposite direction 

seemingly only acted as a facilitating variable in a largely domestic process. When it 

comes to African transitions, Bratton and Van de W alle also argue that in their work 

they consider “external factors [as] precipitating conditions rather than causal ones”^‘

Karen Remmer, “The Politics o f Economic Stabilisation. IMF Standby Programs in 
Latin America, 1954-1984”, Comparative Politics. Vol. 19, No. 1, October 1986, pp. 1- 
44.

Abraham Lowenthal as cited in Bratton and Van de Walle, op. cit., p. 420.
Richard Sakwa, “Introduction. The Democratic Experience” in Richard Sakwa (ed.) 

The Experience o f  Democratisation in Eastern Europe, (London: M acmillan Press, 
1999), p. 3.

Bratton and Van de Walle, op. cit., p. 420.
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and that “explanation o f  reform outcomes requires reference to the resources, skills, and 

styles o f  leaders and their oppositions.”^̂

There is one specific study that attempted to systematise the theoretical work on 

transitions and it deserves attention for its impact on how to study this phenomenon. 

This work is rather paradigmatic o f  a certain way o f understanding transitions and the 

role o f  the international environment. Samuel Huntington, in his comparative study o f  

dem ocratisation in the tw entieth century, grouped all the transitions that took place since 

1974 and identified them as belonging to a third wave o f  democratisation.^^ The starting 

point o f his analysis focuses on the triggers o f  this wave o f transitions. These triggers 

are events and/or policies and/or people, whose effects have profound consequences 

worldwide. Huntington postulates that changes in independent variables in the 1960s 

and in the 1970s produced the dependent variable, namely democracy-oriented regime 

changes, in the 1980s and 1990s. The list o f  changes in the independent variables 

includes five different elements.

The first one is “the deepening legitimacy problems o f authoritarian systems in a 

world where democratic values were widely accepted.” '̂' This coincides with the 

Helsinki Accords, which legitimised democratic rule and human rights on an 

unprecedented international scale. Larbi Sadiki seems to build on this when arguing that 

“faced with outside pressures - the global diffusion o f  democracy and human rights as 

new standards and legitimators in domestic politics - [...], many Arab ruling elites have 

embarked on previously unthinkable political reforms.”^̂  The second element is “the 

unprecedented global economic growth o f  the 1960s.” '̂' The economic boom o f  the 

1960s saw a dramatic surge in industrial production worldwide, the expansion o f  trade 

and a widespread betterment o f living standards. This is connected to the belief that 

increasing standards o f  living in authoritarian regimes leads to demands for political 

liberalisation. Thirdly, “the striking changes in the doctrine and activities o f  the Catholic 

Church manifested in the Second Vatican Council”^̂  began to shift the focus o f  a very 

prominent and influential transnational actor on issues o f democracy and popular 

participation. The fourth element is identified in the “changes in the policies o f  external

Ibid., p. 420
Samuel Huntington, The Third Wave. Democratization in the Late Twentieth Century, 

(Norman: University o f  Oklahoma Press, 1991).
Ibid., p. 45.
Sadiki, op. cit., p. 71 
Huntington, op. cit., p. 45.
Huntington, op. cit., p.45.
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actors” *̂, particularly the European Community, the US under Carter and Reagan, and 

the Soviet Union under Gorbachev. The doctrine o f democracy-promotion, the 

conditionality o f  aid based on a solid human rights record and the political liberalisation 

coming from within the Soviet Union generated policy changes aimed at rewarding 

democrats and punishing authoritarian leaders. The final element is “snowballing or 

demonstration effects enhanced by new means o f international communication.”^̂  It is 

quite evident that international variables are the source o f  domestic regime change in 

H untington’s theoretical construction. Shin agrees with this analysis and states that: “ in 

propelling the current wave o f  democratisation, domestic and international factors have 

been closely comiected with the particular mix o f  these two factors varying from country 

to country.” ®̂

These changes therefore have deep roots in the realm o f international politics 

and international economics. However, Huntington fails to take his arguments to the 

logical conclusion when tackling the issue o f  regime change head on and abandons the 

influence these international triggers had on the development and outcome o f transitions 

in favour o f  an approach that privileges the strategies and bargaining o f  the domestic 

actors. While international changes may be triggering domestic changes, their role seems 

to be exclusive to the initiation phase and this is a problem in so far as international 

factors may be active throughout the whole transition. It is difficult to conceptualise how 

they would stop ‘working’ at specific moments in time leaving domestic actors dealing 

with solely internally generated issues. Despite the attention paid to the role o f  

international factors. Shin also concludes: “strategic elites have been a key factor in 

bringing about a majority o f  democratic transitions in the current wave.”^‘ For both Shin 

and Huntington, the proper locus o f  analysis is therefore the domestic sphere and 

specifically an actor-led explanation o f  the transition. Hawkins reinforces this point and 

adds: “scholars who emphasise structural variables must do more to specify the 

conditions under which structural pressures produce c h a n g e . T h e  individuation o f the 

domestic sphere as the proper milieu for explaining regime change can be understood in 

methodological terms, as the models o f  explanation derived from it are much simpler.

Ibid., p. 45.
Ibid., p. 46.
Shin, op. cit., p. 153. 
Ibid., p. 153. 
Hawkins, op. cit., p.
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However, the problem o f logically insisting on this a priori assumption remains 

intact. If the original assumption is that the triggers are of an international nature, how 

can their role be suddenly halted when the transition begins? This does not mean that 

attention should not be paid to the domestic locus, quite the contrary, but at the very 

least it should be acknowledged that the international environment, which was important 

at the origin of the transition, keeps playing a role. The external environment is always 

present and if it interacts and has an influence at the beginning, it is quite logical that it 

keeps having an impact throughout all phases of the transition. This is even more the 

case if a transitional game lasts for a substantial amount of time. One interesting 

example may be found in Bratton and Van de Walle’s assertion that “the collapse of the 

Berlin Wall - and along with it Leninist one party rule and the bipolar world order - 

inspired mass protesters and challenged incumbent leaders as never before.”^̂  If this is 

true, as many other scholars contend, how can the international effects then simply 

disappear from the analysis?

As mentioned earlier, a substantial number of studies are influenced by 

Huntington’s work, in terms of both theoretical assumptions and methodology. It 

follows that the international context is present in most of the analyses on 

democratisation, but it has a secondary and marginal role. In general terms, the 

following problems can be identified.

First of all, it is difficult to justify an understanding of transitions simply based 

on domestic factors, as political and economic changes within societies are never carried 

out in total isolation. Not only are these changes part of larger trends that can be 

observed at the international level (structure-led changes), but there are “neighbouring 

states with an interest in the outcome [as well as] great powers further afield who tend to 

become involved” '̂* (actor-led changes). Furthermore, states are not the only actors that 

may have an interest and a role to play. Actors include multinafional companies, 

political parties, transnational ideological movements, the international civil society in 

the form of pressures groups and non-governmental organisations (NGOs) and a wide 

range of international organisations. In outlining the work o f German and US political 

foundations, Pinto-Duschinsky clearly states: “political aid aims to exercise a direct

”  Bratton and Van de Walle, op. Git., p. 419.
Gerald Segal, “International Relations and Democratic Transition” in Geoffrey 

Pridham (ed.) Encouraging Democracy. The International Context o f  Regime Transition 
in Southern Europe (Leicester: Leicester University Press, 1991), p. 3 1.
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influence on the working o f politics within a foreign country.”^̂  M ultinational 

companies and international financial institutions also have considerable power, as 

countries in transition often need to undertake radical reforms o f their economies and 

cannot do so without turning to the ‘outside w orld’.

Secondly, transitions influence each other and there are connections that need to 

be explored in more detail. The international system as such, rather than specific 

countries, has considerable influence. The regional clustering o f  transitions or the almost 

synchronised timing suggests that patterns exist and they should be explored. W hitehead 

has carried out some work on the topic, but it needs to be systematised.

Finally, focusing on domestic factors fails to deal with the complexities o f  the 

modern world, which touches all aspects o f  societal life and influences political and 

economic behaviour. W hile it certainly true that the inclusion o f  day-to-day political 

struggles among domestic actors is essential to any analysis o f  regime change, it is also 

important to recognise that these domestic actors are not completely cut o ff from the 

international realm, but are aware o f  its existence and can be influenced by it to a 

considerable degree. What has been so far unexplored is the degree to which the 

international context affects the domestic distribution o f power and resources among key 

local actors. In an increasingly interdependent world, international pressures or the lack 

thereof can affect the cost and benefit calculations o f  domestic actors and therefore 

modify their incentive structures, with consequences on the timing, development and 

outcome o f the transition. Previous work was mostly concerned with the beneficial 

effects international actors may have had on domestic actors by encouraging them to 

choose a ‘pro-democracy’ course in exchange for future benefits (i.e. foreign aid or 

membership to the EU), but failed to take into account the fact that these international 

pressures may have actually triggered the transition and may have had an impact on its 

ending. Thus far in the literature, international variables are defined as second-order 

influences, while this study would see them as central explanatory variables.

International pressures do not have to be conscious and direct political moves, 

but can also be the result o f  trends o f  political and social developments or the outcome 

o f specific events with unintended consequences. When it comes to the domestic actors 

involved in the transition, their choices and strategies constantly adapt to the changing

For an example o f how non-state actors (W estern political parties in this case) can 
influence transitions see Michael Pinto-Duschinsky, “Foreign Political Aid: the German 
Political Foundations and the US counterparts”. International A ffairs. 67, No. 1, January 
1991, p. 34.
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international circumstances which they also contribute to the creation of. Not only that, 

but some o f  the choices they make may actually be forced on them for lack of 

alternatives.

3.3 The international d im ension

The interaction between the domestic and the international realms o f  politics has 

been a constant theme throughout the literature o f  political science, but since the early 

1990s it has gathered new pace after a period o f decline, following an early interest 

generated by Keohane and Nye.^^ These studies are largely preoccupied with the 

construction o f  bridges between international relations and comparative politics and they 

form the basis from which this work attempts to answer a question about regime change.

Questions concerning the influence o f international factors on the domestic 

political and economic structure o f  countries, or the impact o f  domestic variables on the 

conduct o f  international politics, have occupied scholars for quite some time. Andrew 

Hurrell argues: “this contrast between the overall importance o f  the international context 

and the relative absence o f  specific linkages highlights the general difficulty o f 

conceptualising the relationship between the international system and national political 

systems.” ’̂ It is also claimed that; “relevant approaches in the international affairs 

literature have nowhere dwelt as such on the question o f  regime change or transition.” ®̂ 

This ongoing debate about international-national interactions has a considerable impact 

in a number o f  fields o f  political science, from international relations to foreign policy 

studies and from development studies to state formation. A number o f  studies have been 

conducted on the ways in which domestic politics and policy are shaped by international 

constraints, but veiy few studies have dealt with the ways in which international factors 

impinge on regime change.

Many authors stress the autonomy o f domestic actors when attempting to 

explain processes o f  regime change, but this approach might be criticised on the grounds 

o f  monocausality and a lack o f systematic analysis o f  the external environment. In fact, 

Sclimitter him self admitted that the earliest findings in the literature about the 

undisputed prominence o f  domestic actors should today begin to be questioned. In

Robert Keohane and Joseph Nye, Power and Interdependence: World Politics in 
Transition (Boston: Little and Brown, 1977).

Andrew Hurrell, “The International Dimensions o f  Democratization in Latin America: 
The Case o f  Brazil” , in Laurence W hitehead (ed.) The International Dimensions o f  
Democratization, (New York: Oxford University Press, 1996), p. 146.

Ibid., p. 146.
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Sclimitter’s words, “one o f the most confident assertions in the O ’Donneli-Schmitter 

concluding volume to the Transitions from  Authoritarian Rule project was that domestic 

factors play a predominant role in the transition. Not only does this fly in the face of a 

substantial literature [...], but it also seems to clash with some obvious facts surrounding 

the more recent transitions that have occurred in Eastern Europe.” ®̂

Other fields of inquiry have undergone recently radical transformations thanks 

to a renewed interest in the study o f international variables and the way they affect 

domestic decision-making. The entire development literature for instance has been to a 

certain extent revolutionised by the proponents of dependency theory. While the theory 

itself may today be somewhat discredited, it has certainly contributed to giving a central 

role to the international dimension. Development in Third World countries was not and 

is not simply a function o f domestic political culture or interactions among domestic 

players, but is largely influenced by external economic constraints. Today, it is 

recognised that any analysis of the economic development of a specific country, with all 

the political consequences that it entails, cannot be fully understood if the larger 

international economic enviromnent is ignored. According to Kohli, dependency 

theorists have had the merit of highlighting “world economic conditions as constraints 

on contemporary developing countries.”''” .lust like the literature on development, other 

fields in the discipline have been influenced by the shift in focus from the 

national/domestic to the intemational/extemal. At times, the ‘internationalisation’ of 

political phenomena and their explanations becomes the main feature o f influential 

schools of thought. In the literature of international relations, for instance, one o f the 

most important issues scholars debate about is the so-called ‘problem o f the level of 

analysis.’ The role to be assigned to international variable and domestic factors is hotly 

disputed and pits structuralists such as Waltz”" against liberals such as Moravcsik'*^.

The main point is that there is a minority tradition that tends to move away from 

explanation of political phenomena simply in terms of “structure and culture of the 

underlying society”'*̂ and attempts to find causal links that stress the “impact of

Scliinitter, ‘The hifluence of the International context’, p. 27.
Atul Kohli, 'Introduction' in Atul Kohli (ed.). The State and Development in the Third 

World, (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1986), p. 15.
Kenneth Waltz, Theory o f  International Politics, (London: Addison-Wesley, 1979). 
Andrew Moravcsik, “Taking Preferences Seriously: a Liberal Theoi-y o f International 

Politics”, International Organization. Vol. 51. No. 4. 1997.
Gabriel Almond, "Review Article: The International-National Connection", British 

Journal o f Political Science. Vol. 19, No. 2, April 1989, p. 238.
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international factors on internal political structure and process.”'*'' Thus, some scholars 

attem pt to analyse the international context o f  regime transition.

The first scholar to examine how international factors could play a role in 

regime change was Laurence W hitehead, hi his contribution to the 1986 study 

Transitions from  Authoritarian Rule, W hitehead examines the question o f  the 

importance o f international factors in processes o f  dem ocratisation with a specific focus 

on democracy promotion policies o f  W estern countries. The results o f  his study indicate 

that “there can be no universal, timeless answers to such questions”'’^  meaning to the 

importance o f the statements and policies o f  democracy promotion. This reflects a rather 

widespread scepticism about the ability o f  policies o f  dem ocracy promotion to be really 

effective. The task o f  promoting democracy abroad is very difficult and controversial, 

thus believed to be quite ineffective in really affecting outcomes. This also implies that 

there can be no model that takes international variables into account. Another major 

conclusion is that “in peacetime it is the process internal to each country that is most 

important in determining the success o f  democratic transitions; external support is o f 

secondary importance.”''  ̂ Despite this quite categorical assertion, W hitehead admits: 

“the geopolitical dimension must rank high in any account o f  the international aspects o f  

democratisation.”''’ Continuing his work on the international context, Whitehead refined 

his early assumptions and introduced the notion o f ‘democracy through convergence.’ In 

his 1991 work on Southern Europe, he argues that “the distinction between national 

forces and external actors is somewhat artificial and incomplete, and that there are a 

variety o f  intermediate possibilities between the two extremes o f  foreign occupation, on 

the one hand, and domestically-driven transition on the other.” ''* Subsequently, building 

on Stepan’s work, he further refined the concept o f  democracy-by-convergence and 

argues: “closer examination o f southern European experiences indicates that there is

Ibid., p. 238.
Laurence W hitehead, “ International Aspects o f  Dem ocratization” in Guillermo 

O ’Donnell, Philippe Schmitter and Laurence W hitehead (eds.) Transitions from  
Authoritarian Rule. Comparative Perspectives (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins 
University Press, 1986), p.3.
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often a significant international input, and that the internal-external boundary can be 

highly permeable.”'’’

The notion o f  democracy-by-convergence is used to suggest that the processes 

o f democrat!sation in Southern Europe, while formally domestic, have an international 

element. This international element, while still subordinate to domestic factors, is found 

in the fact that democratisation through convergence is “a forceful international route to 

dem ocratisation.” °̂ With it emphasis on democratic governance, the European Union 

acts as a powerful constraining framework on domestic actors who wish to jo in  the 

Union in order to enjoy economic benefits.

The reiteration that these processes are primarily domestic, however, suggests 

that the international factors W hitehead refers to are largely contingent on the transitions 

under scrutiny (i.e. Southern Europe) and that a model incorporating international 

variables is not analytically correct. Furthermore, his analysis o f  Latin America seems to 

indicate that the only role for international variables is confined to democracy-by- 

iinposition. These democratisations refer to processes whereby the leading power in the 

region, namely the US, imposes democracy on other sovereign states. There are “three 

variants considered: incorporation, invasion, and intim idation.”^' Aside from these 

cases, when there is a direct external intervention, Latin and Central American 

democratic transitions are explained by domestic factors.

There is also a third development in W hitehead’s work, which sees the author 

introducing three new concepts to deal with the international aspect o f regime change: 

‘contagion’, ‘control’ and ‘consent’. W h i l e  analytically useful, these notions do not 

fundamentally change the previous argument for the primacy o f  domestic factors and the 

secondary role o f  international factors. The three categories aim at classifying countries 

and categorise them according to the pattern o f  democratisation that more closely 

matches the concepts introduced.

There are a number o f  shortcomings with W hitehead’s work. The main problem 

seems to be the theoretical unwillingness to move forward and attempt to construct a

W hitehead, “Democracy by Convergence”, p. 273.
Ibid., p. 266.
Laurence W hitehead, “The Imposition o f  Democracy: The Caribbean”, in Laurence 

W hitehead (ed.) The International Dimensions o f  Democratization, (New York: Oxford 
University Press, 1996), p. 60.

Laurence W hitehead, T h ree  International Dimensions o f  Dem ocratization’ in 
Laurence W hitehead (ed.) The International Dimensions o f  Democratization, (New 
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model that would really challenge the conventional wisdom o f  regime change and insert 

as central the role o f  international factors. The analysis takes into account a vast number 

o f  factors ranging from the role o f NATO to the role o f  non-governinental actors such as 

German political foundations and parties’ international activities, to the constraining 

presence o f the European Community, but there is a lack o f  an over-arching systemic 

framework that would contextualise these factors and explain why they work. If  these 

forces are present and work, we should be able to explain how they work.

The timing o f  their influence seems to be confined to the final stages o f the 

transition, which is a point that Schmitter also subscribes to.”  It follows that a second 

point o f  criticism is the dismissal o f  the relevance o f  international factors when it comes 

to the transition’s initial phase and development. It is interesting to note here that 

W hitehead directly contradicts Huntington’s position. W hile Huntington confined the 

relevance o f international factors to triggering transitions, W hitehead confines them to 

the final phase o f  consolidation. It follows that the critique o f Huntington’s work can be 

also addressed to W hitehead’s approach. W hitehead overlooks the theoretical possibility 

that, aside from military conquest and imposition o f  democracy, external actors and/or 

external structural constraints are able to trigger the collapse o f  an authoritarian regime. 

Furthennore, such a limited approach overlooks how the international environment may 

impinge on the development and playing out o f  the transitional game itse lf Finally, and 

contrary to W hitehead’s preferences for explanations based on the actor-led model, there 

is scope for combining actor-led policies and structural-led constraints in the 

explanation o f  regime changes. After all, actors in the international system all have to 

deal with structural constraints and their policies reflect this to a certain extent. In a 

recent article surveying the literature, Oliver Schlumberger stated that “the actor versus 

structure dichotomy has meanwhile given way to a more moderate debate; structures are 

recognised as constraints to the options o f  actors, while at the same time the importance 

o f strategic actors within the limits o f  a given socio-economic context is accepted.” '̂*

Geoffrey Pridham is another scholar who attempted to bring the international 

dimension into the understanding o f  transition processes. In his overview o f how the 

international context can have some relevance to theories about political change or

”  Philippe Schmitter, “The State o f  the Literature on Transitions to Democracy”, lecture 
delivered at the International Political Science Association World Congress, Quebec 
City, Quebec, Canada, August 2000.

Oliver Schlumberger, “The Arab M iddle East and the Question o f Democratization: 
Some Critical Remarks”, Democratization. Vol. 7, No. 4, W inter 2000, p. 126 (the 
assertion is made in endnote no. 10).
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‘governmental change’, he argues that “relevant approaches in the international affairs 

literature have nowhere dwelt as such on the question o f  regime change or transition 

used in this study.””  In order to deal with this problem, Pridham introduced the notion 

o f  penetrated systems or systemic penetration. W hile recognising that the concept is “too 

loose as a working definition” ®̂, Pridham applies it to specific problems and argues that 

it may have “some bearing on the question o f regime change.””  The logic behind the 

application o f  this notion is that regimes in transition are facing uncertainty and 

domestic actors may be tempted to seek either legitimacy or support from outside 

sources. If the country in transition is therefore important due its geo-strategic or geo- 

economic position, external penetration becomes a “formative influence on the new 

system .” ®̂ This notion o f  systemic penetration is useful, as it is a stronger concept than 

the normal permeation that affects every political system, but it still suffers from a 

number o f  problems. Not only, as underlined by Pridham himself, is the notion rather 

vague, but it fails to capture how the international context may be a decisive influence 

tliroughout the whole transitional period, from its initiation to its conclusion. Once 

again, a concept introduced to deal with the issue o f  external variables seems to be 

working solely at the time o f regime consolidation and is unable to deal with pressures 

that might take place at a different moment in the transition process. Furthermore, the 

concept o f  penetration is difficult to pin down in operational terms and is difficult to use 

when attempting to establish causal mechanisms. There are other concepts in the wider 

literature on international relations that could be used to more effect.

In his analysis, Pridham takes his argument a bit further than system penetration 

and admits: “the international economy may acquire an indirect influence both over the 

pre-transition phase as well as the transition process itse lf” ®̂ Pridham refers to a 

speciflc structure o f  power, indicating that the structure o f  the international economic 

system may have an influence on the pre-transition situation, thereby introducing an 

important novelty in the literature. The international context could begin to be thought 

o f  as being influential at certain stages in the transition (collapse o f  the authoritarian

”  Geoffrey Pridham, “International influences and democratic transition; problems o f 
theory and practice in linkage politics” in Geoffrey Pridham (ed.) Encouraging  
Democracy. The International Context o f  Regime Transition in Southern Europe 
(Leicester: Leicester University Press, 1991), p. 10.
'" Ib id ., p. 11.
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regime and early democratisation) that had been previously neglected. However, he also 

points out that this influence is at best indirect and there are other variables that are 

much more crucial. These variables are the policy choices and strategies o f  the domestic 

actors. In a subsequent work, following the fall o f  the Soviet empire and the wave o f 

transitions in Eastern Europe, Pridham does not really expand on the role o f the 

international dimension, but clearly indicates that further research is crucial to 

understanding and encourages studies dealing with it.

From this, it follows that Pridham can be subjected to the same criticism as most 

transition scholars, who make domestic variables the only really decisive factor o f 

explanation. His main shortcoming seems to be his inability to theoretically conceive the 

existence o f  a link between domestic actors and the international context, which would 

see the domestic actors ‘reacting’ to external constraints. For this reason, explanations 

should be built around concepts and theoretical tools offered by international relations. 

Thus, we should examine how different international actors and international structural 

pressures combine to influence domestic politics.

Another significant contribution to this aspect o f  transitions to democracy has 

been made by Douglas Chalmers. In his work on Latin America, Chalmers introduced 

the concept o f  ‘internationally based domestic actors’. This notion implies that political 

systems are not closed and exclusively domestic, but “ include internationally based 

actors as normal parts o f the system, not actors external to it.”’’° These actors fully 

participate in the political life o f the country and make decisions about local issues. This 

concept underlines the importance o f  analysing internationally-based actors, which have 

multiplied over the years thanks to the expansion o f  global trade and global politics, 

when accounting for changes o f regime. The usefulness o f the concept lies in the fact 

that it considers as international actors a multitude o f  entities that display autonomous 

behaviour, and not only nation-states. These actors enjoy both access and influence in 

the domestic political system and, in the transitional period, use them to shape the 

pattern o f development and the outcom e o f it. This point is also present in Schmitter 

who, in his critique o f Realism, suggests: “there is reason to suspect that this world 

beneath and beyond the nation-state has played an especially significant role in the 

international promotion o f dem ocracy.”®'

Douglas Chalmers, “Internationalised Domestic Politics in Latin America, the 
Institutional Role o f Internationally Based Actors”, Unpublished paper. Dept, o f  
Political Science, Columbia University, 1993.

Schmitter, “The Influence o f the International Context”, p. 29.
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This notion o f  internationally-based domestic actors has an advantage: it tends 

to marginalize the role o f  domestic actors in that it presents them with a fa it accompli. It 

adds to the domestic scene other actors with their own autonomous strategies, who 

compete/negotiate with the domestic actors. However, there are also shortcomings. The 

actors referred to by Chalmers are very specific and seem to be the product o f economic 

globalisation. This suggests that they are simply international financial institutions. 

W hile international organisations such as the International Monetary Fund or the World 

Bank should be analysed vei7  closely, this does not exhaust the field o f  ‘the 

international environm ent.’ By being too specific, there is the risk o f  losing other very 

important actors. Also, it leaves aside important notions such as ideas or beliefs 

spreading worldwide or, again, pressures deriving from the interactions o f  nation-states 

that are neither easily identifiable nor measurable. The ‘absolute’ choice o f  the actor-led 

model is still prevalent, to the detriment o f  the international structure, as introduced by 

Pridham.

In his work on the Brazilian transition, Andrew Hurrell seems to have come 

closer to outlining a comprehensive theoretical explanation o f  transitions, incorporating 

different international dimensions. Hurrell imagines the existence o f four levels o f 

interaction between domestic and international forces. O f these four levels, two can be 

further broken down in sub-levels, thereby creating a rather complex model o f 

interaction. The first level is “direct external political involvement where specific 

external actors form close ties with major domestic political players.”^̂  At this level, 

analysts should look for formal ties between core institutional actors within the 

democratising countiy and recognisable external actors with a corresponding 

institutional role.

The second level o f  interaction would see the existence o f  “forms o f  indirect 

political involvement whereby external actors seek to influence the character and 

direction o f  political activity o f  groups within civil society.” '̂’ This type o f  interaction 

would see the participation o f  largely non-state actors in the formation o f  the 

preferences and strategies o f domestic groups involved in the transition.

The third level o f interaction deals with the influences o f  the international 

political system on domestic outcomes and is broken down into four different, yet 

connected, variants. The first one is a “power political and ideological struggle,” '̂* in

“  Hurrell, op. cit., p. 147.
Ibid., p. 147.
Ibid., p. 147.
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which leading powers compete for their preferred outcome through the offer o f  their 

ideological mode o f  development. The second one is the reverse picture o f  the first 

variant, in that the domestic actors in the country in transition attempt to play the 

dominant actors o ff each other to gain benefits and domestic legitimacy. The third is the 

diffusion o f  democratic values, which influences the thinking and menus o f choices for 

the domestic actors. Finally, there is the legitimisation o f democratic rule itself at 

international level. In order to be accepted in the community o f sovereign states, the 

adoption o f  democracy becomes vital.

The last level o f  interaction “arises from the dynamics and constraints o f  

involvement in an increasingly globalised world economy.”®̂ Once again, this level is 

divided into four categories: a) diminished autonomy o f domestic policy-makers; b) 

internal repercussions o f  a global economic recession or adverse economic conditions; 

c) intervention o f  international organisations to limit domestic choices; and d) narrowing 

down o f development policies.

The usefulness o f  H urrel’s model o f  interaction is two-fold. First o f  all, it builds 

on much o f the previous literature to include most o f  the variables that had been 

previously studied separately, h  is a rather complex custom-built explanation, but at the 

same time it includes all the most important aspects o f  the international context without 

being too descriptive. It retains a certain degree o f  parsimony. The second merit o f  the 

model is that it abandons the division between actor-led and structure-led explanations. 

The last point is particularly important for a fuller understanding o f  regime change in its 

international context. H urrell’s work is a very useful starting point, but the relationship 

between the categories employed need to be both strengthened and deepened. The model 

lacks a systematic and more coherent link with the larger literature o f international 

relations, where there exist concepts and theoretical tools that could be brought in to 

have a better and deeper understanding o f  how the different forces actually work. The 

absence o f  such a connection can be partly responsible for the ‘poor’ results that 

Hurrell’s model obtained when applied to the case o f  Brazil. In fact, while finding that 

“the broader international context has played a much greater role than is often 

acknowledged”^  in the Brazilian case, Hurrell agrees with Linz”  in concluding that

Ibid., p. 147.
“  Ibid., p. 170.

Larry Diamond and Juan Linz, “ Introduction: Politics, Society and Democracy in 
Latin America”, in Larry Diamond, Juan Linz, and Seymour Martin Lipset (eds.). 
Democracy in D eveloping Countries: Latin Am erica  (Boulder, Colorado: Lynne 
Rienner, 1989).
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domestic factors are much more centra! to explanations of regime change in Latin 

America. This may be in fact due to regional patterns and specificity, and results may 

be different in other parts of the world.

Another scholar who contributed to the growing literature on the role o f the 

international context is Hakan Yilmaz, who introduced the international relations 

literature in his analysis. His work is very relevant for a number of reasons. First of all, 

the major objective of his study is precisely to “construct an open model o f democratic 

change, which accounts for the roles played by international factors in shaping the 

strategic calculations and policy preferences o f the government and opposition actors in 

their struggles to prevent or promote democratic reforms.” *̂ This objective touches on 

the most relevant aspect of transition processes, as it attempts to identify how 

international variables ‘interfere’ with the strategies and choices of the domestic actors, 

who remain fonnally in charge of the transition. The second important contribution of 

Yilmaz’s work is the attempt to use theories of international relations to have a better 

grasp on the functioning of international variables in the domestic setting. In order to do 

this, he uses notions drawn from World Systems Theory and argues that the position of 

states in the international system, divided into periphery, semi-periphery and core, has a 

decisive influence on how the transition will be played out.

In order to construct an open model, Yilmaz focuses his attention on the issue of 

repression versus toleration. This is one of the key problems facing countries in 

transition. At a given point in time, the authoritarian leadership will be inevitably faced 

with the dilemma of continuing on the road o f opening up the political system or 

reverting to some form of authoritarian rule. Rational actor theory postulates that to 

make this decision, the actor involved will have to carefully weigh the costs and the 

benefits of each choice. To arrive at such a decision, the leadership will obviously ti7  to 

measure the strength of the opposition and the support for it among the population. It 

will also consider how threatening the opposition’s arrival in power would be for the 

privileges and interests of the authoritarian leaders, and generally gather information 

about the costs of repression versus the costs o f toleration. This is particularly true in 

countries where the army, and therefore the commanding officers, may be prosecuted for 

previous ‘crimes’ against the people. Yilmaz argues that this decision is not simply 

domestic, but it is also internationally based. Thus, two variables are introduced: the

Hakan Yilmaz, “External-Internal Linkages in Democratization: Developing an Open 
Model of Democratic Change”, Democratization. Vol. 9, No. 2, Summer 2002, p. 67.
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expected external costs o f  suppression and toleration. Tiiese two more variables are 

functions o f  the position o f  the country in the international system and therefore o f  the 

attitude o f  the greater powers in the system. If the leadership expects to be punished 

through sanctions, exclusion from international organisations, aid cuts or support for the 

opposition as a result o f  reverting to authoritarian rule, the costs o f tolerating the 

democratic changes become much lower. As mentioned above, the attitudes o f  the 

international actors depend on the position in the system o f the country in transition in 

terms o f  what strategic relevance it has, what kind o f  economic actor it is, and what kind 

o f opposition is likely to emerge as the winner o f  democratic elections.

The role o f  external actors is therefore decisive when “the regime expects the 

internal costs o f  suppression to be lower than the internal costs o f  toleration”^^ as the 

international context may change this equation in favour o f toleration.

The model is applied to Spain, Portugal and Turkey in the aftermath o f World 

War 11 and it seems to produce convincing results. Thus, Y ilm az’s analysis is a very 

solid building block and the implications o f  his work should be given great 

consideration when dealing with processes o f regime change. However, there are 

problems with Y ilm az’s model as well. First o f all, there is what could be defined as the 

‘timing problem .’ Yilmaz does not really apply his model throughout the whole 

transitional process and fails to capture the complexity o f it by focusing only on the 

moment in time when the regime has to decide whether to tolerate or suppress the 

opposition. The transition game is not determined simply at the time o f  this choice 

between repression and continuation o f  reforms, but it has a number o f  different stages. 

It follows that international variables may have an influence on the government not only 

at such a specific point in time, but throughout the whole game.

A second difficulty, linked to the timing, is the ‘issue problem .’ Yilmaz focuses 

on an aspect that makes the transition seem like a clear-cut decision in the hands o f  the 

government once it has determined the effects o f  its actions with respect to the 

opposition and the international actors. While there is some truth in the claim that it is a 

key decision to make, it is not the only one where international actors have an impact. 

Equally important is, for instance, the initial decision to open up the system and the role 

international factors may have in ‘forcing’ the regime to do so.

Finally, there is the ‘theory problem .’ Bringing concepts and theoretical tools 

from theories o f  international relations into the study o f democratic transitions seems to

Ibid., p. 67.
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be an excellent analytical strategy. However, World Systems Theory as used by Yilmaz 

may not be the best choice. The first reason is that he focuses too strongly on nation

states and their actions, disregarding the existence and the likely impact of other 

international actors such as multinationals, non-govermnental organisations and 

international institutions. Furthermore, World Systems Theory’s distinction between 

peripheral, semi-peripheral, and core states does not capture the complexity of the 

international system. There are other theories within the literature of international 

relations that could prove to be more useful and applicable across the board to countries 

in transition. World Systems Theory does not necessarily exclude the existence of a 

multitude of actors on the international scene, but Yilmaz seems to concentrate too 

strongly on nation-states and their policies.

To conclude, it emerges that a number o f scholars have greatly contributed to 

the development of the study o f transitions including international variables. Over the 

course of the years, theoretical developments have taken place within the discipline, 

which make the understanding o f transitions clearer. This study aims at continuing in 

this tradition.

The most important theoretical development in this strand of studies on 

democratisations is the need to ‘import’ some concepts from the literature of 

international relations. At first, there seemed to be a certain reluctance to ‘contaminate’ 

the field of transitology with theories of international relations. The bridge between 

comparative politics and international relations was not a very appealing prospect. This 

partly explains why the study of the external environment has not been systematic but 

rather ad hoc, depending on specific geo-strategic characteristics o f the country under 

scrutiny. Whitehead, Pridham, Hurrell and Chalmers all deal with the international 

environment, but mostly limit their theoretical analysis to the period of consolidation 

and conclude that the international context cannot be a central explanatory variable. 

Furthermore, there is little use of concepts drawn from international relations theories.

Yilmaz’s approach is rather different and he fully accepts the necessity of 

drawing from theories and concepts formulated by IR scholars. For example, one of the 

points emerging from Yilmaz’s analysis is the recognition of the erosion of the concept 

o f state sovereignty. His use o f concepts from World Systems Theory underpins his 

analysis of the external-internal links for the Spanish, Portuguese and Turkish 

transitions. While World Systems Theory is quite convincing in its description and 

analysis of a world divided into states performing different tasks and occupying
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differen t positions o f  pow er on tiie global stage, it is not im m une from  strong criticism . 

M ichael Cox criticises W allerstein  for “his m etastructural (and highly abstract) output 

over m any years [w hich m eant that] one had no sense that the C old W ar [a key event o f  

the 20"‘ century] ever had m uch m eaning at all.”’° Furtherm ore, W allerstein  should  be 

u tilised  w ith  care due to  its ‘p ro p h etic ’ aspect. He does not sim ply offer an explanation  

o f  how  the current w orld is a system  constructed  to priv ilege core-states explo iting  

peripheral states and using sem i-peripherals states as a buffer zone, a key part o f  his 

analysis rests on the b e lie f  that there are signs that th is system  is bound to  collapse. By 

draw ing heavily  on M arxism , he p its the explo iters against the exploited and argues that 

eventually  th is conflict w ill be solved in favour o f  those at the bottom  o f  the system . 

A side from  general criticism  about the highly norm ative nature o f  his argum ent, there is 

the fact that signs o f  change, and eventual take-over o f  the periphery, are sim ply not 

there; there is no ev idence supporting  such a claim . Cox, again scathingly, states that 

W alle rs te in ’s w orld-system  “ had been  in som e fairly  unspecified  crisis since the late 

1960s, and w ould presum ably  rem ain in crisis until it cam e to  an equally  unspecified  

end 20 or 30 years dow n the line.”’ ' H ow ever, W allerstein  reiterated  his position  in an 

article  challenging conventional w isdom  about the US being the sole superpow er left.’^

D espite the shortcom ings o f  the theory chosen to  underpin  the m odel o f  

transition , Y ilm az provides the w ay forw ard. O ther IR theories could  be suggested, but 

the com bination  o f  the ir ow n theoretical shortcom ings and the inability  to cap ture the 

com plexities o f  the issues and actors involved in regim e change sim ply h ighligh t the 

inadequate contribution they w ould  m ake. D espite its intuitive usefu lness, there is not a 

strong case for a neo-realist understanding  o f  the role o f  the in ternational environm ent. 

W hile there are aspects o f  the analysis that point in that direction, particu larly  in term s 

o f  system ic pressures forcing  countries to  adapt their dom estic institu tions to the 

changing in ternational system , there are other and possibly m ore im portant aspects 

pointing in d ifferent directions.

T here are a num ber o f  d iffe ren t factors that w ould underm ine a neo-realist 

approach, particularly  in its understanding  o f  actors on the international stage and in its 

m arginalisation  o f  econom ic issues. F irst o f  all, relations betw een countries do not

™ M ichael Cox, “R ebels W ithout a C ause? Radical T heorists and the W orld System  
A fter the Cold W ar” , N ew  Political E conom y. Vol. 3, No. 3, 1998, p. 449-450.
”  Ibid., p. 450.

Im m anuel W allerstein , “The Eagle H as C rash L anded” , Foreign P olicv . Ju ly /A ugust
2002, pp. 60-68.
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follow the traditional or classic patterns o f  state-to-state relations. This is particularly 

the case when it comes to relations between a developing countiy and the former 

colonial power. Relations in this case have a lot more to do with informal and personal 

networks on both sides. There is evidence for instance that ties forged in pre

independence Algeria (many Algerian generals used to serve in the French Army) 

continued to exist throughout the years o f  independence in all realms.’  ̂ From politics to 

economics to military affairs to cultural exchanges, networks were in place that cut 

across borders and did not conform to a strictly diplomacy-based vision o f  international 

affairs. Thus, it is very difficult to argue that a state is all the time acting as a single 

rational entity as realists propose. This shortcoming finds a deeper echo in a more 

general criticism o f neo-realism, which is accused o f neglecting all that is not statist and 

therefore omitting decisive actors from the analysis.

Secondly, the same type o f  relations and networks can be seen in the analysis o f  

economic reforms where links exist between economists, politicians and key civil 

servants o f  any given country with executives and officials o f  the World Bank and the 

International Monetary Fund. The presence o f such networks seem to point more in the 

direction o f the existence o f  ‘epistemic com m unities’ than to state control over 

economic affairs. The role o f  these institutions, and the individuals within these 

institutions, does not really fit neo-realist theory. Their existence and their actions could 

be to a certain extent reconciled with Neo-Realism by arguing that they simply are 

instruments in the hands o f the leading nation-states, but this would fail to capture the 

autonomy o f action and decision-making o f  these bodies. Once created, they have their 

own strategies, preferences and objectives. This point can also be made regarding the 

powerful role o f ideologies spreading across the world. It seems quite relevant to note 

the tremendous expansion o f  political Islam and, at the same time, the impact o f  the end 

o f  socialism on countries worldwide. Neo-realism however does not have veiy much to 

say about ideas and ideologies.

Finally, the role o f economic variables seems to be very relevant and again this 

does not fit with the neo-realist focus on military security. Even the economic-oriented 

analysis by scholars like Robert Gilpin would not be consistent with the evidence 

pointing to the inherent necessity o f  international capitalism to expand as a force on its 

own. There is a powerful case to be made here for analysing very closely how the

Hamou Amirouche, “A lgeria’s Islamist Revolution: The People Versus Democracy?”, 
M iddle East Policy. Vol. 5, No. 4, Januaiy 1994.
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expansion  o f  liberal dem ocracy, and its failure in certain  cases, is intim ately linked to 

the la test phase o f  cap ita list expansion.

To conclude, there is little doubt that W estern  pow ers undertook foreign policy 

actions that have a clear neo-realist stance, as they aim  at p reserving/enliancing interests 

in A lgeria  and in the region at large, but these po licies can  be reconciled  also w ith a 

d iffe ren t theoretical approach. N eo-R ealism  is only  part o f  the picture.

3.4 Theoretical fram ework

The m ain theoretical point generated by taking into account the previously  

lim ited studies o f  in ternational variables is that there are indirect and d irect external 

pressures in fluencing the decision  to liberalise a political system , to  m ove on to  the 

phase o f  dem ocratisation  and then on to the decision  to  accep t o r refuse the outcom e o f  

the w hole process. Thus, dom estic actors suffer the influence o f  external p ressures and 

these affect the ir strategies and decisions. W hile th is assum ption  is shared in the w ider 

literature, there are a num ber o f  d ifferences in th is  study. F irst o f  all, the influence o f  

international factors does not happen at any specific  stage but it is a constan t them e 

throughout the w hole transition . U nlike H unting ton  and W hitehead ’s v iew s, it is claim ed 

that in ternational factors are active at all stages and not sim ply  lim ited to any one o f  

them . A second difference is that, unlike in o ther studies, it is assum ed that the 

international variables that m ay have triggered the transition  can rad ically  change and 

therefo re ‘tu rn ’ against a positive outcom e. International factors cannot only  be 

conceived as being a facilita tor o f  the conso lidation  o f  transitions, but should  be 

assum ed as being either facilita tors or negators accord ing  also  to  the ‘in te rests’ that exist 

at international level. For instance, it should  not be assum ed that the EU is by defin ition  

a ‘positive’ in fluence on countries in transition . The EU could  also be conceived as 

p laying a d ifferen t role. This leads to  a th ird  d ifference from  previous w ork, w hich is a 

m ore extensive use o f  concepts derived from  in ternational relations to m ake sense o f  

how  international variables influence dom estic actors. This leads then to  the bu ild ing  o f  

bridges betw een d iscip lines that have been separated  too neatly . F inally, it could  also  be 

conceived tha t external constrain ts are actually  m ore than  that and force choices on 

dom estic actors w ho are left w'ith a one-option m enu in term s o f  choices.

It is w idely  recognised that the process o f  dem ocratisation  is like a gam e w here 

d ifferent actors have diverging strategies and interests. In critic ising  the school o f  

thought that focuses on socio-econom ic pre-requisites to  transition , K arl m akes the case
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for studying “strategic calculations, unfolding processes, and sequential patterns that are 

involved in moving from one type o f  political regime to another.”’'' The domestic actors 

all have conflicting views about the outcome and attempt to play the game by 

maximising their gains. With this in mind, their strategies and the results they can obtain 

depend on the amount o f  resources and power they can count on; the actor-led model 

can only work if  mediated tlirough the understanding o f  constraints derived from the 

structure. There are therefore two parts to this: on the one hand, the game the domestic 

actors play takes place in an enviromnent where information is not perfect and where 

mistakes occur, and on the other hand, the players act under the assumption that they 

know what they want to achieve and that they can adapt their strategies to changing 

circumstances, including those o f  an international nature. Karl states that “the dynamics 

o f the transition revolve around strategic interactions and tentative arrangements 

between actors with uncertain power resources aimed at defining who will be 

legitimately entitled to play in the political game.”’^

According to the theory, external pressures can modify the structure of actors’ 

incentives and the distribution o f  power and resources among them. Thus, external 

pressures affect the timing, the development and the outcome o f the transition. As 

discussed earlier in the Chapter, it should be noted that the international dimension can 

fall into both the category o f actors and that o f  structure depending on which scholar is 

using the variable. This problem o f categorisation can be solved by arguing that the 

external enviromnent can fall into two categories because it does have elements o f both. 

On the one hand, the external environment is represented by international actors o f 

different natures who act strategically much like domestic actors. On the other hand, it 

is also a combination o f systemic forces that make it more like a structure that generates 

pressures that all actors (both domestic and international) have to deal with.

The claim that strategic calculations, policy preferences and choices o f  the 

domestic actors are affected by this is quite uncontroversial at this stage, and without 

taking into account the international environment it would be very problematic to arrive 

at a convincing explanation o f  what happens during the transition game. The novel 

elements are in the tim ing o f  these influences from outside, the theoretical possibility 

that international influences can differ in nature at different stages and that international 

influences could have a negative impact on the process o f  democratisation. Thus, the

Karl, op. cit. p. 5. 
”  Ibid., p. 6.
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international element could be the variable that seals the fate o f any transition. If the 

outcome o f democratisation is likely to generate a regime that will conform to 

international expectations, standards and interests, it will have more chance to survive, 

as it will enjoy external support. If instead the outcome is likely to generate a non

conformist regime, the external environment will be less welcoming and therefore it will 

encourage some domestic forces to take a different route that will ensure conformity. It 

should not be forgotten that the decision by w hich a country enjoys the attribute 

‘dem ocratic’ is made internationally and not only nationally.

If the theoretical framework is valid, it follows that it is possible to analyse 

transitions by integrating these external pressures. At this point there are two dimensions 

one should consider that could determine the influence o f international factors. It is 

hypothesised that a country’s role and position in the international system have a bearing 

on its domestic political system. Following and modifying the analysis by George Segal 

on the relationship between international relations and democratic transitions’ ,̂ these 

dimensions could be seen as central to the explanation o f  the Algerian case and 

eventually applied to other cases. The first dimension is the extent to which the country 

is integrated in the international economic system and what position it occupies. The 

level o f economic development o f a country has been used to analyse at which point in 

time a country under an authoritarian regime was ready to break with it and undertake a 

regime change, but it is equally important to stress that the initiation o f  liberalisation 

may be due to external forces that pressure the country to conform to an internationally- 

validated economic system if  it is to extract benefits from it. The level o f  integration into 

the economic system makes a country more or less prone to being penetrated by outside 

forces and renders it more or less susceptible to changes taking place in the external 

environment as a whole or to policy changes occurring within a specific international 

actor. It is conceivable to assume that countries which are highly anchored to a single 

international market will be much more sensitive to changes taking place within that 

market, as it affects the entire domestic economy and the distributive policies o f the 

government.

George Segal, “International Relations and Democratic Transition”, in Geoffrey 
Pridham (ed.) Encouraging Democracy. The International Context o f  Regime Transition 
in Southern Europe, (Leicester: Leicester University Press, 1991).
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The model o f  the rentier state is particularly useful in this context.’’ Rentier 

states are the major petroleum -exporting countries and they have the following features 

according to Biynen: a) they are extremely dependent on the export o f  one resource; b) 

rents are derived from exporting petroleum at a very high costs if  compared to the real 

costs o f  production; c) only a very small proportion o f the population is directly engaged 

in the production o f  oil wealth, the vast majority is supported by secondary benefits; and 

d) domestic taxation is irrelevant, as government revenue is externally generated.’* 

W hen it comes to the ‘political’ dimension o f  these features, Henry and Springborg 

state: “oil revenues thus completed the work o f colonialism in discouraging the 

transparency and accountability o f  government institutions.”’’

All this contributes to make such a state very dependent on the external 

environjnent. If the resources for the state budget tend to come from a single source of 

revenue, it follows that petroleum-exporting countries are therefore subject to the 

fluctuations o f  the market, over which they have little control. This is even more the 

case in economies where the state is the primary economic actor. Domestic actors are 

constrained in terms o f gathering resources and are dependent on the changes occurring 

on the international market. There are studies that do not entirely accept this view o f the 

rentier state, but they do not seem to offer a strong alternative explanation for the 

coincidence o f internationally driven economic crisis and the subsequent efforts by the 

elites to deal politically with an explosive situation.*® This discussion will be explored 

in more detail in Chapter 5.

The second dimension, along which we should determine the extent o f  the 

impact o f international variables on domestic actors, is the position o f  the country in the 

international system in terms o f  its geopolitical environment. An analysis o f  the 

geopolitical surroundings o f  the country in transition is one o f the keys to understand 

how external actors may be involved, directly or indirectly, in the calculations and 

strategies o f  domestic actors. As argued in the previous paragraph, this is not simply

”  Hazem Beblawi and Giacomo Luciani, The Rentier State (London: Croom Helm, 
1987).
’* Rex Brynen, “Economic Crisis and Post-Rentier Democratization in the Arab World: 
the Case o f Jordan”, Canadian Journal o f  Political Science. Vol. 25, No. 1, March 1992, 
pp. 70-71.

Clement Henry and Robert Springborg, Globalisation and the Politics o f  Development 
in the M iddle East (Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 2001), p. 75.

For a critique o f Brynen’s work, see Lise Garon, “Crise economique et consensus en 
Etat Rentier: le cas de I’Algerie socialiste”. Etudes Internationales. Vol. 25, No. 1, M ars 
1994.
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limited to what Yilmaz describes as “the expected external costs o f  suppression and 

toleration in a democracy-promotion environment”*', but involves many levels, such as 

ideology, culture and perceived tlireats/benefits from the transition for a range o f  actors. 

Different actors in any given region may be affected by changes taking place in a 

neighbouring countiy and this leads to a formulation o f policies and actions that aim at 

impinging on the type o f changes taking place in order to shape the most preferred 

outcome.

There are also issues o f  direct pressure and structural pressure. Direct external 

pressure has to do with concrete, specific policies that external actors implement to 

influence the process and the domestic actors. From this, it follows that the issue o f 

access to domestic actors is relevant and treats the international enviromnent as ‘actors’. 

Structural external pressures also have considerable impact in that they determine the 

menu o f choices available to those formally in charge o f  the transition. The international 

system offers a specific model o f  democratisation and offers a specific role in the system 

to the country in question. This affects the development and the outcome o f the process, 

as it limits the choices available to domestic actors. Both types o f  pressure work at the 

same time and interact with each other.

Explanations taking into account international variables should also include a 

‘feedback flow’. Domestic actors are not simply reactive to international variables, but 

attempt to influence them in order to extract benefits and improve their position. The 

external-internal links are therefore not unidirectional. But it should be still kept in mind 

that there are imbalances in the relationship. The more powerful parties have more 

means to influence other actors and, in the relationships between developed and 

developing countries or in the relationships between international financial institutions 

and local bureaucrats, the balance is heavily tipped in favour o f  the international actors.

3.5 Definitions/Assum ptions

Studies o f  transitions to democracy can count on a number o f definitions and 

assumptions that are now part o f  the solid literature in the area. Despite some recent 

criticism*^, most o f  these remain valid and will be used throughout this research.

The key definitions within the literature have been largely agreed upon 

following the study o f  O ’Domiell, Schmitter and W hitehead. There are some minor

Yilinaz, op. cit., p. 67.
Thomas Carothers, “The end o f  the transition paradigm”, Journal o f  Democracy. Vol. 

13, No. 1,2002.
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disagreements and sligiitly different interpretations*^ but overall the stages of 

democratisation are well established. Their significance lies in the fact that these shared 

definitions help structure the stages of regime change in a consequential and logical 

manner. The first term to grasp is transition. Transition is defined as “the interval 

between a political regime and another.”*'* A transition is therefore intended to be a 

period of political uncertainty when the old system begins to change and is transformed 

into a different one. The use of the word transition does not necessarily imply that the 

new regime will be a successful democracy. A transition can also lead to the reassertion 

o f authoritarianism. However, even if authoritarian forces gain the upper hand and derail 

the construction of a democratic system, the new authoritarian regime emerging from a 

transition period will be substantially different from the authoritarian regime in place 

prior to the process o f change. A transition period entails a number of institutional, 

cultural, and political changes that will have an effect on the regime emerging from it. 

Furthermore, society will have changed during the transition and, if authoritarian leaders 

are returned to power, they will have learnt lessons from it. O’Donnell and Schmitter 

argue that a transition “is limited, on the one side, by the dissolution of an authoritarian 

regime and, on the other, by the installation of some form of democracy, the return to 

some form of authoritarian rule, or the emergence of a revolutionary alternative.”*̂

A second term of importance is liberalisation. At times, the term is used 

interchangeably with the term democratisation, but the two differ. As recognised first by 

O ’Donnell and Schmitter and reiterated later by Mainwaring, a distinction between the 

two is of fundamental importance. In Schmitter and O’Donnell, liberalisation refers to 

“the process o f making effective certain rights that protect both individuals and social 

groups from arbitrary or illegal acts committed by the state or third parties.”**" 

Mainwaring gives a more concise definition and argues that political liberalisation is 

simply “an easing of repression and extension of civil liberties within an authoritarian 

regime.”*’ Both definitions underline the fact that liberalisation occurs within an 

authoritarian system. It is usually identified as the first step of the regime in the direction

*̂  For a slightly different categorisation o f the stages of democratisations, see Shin, op. 
cit., p. 143.
*■* O’Donnell and Sclmiitter, Tentative Conclusions about Uncertain Democracies, p. 6.
*̂  Ibid., p. 6.
*® Ibid., p. 7.
*’ Scott Mainwaring, “Transitions to Democracy and Democratic Consolidation: 
Theoretical and Comparative Issues” in Scott Mainwaring, Guillermo O ’Donnell and 
Samuel Valenzuela (eds.). Issues in Democratic Consolidation (Indiana: University of 
Notre Dame Press, 1992), p. 298.
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o f change and it is understood as tiie result o f  splits within the ruling elites on the best 

course o f  action to solve a specific crisis. It follows that political liberalisation is a 

concession by the authoritarian regime and does not coincide with democratisation. In 

fact, it can easily exist w ithout democratising steps being undertaken, as liberalisation 

can continue for a very long period o f  time without being transformed into 

democratisation proper. One important generalisation that is usually drawn from 

political liberalisation is that “the intention o f liberalising must be sufficiently credible 

to provoke a change in the strategies o f  other actors.”** For example, underground 

opposition groups or human rights movements can emerge as ‘public’ actors without 

fear o f  repression.

A third term that the literature has defined with some clarity is consolidation. 

This obviously applies only to a country managing a successful transition to a pluralist 

regime that in time becomes consolidated. The concept o f  consolidation is intimately 

linked with a minimalist or procedural definition o f democracy. According to 

Valenzuela, a consolidated democracy “would be one that does not have pei-verse 

elements undermining its basic characteristics.”*’

Paradoxically, a number o f  definitional difficulties arise when the term 

democratisation is used, but, in principle, a shared definition exists and coincides with 

the procedural definition o f democracy. Hudson refers to democratisation as “a process 

through which the exercise o f  political power by regime and state becomes less 

arbitraiy, exclusive, and authoritarian.”’® There are six features o f  this process: 1) 

bargaining as opposed to command defines political relationships; 2) alternative centres 

o f  power appear; 3) expression o f  criticism and opposing views becomes increasingly 

evident; 4) policy goals may be better achieved by letting social actors operate with 

autonomy; 5) increased political participation increases legitimacy; and 6) aspirants to 

power play by the rules.’ ’ From this, it follows that if  a country is setting up the 

institutions through which procedural democracy works, it is going through a process o f

** O ’Donnell and Schmitter, Tentative Conclusions about Uncertain Democracies, p. 10.
Samuel Valenzuela, “Democratic Consolidation in Post-Transitional Settings: Notion, 

Process and Facilitating Conditions”, in Scott M ainwaring, Guillermo O ’Donnell and 
Samuel Valenzuela (eds.), Issues in Democratic Consolidation (Indiana: University o f  
Notre Dame Press, 1992), p. 62.

Michael Hudson, “Democratisation and the Problem o f Legitimacy in M iddle East 
Politics”, M iddle East Studies Association Bulletin. Vol. 22, No. 2, December 1988, p. 
157.
”  Ibid. pp. 157-158.
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democratisation. In their 1986 work, Scliinitter and O ’Donnell simply stressed the need 

for institutions and issues to be subjected to citizens’ participation.

At this point it is important to note that scholars such as Schlum berger argue 

that the application o f  the word ‘dem ocratisation’ to the M iddle East is plainly 

misplaced, “although it is admittedly quite w idespread.”®̂ He argues that the name 

democratisation should be only used for processes that are successful and effectively 

lead to democracy and that therefore M iddle East analysts should instead make sure that 

they only use the concept o f  liberalisation. While it is true that “liberalisation does not 

always lead to transition,”®̂ it would be extremely difficult to conceptualise the post

liberalisation phase without resorting to the use o f  the concept o f  democratisation. The 

failure to set up democracy should not obscure the ‘path’ that was chosen to dismantle 

authoritarian rule and establish a democracy. It is precisely the study o f  this path that is 

relevant in order to highlight mistakes and problems that occurred. It is also true that 

liberalisation may indeed be a measure intended to fend o ff demands for democracy, but 

this is a feature o f  most transitions. V ei^ rarely do authoritarian leaders set out to get rid 

o f  their rule and install a truly democratic regime. Examining the whole path is central 

to understanding and this involves the use o f  all the analytical concepts the literature has 

to offer.

After their work at the end o f  the 1980s, Schmitter and Karl offered a clearer 

‘rough guide’ on what democracy is and is not by highlighting the fundamental 

procedures underpinning the institutions o f W estern liberal democracy. Samuel 

Huntington set out even more clearly a definition o f  democracy that is widely shared by 

students o f  democratisation. Huntington’s study “defines a twentieth-century political 

system as democratic to the extent that its most powerful collective decision-makers are 

selected tlirough fair, honest and periodic elections in which candidates freely compete 

for votes and in which virtually all the adult population is eligible to vote.”®'' In addition, 

this definition o f  democracy “ implies the existence o f  those civil and political freedoms 

to speak, publish, assemble, and organise.”®̂ This conception o f  dem ocracy leads 

Huntington to define the process o f  democratisation as a movement towards a critical 

point where the government o f  a country “ is selected in a free, open and fair election.”®®

®̂ Schlumberger, op. cit., p. 109.
®̂ Ibid., p. 108.
®‘' Huntington, The Third Wave, p. 7. 
®̂ Ibid., p. 7.
®* Ib id ., p. 9.
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As pointed out in Schlum berger, D iam ond, L inz and L ipset also  offer a rather m inim al 

defin ition  o f  dem ocracy w ith  tlvee  dim ensions: 1) “m eaningful and extensive 

com petition  am ong individuals and organised  groups” ; 2) “a h ighly inclusive level o f  

political partic ipa tion” and; 3) “a level o f  civil and political liberties sufficien t to  ensure 

the in tegrity  o f  political com petition  and partic ipa tion .”®’ This m eans that agreem ent 

w ith in  the literature is w idespread  and th is should  not be overlooked.

This m inim al defin ition  o f  both dem ocracy and dem ocratisation  can be 

contested  on norm ative and theoretical grounds. O ne im portant and w idespread criticism  

o f  the m inim al defin ition  is tha t dem ocracy and therefore dem ocratisation  should 

include substan tive properties. W hile th is  m ay be desirab le in absolute tenns, 

“approaches that stipu late  soc io-econom ic advances for the m ajority  o f  the population 

and active involvem ent by subordinate classes united in autonom ous popular 

o rganisations as defin ing  conditions intrinsic to dem ocracy are hard  pressed to  find 

‘ac tu a l’ dem ocratic regim es to  study .”®* K arl then puts forth  a sim ilar defin ition  to 

H un ting ton’s w ith  one im portant addition. To the d im ensions o f  contestation , 

accountab ility  and participation , “civ ilian  control over the m ilita ry”®® is added. In 

countries w ith a trad ition  o f  m ilitary interventions in dom estic political m atters, it is 

im portant to  reduce the relevance o f  the m ilitary  as a political actor. If  th is last 

dim ension is attached to the procedural defin ition , we have a defin ition  w orth  using, 

w hich is superior to the one advocating  the inclusion  o f  substan tive properties. In fact, 

there are tw o reasons for se lecting  it. The first is that its adoption  facilita tes analysis 

insofar as adding substan tive properties w ould  m ean that “ such conceptual breadth 

[would] render the defin ition  o f  dem ocracy v irtually  m eaningless for practical 

app lication .” '®® The im portance o f  operationalisa tion  should  be kept in mind. The 

second reason for using  it is linked to  the fact that the defin ition  is consistent w ith the 

use o f  it by the vast m ajority  o f  political actors, both  nationally  and internationally . As 

argued in the previous paragraph, th is conception o f  dem ocracy is w idely popular am ong 

policy-m akers, w ho, particu larly  at in ternational level, are the ones legitim ising the new  

political regim e in any given countiy .

W hen it com es to  the m ain assum ptions for th is study generated in the w ider 

literature, we can identify  at least four o f  them . The first assum ption deals w ith  the

®’ Schlum berger, op. cit., p. 107.
®* K arl, op. cit., p. 2.
®® Ibid., p. 2.
100 „  T
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acceptance that the transitional game is path-dependent and this tends to exclude 

explanations derived by the requisites school. Despite its continued existence after the 

harsh criticism it received in the late 1980s and early 1990s, focussing on domestic 

conditions does not lead to satisfactory explanations and excludes any form o f agency. 

Furthermore, such an explanation is somewhat discredited when looking at 

developments in the Muslim world. In many cases, particularly if  we look at the rich 

G ulf States, income and social pre-requisites such as education and levels o f 

urbanisation are better than in other parts o f the world where democracy has taken a 

hold, but these polities in the Arabian Peninsula world are even less open than other 

much poorer societies across the Arab world. The requisites for transition to democracy 

have been in place for quite some time, but no substantial political changes have 

occurred and therefore other explanations should be considered.

The second im ponant point has to do with the claim that when analysing 

transitions we are dealing with periods o f  high volatility and uncertainty. This is 

certainly a point that can be easily accepted and factored into the model. Schm itter and 

O'Domiell point out that during the transition period “actors are likely to undergo 

significant changes as they try to respond to the changing contexts presented to them by 

liberalisation and democratisation.” '“‘ Shin adds; “the transition is regarded as a period 

o f  great political uncertainty.” "*̂  If this is correct, it can be argued that actors react not 

only to changes in their surrounding environment, but to the perceptions o f  changes as 

well; strategies are constantly modified to maximise benefits and great unpredictability 

surrounds the whole process. This point is largely consistent with the contention that 

these reactions are not limited to perceived or real domestic-level changes, but also to 

external events, shocks or policy changes by international actors.

A third point that emerges from the literature, that can be accepted, is the 

assertion that only domestic actors are the ones formally in charge o f the process from 

its initiation to its conclusion, be it a successful transition or a return to some sort o f 

authoritarianism or the establishment o f a semi-democracy. The opening up o f the 

system is indeed usually decided and executed following divisions and negotiations 

within the ruling elite over which course o f action should be followed to fend o ff a 

crisis. The ruling elites are also formally in charge o f negotiating, secretly or openly, 

with the opposition. The whole game is indeed played at domestic level, but this does

O'Donnell and Schinitter, Transitions from  Authoritarian Rule. Southern Europe, p.
4 .

Shin, op. cit. p. 143.
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not exclude the possibility that decisions are made, strategies drawn up and actions 

taken under the influence and the constraints from an international level. There are 

scholars such as Pollack who disagree with the insistence on elites and make the case for 

including mass pressure as the initiating moment o f  t r a n s i t io n s .A s  mentioned earlier, 

some scholars have used the masses as the level o f  analysis to explain political 

liberalisation both in the M iddle East and in A frica as well, hi particular. Pollack argues 

that in certain cases, the transition does not begin with a split within the ruling elites, but 

the split is a response to mass pressures. W hile this may have been the case in East 

Germany in 1989, it is still the case that moves towards liberalisation are formally 

dependent on the ruling elites. Moreover, it is quite difficult to know how divided the 

elites really are before a certain crisis.

A fourth assumption that is not disputed, is that domestic actors do have 

different levels o f  power (military, economic, social), preferred outcomes and strategies 

on how to achieve their goals. However, these do not remain fixed throughout the 

process and international factors can profoundly affect the distribution o f  such power, 

change the preferred outcome and modify the strategies to get there.

The model o f  the rational actor underpins all o f  these assumptions and it is 

widely used in the literature to explain how transition processes work. Given its 

‘success’ in a number o f fields in political science, the model o f the rational actor will 

be utilised to analyse the strategies and policies o f the international actors under 

scrutiny.

Detlef Pollack, “Mass pressures, elite responses - roots o f democratization: the case 
o f  the GDR”, Communist and Post-Communist Studies. Vol. 35, 2002, pp. 305-324.
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CHAPTER 4 -  A lgeria’s Transition: Alternative Explanations of
a Transition to Democracy 

4.1 Introduction

Before attempting to construct a theoretical explanation taking into account 

external factors, it is necessary to outline alternative explanations and then highlight how 

they have been employed to account for the Algerian transition. By doing so, it is 

important to point out the shortcomings o f such explanations and therefore justify  the 

validity o f a new approach.

Geoffrey Pridham argued that there are two main approaches to the study o f  

transition. These two approaches are the functionalist school (structure-led transitions) 

and the genetic school (actor-led transitions). According to the functionalist analysis, we 

should look at the state o f  socio-economic development within the democratising 

country to understand the transitional process. This entails an in-depth analysis o f  socio

economic factors that ‘produce’ actions and strategies resulting in a change o f  the 

political structure o f  the countiy. The genetic school focuses its attention instead on how 

authoritarian domestic political actors respond to a crisis and then interact with the 

opposition to change the system. These interactions then produce outcomes that affect 

the transition process.'

The first school produces a model o f transition that relies heavily on socio

economic indicators that supposedly give some idea o f when a country is ready to 

undergo a regime change. This entails a number o f  prerequisites or conditions that allow 

or facilitate the transition and its successful outcome. Conversely, countries fail to 

democratise successfully when the ‘right’ conditions are absent. The first scholar to put 

forth this approach is Seymour Martin^ who influenced much o f the thinking about 

democratisation until the surprising transitions o f Latin America, which seemed to 

contradict much o f the scholarship on conditions for democracy.^ Criticism o f the 

functionalist school relied on the following: a) the failure o f  the connection between 

wealth and democracy to account for many cases o f democratisation in Latin America;

' Geoffrey Pridham, “Democratic Transition and the International Environment” in 
Geoffrey Pridham (ed.) Transitions to Democracy (Aldershot, Dartmouth, 1995).
 ̂ Seymour M artin Lipset, “Some Social Requisites o f  Democracy: Economic 

Development and Political Legitimacy”, American Political Science Review . Vol. 53, 
March 1959, pp. 69-105.
 ̂ For an overview o f the criticism laid at the functionalist school, see Terry Lynn Karl, 

“Dilemmas o f Democratisation in Latin America”, Comparative Politics. Vol. 23, No. 1, 
October 1990, pp. 1-21.
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b) a political culture often associated with authoritarian rule (Catholicism with its 

hierarchical and authoritarian tradition) demonstrating its ability to sustain 

democratisation; and c) no direct or inevitable correlation between the expansion o f 

‘Capital’ and authoritarianism as predicted by C ardoso / Despite the intense criticism it 

suffered in the early 1980s, the functionalist school did not disappear.^ Ian McLean 

argues for instance that “m ultiple regression has provided broad support for Lipset’s 

original generalisations”  ̂ and that “democracy is [thus] associated with economic 

liberalisation, high income average, relatively high equality and relatively high levels o f 

education.”  ̂ In the conclusion o f his study he contends: “the important statistical truth is 

that there is a strong tendency for democracy to be associated with national wealth, and 

for democratisation to be associated with economic liberalisation.”* However, he also 

recognises that “this [association] has two limitations: it says nothing about causation, 

and it says nothing about the interesting exceptions.”^

Another problem compounding the difficulties o f  the functionalist school is that 

there are not only cases o f  ‘poor’ democracies such as India, but also o f rich autocracies, 

such as the Arab G ulf States and other rentier economies. In fact, Sadiki contradicts 

many o f L ipset’s original assumptions by demonstrating rather convincingly that in the 

Arab world, it is ‘poverty’ that triggers demands for political change and not an 

improvement in socio-economic conditions. The former tend in fact to be associated with 

continued authoritarianism. Sadiki states: “evidence from the Arab world supports the 

idea that democratic transition can be the result o f  social disorder triggered by bread 

riots,” ' ” which, in turn, are the result o f  poor economic performances. In a study dealing 

with political liberalisation in the Middle East, focusing in particular on reliance by 

states in the area on external capital, Glasser comes to the interesting conclusion that 

very rich economies with substantial access to external capital were able to stave off

'' Ibid., pp. 3-4.
 ̂ Seymour Martin Lipset, “The Social Requisites o f Democracy Revisited”, American 

Sociological Review. Vol. 59, No. 1, February 1994, pp. 1-22.
 ̂ Ian McLean, “Democratisation and Economic Liberalisation: Which is the Chicken and 

Wliich is the Egg?”, Dem ocratization. Vol. 1, No. 1, Spring 1994, p. 29.
'  Ibid., p. 29.
* Ibid., p. 38.
® Ibid., p. 38.

Larbi Sadiki, “Popular Uprisings and Arab Democratisation”, International Journal o f 
Middle East Studies. Vol. 32, No. 1, 2000, p. 84.
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reforms while poorer states with less access were forced to reform ." Despite the 

existence o f such studies, the comeback o f  the functionalist school influenced some o f 

the work conducted on Algeria.

The second school looks at transitions using the model o f  the rational actor and 

analyses the different stages o f  the transition tlii'ough the interplay o f the domestic actors. 

This approach marginalizes the socio-economic variables, concentrating instead on the 

preferences, objectives and strategies o f  the domestic actors. This school argues that 

“there may be no single precondition that is sufficient to produce [democratisation]” '^ 

and that “the preconditions o f  democracy may be better conceived in the future as the 

outcome o f democracy.” '  ̂ Attention is placed on actors and their strategic calculations. 

In the words o f  Huntington, “transitions were complex political processes involving a 

variety o f groups struggling for power and for and against democracy and for other 

goals.” ''* The transition is then made ‘path-dependent’, meaning that by exam ining what 

different actors did and what kind o f  power and resources they could mobilise, it was 

possible to understand how the transition developed and where it would lead. A number 

o f studies based on this approach also deal with the Algerian transition and explain its 

initiation and its failure.

Both schools o f  thought, and the works on Algeria deriving from them, 

contribute to the understanding o f transition in a substantial manner. The two approaches 

have also been combined to offer a more reliable and effective explanation. Thus, we 

find a number o f  different accounts for the initiation, development and failure o f  the 

transition. At times, these accounts share the same points in terms o f key events, interests 

o f  actors, strategies and outcomes, but they vary considerably in terms o f  the emphasis 

on the key explanatory factors that lead to specific events. Different theoretical 

frameworks are utilised for the understanding o f  Algeria and there are numerous studies 

to account for the Algerian events, but there are also common elements that can be traced 

to all o f  these studies.

When it comes to the cause o f  the initial push for liberalisation in Algeria, there 

seems to be a consensus that the poor state o f  the economy and social hardships were at

"  Bradley Glasser, “External Capital and Political Liberalisations: A Typology of 
Middle Eastern Development in the 1980s and 1990s”, Journal o f International Affairs. 
Vol. 49, No. 1, Summer 1995, pp. 45-73.

Karl, op. cit., p. 5.
Ibid., p. 5.

''' Samuel Huntington, “How Countries D em ocratise”, Political Science Ouarterlv. Vol. 
106, No. 4, 1991 -1992, pp. 579-615.
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the core of the regime’s decision to liberalise. This fits with the liberalising moves made 

by most Arab regimes at this time. Again Sadiki seems to put it best when arguing: 

“economic malaise is at the root of both societal pressure and political changes. Nowhere 

has that societal pressure been more evident than in the phenomenon of inifadat al-khbuz 

(bread uprisings).” ’̂  Defusing the tensions was the primary objective o f the 

constitutional changes that allowed for the creation of political parties and the 

safeguai'ding of individual liberties. Scholars differ however in the identification of the 

origin of the economic and social crisis. Some stress the demographic explosion, some 

point to the shortcomings of the socialist economic system, others point to the inability 

and the corruption of the leadership to manage the market-oriented reforms and others 

again point to a combination of all o f those factors.'®

When it comes to the actual development of the transition or the so-called 

transitional game, there is also a consensus on the principal actors playing the game: the 

Islamic Salvation Front (FIS) as the principal opposition movement, the upper-echelons 

o f the militai7 , the government headed by Chadli and the factions within the 

goverrunent, and the other political forces labelled rather incorrectly the ‘democratic 

parties.’ The main justification for using this classification of domestic actors is that only 

“by studying their interests, political resources and strategies”’’ is it possible to explain 

the Algerian events. This classification does not pose any particular problem per se and 

what is controversial is the interpretation of their actions, strategies, and goals. A number 

of factors and events are identified that characterise how the game was played, but 

radical differences emerge when weighting their relevance with respect to the overall 

explanation. A number of studies exist that support very diverse interpretations:

• There are personal accounts o f generals, high-ranking politicians and opposition 

figures who were personally involved in the events taking place and they focus 

almost exclusively on the rights of their side and the wrongs o f the other actors.

• There are scholars who point to the failure of the institutions set up to force 

democratic compliance. In particular the electoral system is accused of biasing 

the results of the 1991 elections and therefore precipitating the conflict.

Sadiki, ‘Popular Uprisings’, p. 80.
An excellent overview is in Lise Garon, “Crise Economique et Consensus en Etat 

Rentier: le Cas de I’Algerie Socialiste”, Revue Etudes Internationales. Vol. 25, No. 1, 
Mars 1994, pp. 25-45.

Robert Mortimer, “Islamists, Soldiers, and Democrats: the Second Algerian War”, 
Middle East Journal. Vol. 50, No. I, Winter 1996, p. 19.
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•  There are also those who underline the lack o f a pact among all actors as the 

fundamental mistake in the game. ‘Pacting’ was seen as a necessary instrument 

in transitions in order to reduce the risk o f  rules being interpreted in a radically 

different mamier by all actors, as well as to foster closer confidence and build 

trust.'*

• There are those who see the game o f the transition as a plot devised by the 

military to justify the coup in order not to relinquish power and privileges and 

those who argue that the FIS would have not respected ‘democracy’ and 

therefore the whole transition was bound to collapse either way.

• There are those who consider all o f  the above as relevant factors in almost equal 

measure.

• Finally, one o f  the most important elements that need to be dealt with is the 

connection between Islam and democracy, as this issue is o f substantial 

importance when analysing the Muslim world. In this respect, the strand within 

the functionalist school that stresses the relevance o f  political culture enjoys 

considerable prestige when it comes to explaining failures o f  democracy in the 

Muslim world in general and in the Arab world in particular. It is often believed 

that democracy, individual liberties and Islam are incompatible because Islam 

cannot be confined to the private sphere and as a system o f beliefs it cannot be 

reconciled with the democratic principle that the people are sovereign.'^ When 

analysing a transition in a country where the majority o f  the population is 

Muslim it becomes inevitable that ‘cultural aspects’ come to forefront. There is a 

substantial body o f literature postulating that liberal democratic reforms are 

inevitably doomed to fail due to the incompatibility o f  Islam and democracy 

unless Islam is pushed into the background in favour o f secular beliefs.^® It 

follows that this line o f  thought would justify A lgeria’s failure in terms o f the 

conflict between the religion o f  the vast majority o f  the population and the 

requirements o f  democracy. It should also be emphasised that those who see an 

inherent incompatibility between Islam and democracy are not only found in the

For an analysis on the usefulness o f  pacts see Giuseppe Di Palma, To Craft 
Democracies, (Los Angeles, University o f  California Press, 1990).

On this point see a recent article by Bruce M addy-W eitzman, “Islamism, Moroccan 
Style: the Ideas o f  Sheikh Yassine”, Middle East Quarterlv. Vol. 10, No. 1, Winter 2003. 
Available on line at http://www.meforum.Org/article/519.

Adam Garfinkle, “The Impossible Imperative? Conjuring Arab Democracy”, The 
National Interest. Fall 2002.
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West, but are also numerous among Muslim scholars and politicians. This 

particular relationship deserves closer attention, particularly after the events of 

September 11, 2001 when the question o f  the role o f  Islam in politics (both 

international and domestic) has come so dramatically to the fore. This chapter 

will deal in some detail with this issue.

Thus, there is a substantial amount o f  work that needs to be explored. The aim o f this 

chapter is to give an overview o f the different accounts given about the Algerian 

transition and select those aspects that should be retained and eliminate the issues that 

are not entirely convincing. The functionalist school is the one that offers the least help 

in terms o f  understanding and the criticism o f it in the 1980s, for its inability to explain 

Latin American democratisations, is still valid today. Tlie genetic school has a number of 

strengths that should be expanded further such as the path-dependent framework and the 

focus on strategies and rational calculations o f  the actors involved in the process. For this 

reason, there is very little need to create a third school. The point o f departure should be 

the acceptance o f the genetic school as the more valid approach to studying transitions, 

but it should incorporate the international elements that are generally missing from path- 

dependent explanations.

4.2 The Conditions for Democracy

The idea that countries attempting to transform their political system from 

authoritarianism to democracy have to rely on a number o f pre-existing conditions in 

order to start their transition and be successful is still quite widespread within the 

literature. These prerequisites include a vibrant civil society, a certain level o f economic 

development, a democratic political and civic culture, uncontested national unity, and a 

range o f ‘proper’ social indicators.

The first condition for a successful transition is held to be ‘national unity’. In 

fact, Larbi Sadiki argues that “the conventional wisdom within development and 

democratisation theory has traditionally insisted on social and political, cultural, ethnic 

cohesiveness and unity as prerequisites for reproducible stability and democracy.”^' One 

o f  the proponents o f the necessity for national cohesion before transitions is Rustow, 

who claimed that his dynamic model “starts with a single background condition -

Larbi Sadiki, “The Search for Citizenship in Bin A li’s Tunisia: Democracy versus 
Unity”, Political Studies. Vol. 50, No. 2, 2002, pp. 497-498.



national unity.”^̂  By national unity, Rustow meant: “the vast majority o f  the citizens in a 

democracy-to-be must have no doubt or mental reservations as to which political 

community they belong to.”^̂  Others^"* have later subscribed to this pre-condition and 

today “there is broad consensus within democratic theory that homogeneity is far more 

conducive to democracy than heterogeneity.”^̂

Algeria, to a large extent, enjoyed this condition of national unity despite the 

presence o f a sizeable and rather vocal Kabyle ethnic and linguistic minority. Modern 

Algeria was after all forged through a harsh war o f  liberation against the French with the 

contribution o f  the Kabyles as much as the Arab population. The rift between the two 

communities and, in particular, between the central government and the Kabylie region 

never escalated to the point o f  threatening national unity. The Kabyles are Algerian and 

their difficulties with the central government have to do with language recognition and 

cultural demands rather than formal political independence. A degree o f  autonomy for 

their region was their central political demand in 1980 and again during the 1990s. Islam, 

moreover, binds the country together. There are o f  course different interpretations o f 

Islam and how it should be practised w ithin Algeria. While the Kabyles do not subscribe 

to a very strict interpretation o f  it, the Faith community remains united.

Sadiki, although using Tunisia as his case study, sets out to explain that in fact, 

the vital pre-condition o f  national unity may hamper the possibility o f  democracy taking 

root, because national unity is interpreted very strictly in the Arab world. The various 

authoritarian regimes have used national unity to “engender hegemony and 

singularity.” ®̂ Thus, far from guaranteeing that democracy would benefit from this pre

condition, the imperative o f  maintaining national unity makes it possible for the 

liberalising regimes to see an emerging civil society split across different divides as a 

threat that needs to be countered rather than an opportunity to build alternative identities. 

Given the contested notion o f nationhood in the Arab world,^’ national unity represented

Dankwart Rustow, “Transitions to Democracy. Towards a Dynamic M odel”, 
Comparative Politico. Vol. 2, No. 3, April 1970, p. 350.
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the legitimising ‘force’ for the post-colonial ruling elites and any challenge to it 

fundamentally undermines them. Thus, democratic reforms are resisted precisely 

because o f the perceived threat they pose to national unity, which then becomes a pre

condition for the absence of movement away from authoritarianism. The same pattern 

and the same logic, albeit in a different and even more polarised context, can be seen 

precisely in Algeria. The requisite of national unity may have been useful and may still 

be useful, in other geo-graphical and cultural contexts, but it is not so useful in the Arab 

world. This condition, rather than favouring the setting off of a democratising dynamic, 

undermines it, as it does not permit the creation of alternative centres of allegiance. This 

is also because strictly conceived national unity carries international benefits and allows 

regimes to justify repression in order to maintain international stability, which would be 

endangered if they were to allow the emergence and expression of different identities.

The absence o f national unity in the Algerian context should not be used as the 

determining factor underlying the failure of democratisation. Quite the opposite, as 

national unity is determined subjectively and is more of a political instrument than an 

effective category given that the concept is used politically to defend privileges, foster 

power and distribute resources. For Benedict Anderson among others^* “nationalist 

identity is an artifice” ’̂ and, in the Algerian context at least, so is the concept of national 

unity.

Accepting Rustow’s pre-condition of national unity means “that no minimal 

level of economic development or social differentiation is necessary as a prerequisite to 

democracy.” ®̂ However, precisely these factors have often been associated with the 

collapse of authoritarian regimes, the timing of the transition, and its chances of success. 

Seymour Martin Lipset was the first to systematise the relationship between democracy 

and economic development and used different indicators of economic development to 

test it. From his work, it emerged that wealth, industrialisation, urbanisation and 

education were all positively linked to democracy.^' The notion that “democracy is

emphasises how radical Islam in Algeria represents a challenge to the nation-state, but he 
fails to recognise that at the end of the day Islamists in the counti7 still vie for control of 
power and therefore for the state in the one country.
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related to the state o f  economic developm enf’̂  ̂ has therefore been used to explore 

democratising trends in the developing world. It was postulated, for instance, that 

authoritarian regimes would democratise once the domestic socio-economic indicators 

reached a specific point in terms o f  increased wealth, education, urbanisation and 

industrial development. In a recent study attempting to determine how strong the 

regularity between democracy and wealth, Londregan and Poole claim: “ income has a 

small but statistically significant democratising effect.”^̂  However, such are the 

limitations o f  their study in terms o f  control variables and sampling that the results may 

not be clear-cut.

This type o f  analysis applied to Algeria produces considerable insights into how 

economic and social changes may have affected the timing and pattern o f the transition, 

but carries little explanatory power, as political actions are dependent on actors and are 

not wholly pre-determined by structural constraints. In fact, Abdelaziz Testas comes to 

the opposite conclusion from the one drawn by Londregan and Poole when it comes to 

income and democracy in Algeria. In his study, Testas argues that it is precisely the fall 

in income that permitted the opening up o f  the political space^'* and Martinez adds that 

the rising income permitted the ruling elites to strengthen their authoritarian rule over the 

c o u n t r y . I n  his study o f  the civil war following the cancellation o f  elections in 1992, 

Martinez analyses how improvements in economic and financial conditions permitted the 

regime not only to fight the war against the insurgents, but also to use some o f the 

redistributive policies that had characterised Algeria prior to the 1988 crisis, thereby 

gathering political support for its actions.

After independence, all the indicators used by Lipset dramatically increased in 

Algeria and should have brought about an embryonic move towai'ds democratic politics 

if  this theory is correct. The revenues from the hydrocarbon sector allowed the regime to 

finance its ambitious social and industrial programmes. At the same time, a drive to 

literacy increased many-fold the numbers o f students in higher education, while new 

industries were opened giving work to a mass o f  young men coming from the 

countryside. Accompanying this industrialisation strategy, there was also a parallel
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increase in the number o f  urban dwellers. In an overview o f societal changes taking 

place in the M iddle East, Carl Brown defines as ‘dram atic’ the urbanisation pattern in the 

region.^^ He contends: “even for an area which tlu'oughout histoi^ has had a high 

percentage o f  its inliabitants living in cities in comparison with most o f  the rest o f  the 

world, the increase in M iddle Eastern urbanisation over the past 40 years (1947-1987) is 

striking.” ’̂ A lgeria in particular stands out, as only Saudi Arabia and Libya experienced 

a stronger growth, as shown in the table below:

T able 4.1: U rban Population  as Percentage o f  Total Population

1947 1987

A lgeria 25% 67%

Egypt 33% 50%

Iran 20% 50%

Iraq 35% 68%

Jordan 25% 60%

Libya 20% 65%

Saudi A rabia 10% 73%

Note: These figures, adapted from a im precise m ix o f  census reports, official estim ates and 

scholarly appraisals, should be seen as illustrative only and granted a generous margin o f  error.^*

The developmental policies evolved around the adoption o f  the ‘industrialising 

industries’ model with its corollai^ o f urban concentration and, in the mid-late 1970s, 

Algeria looked very different from the counti7 that had emerged from the war o f 

independence when its population was largely illiterate and rural. Due to all these 

dramatic changes, Zoubir claims: “it is possible to argue that a genuine opportunity for 

democratisation was missed in 1976.”^̂  In fact, President Boumedienne seemed to 

attempt at the time to inject some form o f democratic legitimacy into the system in order 

to meet the aspirations o f many sectors o f  society, but true reforms never took place. 

Zoubir’s claim is a rather interesting one, but it is not explained why the opportunity to 

democratise was missed. The failure to democratise at this very favourable time is in fact 

probably due to the bias against change that exists within every authoritarian regime

Carl Brown, “The Middle East: Patterns o f Change 1947-1987”, M iddle East Journal. 
Vol. 41, No. 1, W inter 1987, pp. 26-39.
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when things are going well. In the words o f  O ’Donnell and Schinitter, “risk[ing] the 

achievements o f  the regime for the sake o f  fuzzy long-term advantages” at a time when 

the regime enjoyed both legitimacy and support from large sectors o f  the population was 

out o f  the question. Once again, this reinforces the crucial role o f  actors.

Paradoxically, the democratising efforts o f  the ruling elites came at a point in 

time when the indicators o f  economic development were rather negative. In 1987, “for 

the first time after independence, economic growth halts completely.”'’'* The unexpected 

fall in oil and gas revenues had a negative impact on the funds spent on education, job  

creation, investments and subsidisation. The same factors contributed to a widespread 

impoverislnnent o f the population. This seems to suggest that to a large extent the 

worsening economic situation was the trigger for political reforms, which had been 

dismissed as unnecessary when the economy was faring rather well. This entirely 

contradicts the deterministic argument about the positive relationship between increasing 

wealth and democracy. Sadiki argues that it is precisely the collapse o f  the dlmuqrafyyat 

al-khbuz (democracy o f  bread) that leads to political opening and not the improvement of 

socio-economic conditions. The democracy o f  bread is close to the notion o f  democratic 

bargaining and “ its chief premise is that post-independence Arab rulers have been paid 

political deference by their peoples in return for the provision o f publicly subsidised 

services-education, health care and a state commitment to secure employment.”'" Once 

this tacit pact collapses, political deference disappears. For this pact to collapse what is 

needed is a severe economic crisis. This constitutes a paradox in the theory Lipset offers.

Quandt examines a number o f  different social and economic changes, focusing 

in particular on the demographic explosion and re-stratification o f  society following 

independence. Firstly, Quandt explains how state-society relations were centred on a 

radical transformation o f  previous social relationships, whereby Algeria witnessed “the 

emergence o f  a new elite o f  privilege, power and wealth.”'*̂  This re-stratification of 

society together with the formal ideology o f  egalitarian socialism created a system where 

“those at the pinnacle o f  the pyramid o f  power had little idea o f  what was going on at the 

base”''^ while those at the base were fed slogans o f  egalitarianism and solidarity. It 

follows that an egalitarian social structure with a strong state generates intense political 

competition because all sections o f  society feel entitled to utilise the state to redirect
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resources towards their interest group without reaching any sort o f  compromise with its 

counterparts. At the same time, increasing birth rates provoked a dramatic increase in the 

population tripling it in less than 40 years. All these factors combined “help explain the 

emergence o f  the unitaiy populist state, with its claim to represent all people; the 

clamiishness and factionalism o f Algerian politics as a by-product o f extreme 

egalitarianism within a society.”'*'’ The move away from authoritarianism was destined to 

fail because o f  these structural constraints on domestic actors.

The main problem with these types o f  explanations, as recognised by Quandt 

himself, is the sense that events are conditioned by social and economic factors beyond 

any type o f  control or input from actors. While these factors may well constrain the 

choices available to decision-makers, they cannot be the only explanatory variable to 

rely on. So-called ‘agents’ have a role to play and they can also influence the workings 

o f  these deeper structures. The idea is to find a balance where social and economic forces 

work as explanatory variables alongside human agency. Furthermore, i f  any analysis 

based on these broad social and economic factors is to be fully representative, outside 

forces have to enter the equation. Domestic social and economic developments ai'e, to a 

degree, part o f  a larger external trend.

The focus o f  some studies is purely on conditions that do not really help explain 

either why the authoritarian regime collapsed or what were the causal mechanisms that 

triggered its demise and the subsequent attempt to liberalise the system. Focusing on 

requisites may help explain ex-post fa c to  the reasons behind the failure o f 

democratisation to consolidate or may give a broader understanding of the country’s 

social and economic situation, but these types o f  explanation are not firmly established, 

as the variance o f  their real iinpact is rather large. It turns out, for instance, that soine 

conditions held as essential could turn out to be detrimental in different contexts, as the 

discussion on the issue o f national unity seems to demonstrate. While it is important to 

analyse the explanatoiy variables that the functionalist school has to offer, Karl may be 

correct when he points out that “patterns o f  economic growth and more equitable income 

distribution, higher levels o f  literacy and education, and increases in social 

communication and media exposure may be better treated as the products o f stable 

democratic processes rather than as prerequisites o f  its existence”'*̂  and, it may be added, 

its genesis.
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4.3 The Domestic Actors Model

Most studies o f transitions focus on the so-called stages o f  the process o f  change, 

which seems to be the same across a vast number o f  case studies. When analysing the 

move from one regime to another, the focus should not be on conditions and overly 

deterministic structural constraints, but on actors who will actually make political 

choices. Democratisation should be understood as a historical process, where “a variety 

o f  actors with different followings, preferences, calculations, resources and time 

horizons come to the fore during [its different] stages.”'*®

In general, it can be argued that “there is no transition whose beginning is not the 

consequence o f  important divisions within the authoritarian regime itself, principally 

along the fluctuating cleavage between hard-liners and soft-liners.” ’̂ This split among 

the ruling elites is the centre o f  attention at the early stage o f  the transition, as the game 

played out will detennine if the countiy will simply witness liberalisation or a stronger 

push towards democratisation. Pollack argues that this interpretation is not valid for all 

transitions and examines the case o f the German Democratic Republic to make the case 

in favour o f  mass pressures.''* He states that “the agency o f  the demonstrating population 

played a much more decisive role, [as] the masses mobilised before the split o f the elite 

occurred.”''  ̂ However, Pollack simply focuses on one transitional process and also 

disregards the extent to which the elite understood the crisis o f  the system. By the time 

the mass pressures began, it had become already quite clear that the whole Soviet 

‘em pire’ was crumbling and that elite legitimacy across Eastern Europe was at a very 

low point. Pollack’s analysis o f the masses’ central role is however important because it 

has been applied to Algeria as well. The riots o f  1988 can be seen as the event when the 

masses took charge o f their destiny and obtained political change by forcing the elites to 

recognise that the system could not go on as usual. While the role played by the masses 

in the October 1988 riots should not be dismissed, it should also be recognised that the 

necessity o f  changing the system had already been previously recognised by sectors 

within the elites. In particular, the President had stated that drastic economic changes 

were needed to move away from socialism towards market orientated reforms and this
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had provoked a split within the ruling party. Moreover, there had also been small steps in 

the political realm as well. This does not mean that the October 1988 riots did not 

represent a watershed in Algerian history, but the ruling elites were always in control o f  

the process.^®

Huntington, among many others, recognises the crucial role played by the 

interaction between “refonners and standpatters in the governing coalition.”^' The 

decision to open up the system implies the recognition that the country is in a state o f  

crisis and that some action is necessary to solve it. The means are a matter o f  dispute 

because they vary according to the interpretation that is given to the crisis and according 

to the privileges and interests that may be affected. Usually, “authoritarian regimes that 

had been relatively successful and hence encountered a less active and aggressive 

opposition opted for the transition with a higher degree o f  self-confidence.”^̂  It follows 

that the sharp distinction between hard-liners and soft-liners may be in fact blurred when 

there seems to be a consensus that they will all survive, given that the regime has not 

performed poorly over the course o f the years. In contrast, the hard-liners versus soft- 

liners conflict may be much harsher if  the opposition is in a strong position and is able to 

make demands on the regime. How to deal with this opposition is then a strong matter 

for contention among the ruling elites, particularly if  the regime has been performing 

poorly. O ’Donnell and Schmitter draw two general points “from the regime-confident, 

self-initiated scenario”^̂  with respect to the opposition-induced one: a) “the sequence, 

rhythm, and scope o f  liberalisation and democratisation tend to remain more finnly in 

the hands o f  the incumbents” '̂' and b) “the social and political forces which supported 

the authoritarian regime stand a better chance o f playing a significant role in the 

subsequent regime.”^̂

Algeria fits the category o f countries where the transition was initiated by a 

confident regime, which hoped to survive the economic and social crisis. In fact, 

following the riots o f October 1988, the President announced the introduction o f far- 

reaching political reforms including multi-partism and competitive elections. The 

regim e’s confidence rested on a number o f  factors. First o f all, it was believed that the

The control o f  the elites over the process seems to be even stronger if  the view that the 
riots had been organized from the top to unsettle Chadli is accepted.
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regime still enjoyed considerable legitimacy derived from the victory against the French 

and Algerian nationalism had not even been tainted by the defeat o f  the Arab cause in the 

1960s and by the loss o f  appeal o f  the Pan-Arabism ideology o f  the 1970s and 1980s. 

Quite the opposite was the case; according to Roberts: “the Arab defeat was used to 

stimulate and reinforce Algerian nationalism.”^̂  Secondly, the real wielders o f  power 

were not divided and presented a united front. Although criss-crossed by clannish 

divisions when it came to reaping the benefits o f  their position in terms o f privileges, the 

army was still ‘the backbone’ o f  the country and it did not believe it could be challenged 

politically or militarily from within. Finally, it was believed that the economic crisis 

would be over by the time political liberalisation would be completed, as it was forecast 

that oil and gas prices would rise substantially again. Thus, the regime would benefit 

from improving economic conditions at a key political juncture.

The game between hard-liners and soft-1 iners at this stage o f the process has 

been detailed in a number o f  studies and there is a consensus that the President 

liberalised the system with the silent blessing o f  the Army, but with the opposition of 

some party bosses. For instance, M ohand Salah Tahi puts President Chadli at the centre 

o f  his analysis o f  the transition.”  Tahi argues that the 1988 riots showed to Chadli how 

discredited the FLN really was in the eyes o f  the majority o f  the population. He 

attempted at first to reform the party, but when the task revealed itself to be too difficult, 

Chadli decided to ‘ditch’ the FLN and allowed the fonnation o f  new political parties. 

‘Ditching’ the FLN and opening up the political arena to competition was part o f a 

twofold strategy: “to enlarge the basis o f  support for government policies by bringing in 

the parties into an alliance with the authorities and to create a rival but limited source of 

power that would neutralise FLN opponents o f the President.” *̂ From the opening up 

onwards, a dynamic o f  change was unleashed and different sections o f the establisliiTient 

began to reposition themselves according to this changed reality. They had different 

strategies and there are numerous accounts o f  the internal battles over the issue o f  what 

path should be followed and which moves enacted. Tahi accounts for the development of 

transition by focusing on the clash within the FLN and the inner politics o f  the party. In 

particular, attention is placed on the split between Hamrouche, who hoped to reform the
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party and lead his government to successfully reform the economy, and Ghozali, who 

instead wanted to weaken the FLN in order to gather support for his own career.”

Many other accounts are based on personal experiences o f  former ministers, 

generals and actors with decision-making power. They tend to be centred on subjective 

views and recollection o f  events. While this greatly contributes important insights, it also 

obscures and relegates to the background facts that may be crucial but not under the 

direct control or grasp o f  the person ‘telling the story.’ One such example is Ghazi 

H idouci’s work.“  Hidouci held a key post in the Hamrouche government that tried to 

reform the economy and steer the country towards democratic politics at the same time. 

H idouci’s account focuses entirely on domestic factors and identifies internal divisions 

among the ruling elites as the key variable that explains the whole process o f  transition. 

In particular, he details the power struggle between the Hamrouche government, 

supported by President Chadli, and the Army. A ccording to Hidouci, the transition 

process cannot be understood except in the context o f  this constant power struggle. 

When the country faced its worst crisis since independence, in 1988, the elites agreed 

that some sort o f political liberalisation was needed if  the country was not to collapse. 

However, and perhaps more importantly, there was widespread agreement that the 

problems the country was facing were mostly economic and therefore intervention was 

needed to reform the economy.

The Hamrouche government, staffed with neo-liberal minded reformers, set out 

to guide the country out o f  a planned economy towards a market economy. Hidouci 

argues that at this point the principal actors within the regime fell out, as the reforms 

were beginning to tackle the privileges o f  the generals and those associated with them, 

who had profited from their position for years by extracting substantial economic 

benefits. For many o f them, the real enemy was not the FIS, but the Hamrouche 

government and the president. The transition then becomes the terrain where the battle 

was fought. The FIS was also opposed in public to the radical reforms implemented by 

Hamrouche, as they hurt the already impoverished masses. Hidouci argues that the Army 

manipulated the FIS and the other political parties opposed to the reforms. In order to 

protect its privileges, the Army used the elections to get rid o f  the govermnent and then 

used the coup to get rid o f  the FIS. The key moment is the general strike o f  the summer 

o f 1991 organised by the FIS.
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Hidouci argues that the strike was manipulated by the Army to put pressure on 

the government to resign, leaving a power vacuum to be filled by the winner o f  the 

parliamentary elections. Hidouci claims that “ it is evident that the strike was manipulated 

and that the FIS leadership had been taken in.”^' Hamrouche did indeed resign and when 

the FIS won the elections a few months later, the military intervention took care o f 

eliminating it. The transition and its failure are therefore explained as the result o f  the 

power struggle internal to the ruling elites, where even the opposition forces are 

manipulated. H idouci’s analysis gives us very detailed and important insights into the 

inner politics o f  the Algerian ruling elites, but, by framing the transition simply in terms 

o f  the conflict between the reformist government and the Army, he risks missing out on 

the bigger picture. Focusing on the actions o f  the govermnent and describing the internal 

power struggles is rather limited, as there seems to be no larger context. This 

shortcoming is probably due to the fact that Hidouci him self was a protagonist in these 

events.

Hidouci presents him self and the government he belonged to as the real 

democratic actor and the only one that had the fate o f  the country at heart. His focus on 

the importance o f  economic reforms highlights the claim that these were the real reason 

behind the military intervention. The democratic reforms accompanying the economic 

changes were thus utilised to bring the government down and to restore the privileges o f 

those who has plundered Algeria’s riches for decades. In these simple terms, the FIS and 

the opposition parties become unwilling instruments o f  the Army in achieving its 

objectives, as they helped in the task o f discrediting the Hamrouche government and its 

policies. This is quite hard to believe as it presupposes a degree o f  control over other 

actors that does not reflect reality. Finally, Hidouci may be mistaken with respect to the 

FIS position on the content o f  economic reforms. While publicly the FIS was worried 

about the falling living standards o f  ordinary Algerians, they also drew ‘benefits’ from it 

in terms o f support and were ideologically close to the reforms. Henry and Springborg 

claim: “the Algerian reformers had one tremendous potential source o f support. They 

enjoyed the tacit blessings o f  the FIS.”*'̂  The FIS had an economic doctrine that called 

for market reforms very similar to the ones that Hidouci was attempting to im plem ent.^
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General Khaled Nezzar, mastermind and executor o f  the military coup o f 

January 1992, gives an entirely different personal account o f  the transition, contradicting 

most o f  Hidouci’s points.®'' Nezzar had been in agreement with Chadli over the necessity 

to reform the state, particularly after the Army he commanded had been used to put 

down the riots in October 1988. However, according to the general, the opening up o f the 

political system had allowed an obscurantiste movement to become a powerful force in 

Algerian politics. Thanks to a combination o f  real economic and social difficulties with a 

calculated political manoeuvre on the part o f  the Chadli presidency to strengthen the FIS 

for his own benefit, Nezzar argued, the new political system had been highjacked. The 

main point o f  N ezzar’s argument concerning the transition is that the Army was the only 

democratic institution in the country, or at least the only institution that acted according 

to the Constitution. The military intervention was therefore the necessary means o f 

preserving the democratic liberties o f  the previous years from the diabolical pact 

between Chadli, the Hamrouche government and the FIS. Unlike Hidouci, who saw a 

link between the Army and the opposition parties to boycott the economic reforms, 

Nezzar argues that the FIS leadership had been willingly shored up in order to make it a 

powerful ally o f  the presidency. In this respect, the ideological convergence on the 

content o f  the market-orientated reforms is an argument which Nezzar utilises to accuse 

Hamrouche, Chadli and the FIS o f colluding to achieve a power-sharing agreement 

whereby the FIS would be allowed to implement obscurantist social measures to the 

detriment o f  the entire Algerian society, while Chadli would remain in power and 

Hamrouche would run the economy. In his book o f memoirs, N ezzar introduces the 

chapter on the necessity for military intervention to disrupt the elections with the 

following rhetorical question and answer: “What held Chadli, his Prime M inister and the 

Islamic movement represented by the FIS o f Abassi and Belhadj together? Power- 

sharing.”“  In order to save the country from this, the Army had to intervene.

Just like Hidouci, Nezzar points to a very specific episode to underpin the 

validity o f  his analysis. The 1989 Constitution prohibited the formation o f political 

parties or movements along ethnic or religious lines, but the FIS was legalised and 

became a formally recognised political party. The recognition o f  the FIS was in total 

contradiction o f  the article stipulating that Islam would not be used for political 

objectives. Nezzar argues that Chadli and the government dismissed this contradiction

Khaled Nezzar, Memoires du General (Alger, Chihab Editions, 1999). 
Ibid., p. 173.
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because they were already negotiating with the FIS leadership on how to share power 

and eliminate all other forms o f  opposition.

Both Nezzar and Hidouci give a detailed account o f  their version o f  the story and 

provide significant insights, but there is an overall failure to contextualise the transition 

process in both cases. Furthermore, their analysis is biased by both their ideological 

position and their interests and role in the development o f  events. Their accounts seem to 

justify the approach o f  those who see the transition as a game where interests, strategies 

and perceptions are immutable and therefore all moves can be explained.

More balanced accounts exist, and although they focus on the same interplay 

between domestic actors, they provide a wider picture. Each study obviously privileges 

one specific point o f view or one interpretation, but taken together they offer a 

considerable amount o f  information. One o f  the best studies o f  the transition is by 

W illiam Quandt. The thrust o f  his argument is that decision-making by leaders is what 

drives a transition process: “without accepting the notion that individual volition is 

everything, one still needs to be wary o f over-determined explanations o f  politics that 

ignore human choice.”^  Following the argument put forth by O ’Donnell and Schmitter, 

he focuses on the role o f  human agency and identifies both actors and processes o f 

interaction. While it is true that decisions taken by leaders may not necessarily be 

autonomous and may well be the product o f  a limited menu o f choices, human agency 

pre-empts the problem o f over-determinism. There is a considerable amount o f  work 

supporting the hypothesis that individual choices may in fact be the product o f  pressures, 

forces and constraints, whicli guide the decision into a specific direction somewhat 

independently from the free will o f  individuals, but human agency should be the ultimate 

decider.

Robert Mortimer, who claims that the current violence in Algeria “is the result o f  

a flawed transition from single-party to democratic politics”®’, adopts the same approach. 

He focuses his attention on three sets o f actors: the Army, the FIS and the democratic 

parties. M ortimer highlights how the lack o f  a pact among these forces, and the 

perceptions o f  the regime with regard to the viability o f  the electoral law chosen for the 

parliamentary elections, wrecked the process o f  deinocratisation. Aside from relying too 

heavily on the lack o f a pact as the key explanation for the failure o f the transition, there 

is also a problem in the selection o f the actors involved. W hile it is true that the tliree

Quandt, op. cit., p. 7. 
Mortimer, op. cit., p. 18.
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were indeed tiie principal forces in the process, it should be highlighted that their labels 

imply a strong bias, which derives from an inability to see the Algerian events in their 

international context. From the onset o f  the liberalisation, non-Islamist parties were 

called ‘democratic parties’. M ortimer calls these parties an “endangered third force in 

search o f  an opening in the direction o f  genuinely democratic practices and 

institutions.”®*

This definition is derived from the French m edia’s coverage o f  the events and 

from the interpretation o f  diplomats and scholars who attempted to ‘interfere’ with the 

ongoing transition. This definition excludes the FIS from the camp o f the democratic 

parties and implies that their lack o f  democratic credentials, coupled with their supposed 

authoritarian tendencies, were the main factors behind the failure o f the transition. The 

problem is that this ‘labelling’ is anchored to an interpretation that comes from the 

outside and has an impact on how political resources are then distributed among the 

domestic actors. In M ortim er’s analysis, there is no room for the possibility that the FIS 

might have been just as ‘dem ocratic’ as the other parties. After all, they participated in 

elections, they administered local municipalities and councils through their elected 

representatives, they did not boycott the legislative elections and most o f  all they enjoyed 

electoral support. The FIS played the democratic game, but the negative depiction o f 

their party by outside sources undermined their chances o f  being understood outside 

Algeria, while at the same time increasing the legitimacy and the resources o f  other 

actors. M ortimer concludes that “a large segment o f  the population was not offended by 

the annulment o f  the election”®̂, implying that the Army was therefore defending the 

true democrats; those citizens who did not vote for the FIS. M ortimer claims that the FIS 

was “a party that denied the basic pluralism o f Algerian society.”’”

William Zartman reaches the same conclusion on the turnout; “since in Algeria 

the radical Islamic option was rejected by over three-quarters o f  the voting age 

population -  those who did not vote for the FIS -  it is inappropriate to maintain that the 

Islamist experiment should be nonetheless be tried.”’ ’ Furthermore, he argues that since 

“the principles o f  democracy may be used by political religionists to win democratically

*^Mbid., p. 24.
Ibid., p. 24.

™ Ibid., p. 25.
William Zartman, “ Islam, the State and Democracy: the Contradictions”, in Charles 
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and end dem ocracy”’ ,̂ the long-term effects o f  the coup may be favourable to 

democratic development. The evidence o f the matter remains contradictory, and 

speculation about the F lS ’s intentions and their behaviour could go in numerous different 

directions.

By not going to the polls, Algerian citizens may indeed have signalled that they 

were profoundly disturbed by the lack o f  choices they had in terms o f  political parties, hi 

particular, they may have looked with discomfort at a process that legitimised radical 

parties such as the FIS. But their not turning out could be attributed to other causes as 

well. They might have, for instance, believed that the second round would have been 

more important to determine the final result and therefore neglected to vote in the first 

round. It is usually expected that the first legislative elections in democratising countries 

would draw an enormous amount o f  interest and participation that would be reflected in 

very high turnouts, but this expectation is not always borne out in practice.^^ 

Furthermore, there is then the question o f  why the rights o f  those who actually turned out 

and voted were trampled on. It seems that many analysts hold the FIS to account simply 

for its ability to mobilise the impoverished masses through ideological messages and 

practical assistance.

Another important study o f  the failure o f Algeria to democratise is Yahia 

Zoubir’s account.’'* Zoubir summarises, in a very effective manner, all the main tenets o f 

the ‘domestic m odel’ o f transition and points to very specific reasons why the transition 

was initiated and why it failed. There are tliree aspects to the initiation o f the transition 

that Zoubir underlines. First o f  all, the process o f  liberalisation was the product o f  the 

October riots. Secondly, the reforms became central to the power struggle within the 

regime. Lastly, “the reforms were intended to provide a ‘democratic’ facade for the old 

state...and were not meant to usher in a new genuinely democratic one.”’  ̂ Once again, 

the dynamics unleashed by the liberalisation o f the political system are then analysed as 

part o f  the power struggle within the regime and Zoubir identifies the key moment as 

being the legalisation o f the FIS. The legalisation o f the FIS was the pinnacle o f  the 

internal dispute among the ruling elites, which all hoped they would be able to ‘use’ the 

FIS for their own ends. The whole process is then interpreted as an internal dispute 

where numerous actors participated and which ultimately failed to deliver because

Ibid., p. 243.
In recent free and fair presidential elections in Senegal, turnout was only 62 percent. 
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“democratisation was initiated in an undemocratic fashion and because o f the absence o f 

a democratic political culture at all levels.”’  ̂ Zoubir combines the domestic model that 

explains how and why liberalising reforms were initiated, and how the different domestic 

actors played the game with a lack o f  proper democratic requisites within Algerian 

society, to explain the failure. It follows that the lack o f  a democratic culture influenced 

how the game was played out. The problem with this particular analysis is that it neglects 

the fact that very few authoritarian rulers initiate a transition because they are true 

believers in democracy. Rather, democratisation is seen as the best strategy to maintain 

power or at least to survive politically in a new system rather than being tlirown out of 

power. Looking at many other cases it is rather difficult to find committed democrats 

starting the game o f regime change.’^

One o f the most important elements in transitions is the negotiation that takes 

place among the domestic actors, which generally leads to the adoption o f a fonnal pact 

by all participants. This pact becomes the rulebook for the transition and deals 

specifically with the concerns o f  all actors in order to ensure a positive outcome, or at 

least an arrangement they can all live with. According to Hamann, “pacts are prone to 

facilitate the introduction o f  democratic rules because they limit the stakes for select elite 

actors by guaranteeing them a role in future arrangements tlirough consensus or 

compromise agreements.”’* Both Zoubir and Tahi have blamed the lack o f  such a pact in 

the Algerian transition for its failure and Salame argues that the “absence o f such an 

understanding has sometimes proven fatal to a new experiment: the Algerian case is 

there to demonstrate that the electoral process is easily reversible when viewed as 

irremediably detrimental to some significant social or political [ a c t o r ] . I n  fact, in 

Algeria the actors were never formally negotiating with one another the rules that would 

govern the interim period and this led to radicalisation o f positions, miscommunication 

and breakdown. Additionally, while pacts are useful instruments whereby domestic 

actors can come together and draw up a plan o f action that is mutually satisfactory, the

Ibid., p. 134.
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very existence o f  a pact does not automatically lead to democratic outcomes.™ In the 

Algerian context, it is often noted that while President Chadli and the FIS actually had an 

understanding about their future roles and the possibility o f  power sharing, the real 

w ielder o f  power had been left out, as the military was never involved in any bargaining. 

Furthermore, key generals feared for their privileges and their status. The events of 

October 1988 also left them exposed to the possibility o f  criminal prosecution for having 

fired upon unarmed civilians.

Traditionally, transitions in countries where the military occupies a privileged 

position have to provide this institution with assurances. This had not been done in the 

Algerian case and, it is argued, the whole process paid the price. The absence or presence 

o f  a pact may not in fact have had such an overwhelming importance. Pacts can be 

reneged on if  one o f the actors has sufficient resources to do so. The case o f  Tunisia is 

quite instructive, as the government later reneged on a pact subscribed to by all political 

forces. The pact had served the short-term interests o f  the new president, to solidify his 

position, and, once firmly in control o f the political process, he failed to implement what 

had been agreed. In a recent overview o f the literature on democratisation, Valerie 

Bunce, citing the work o f  Pauline Jones Luong, emphasises that “the transitions in the 

post-communist region that combined pacting with demobilised publics were precisely 

the transitions that were most likely to continue authoritarian rule in the post-communist 

region.”*'

From this analysis o f  how Algeria has been studied, it emerges that the focus on 

individual choices is rather limited, as it partly derives from biased interpretation of 

strategies and interests and from definitions that, instead o f being objective, are used in 

the political arena itse lf It follows that focusing on reasons, such as the choice o f  a 

specific electoral law, and speculating as to why it was chosen, provide unsatisfactory 

explanations. W hile it is extremely important to analyse in detail the strategies and the 

choices o f the domestic constituencies involved in the transition, it is also worth 

remembering that their preferences were not fixed nor were their strategies for action. In 

fact the dynamics unleashed by political liberalisation have to take into account external 

events and factors.
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In conclusion, the genetic school has generally much more to offer, in 

methodological terms, than the method o f inquiry relying on domestic conditions for 

democracy. The identification o f the relevant domestic actors and their interactions, 

together with an analysis o f both goals and strategies to achieve those goals, solves the 

problem o f over-determinism and puts human agency centre stage. Despite these 

considerable strengths, there are weaknesses in the approach, and it is precisely to 

address them that it is necessary to make a number o f additions. Firstly, actors should not 

be isolated from their external environment. Focusing on their actions is significant only 

i f  these actions take into account how external variables influence their strategies, 

objectives and, more importantly, the distribution o f resources. Secondly, the analysis of 

domestic actors should avoid the trap o f mono-causality. This is a problem in those 

studies focusing on one single element and conflating it w ith the sole explanatory 

variable, be it the absence o f a pact or the poor choice o f electoral system. Thirdly, 

scepticism should surround all personal accounts, on the basis that those involved may 

tend to see their actions as overly relevant. Finally, it is important not to concentrate 

only on the failure o f the transition itself and the factors that brought it about. A path- 

dependent democratisation needs to take into account all the phases o f its development.

Pollack agrees with the problems one would encounter by relying too strongly 

on the functionalist school. He argues: “ the structural framework influencing the 

decisions actors make must also be taken into consideration, since the actors are notably 

influenced by this framework and cannot be understood without it. However, i f  the 

transition o f political, economic, judicial and social structures is to be explained, it again 

becomes clear that a mere structural explanation is also insufficient and that a recourse to 

the actions o f actors and agencies is also unavoidable.” *̂

4.4 Islam and Democracy

One o f the deepest held beliefs among policy-makers, academics and the general 

public is that the practice o f the democracy is alien to Islam. Many derive this postulate 

by pointing out that the latter is absent in most o f the countries where Muslims are the 

majority. Even Turkey and Lebanon, two o f the Muslim countries coming closer to 

fu lfilling the minimal definition o f democracy, fail to satisfy the criteria and the 

requirements o f a truly democratic polity. In a recent overview o f political conditions in 

the Muslim world, Esposito underlines how “ most Muslim countries remain security

Pollack, op. c it . , p. 306.
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(mukhabarat) states”*̂  and how “the modern Muslim experience supports the impression 

that Islam and democracy are incompatible.”*'* This so-called Islamic exception, in terms 

o f  the lack o f  democratic polities, is often explained through cultural variables. As 

Crystal puts it, “the conventional wisdom [is] that authoritarianism is the necessary 

outgrowth o f Arab or Islamic traditions.”*̂  To prove her point she cites specifically the 

work o f  Elie Kedourie and David Pryce-Jones, “who link authoritarianism to unchanging 

Arab and Islamic cultural norms.”**̂

This perceived inability o f  Islam to come to terms with liberal-democracy is 

often associated with the absence o f  secularism. Bernard Lewis argues, for instance, that 

“ secularism in the modern political meaning - the idea that religion and political 

authority, church and state are different, and can or should be separated - is, in a 

profound sense, Cliristian.”*’ It follows that where state and religion cannot be separated, 

some form o f authoritarian rule will prevail because religious authority will inevitably 

prevail since it is derived from an infallible God. This view is quite widespread and leads 

many to explain the exceptional Muslim countries through culture rather than politics.

If  we take the minimalist or procedural definition o f democracy, a number of 

institutional and legal points emerge as fundamental. In fact, democracy has to be 

accompanied by liberal rights. There is a widespread belief that Islam is incapable o f 

dealing with them. Scholars such as Bernard Lewis argue that the failure o f  Islam to 

come to terms with modernity, and therefore the inability to ‘secularise’ politics, has the 

effect o f  impeding true democratic developments. The real problem is not so much the 

inability to secularise per se, but more fundamentally the fact that espousing Islam 

means surrendering to the will o f  God, while democracy means to surrender to the will 

o f  the people. There is therefore an inherent and ‘natural’ undemocratic element within 

Islam that does not allow democracy to take root. A religion that has not been dissected 

by the Enlightenment is unable to question itself and remains authoritarian in its outlook 

and in its conception o f  how a society should be run. Furthermore, Islam is deeply 

political. Other major religions are very much concerned with individual salvation and

Jolm Esposito, Unholy War. Terror in the Name o f  Islam  (New York: Oxford 
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the after-life and are not ‘interested’ in the political wellbeing o f  the faithful.** Islam, on 

the contrary, ‘sacralises’ histoi7 and “the political wellbeing o f  the M uslim community 

is a matter o f  supreme importance.”*̂  Given the extreme politicisation o f  Islam, religious 

teachings become central for political organisation. It follows, according to Lewis, that 

the inability to see the will o f the people as supreme, because only God is supreme, 

undermines the very foundation o f  a democratic polity. More recently, the cultural 

argument has resurfaced to explain the absence o f  democracy in terms o f  the absence of 

women's liberation.^®

The scepticism surrounding the relationship between Islam and democracy, 

which is reflected in the ideology o f  Islamic parties, has been summarised by looking at 

tliree different aspects: 1) “there seems to be an inherent contradiction between the 

absolutist nature o f Islamist ideology and the relativist character o f democracy”; 2) “even 

when an Islamist party endorses democracy, it will not have the same value for them as it 

has for a liberal secularist” and; 3) by subscribing to the primacy o f Islamic law {shah ’a) 

“ it follows that the Islamist ideology and the ideology o f  democracy are inlierently 

incompatible.” '̂

In an overview o f the reasons for the lack o f  democracy in the Arab world, 

Gambill is critical o f  the argument about cultural norms conditioning state-society 

relations.^^ Gambill admits: “ in scholarship on Middle East politics, the contention that 

political culture is an inherent obstacle to democratisation has long enjoyed pride o f 

place over other explanations.”®̂ He identifies two key independent variables: Islam as a 

system o f beliefs, and primordialism. According to the first variable, the belief system of 

Islam impedes democracy because it promotes political quietism, in the sense that 

political obedience is due to rulers as a religious duty. When the question o f  political 

quietism was resolved in practice by the rise o f  radical revolutionary Islamic groups 

contesting the legitimacy o f  current rulers, it was argued that Islam views no government

Karen Armstrong, Islam. A Short H istoiy  (London, Phoenix Press, 2001), p. xi 
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as legitimate, given tiiat supreme and legitimate authority can only be ascribed to God.®'' 

Explanations through Islam as a system o f beliefs are inconsistent therefore because they 

are adapted to radically contradictory circumstances.

According to the second variable, democracy is impossible to achieve in the 

Arab world because o f  primordial links to the tribe and the clan. Given this, the goal o f 

obtaining power and the objective o f  governance are simply to reward those from your 

clan. The argument o f primordialism can be quite easily rejected through the use o f 

Barakat's analysis o f  the phenomenon. He argues that: “most Arab governments have 

deliberately cultivated religious, sectarian, and tribal orientations in order to legitimise 

their authority.”’  ̂ Furthermore, it is also plausible to argue that economic failure has 

reinforced primordial ties. Gambill again quotes Bassam Tibi when he states: “since the 

Arab state has not met the challenge o f economic development, society has resorted to its 

prenatal ties to find a solution.”®'̂  Thus, we should reject both Islam and primordialism as 

explanatory variables for the absence o f  democracy in the Muslim world.

However, in order to support the point about Islam and its incompatibility with 

democracy, many refer also to the work o f  radical Islamic thinkers to justify  their 

understanding o f the relationship between Islam and democracy. There are indeed 

Muslim thinkers and Islamic political movements that deny the universality of 

democracy. There is, in their ideology, a very strong anti-democratic strand. These 

scholars argue that democracy is not only incompatible with the main tenets o f  Islam, but 

that it is the very opposite o f  what Islam stands for. The focus on these radical thinkers 

however obscures a more varied and conflicting reality, which informs many more 

moderate Islamic movements and parties. The main problem seems to be for those in the 

W est and in the Muslim world who argue against the coming together o f Islam and 

democracy, that they see Islam as a monolith and completely disregard the extreme 

variance that exists within it, in terms o f  both practices and beliefs. It follows that many 

radical Islamic thinkers make the same mistake o f  looking at Islam as a unified bloc.

Gilles Kepel identifies three modern radical Islamic thinkers who have been 

outspoken critics o f  democracy and who have thereby confirmed in the eyes o f  many 

W estern intellectuals the validity o f  the statement that Islam is incompatible with 

Islam.®’ They are Sayyid Qutb, A bu’I’A ’Ia Mawdudi and Khomeini.
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Sayyid Qutb is probably the most influential Islamic thinker o f the twentieth 

century and he is the intellectual point o f reference for many Islamic movements, 

although “Qutb's significance is defined less in terms o f  originality than o f  impact. He 

has stepped onto a stage largely constructed by the intellectual and political work o f 

others.” *̂ His militant opposition to the Nasser regime, and his efforts to build an 

organised opposition inspired by the teachings o f  Islam, led to his execution by Nasser. 

Q utb’s hanging elevated him to the status o f  m ailyr’® and was, in the long term, a 

counterproductive move. In his writings, it clearly emerges that democracy has very 

negative connotations. The reason for Q utb’s opposition to democracy is the fact that 

democracy puts forth the “idea o f  the sovereignty o f  the people, a philosophical 

foundation which according to Qutb diametrically opposes the philosophy o f Islam, 

which is based on the concept o f  hakimiyyat allah (the sovereignty o f God).” ' “° Q utb’s 

views on democracy are very clear and are rooted in his “wider antipathy towards the 

West and towards secularism in particular.” '®' His interpretation o f  democracy and his 

solution to the problems o f Muslim states are very much connected with the reality Qutb 

was living and contributed to his radicalism, but the philosophical basis for this 

radicalism are nevertheless well grounded. According to Qutb, the objective o f Muslims 

is clear: to get rid o f  the current political and social institutions and revert to the original 

experience o f the Prophet and his companions. The Prophet did not govern through 

democratic principles, but through his surrendering to God. Furthermore, he argues that 

“there is one immutable version o f  Islam, and the prototype lies in the actions and events 

o f  Muhammad's mission in M ecca and M edina.” '^  This vision o f  a monolithic Islam, 

excluding any other form o f  authority that is not divine, characterises Qutb's ideology 

and informs his thinking about democracy, which becomes an illegitimate form o f rule.

A second scholar who is often cited as being anti-democratic is the influential 

Pakistani thinker M aw dudi.'”̂  While not “displaying the same degree o f venom towards
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it»io4  ̂ Mawdudi believed in the inherent incompatibility o f democracy and Islam. 

Mawdudi uses Islam as a political ideology that would mobilise all Muslims towards the 

creation o f the perfect Islamic state. However, the concept o f democracy is not entirely 

dismissed and is not used in absolute opposition to Islam as in Qutb’s writings. 

Nevertheless, Mawdudi never thinks positively o f  democracy as understood in the West. 

For Mawdudi, the use o f  political Islam should lead to a “theo-democracy, a kind o f 

democracy under God” where, tlirough the principle o f  shura (consultation), “the 

rulers still rule, but the requirement that they consult produces a special kind o f Islamic 

democracy.” '®®

The third, and probably best-known, Islamic scholar to highlight the evils o f 

democracy is Ayatollah Khomeini. His negative views on democracy stem more from a 

fear o f  secularism and liberalism than from the procedural aspects o f  democracy as a 

form o f government. Furthermore, Western support for the Shah o f Iran and his 

authoritarian regime convinced Khomeini that democratic states were not necessarily 

‘good citizens’ on the international scene. Khomeini's position on democracy is in fact 

not as negative as Qutb's in institutional tenns given the fact that Iran after the 

Revolution displayed an interesting constitutional order where theocratic elements 

coexisted with more democratic ones. This does not mean that revolutionary Iran was 

ever a democracy, but it simply allows the possibility for democratic institutions to co

exist along religiously based ones.

The three scholars represent only select views o f  democracy and cannot be cited 

as representative o f  the entire Islamic culture and philosophical production about 

democracy. In fact, there are many other thinkers in the Muslim world who argue that 

democracy and Islam are not only compatible, but even inseparable. The very same 

religion and the very same sacred texts are cited to arrive at radically different 

conclusions. These scholars and ideologues point out that Islam is far from being a 

monolith and that it can accommodate many different perspectives and, more 

importantly, is open to multiple interpretations with the passing o f  time and the changing 

o f  society.

Egypt is not only the place o f  birth and terrain o f political action o f the late 

Sayyid Qutb, but it is also the home o f very different intellectuals who have a much 

more positive view o f democracy. For instance Abbas M ahmud A l’-Aqqad, a

Goddard., op. c it ,  p.5.
Ibid., p. 6.
Ibid., p. 6
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contemporary o f Qutb, makes a rather convincing argument about the compatibility o f 

Islam and democracy. Islam has a very strong tradition o f consensus, which is the third 

foundation o f  Islamic law. This concept o f  ijma  (a principle whereby if  the Islamic 

community agrees on a particular point o f law this becomes legally binding for all 

Muslims) is used in A l’-A qqad’s thinking as “the perfect justification or precedent in 

Islam for elective democracy: the community decides who is to be the ruler -  by 

consensus.” ''*̂  A second concept that allows for the compatibility o f  democracy and 

Islam is bay'a, which could be translated as a pledge o f allegiance by the ruler to his 

subjects. In more m odem  times, this concept should be transformed into some sort o f 

“contract between ruler and ruled [to] underpin and validate the electoral process.” '®* 

There are o f  course problems with both concepts and their adaptability to modem times, 

but their very use to legitimise democratic rule by Islamic thinkers shows that there are 

different ways to relate democracy and Islam.

Thanks to a more constructive engagement with Western scholarship and the 

rediscovery o f past Islamic history, there is today a rather strong tradition that argues that 

Islam demands democracy. Democracy and democratisation cannot only be justified in 

‘religious’ terms, but are absolutely necessary as the foundational element for the well

being o f  the Muslim community worldwide. The main point, made for instance by 

Bassam Tibi, is that Islamic civilisation needs democracy to survive both culturally and 

as a political entity. This does not mean that W estern-style democracy should be adopted 

and enforced, but it simply means that Islam should build on Islamic rationalism to 

justify respect for human rights and democratic procedures. One very important figure in 

the Muslim world when it comes to the issue o f  Islam and democracy is the Iranian 

philosopher Abdul Karim Soroush. He was an early supporter o f the Iranian Revolution 

and “his participation had helped to provide the Islamic republic with an intellectual 

dimension.” ' ”® Today, he has become one o f the leading dissidents in Iran and he 

strongly campaigns for a true democratisation o f  the counti^ within an Islamic 

framework. His thinking is based on the fact that it is a duty o f Muslims to actually 

reinterpret texts and adapt them to new situations because “any fixed version would 

effectively smother religion.” "® Soroush focuses on the necessity for an Islamic state to 

respect human rights and, since he enjoys both revolutionary legitimacy (he was a

Ibid., p. 7.
Ib id . ,  p. 7.
Robin Wright, The Last Great Revolution. Turmoil and Transformation in Iran (New 

York: Vintage Books, 2000), p. 34.
Soroush in an interview w ith Robing Wright, op. c i t . , p. 42.
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supporter o f  it) and religious legitimacy (he is a believer), he represents a new breed o f  

intellectuals attempting to combine Islam and democracy. Esposito and Voll also 

highlight the existence o f  other ‘Muslim voices o f  dialogue’ among those Muslim 

intellectuals attempting to come to grips with these issues." '

Despite the variety o f  Islamic scholarship in the field o f  democratic theory, it 

seems that this is frequently dismissed in favour o f  a one-dimensional view that accepts 

as mainstream those scholars who are associated with the most radical o f Islamic views. 

From this, it derives that a constant association is made between Islam and an aversion 

for democracy. It is, for instance, widely assumed that Islamic movements are the same 

throughout the Muslim world and that their differences are minimal. ‘There are no 

moderate Islam ists’ is a phrase often repeated to justify support for authoritarian regimes 

that harshly deal with Islamic oppositions and to lump together all Islamic movements 

under the term fundamentalists. According to this line o f  thinking, all sorts o f 

representatives o f  Islamic groups aie the new enemy despite their enormous differences 

in terms o f strategy and beliefs. For instance, Judith M iller argues: “Western 

governments should be concerned about these movements and, more important, should 

oppose them.” "^

This type o f  analysis is detrimental to understanding and obscures the fact that 

“various Islamic movements called ‘fundamentalists’ in the West are in fact not 

fundamentalist in their agenda.” Moreover, fundamentalism has a heterogeneous 

nature. As Milton-Edwards convincingly states, “the Islam which serves as the backbone 

o f the Saudi Arabian order is the same as that used by al-Gam a Islamiyya to promote the 

overthrow o f the government o f  Hosni Mubarak.” "'* It is used to legitimise power in one 

case and oppose the goveriunent in another. On top o f  this, this particular brand o f 

fundamentalism differs substantially from other forms propagated by other actors, as the 

more moderate Muslim Brotherhood in Egypt demonstrates. Thinking about political 

Islam simply in terms o f fundamentalism, and in terms o f cultural incompatibility with 

Western values, hides the varied and multi-faceted interpretations o f  religious teachings 

and the enormous differences within Islam in terms o f  etlmicity, local traditions and local

" ‘ John Esposito and John Voll, “ Islam and the West: Muslim Voices o f  Dialogue”, 
Millenium: Journal o f  International Studies. Vol. 29, No. 3, 2000, pp. 613-639.

Judith Miller, “The Challenge o f Radical Islam”, Foreign Affairs. Vol. 72, No. 3, 
Spring 1993, p. 45.

Ali Abootalebi, “Islam, Islamists, and Democracy”, M iddle East Review o f 
International Affairs. Vol. 3, No. 1, March 1999.

Beverley M ilton-Edwards, Islamic Politics in Palestine, (London, I.B. Tauris, 1996), 
p. 3.
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conditions. Esposito is correct when pointing out that “ Islam continues today to lend 

itself to multiple interpretations o f  government; it is used to support limited democracy 

and dictatorship, republicanism and monarchy.”"^ There is no reason why it could not 

support a fully-fledged democracy.

Thus, the absence o f  democracy in the Muslim world should be examined by 

looking at other factors that seem to have more o f  an impact. Furthermore, the same 

criteria that ai'e utilised to judge the degree o f  democracy and civil freedoms should 

perhaps be revised to take into account that Islamic democracy may look different from 

W estern liberal democracy, but still fulfil the same minimal requirements. The very fact 

that within the Islamic world there is an ongoing debate on “how to reconcile the tenets 

o f  Islam with the modern notions o f  democracy, liberty, justice and gender equality” "® 

testifies to the vitality o f  a civilisation that cannot be reduced simply to barbarism and 

fanaticism. The problem is that, as long as Islamic groups o f  all tendencies are 

considered to be the enemy. W estern policy-makers may not be able to see the 

differences between them and therefore dismiss their efforts to have intellectual 

reconciliation between democracy and Islamic tenets. Judith M iller tells us that “despite 

their rhetorical commitment to democracy and pluralism, virtually all militant Islamists 

oppose both” " ’ and argues that this is so because o f “Arab and Islamic history.” Her 

argument is widely accepted and it fosters the belief that there is an inlierent historical 

and cultural bias against democracy within Islam.

While it is true that Islam did not go tlirough a process o f  secularisation as the 

West did, secularisation needs not occur at all costs, as Rachid Ghannouchi (former 

leader o f  the Tunisian Islamic Party Renaissance) points out in his writings. Ghannouchi 

advocates “an Islamic system that features majority rule, free elections, a free press, 

protection o f  minorities, equality o f  all secular and religious parties, and full wom en’s 

righ ts...Islam ’s role is to provide the system with moral values.” "^ Furthermore, by 

adopting M iller’s position, there is the risk o f  never having a dialogue with Islamic 

movements because if  they argue quite plainly against democracy they should be 

opposed for doing so, and if  they argue in favour o f  it they should not be believed. 

Esposito rightly states that “experts and policymakers who worry that Islamic

Esposito, 'Unholy War', p. 144.
"®lbid.

Miller, p. 45.
"M bid., p. 47

Robin Wright, “Two Visions o f  Reformism”, Journal o f  Democracy. Vol. 7, No. 2, 
April 1996, p. 73.
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movements will use electoral politics to highjack democracy often fail to show equal 

concern that few current leaders in the region have been democratically elected and that 

many who speak o f  democracy only believe in 'risk-free' democracy.” ’ ®̂

When it comes to passing judgem ent on Islamic movements and parties, it 

should also be kept in mind that the philosophical and ideological influences they have 

are vaiied and sometimes contradictory. Furthermore, their Islamic claims such as the 

return to the type o f  society that the Prophet governed, have to be understood in the 

context o f the social and political reality these actors experience. The resurgence o f 

Islamic radicalism in contemporary times is the product o f  political, social and economic 

factors and not simply the end product o f  a culture unable to deal with modernisation and 

secularism. In some states, such as Egypt, Islamic resurgence in contemporaiy times 

coincides with the failure o f  Arab nationalism to fulfil its promises o f  Arab unity and 

development. In other states, such as Algeria, it also coincides with the failure o f  post

colonial regimes to tem per their authoritarianism in favour o f  political developments that 

would open participation to the religious bourgeoisie and to the urban poor. In the case 

o f  Algeria, Islam had been a powerful mobilising force in the struggle against the 

French, but its role after the revolution was limited. The ruling elites used the message o f 

social justice from the Quran to justify the socialist ideology they embraced, but never 

seriously used Islam in political terms. In more general terms Tibi argues convincingly 

that “the crisis o f the sovereign state provided the grounds for the political revival o f 

religion.” '^'

It is interesting to note that some American analysts encouraged the Clinton 

administration to take a softer approach towards the Algerian Islamists after the military 

coup because there was a widespread belief that the junta would fail in quelling dissent 

and impose its rule. Robin Wright asserted; “the junta is unlikely to survive” '^  ̂ and 

added that “the junta is most likely to fail because it has given new legitimacy to the very 

force it sought to suppress - Islam.” '̂  ̂ In fact, the junta looked rather stable from the 

beginning and once the repressive apparatus was reformed and made more efficient, the 

widespread rebellion was largely quelled. At the same time, the regime embarked in a 

long-term operation destined to whip up consensus for the post-coup government among

Esposito, 'Unholy War', p. 144.
Bassam Tibi, “Post-Bipolar Order in Crisis: The Challenge o f  Politicised Islam”, 

Millenium: Journal o f  International Studies. Vol. 29, No. 3, p. 847.
Robin Wright, “ Islam, Democracy and the W est”, Foreign Affairs. Vol. 71, No. 3, 

Summer 1992, p. 136.
Ib id ., p.136.
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the population. External resources were made available for this operation and the regime 

was able to separate the religious middle-classes from the urban poor and therefore 

defeat the movement by providing resources to a sector o f  society that had previously 

believed in the Islamic project.

This seems to confirm that the terrain for conflict is not simply cultural but has 

to do with material resources and access to political influence. The defeat o f  the regime 

ultimately does not materialise because the conflict is not really about Islam, but about 

resources and power.
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CHAPTER 5 -  Explaining Algeria’s Transition; the International
Connection 

5.1 Introcluction

This chapter has three main objectives. First o f  all it aims to construct a 

framework o f  transitions that includes international variables, using theoretical 

assumptions drawn from international relations theories. Specifically, the focus is away 

from structural economic explanations, as in Y ilm az,‘ and is instead on path-dependent 

approaches. Those who have attempted to bring international relations theory into the 

study o f transitions have so far relied heavily on economics-oriented theories and have 

tried to explain domestic outcomes in the light o f  structural pressures emanating from the 

international system.

The second objective is to specify the components o f this framework. In 

particular, it will focus on outlining the two fundamental dimensions on which it is 

constructed. The two dimensions along which countries should be categorised take into 

account both the economic and political aspects o f  the international system.

Finally, the chapter will illustrate the hypotheses generated and outline the 

observable implications that derive from them. The set o f hypotheses will be examined 

in some detail and it will be specified what evidence is needed to support or to falsify 

them.

As mentioned above, the chapter will explore in detail two different dimensions 

that should be taken into consideration to determine the extent o f the impact o f the 

international context on democratisation: the level o f integration in the international 

economy o f the country and its geopolitical position. One o f the major problems in the 

literature on democratisation, and its use o f  international relations theory to explain such 

phenomenon, is its over-reliance on one o f  the two dimensions, with a specific bias in 

favour o f  structural economics.^ Wliat should be analysed instead are the international 

economic and the geo-strategic dimensions. While the more structure-oriented models 

allow scholars to apply the same theoretical tools o f  analysis across a wide range o f

' Hakan Yilmaz, “External-Internal Linkages in Democratisation: Developing an Open 
Model o f  Democratic Change”, Democratization. Vol. 9, No. 2, summer 2002.
 ̂For specific studies dealing with democratisation and structural economics, see Mustafa 

Hamarneh, “Democratisation in the Mashreq: the Role o f  External Factors”, 
Mediterranean Politics. Vol. 5,No. 1, 2000, pp. 77-95; and A bdellatif Moutadayene, 
“Economic Crisis and Democratisation”, Journal o f  North African Studies. Vol. 6, No. 3, 
Autumn 2001, pp. 70-82.
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cases, this obscures the important dimensions o f  geo-strategic position and also, from a 

methodological point o f  view, the decision-making processes o f  international actors. 

While structure does constrain choices, intentionality o f  action in order to produce 

results has also to be factored in. Thus, here the focus is on the interaction between 

structural factors and path-dependent decision-making, which means taking tools o f  

analysis from different theories o f  international relations and relating them to processes 

o f  regime change. In fact, it is important to emphasise here again that, just as domestic 

factors do not work in total isolation and autonomy, neither does the international 

context. The external and the internal are connected at a number o f different levels and 

through a network o f  actors that renders it almost impossible to explain regime change 

by referring to only one o f  the two.

A general discussion o f  these two dimensions and how they interact will be 

followed by a discussion o f how Algeria fares in these respects. Attention will be paid to 

the type o f  state Algeria is in the international environment because analysing the type o f  

state in its international context can help explain how transitions are initiated, how they 

develop, and how they conclude. From the two dimensions, it is possible to derive a 

tentative typology o f the variables at play that should be looked at. Each country is 

obviously different and has very specific traits that do not apply anywhere else in terms 

o f  political culture, geographic features, and histoty, but these differences should not 

obscure overarching similarities derived from the fact that all countries are part o f the 

same international environment. Both differences and similarities are included here to 

explain the Algerian case.

Again, structural elements do emerge in the analysis and they should not be 

discounted, but these international forces are not solely the product o f  structure. There 

are international actors that, through their decisions and actions, contribute to the 

creation o f  certain structures and therefore this has to be analysed as well. Specific 

domestic characteristics are nevertheless also relevant because they temper in different 

ways the impact o f  international changes and it is precisely from the interplay o f  

external-internal linkages that processes o f  change originate. In general terms, it means 

that it is important to know where a country fits in the international economic and 

political system and this depends on the type o f state that is involved, what functions it 

has in the international economy and where it is strategically and diplomatically placed. 

Determining where the country is inserted in the international system is vital to
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understanding how domestic actors and institutions are conditioned in their strategies 

and their decision-making abilities.

5.2 The Two Dimensions

The first dimension that should be considered is the extent to which the country 

is integrated in the international economic system and what position it occupies within it. 

This does not necessarily mean that Immanuel W allerstein's approach based on the 

identification o f  core, semi-peripheral, and peripheral states is correct.^ In fact, 

identifying the way in which states are configured w ithin the world economy does not 

imply the acceptance o f  the existence o f  a world system with a defined division o f labour 

am ong states. It simply calls for the recognition o f  the way in which states have different 

resources and economic models and they participate in the world economy according to 

their capacities, abilities and, more relevantly, resources. It is widely recognised for 

instance that “M iddle East and North A frica’s (M ENA) states vary considerably in their 

political capacities [ ...] , the ability o f  a regime to mobilise public resources and to use 

them efficiently and effectively.”'' This leaves considerable room for agents to utilise 

these capacities

In a highly interdependent economic system, it is very difficult for any country 

to be isolated from the global economy and be able to pursue policies in tension with the 

‘rules’ o f the international economic system without suffering consequences. In an 

overview o f the Middle Eastern states’ responses to decreasing economic perfonnances 

over the course o f  the last two decades o f  the 20"' Century, Sadiki argues that 

“governments almost everywhere have in varying degrees succumbed to the new 

economic correctness, or the so-called W ashington consensus.”  ̂ This move towards the 

acceptance o f  the neo-liberal economic agenda is just the latest step in a long march that 

has seen many different national economies becoming increasingly similar. As 

recognised by Sadiki, “the populous and poorer Arab states whose economies are fairly 

integrated into the international economy are highly dependent on the Breton Woods 

system .”  ̂ The seemingly neutral notion o f  interdependence captures today the relations

 ̂ Immanuel Wallerstein, “The Inter-State Structure o f  the M odern World System”, in S. 
Smith, K. Booth and M. Zalewski (eds.). International Theoiy: Positivism and Beyond, 
Cambridge University Press, 1996, pp. 87-107.

Clement Hnery and Robert Springborg, Globalisation and the Politics o f  Development 
in the M iddle East (Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 2001), p. 74.
 ̂ Larbi Sadiki, “Popular Uprisings and Arab Dem ocratisation”, International Journal of 

M iddle East Studies. Vol. 32, No. 1, 2000, p. 73.
Ibid., p. 73.
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that have been formed over the course o f  centuries among nation-states in the economic 

reahn. The concept o f  interdependence is particularly interesting because it clarifies how 

events originating outside a country's borders may have a deep impact on it. The problem 

with the concept is that it presupposes a degree o f  equality in the relationships it creates. 

W hile it is fair to assume this exists between the European Union and the United States 

when it comes to trade, it is hardly the case in the relations between developed and 

developing countries. In the latter case, it is probably better to utilise the concept o f 

dependence. This is a particular problem that liberal theories face when attempting to 

explain international economics. In theory, the elimination o f  trade barriers, the opening 

up o f markets and the possibility to freely move goods and capital should bring about 

widespread prosperity, as each countiy specialises in some aspect o f  this integrated 

producing and trading network. The law o f comparative advantages is the building block 

upon which policies are devised to push for further liberalisation. In the long term all 

countries should benefit from the effects o f  this ‘law ’.

There are however two very significant problems with this approach. The first is 

that the theory assumes that the playing field is level (enter the economics notion o f  

ceteris paribus), while this is obviously not the case. The playing field is not and it is 

unlikely to ever become level because this economic theory excludes politics from its 

assumptions. Countries that push the hardest for opening up trade and for further 

liberalisation are the countries that have to most to gain from it, precisely because they 

are sufficiently powerful to protect their own economies and markets. It follows that 

poorer countries, with wide open markets and little political influence, find themselves 

competing with much stronger protected economies. The second problem is that the 

theory o f  comparative advantages postulates that every country has ‘som ething’ to offer 

and can specialise into doing so, but this defies reality. In many cases, countries have 

similar ‘advantages’ to offer and by competing against each other, they inevitably drive 

down their costs o f  production. By doing so they attempt to undercut the competition in a 

race towards the bottom that leaves them vulnerable and further impoverished. Far from 

producing widespread wealth, increased liberalism seems to be expanding the gap 

between rich and poor countries and, at the same time, widening the gap between rich 

and poor in every society.’

’ For a critique o f mainstream economic thought on globalisation, see Bruce Scott, “The 
Great Divide in the Global Village”, Foreign Affairs. Vol. 80, No. 1, pp. 160-177.
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Furthermore, the existence o f  international financial institutions, with their own 

agendas and their interests, compounds the unequal economic relations in the modern 

economy. Institutions like the hiternational M onetary Fund and the World Bank have a 

primary role in attempting to further integrate the economies o f  developing countries into 

the international system, and their actions have significant domestic impact. When such 

institutions intervene in developing countries to condition economic development, they 

do not respond to and are not accountable to these countries. It follows that their actions 

seem to respond more to the needs o f  the developed world, because it is developed 

countries that control such institutions thanks to very detailed internal regulations 

allocating voting rights.* A developing country can ignore the policy recommendations 

o f  these institutions or can attempt to stall reforms, but it does so at the risk o f  being 

excluded from the few benefits o f  the international trading system. To compound 

problems, acceptance o f adjustment programmes could spell the end o f  a regime.

Finally, the role o f  multinationals should not be overlooked, as they can be 

richer and more powerful than most developing countries. Susan Strange pioneered the 

study o f  relations between states and firms. She argued in 1992: “there has been a 

fundamental change in the nature o f  diplomacy. Governments must now bargain not only 

with other governments, but also with finns or enterprises, while firms now bargain both 

with governments and with one another.”® From this, it follows that firms have the 

resources and the ability to influence transnational relations and to exercise pressure 

from without. In her piece. Strange is particularly interested in looking at how the 

bargaining power o f  firms forces states, particularly developing countries, to compete 

against one another by submitting to increasingly favourable conditions for firms 

deciding whether to re-locate on their territory. There is one lesson that can be drawn 

from her study: the transnational firm, by virtue o f its economic might, is by all accounts 

a new powerful player on the international scene. This type o f actor has its own interests 

to defend and promote, and it has its own ‘weapons’ available to ensure that it is, at the 

very least, listened to.'°

* For a review o f how the World Bank and the International M onetary Fund see Ngaire 
Woods, “IMF and World Bank: questions o f  accountability”. International Affairs. Vol. 
77, No. 1, January 2001.
® Susan Strange, “States, Firms and Diplomacy”, International Affairs. Vol. 68, No. 1, 
1992, p. 1.

For an example o f transnational corporations and their impact on issues o f  global 
politics, see Ian Rowlands, “Transnational Corporations and Global Environmental 
Politics” in Daplme Josselin and William W allace (eds.) Non-Slate Actors in World 
Politics (Basingstoke: Palgrave, 2001), pp. 133-149.
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All this points in the direction o f  external forces having a substantial role to play 

on the domestic scene tlirough generating constraints, incentives and disincentives for 

particular choices. The international economic system consigns countries to perform 

certain economic functions within it, and this internationally-sanctioned economic 

position has a constraining influence on the domestic decision-making process, which is 

far from being fully autonomous. Sadiki again in his analysis o f  M iddle Eastern states 

argues: “at least in the foreseeable future, there seem to be no answers among the policy

makers in these states to the question o f  how to resist [the] International M onetary Fund 

or the World Bank.”"

The above discussion does not mean that Cardoso's dependency theory is 

entirely correct. His work on Latin America emphasises that “the continent's position on 

the international market made democratisation especially problematic at more advanced 

stages o f  import-substituting capitalist development and even enlianced the necessity for 

authoritarian rule under specific circumstances.” '^ There are three main problems with 

the approach o f  dependency theory.

First o f  ail, it is overly deterministic and seems to indicate that the only 

important factor for explaining the lack o f  democratic reforms has to do with the set-up 

o f the international economy, which is biased against developing countries. While there 

is little doubt that international economic rules reflect the distribution o f  power o f  the 

international political system, it is difficult to accept that the fate o f  a country is 

determined solely by one factor.

Secondly, dependency theory may explain specific patterns in Latin America, 

but may not be as useful for other parts o f  the world. For instance, there have been cases 

o f  countries that were able to break away from a subordinate position in the international 

economic system and become important economic actors. The experience o f Japan and, 

even more convincingly, o f  the other ‘Asian tigers’ seem to indicate that it is possible to 

move away from economic underdevelopment and subordination to become integral part 

o f  the economic global elite. This was achieved through a mixture o f  political 

authoritarianism and economic plamiing aimed at using savings to finance the creation o f 

industries for export. However, these success stories cannot be separated from the 

political and geo-strategic element given that many o f these countries benefited from the 

protection o f  the United States in military and economic terms.

"  Sadiki, ‘Popular Uprisings’, p. 73
Teriy Lynn Karl, “Dilemmas o f Democratization in Latin America” , Comparative 

Politics. Vol. 23, No. 1, October 1990, p. 4.
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Finally, dependency theorists focus almost exclusively on the economic position 

o f  a country, while just as much importance should be given to the political dimension. 

In this respect, Neo-Realism is quite useful in its emphasis on the strategic aspects of 

relations among states. Countries are not linked to the international system simply 

tlirough economics, but they also have numerous political links. These links are the 

product o f  power-relationships, which have an impact on the domestic structure. What is 

relevant in the end is the position o f  a country in terms o f its economic system and in 

terms o f  its geopolitical environment. Tliere are thus two dimensions that should be 

considered and not only one.

Leaving aside for a moment the geo-strategic dimension, it can be concluded that 

the level o f  integration into the economic system makes a country more or less prone to 

be penetrated by outside forces and renders it more or less susceptible to changes taking 

place in the external environment as a whole or to policy changes implemented by 

specific international actors.

It follows that once the economic position is detennined, it becomes clearer 

which country is more or less prone to feel the effects o f changes at the international 

level. It is precisely for this reason that it is crucial that any explanation o f  transition first 

‘economically locates’ the type o f  country under examination. The assumption here is 

that countries that are highly anchored to a single international market and that are highly 

dependent on the export o f one commodity will be particularly sensitive to shifts taking 

place within that market. The result will be that international changes will have dramatic 

effects on the entire domestic economy: distributive policies and expenditures o f  the 

government are greatly affected. Since most single-export developing countries have 

very little control over international rules o f  trade and over market fluctuations, they will 

be much more prone to be penetrated than more developed economies.

It should be highlighted that the choice o f  concentrating exports on one 

commodity (generally a natural resource) is formally made through domestic decision

making processes and it is argued that the problems deriving from this choice are due to 

internal mismanagement or poor economic policy-making. While there is some 

substance to this argument, it should be noted that most developing countries are former 

colonies and that their economic and commercial patterns had been set to serve the needs 

o f a colonial power. This implies that even after fonnal independence, it was extremely 

difficult to break with past economic practices and, in trade terms, independence did not 

mean economic autonomy. Thus, single-export countries were and still are the subject o f
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domestic economic mismanagement, but the so-called strategic choice o f  only exporting 

one commodity reflects the weight o f  past experiences and the maintenance o f patterns 

o f  trade that still favour the more powerful actors in the system. This is true even for the 

one natural resource that seemed to be able to bind together many developing nations 

across the world; oil. Despite the creation o f the Organisation o f  Petrol Exporting 

Countries (OPEC) and the embargo o f 1973, Hartshorn states “how much more effective 

an oil embargo imposed by importing governments could be than anything exporting 

governments could try.” '^

This does not mean that oil and gas exporting countries did not reap huge 

benefits from having oil, but it also testifies to the extreme volatility o f  the market and 

the inability o f  these countries to break away from a developing model focussed only on 

the exploitation of a single natural resource with only one very powerful market (the 

developed world), that also needs imported technology and expertise to survive. For the 

MENA region, “mineral fuels constitute two thirds o f  the region’s exports” ''* and 

according to an analysis by El-Erian, “ in terms o f  trade, [these mineral fuels] are fifteen 

times more volatile than those o f  the entire set o f  developing countries.” '*

When looking at countries in transition, it should be o f  primary importance to 

identify which type o f  state we are examining in economic terms in order to establish the 

links that it has with the international economic system, which incentives or 

disincentives it may be subjected to and which constraints affect domestic policy

making.

The second dimension along which we should determine the extent o f  the impact 

o f international variables on domestic actors is the position o f the country in terms o f  its 

geopolitical environment. An analysis o f  the geo-political and geo-strategic surroundings 

o f  a country is the key to understanding how external actors may be involved, directly or 

indirectly, in the calculations and strategies o f domestic actors, as regime change may 

have spill-over effects on the region. This is particularly important because regime 

change does not simply affect domestic politics. Radical regime change has profound 

consequences internationally, as a new government in power may behave very 

differently from the previous one and therefore impinging on the interests o f  its 

neighbours and o f a range o f  international actors. The most obvious type o f  radical

J.E. Hartshorn, Oil Trade: Policies and Prospects (Cambridge, Cambridge University 
Press, 1996), p. 6

Henry and Springborg, p. 40.
M ohammed El-Erian, “M iddle Eastern Econom ies’ External Environment: What Lies 

Ahead?”, Middle East Policy. Vol. 53, March 1996, p. 141.
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regime ciiange is tiirougii revolution and the most recent one in the Islamic world (Iran in 

1979) had tremendous repercussions throughout the whole region and the world as well. 

The assumption here is that the position o f  a country in the international political system 

has considerable impact on the perceptions and interests o f  external actors, which in turn 

will have an interest in any type o f  political and governmental change that might occur. 

The more a country occupies a prominent strategic position, the stronger the interest in it 

will be, as numerous actors will want to influence the country towards their most 

preferred outcome.

The analysis should not simply be limited to what Yilmaz describes as “the 

expected external costs o f  suppression and toleration in a democracy-promotion 

environment.” '^ One o f  the constant themes within the literature on transition is the so- 

called 'democracy-facilitation or enhancing' environment. This presupposes the existence 

o f  an environment where the leading actors, state and non-state, promote democracy in 

the system. A number o f studies outline the democracy-promotion policies o f the United 

States and the European U n i o n . W h i l e  this may appear at first convincing, it should 

also be highlighted that democracy-promotion is context-dependent.'*

Democratic principles have been on the rise in the international enviromnent at 

the very least since the Helsinki Conference in 1975. The theory that inspired that 

agreement, liberal internationalism, seems to have been vindicated in its emphasis on 

democracy and free trade as the basis for international peace, particularly after the 

collapse o f  the Soviet Union. According to liberal internationalists, both democratic rule 

and free trade are the building blocks o f international peace and their expansion is central 

to the goal o f  world peace. It is argued that states that are democratic and economically 

integrated are not going to go to war with each other. On the one hand, elected leaders 

will not find support for a war against a country that also has democratically elected 

representatives; a peaceful solution to a conflictual situation will be found. On the other, 

tight economic links will generate a high cost for disrupting the smooth running o f  

economic exchanges and therefore no actor has any interest in jeopardising these mutual 

benefits.

Yilmaz, op. cit., p. 67.
For an analysis o f  the EU democracy promotion strategies in Eastern Europe, please 

see Diane Ethier, “ Is Democracy Promotion Effective? Comparing Conditionality and 
Incentives”, Democratization. Vol. 10, N. 1, Spring 2003, pp. 99-120.

Francesco Cavatorta, “Geopolitical challenges to the success o f democracy in North 
Africa: Algeria, Tunisia and Morocco, Democratization Vol. 8, No. 4, Winter 2001, pp. 
175-194.
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An expansion o f  democracy to undemocratic countries, and their participation to 

the world economy, will ensure that this type o f  peaceful relations will be extended 

further. It follows from this that it becomes almost a necessity to promote democracy 

abroad in order to have international peace. However, these theoretical tenets are not 

entirely convincing because they tend to hide profound inequalities in state-to-state 

relations and to overemphasise the role o f  economics. On the first count it can be argued 

that democratic governance does not ensure against war taking place. Going to war 

depends more on opportunities, perceived benefits and material power than on regime 

type. On the second count, it can be just as easily argued that close links are bound to 

generate conflict particularly if  the perceived benefits to one side outnumber the benefits 

to the partner.

When it comes to the specific policy promotion o f  democracy, this tends to hide 

the fact that national interests, the quest for security, the exploitative nature o f  the 

international economic system, and the rise o f non-state actors are still o f  primary 

importance in international politics. The promotion o f  democracy by western 

governments, by international organisations and even by multinationals has always to 

contend with the geopolitical reality within which all these actors operate. Geopolitics is 

an important dimension o f  democratisation and helps explain the reasons behind some of 

the contradictory policies deriving from democracy promotion. The geographical 

position o f  a country determines the environment within which it will trade; its 

demography will have a bearing on economic and social development, and the natural 

resources it possesses or lacks will have an effect on its pattern o f  economic 

development. This in turn has consequences for the policies that will be undertaken, and 

at the same time it has profound consequences for how external actors will behave. It 

follows that any analysis o f  regime change should take into account the geopolitical 

environment and should not assume that a democracy-enhancing environment is in 

operation without seriously considering that democracy promotion can take the back seat 

when other considerations have more importance.

A useful analytical tool in this respect is the concept o f  ‘pivotal’ state, which is 

an old notion that has seen a revival after the end o f  the Cold War. A pivotal state is 

defined as “a hot spot that could not only determine the fate o f  its region but also affect 

international stability.” '® The concept is used to denote the importance o f  certain nation-

Robert Chase, Emily Hill and Paul Kennedy, “Pivotal States and US Strategy”, 
Foreign Affairs. Vol. 75, No. 1, Januar>'/February 1996, p. 33.
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states across the globe with respect to the dominant actors in the system and their 

interests. A recent use o f  the concept has been in conjunction with ideas put forth in 

policy-making circles on how to better protect US national interests. A pivotal state is 

not pivotal in absolute terms, but in the eyes o f  the beholder and the beholder in world 

politics is the United States. This does not mean that the concept loses usefulness, indeed 

the opposite may hold true because it is the more powerful actors in the system that tend 

to dictate how the system itself is run.

Dramatic changes within a pivotal state are therefore monitored with much 

greater attention and attempts are made to influence the outcome o f domestic struggles 

for control o f the government. It follows that there are nation-states that are more 

important than others for their potential capacity to affect regional and international 

stability. This geo-strategic dimension is very much state-centred and US-orientated, but 

it is possible to argue that leading European countries (and the EU as an autonomous 

actor) also have pivotal states in mind. The launch o f  the Euro-M editerranean is an 

example o f  such a strategy aimed at dealing with instability at the periphery o f  Europe.^® 

In addition, not only states can use that concept to fonnulate their own preferred policies.

After having analysed separately both the economic and geo-strategic 

dimensions, it is now possible to collapse them together. The combination o f the two 

dimensions (economic and political) should be the focus o f the analysis. It should be at 

the centre o f  an open framework o f  democratisation that does not simplistically assume 

that the external environment is about the promotion o f democracy simply because the 

leading actors state that it is the case, but in a more nuanced environment. In this 

environment, other priorities also exist such as regional and international stability, which 

can be guaranteed at times by an authoritarian regime rather than by a democratic one. 

The other point that should be emphasised is that this interaction forces choices onto 

domestic actors. While the latter remain formally in charge, the conditions under which 

they operate are not entirely o f  their own making.

5.3 The Rentier State

The model o f  the rentier-state, put forth by Luciani and Beblawi,^' is particularly 

useful in this type o f  analysis. In very simple terms, “a rentier state is defined as any

Jon Mai'ks, “High Hopes and Low Motives: the New Euro-M editerranean Partnership 
Initiative”. Mediterranean Politics. Vol. l , No .  1, Summer 1996, pp. 1-24.

Hazem Beblawi and Giacomo Luciani (eds.). The Rentier State (London, Croom 
Helm, 1987)
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state that receives a substantial portion o f its income in the form o f external rents.”^̂  

Okruhlik recognises that “today, the term refers most often to the oil states whose 

income is derived from the international sale o f  petroleum,”^̂  although significant 

external rents are also considered to be remittances from migrant workers and foreign 

aid. The presence o f such alternative rents does not challenge the assumption that it is the 

central government that is in charge o f  distributing them domestically.

According to Brynen, rentier-states have very specific characteristics that 

distinguish them from other developing countries.^'’ First o f all, “they are extremely 

dependent on the export o f  a single resource, far more so than the general dependence of 

third-world economies on primary products and exports.”^̂  Second, the rent that is 

derived depends on “the vast gap between the cost o f  production and the price o f  oil on 

international markets.”^̂  This obviously means that when the price on the international 

market is high, the rents are massive and vice-versa. Thirdly, “only a very small 

proportion o f the population is directly engaged in the production or distribution o f  this 

wealth” ’̂ and the rest is really supported tlirough the earnings o f  this industry, which the 

government distributes. Finally, “the financial resources required for government 

allocation are not generated primarily by domestic taxation but rather are directly 

acquired from externally generated rents.” *̂ To these four features, it can be added that 

most rentier-states depend on the technology and the expertise o f oil multinationals, 

which bring to bear considerable pressure on these states and which are very much 

involved in the politics o f  their regimes.

These features have numerous implications in the economic, political and social 

spheres and they help understand and explain state-society relations in many petroleum- 

exporting states. Luciani summarises his findings by stating that “a state whose 

government derives most or a substantial part o f  its revenue from rents accruing from the 

outside world (rentier state) will display a political dynamic different from that o f  states 

in which the government is sustained through taxation o f  domestic econom ic activity

Hootan Shambayati, “The Rentier State, Interest Groups and the Paradox of 
Autonomy”, Comparative Politics. Vol. 28, No. 2, April 1994, p. 308.

Gwenn Okruhlik, “Rentier Wealth, Unruly Law, and the Rise o f  Opposition”, 
Comparative Politics. Vol. 31, No. 3, April 1999, p. 295.

Rex Brynen, “Economic Crisis and Post-Rentier Democratization in the Arab World: 
the case o f  Jordan”, Canadian Journal o f  Political Science. Vol. 25, No. I, M arch 1992, 
pp. 69-97.

Ibid., p. 70.
Ibid., p. 71.

”  Ibid., p. 71.
Ibid., p. 71.
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(production states).” ’̂ Thus, the rents derived from the production and the sale of 

mineral fuels on international markets shape the political, economic and social structures 

o f the countries benefiting from these rents and Algeria fits well into this category.

O f the features outlined, the most important ones for the first dimension are the 

extent o f  the dependency and the changing prices. The result o f  inclusion in the 

international economic system is that the country in question is usually destined to fulfil 

only the role o f  oil and gas supplier without being able or being permitted to diversify its 

production and therefore its exports. One clear example is the production and export o f 

agricultural products. Some rentier states such as A lgeria or semi-rentier states such as 

Tunisia and Jordan were able to export agricultural products to other countries. This 

changed dramatically over the course o f  their recent economic history and the sharp drop 

in their export o f  agricultural products together with the import o f massive amounts of 

them particularly from Europe and the United States runs parallel to the growth in the 

export o f oil. While the reduction in the production o f agricultural goods is partly a 

function o f the domestic changes taking place such as urbanisation, industrialisation 

financed with oil rents and demographic increase, it nevertheless reflects the world 

trading patterns. Due to the extremely restrictive protectionist regimes in operation in 

both Europe and the United States, agricultural goods cannot be freely exported and 

therefore there is little incentive to promote that aspect o f  the economy. This does not 

mean that the local elites and policy-makers are not partly responsible for the choices 

they made regarding agricultural policies, but international conditions were a 

constraining force with which they had to contend.

Table 5.1: Algeria's Agricultural Trade Balance (M illions o f Dinars)

1967-69 1970-73 1975 1978 1983 1985

Export 111 136 687 589 178 178

Import 731 925 4436 5029 9209 10990

Needs

Covered 98% 80% 15% 12% 2% 2.6%

Source: Annuaire du Com m erce Exterieur (D irection Generaie des D ouanes, A lgiers), Annuaire 

Statistique, L'Algerie/Profil Agro-A lim entaire cited in L ise Garon (see note 9)^°

Giacomo Luciani, “The Oil Rent, Fiscal Crisis o f the State and Democratization”, in 
Ghassan Salame (ed.) Democracy Without Democrats? The Renewal o f  Politics in the 
M uslim World {London, I.B. Tauris, 1994), p. 131.
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The dependency on the international market o f  oil renders rentier states very 

susceptible to market fluctuations. Rentier states have very little control over prices and 

these fluctuations strongly influence the amount o f  revenues available to the government. 

In turn, the revenues from hydrocarbons have a profound impact on society in general, as 

their distribution is a key political instrument used by the state.

It is opportune at this stage to briefly outline what general propositions can be 

made if  the model o f  the rentier- state is accepted. These propositions relate to how 

rentier-states are able to avoid a democratic transformation and postpone it until an 

international crisis in the market they depend on forces them to undertake political 

reforms in order to avoid widespread popular dissatisfaction.

First o f  all, there is the powerful argument about rentier states not needing 

popular mobilisation for economic production. Developing states in general need to 

mobilise the population around an official discourse in order to motivate the people to 

take part in the developmental effort. For rentier states the type o f  mobilisation is quite 

different and it means that the elites controlling the state are less sensitive to political 

pressures coming from below thanks to their financial autonomy.

Second, a rentier state owes its legitimacy to an infonnal pact with the 

population, whereby economic advantages are provided in exchange for popular 

acquiescence. In the M iddle East and North Africa this informal pact is known as the 

democracy o f  bread {dlmuqrd^iyyat al-khubz)?' According to Luciani, “whenever a state 

is in a position to buy consensus by distributing goods, services and income in exchange 

for little or nothing, it does not need democratic legitimation.”^̂

Thirdly, the patronage system that is instituted to distribute the rents is 

detrimental to the development o f  an autonomous civil society. Given that the only real 

economic activity in the country is inextricably linked to oil production and sale, there is 

very little room for an independent and vocal civil society to develop and it goes without 

saying that those who control the distribution o f the rent discourage it.

Finally, there is the problem o f ‘no taxation, no representation.’ One o f the main 

forces behind the demand for democratic control o f  government had, historically, to do 

with the demand for control on how the taxes levied on the general population were 

allocated by the central authority. No proper state building can take place without a fiscal

Lise Garon, Crise Economique et Consensus en Etat Rentier. Le cas de I'Algerie 
Socialiste, Etudes Internationales. Vol. 25, No. 1, Mars 1994.

Larbi Sadiki, “Towards Arab Liberal Governance: from the Democracy o f  Bread to the 
Democracy o f  the Vote”. Third World Quarterly, vol. 18, No. 1, 1997, pp. 127-148.

Luciani, 'The Oil Rent', p. 132.
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policy and ultimately it is this policy that generates pressures from below for control o f 

the revenues raised through taxes. The famous slogan o f  the American Revolution 'no 

taxation without representation' has been modified in rentier states to highlight the fact 

that since taxes are either very low or non-existent, representation at the political level is 

not necessaty. The great bulk o f  the activities that most modern states carry out is 

financed tlirough taxation, but in rentier states this is not the case, as government 

spending is almost entirely financed tlirough external rents. Superficially, it may seem 

that the levels o f  taxation in rentier states is similar to the one found in other countries, 

but on closer inspection it emerges that “whereas direct taxes on individual incomes are 

typically some 10 per cent o f GDP in Europe, in the MENA they tend to be much less.”^̂  

This means that demands for accountability are not particularly strong, as it is direct 

taxation that generates more resistance and more demands for control.

Thus, the political realm is to a large extent the 'product' o f  these economic 

arrangements and Beblawi states convincingly: “public goods and private favours have 

thus gone together in defining the role o f  the [rentier] state. With virtually no taxes, 

citizens are far less demanding in terms o f  political participation. The history o f the 

democracy owes its beginnings... to some fiscal association.” '̂* Given this, it is easier for 

both the elites in power and the general population to accept the status quo. Larbi Sadiki 

emphasises that “petrodollars have endowed the Arab state with an independent resource 

to cement and reproduce i t s e l f a n d  that “petrodollars have enabled power holders to 

assert their authority by expanding state involvement in all socio-economic spheres.” ®̂

These domestic consequences are not always accepted in the literature on the 

rentier-state and they have been criticised for being too general and simplistic. The main 

point o f  criticism is that not all rentier states are the same and that variation is too wide 

for these propositions to be valid. In a study on Algeria, Garon deconstructs each o f  them 

and argues that they do not apply at all to the Algeria case. She explains that far from not 

needing popular mobilisation, the elites in power held a profoundly important mobilising 

discourse, particularly in the socialist era. She argues that, in fact, the state was 

“desperately calling the population to mobilise in the 'Battle for Development'””  through

Henry and Springborg, op. cit., p. 78.
Hazem Beblawi, “The rentier state in the Arab world”, in Hazem Beblawi and 

Giacomo Luciani (eds.), The Rentier State (London, Croom Helm, 1987), p. 53.
Sadiki, 'Towards Arab liberal governance', p. 134.
Ibid., p. 134.
Garon., p. 34.
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the constant use o f  slogans calling on Algerians to be responsible and vigilant, to work 

hard for the future and to denounce laxity.

On the point about the exchange o f  economic advantages for political 

legitimacy, Garon highlights that this was not really the case in Algeria either. The social 

development programmess the State put in place were not really used to further political 

consensus and buy o ff  contestation, but were part o f  the path towards the construction of 

a socialist society. In Algeria, the legitimacy o f the ruling elites depended very simply 

from having won the war o f  independence against France. Garon concludes on this point 

that “the discourse o f  legitimacy o f  the Algerian rentier-state was built on the symbolism 

o f  sacrifice and not on images o f  economic prosperity.” *̂

On the point about patronage and control o f  distribution o f  the rent discouraging 

the emergence o f  an autonomous civil society, Garon simply points out that the historical 

record does not support the hypothesis. Rather, there were powerful examples of civil 

society demanding more autonomy such as the cultural movement in Kabylie or the 

movement for human rights, and they were suppressed because Algeria was a totalitarian 

state. More than being a rentier-state, Algeria was totalitarian and the “autonomy o f civil 

society is impossible because o f the artificial vacuum maintained by political unanimity 

within the ruling party.”^̂

On the point o f  'no taxation, no representation', Garon argues that while Algeria 

had a low level o f  taxation, indirect taxation in the form o f austerity measures was 

particularly strong. In conclusion, Garon attempts to demonstrate that the link between 

rentierism, domestic political consequences and international markets does not help 

explain political choices. Garon's work reflects a strain in the rentierism literature that 

strongly argues that “no necessary link exists between the accumulation o f wealth and a 

particular social outcome.”"’® According to this literature, it is therefore not true that 

rentierism promotes political quietism and sustains the continued absence o f 

democracy.'"

While the arguments put forth by critics o f  the rentier-state model are important 

reminders that experiences may differ from rentier-state to rentier-state and that some o f

Ibid., p. 36.
Ibid., p. 37.
Okruhlik, op. cit., p. 295.
For a general discussion o f  this point and for findings regarding the statistical 

relationship between rentierism and authoritarianism, see Michael Herb, “Does 
Rentierism Prevent Democracy ?”, paper presented at the 2002 Annual M eeting o f the 
American Political Science Association, August 29 - September 1, 2002, pp. 1-36.
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the earlier findings may have been too quickly accepted, they fail to be entirely 

convincing. To defend the general principles o f the model o f  the rentier-state, Okruhlik 

argues that the emergence o f  an opposition in rentier states is indeed likely particularly 

when rents diminish. Furthermore, much as in Okruhlik's argument, Luciani recognises 

that a fiscal crisis in the rentier state quickly generates pressures for political change, as 

the informal pact has been broken. It follows that, contrary to Garon's argument, the 

emergence o f  opposition in Kabilye against the central governinent in the early 1980s 

could be the product o f  diminishing resources to be distributed to 'buy ' acquiescence. 

Finally, in Garon's case, some o f  the evidence she presents to support her arguments is 

contradictory. W hile it is for instance true that popular mobilisation was central to the 

regim e’s official discourse in Algeria, it should also be underlined that very few actually 

believed in it and while stability was a product o f  authoritarianism, it was also due to 

significant social and economic progress for the vast majority o f  the population.

This discussion about the rentier-state is particularly important for the Algerian 

transition, as rentierism has often been associated with the absence o f  democracy. As 

mentioned earlier, a corollary o f  this holds that when the rents decrease, political 

pressure swiftly follows and popular demands for change dramatically increase. Once a 

regime has built most o f  its political legitimacy around the provision o f  social and 

economic goods, it is very difficult for it to remain legitimate if these benefits fail to 

continue. From this it can be postulated that the position o f a country in the international 

economic system is o f  primary importance if  we are to understand how the external 

environment can have an impact on its domestic political decision-making. When it 

comes to the Arab world, the internal-external linkage is quite evident, as “the strength 

and relative domestic autonomy o f the Arab state stems from dependence on external oil
5542revenue.

The hypothesis that derives from the economic dimension is that a sharp fall in 

revenues for rentier states means that the domestic political system will be greatly 

affected. If the fall is sufficiently sharp a popular reaction will be triggered that facilitates 

democratic concessions from the power holders in order to fend o ff revolutionary threats. 

If correct, this hypothesis would point to international causes being one o f  the primary 

factors leading to democratic reforms.

Sadiki, p. 134. The same point is made by S.K. Farsoun, “Oil, state and social structure 
in the Middle East”, Arab Studies Quarterly. Vol. 10, No. 2, 1988, p. 166.
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5.4 The Geopolitics of the M editerranean

Tiie second dimension o f a framework looking at countries in transition and how 

they should be classified is preoccupied with identifying their geo-political and geo

strategic enviromTient. Geopolitics, as a sub-field o f  international relations, has been on 

the wane for some time, but it can provide useful insights into how the surrounding 

environment stimulates, perceives and treats changes taking place in neighbouring 

countries. Any country is subject to geopolitical constraints and “ location, distance, and 

the distribution o f resources have significant influences on international relations.”''  ̂ This 

does not mean that states are the only protagonists o f  international politics and so the 

interests o f  non-state actors will also be examined in this study o f  the geopolitical 

context. However, it does indicate that states’ foreign policies need to be analysed to see 

how they may influence how a transition is played out. In the case o f  Algeria, the focus 

should be on the Mediterranean.

The single greatest factor in determining the regional foreign policies o f  

Mediterranean countries is the realisation that the M editerranean represents a fracture 

zone. Anderson and French argue that countries in the region accept “the existence o f  a 

global North-South fracture zone, which is perhaps most clearly demarcated as a 

boundary down the centre o f  the M editerranean.”'*'* The differences in demography, 

governance, resources, and level o f  economic development between the two sides o f  the 

Mediterranean are much starker today than in the past, but the developmental gap has 

been substantial for quite some time and colonisation from the West was a witness to 

that.

This geographic divide has multiple dimensions, which in turn impinge on the 

policies to be implemented. Thus, geopolitical factors are relevant in narrowing the 

policy options open to the states in the area, hi the case o f the M editerranean, there is no 

doubt that its “strategic location as a funnel for major oil routes”'*̂  made the area a region 

o f  vital importance for numerous countries. Furthennore, the many dimensions o f  the 

North-South divide strengthen the perception that the region is on a major dividing line. 

The following are some o f the dimensions dividing the Mediterranean:

Kathleen Braden and Fred Shelley, Engaging Geopolitics (Harlow, Pearson Education, 
2000), p. 5.

Ewan Anderson and Dominic French, “New Dimensions in M editerranean Security”, 
in Richard Gillespie (ed.), Mediterranean Politics, (London: Pinter, 1994), p. 9.

Russell King, “The Mediteixanean: Europe’s Rio Grande”, in Malcom Anderson and 
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• The strategic importance o f  the region in terms o f  energy resources gains even more 

relevance when the economic development o f  beneficiaries is compared to the poor 

domestic economic situation o f  tiie exporting states. This is particularly true for the 

Maglireb countries, with the possible exception o f  Libya. Tunisia and Algeria satisfy 

a significant share o f  W estern Europe’s gas needs, w ith Algeria also contributing 

with the provision o f crude oil.

• M aghreb countries are also physically constrained to look to southern Europe for 

trade, migration opportunities and political recognition, as the rest o f  “Africa 

remains isolated from North African affairs by the geographic barrier o f  the Sahara 

d e s e r t . T h i s  geography renders these countries heavily dependent on the west and 

there is considerable evidence to show that the foreign policies are geared towards 

having stronger ties to Europe.

• Demographic data reinforce the economic divide. As the population o f  southern 

Europe decreases, M aghreb demography is a time bomb. Birth rates are high and the 

population is very young. At the same time prospects are bleak due to harsh 

economic difficulties. With scarce employment opportunities, for many migration is 

the only way out o f  a desperate economic situation. Those who stay behind 

increasingly appear to be attracted by the Islamic political project.'*’

• The Mediterranean also represents a profound cultural divide due to the presence of 

Islam, Christianity and Secularism. There are deeply rooted fears about a Western 

cultural take-over in Muslim countries and this fear is reciprocated in the West 

where Islam is often misrepresented and equated with intolerant practices and 

religious fundamentalism. The fear o f Islamic movements coming to power in the 

region has been a preoccupation for Western policy-makers since the Iranian 

revolution o f 1979, although the United States in particular had a tradition o f  co

operation with and support o f some o f these movements.''*

The geopolitics o f  the region has therefore had a considerable impact on how the

Mediten'anean states think about their security and on how they attempt to pursue their

George Joffe’, “The European Union and the M aghreb”, in Richard Gillespie (ed.), 
M editerranean Politics, London: Pinter, 1994, p.22.

For evidence o f  this in Morocco see for example Dominique Lagarde, “Le Maroc face 
a r is lam  d ’en bas”, L’Express International. No. 2723, 11-17 Septembre, 2003, pp. 42- 
46.

Michel Faure, ‘’W ashington-Islamistes. Liaisons D angereuses” , L'Express. 20 
Septembre, 2002, pp. 88-94.
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national interests. On the one hand, the countries o f  southern Europe and the United 

States have a very conservative vision o f  what security is and implement policies that 

coincide with this interpretation. On the other hand, there are poor, populous countries 

ruled by authoritarian rulers who attempt to exploit this Western quest for stability and 

who, at the same time, have to deal with domestic challenges to their position. When it 

comes to the European Union, it should be highlighted that “the creation o f the EEC and 

its gradual political development posed a particular tiireat to the countries o f  the 

M aghreb.”'*’ Its further expansion to the East increasingly complicates the issue o f  EU- 

Maglireb relations, although the Euro-M editerranean Partnership attempted to address 

some regional issues.

When it comes to the United States, the area has always represented a primary 

interest because o f  its strategic location in terms o f  access to natural resources and more 

recently for the role that radical Islam plays in it. It is not a coincidence that A lgeria has 

been defined as pivotal state, whose fate is or should be o f extreme relevance to US 

policy-makers.^° Quandt recognises that “compared to other candidates, it is small in 

population and the United States only has a modest presence in the country.”^' However, 

he is very quick to add that “Algeria does count as a significant source o f  energy; Europe 

is deeply concerned about its future; and neighbouring countries in North Africa and 

further afield in the M iddle East could be affected by what happens there.”^̂  The 

conclusion is therefore that “ it seems fair to consider Algeria as at least a marginal 

mem ber o f the pivotal group.””  This is made explicit today and can be considered valid 

also before the whole notion o f  the 'pivotal state' came back into fashion, although the 

rise o f  the FIS through democratic procedures was probably the factor that made Algeria 

special. The situation has not changed much over the last fifteen years and when the 

Algerian transition actually began and played itself out, many o f the aspects o f  the 

dividing line were already in place, as were the external interests in the country. 

However, it should be once again highlighted that the status o f ‘pivotal state’ was 

conferred on Algeria after the military coup took place and the civil war broke out, as its 

outcome had widespread repercussions for the entire region. It is necessary to point this

Margaret Blunden, “Insecurity on Europe's Southern Flank”, Survival. Vol. 36, No. 2, 
p. 135.

William Quandt, “Algeria: How Pivotal is It? And W hy?”, in Robert Chase, Emily 
Hill and Paul Kennedy (eds.) The Pivotal States: A New Framework fo r  US Policy’ in the 
D eveloping World (New York, Norton, 1998), pp. 195-214.
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”  Ibid., p. 195.
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out because at the time o f the transition proper all international actors devoted more 

attention to Eastern Europe, hi conclusion, Algeria had geo-strategic relevance, but did 

not figure among the top priorities for policy-makers at the turn o f  the 1980s.

hi more general terms, this discussion points to the existence o f a 'differentiation' 

am ong nation-states in terms o f their international importance, at least in the eyes o f  the 

leading actors in the system. It follows that domestic developments in these countries 

will be paid attention to more carefully than events developing in countries with little 

strategic significance. This type o f  attention seems to generate polices that require 

influencing these domestic developments in order to attempt to arrive at an outcome that 

is satisfactory to these external actors. While this may be simply restating the obvious, it 

is a point that can often be lost.

While the preceding discussion points to the predominance o f state actors as the 

prim ary players in geo-strategy, this does not deny that non-state actors may play the 

same type o f  gaine. The M editerranean is a ‘priority’ for many hydrocarbon 

multinationals given the access route it represents and given the amount o f  resources 

present in many o f the countries on the southern bank. Specifically, Algeria has large 

areas o f  territory that have not been thoroughly explored and that could yield massive 

discoveries o f oil and gas reserves, as recent exploration work conducted by British 

Petroleum (BP) demonstrated.^'' As highlighted by John Imle Jr., “global energy 

companies tend to be among the first foreign investors in a country or region””  and this 

is certainly the case in the Mediterranean. Algeria and Libya are very attractive to these 

companies and their political developments have an impact on such investments. Thus, a 

range o f  different actors plays the geo-strategic game.

What is true for multinationals could also be true for other non-state actors and 

movements and the attention Algeria drew in the Islamic world is testimony o f that. The 

southern bank o f the M editerranean, with the exception o f Egypt, had never been 

considered a hotbed o f  fundamentalism, but the penetration o f radical Islam in Algeria, 

and subsequently in M orocco and Tunisia, changed this perception. Radical Islam is, to a

In a recent overview o f the oil and gas sector conducted by the UK government, it 
emerges that “Algeria has been identified as a high priority market for the oil and gas 
sector” in terms o f investment. See
www.tradepai1ners.gov.uk/oilandgas/al geri a/profi 1 e/overvi e w/ shtml 
”  John Imle Jr., “M ultinationals and the New World o f Energy Development: a 
Corporate Perspective”, Journal o f  International Affairs. Vol. 53, No. 1, Fall 1999, p. 
266.
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certain degree, an international ideological movement that crosses traditional state 

boundaries.

5.5 Tvpoiogy of variables

Having outlined the reasons why the international economic and the geopolitical 

dimensions should be taken into account and having placed them at the centre o f  the 

explanation, it should be detailed which specific variables are at play in such a 

framework. The model identifies three types o f  variables. W ithin each variable, there is 

then a sub-set o f  more specific propositions.

The first type o f variable is ‘external shocks’, meaning fortuitous events that take 

place at international level and that influence the domestic actors by forcing them to re

evaluate where they stand and what they stand for. While the process is explained 

through path-dependency and tlie focus is on agents, agency cannot be entirely separated 

from structure, as the two are in dynamic equilibrium. External shocks are the 'context' 

within which decision-making takes place. Such shocks are beyond the control o f  the 

country under scrutiny and can be seen as triggers o f  choices and strategies that would 

have not been undertaken without their occurrence. These events may take place along 

one o f the two dimensions previously outlined.

The second variable is ‘direct active policies’ by outside actors that have an 

interest in the country and, specifically, an interest in the regime and policies that the 

country adopts. These external actors are not only other states, but a multiplicity of 

actors. The point is that there are non-state actors operating on the international stage and 

that they are both autonomous and independent from state actors.

The third variable is ‘larger trends’ in the international system, which constrain 

the timing and the type o f  development o f political changes. Some have labelled this the 

Z eitgeist or the spirit o f  the times, which is quite difficult to operationalise. In spite of 

this problem, it is possible to identify trends in international politics that at different 

moments in time seem to privilege one ideology over the other.

We can look at these factors as concentric circles o f  pressure. Larger trends are 

long-term and remain reasonably constant and therefore difficult to avoid. However, this 

does not mean that the fate o f  a transition is determined by these structural trends, as 

external shocks can lead the country in a different direction. In the end it is actors 

(domestic or international), as opposed to ‘unobservable’ structural pressures, who are in 

charge o f  the process. It is for this reason that the traditional conceptual categories of
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Neo-Realism and liberalism aie not sufficient on their own to understand how the 

process develops. Neo-realism treats the state as a black box and does not deem domestic 

factors to have any impact on the formation o f  structures and policies, which are 

determined solely by external pressures. It follows that the role o f  actors is not 

particularly significant because as rational actors they will choose the course dictated by 

these external forces. Liberalism has also shortcomings in this respect because o f  its 

biased normative position. W hile paying more attention to the domestic structure o f  the 

state and its internal characteristics, it assumes that the external enviromnent embodies 

‘positive’ pro-democracy norms. In fact, this assumption cannot be made and the 

external enviromnent could include pro-democratic and anti-democratic factors, as there 

are many other interests that can come into conflict with the desire to promote 

democracy abroad. It follows that access to domestic actors, and the pressures exercised, 

do not really depend on the norms which liberalism puts forth.

Within each variable, there are sub-variables that will be outlined. In the final 

paragraph, hypotheses will be derived for what this all means in the Algerian case.

5.5.1 External Shocks

Looking at the category ‘external shocks’ it emerges that there were four 

separate events that were beyond the control o f  countries across the globe in the years o f  

the transition, and that therefore had an impact on Algeria as well. One o f these events 

was the massive decrease o f  the price o f  oil and gas on international markets in 

1985/1986 accompanied by drastic changes in the value o f  the US dollar. This event, 

coupled with the debt crisis o f  many developing countries in the late 1980s, had very 

profound repercussions on the international economic system. It suffices for now to 

outline that, when it came to Algeria, “after 1986, the situation worsened rapidly as oil 

and gas revenues collapsed under the twin assault o f  a Saudi-inspired collapse in world 

oil prices and a dramatic decline in the value o f the dollar, the currency in which world 

energy trade was transacted.” ®̂

The consequences o f  this economic crisis at the global level touched a number o f  

realms. First o f  all, it triggered a massive reduction in revenues for all petroleum- 

exporting countries across the globe. Just as the increase in the price o f  oil in the 1970s 

had radically modified the domestic structure o f  society in these countries, leading to

George Joffe, “The Role o f  Violence within the Algerian Economy”, The Journal o f 
North African Studies. Vol. 7, No. 1, Spring 2002, p. 32.
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rapid economic modernisation, the decrease in oil revenues affected their distributive 

capabilities.

Secondly, the problem o f the external debt, which originated in the late 1970s, 

was a serious addendum to an already difficult situation. The problem o f the debt did not 

immediately touch oil-exporting countries and, according to Walton and Seddon, “while 

the OPEC producers and Newly hidustrialised Countries surged ahead during the latter 

part o f  the 1970s, most other developing countries began to experience growing 

indebtedness, declining tenns o f  trade and increased balance o f  payments problems.” ’̂ It 

followed that countries that were not oil-exporting defaulted on their debt repayments 

and had to re-negotiate their debt with international financial institutions. The case o f 

M orocco is a good example o f  this, as the world recession forced the governinent to call 

for the aid o f international financial institutions. Since 1983, the Moroccan economy has 

been transformed in accordance with the policies devised by the IMF and the World 

Bank. However, the crisis soon caught up with the oil-exporting countries as well and 

by the mid-1980s rentier-states were experiencing the full severity o f  the downturn.

At the time, the international community o f  donors believed that the way 

forward for developing economies was to adopt the laissez-faire policies that the United 

States and the United Kingdom were implementing at home. This “developmental 

paradigm stressing economic liberalisation, especially free trade and privatisation, began 

to be asserted by Western theorists and policy-makers.” *̂ Accordingly, the World Bank 

and the International Monetary Fund launched a policy o f structural adjustment 

programs (SAPs). Walton and Seddon state: “structural adjustment came to be 

synonymous with economic reform during the 1980s and became the only acceptable 

strategy o f development according to the international financial institutions that were to 

dominate the economic policy o f  the developing world.”’  ̂ The idea behind this vast 

programme o f  SAPs was that “market forces and economic efficiency were the best way 

to achieve the kind o f growth which is the best antidote to poverty.”®® This neo-liberal 

path to development became known as the W ashington Consensus and the impact o f  

these programmes on developing countries was substantial.

Jolm W alton and David Seddon, Free M arkets and Food Riots. The Politics o f  Global 
Adjustment (Oxford: Blackwell Press, 1994), p. 11.

Tom Najem, “Privatisation and the State in Morocco: Nominal Objectives and 
Problematic Realities”, M editerranean Politics. Vol. 6, No. 2, Summer 2001, p. 51.

Ibid., p. 17.
“  Barber Conable, former President o f  the World Bank.
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Tliis external shock is at the root o f  many o f the domestic changes tiiat were 

implemented in the late 1980s and in the early 1990s with the significant involvement o f  

international financial institutions. The political implications o f  adjustment programmes 

are far-reaching and, in particular, it is accepted that the most fundamental consequence 

o f  austerity measure was the explosion o f widespread, violent protest riots. In a 1990 

quantitative study, Walton and Ragin were able to show that the occurrence and severity 

o f  riots depend on two factors: over-urbanisation and the extent o f international 

involvement in the domestic economy.^' At a more general level, “the world-wide 

promotion o f  neo-liberal economic policies, particularly during the 1980s and 1990s, by 

global governance institutions has been accompanied by increasing inequalities within 

and between states.”^̂  These inequalities have resulted in widespread social upheaval.

Another important event that marked the 1980s was the victory o f  the Afghan 

guerrillas in their war o f liberation against the Soviet Army. In Western countries, the 

withdrawal o f  the Soviets from Afghanistan was represented as a victory o f  the 

American and British policy o f supporting the Afghan guerrilla fighters and it was 

identified as one o f  the key victories that allowed the West to ‘w in’ the Cold War. 

Through economic and m ilitary aid to various guerrilla groups, the United States and the 

British had been able to fight a war by proxy against the Soviet Union and accelerate its 

fall. Zbigniew Brzezinski freely admitted this in an interview to a French magazine in 

1998 when he stated that the aim o f American covert involvement in Afghanistan was to 

give the Soviet Union its own Vietnam.®^ The support for the Afghani fighters consisted 

in military training, financial aid and supply o f  weaponry. Parenti argues; “from 1979 to 

1992 the US channelled a minimally estimated tlvee billion dollars to the various 

Mujaideen factions fighting the Soviets [...] . The Saudi dynasty sent an equal amount 

while additional aid flowed from China, Iran, assorted Islamic charities, drug-running 

operations, privatised CIA funding sources and various Arab millionaires.” '̂*

Jolm Walton and C. Ragin, “Global and national sources o f  political protest: Third 
World responses to debt crisis”, American Sociological Review. Vol. 55, No. 4, 
December 1990, pp. 876-890.
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One o f the side effects o f  the victoi^ of the guerrillas against the Soviets was the 

increasing confidence o f the radical Islamic movement about its cause. In fact, the war in 

Afghanistan represented a massive turning point for the radical Islamic movement in a 

number o f ways. First o f all, the Afghan cause understood in terms o f  jih a d  had raised 

passions and it provided a boost for Islam-based political action at a time when other 

ideologies, imported from the West, had failed. The mobilising ideology behind the war 

against the Soviets was not in fact simply Islam as a system o f common beliefs. The 

ideology was a rather radical version o f  Islam, which led many o f  the fighters, 

particularly the ones from outside Afghanistan, to believe that they were the avant-garde 

that the radical thinker Sayyd Qutb thought would finally transform all Muslim societies 

into ‘real’ Islamic ones.®^

The tribes fighting the Soviets were very different from one another and held 

quite distinct beliefs and traditions, but they had Islam in common. From very early on, 

the war was therefore transformed into a defensive jihad , which would become attractive 

to radical Islamic militants across the Muslim w'orld. The United States and Britain, 

together with their Arab allies in the region, were keen on exploiting the Islamic card, as 

they rightly believed that it would be a popular mobilising force. Parenti claims that this 

tactic o f recruiting foreign radicals vastly increased in 1986 when “the CIA gave direct 

support to the Pakistani Secret Services's ongoing project o f  recruiting m ercenaries and 

religiously motivated volunteers from around the world.”®̂ One o f the reasons why the 

war was internationalised was obviously strategic and had to do with attempting to hurt 

the Soviet Union. Muslim states also had a compelling reason for sponsoring the 

Afghans and playing up the Islamic card. Within their territory they were facing 

increasing political opposition to their rule by Islamic militants and they were happy to 

provide them with an outlet for dissent by sending them to Afghanistan to fight.'^’ Their 

contribution would also be a testimony to their Islamic character.

These radical militants formed a sort o f  international brigade and they became 

increasingly politicised. It is on these international militants that the attention should be 

focused, as some would become the protagonists o f  radical Islam in the 1990s.

An excellent overview o f Qutb's political ideology and use o f  Islam for political 
purposes, see Roxanne Euben, Enemy in the Mirror. Islamic Fundamentalism and the 
Limits o f  M odern Rationalism  (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1999) pp. 49-92.
“  Parenti, op. cit., p. 12.
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According to Ahmed Rashid, “with the active encouragement of the CIA and Palcistani's 

ISI (Secret Services) [...], 35,000 Muslim radicals from 40 Islamic countries joined 

Afghanistan's fight between 1982 and 1992. Tens of thousands more came to study in 

Pakistani madrasahs (Koranic schools). Eventually more than 100,000 foreign Muslim 

radicals were directly influenced by the Afghan Jihad.”®* Their interpretation of the 

victory against the Red Army was very different from the Western one. Instead of seeing 

the defeat of the Soviets as the final nail in the coffin of Communism, they believed it 

was the stepping-stone for a truly international Islamic movement that would spread 

across the Muslim world and change it profoundly. Once finished in Afghanistan, most 

of them returned to their home countries and began to militate once more against their 

own rulers. The domestic political consequences in Muslim countries of the victory in 

Afghanistan had not been greatly analysed before the attacks on New York and 

Washington DC in 2001, but they are quite considerable. Attention should be precisely 

on the domestic consequences of the return of many radical fighters. Not only did the 

political project of radical Islam seem victorious, but individuals involved in the victory 

were the living proof that change was possible in their home countries as well.

A third external event that impinged on world affairs in the early 1990s was the 

invasion of Kuwait and the subsequent UN-sanctioned and US-led intervention against 

Iraq. This event had repercussions at a number of levels. First of all, it seemed to confirm 

that a new era in international politics had been entered, whereby the international 

community would be finally capable of applying in practice the concept of collective 

security. The war gave the impression that the United Nations could become the 

regulatory authority in international affairs.

Secondly, it demonstrated that the collapse of the Soviet Union had emboldened 

the United States. Despite showing a willingness to work through multilateral 

institutions, the Gulf War of 1991 showed that the United States was the only credible 

superpower. The importance of these two repercussions is that they seemed 

paradoxically to confirm both the validity of neo-liberal institutionalism and the 

‘timeless wisdom of realism’ At the time this obscured the problematic consequences of 

the war in the wider Muslim world. Far from seeing the war as the legitimate means to 

re-establish the inviolability of the principle of sovereignty, the vast majority of Muslims 

and in particular of Arabs did not subscribe to the war with the same enthusiasm. By and

Ahmed Rashid, “The Taliban; Exporting Extremism”, Foreign Affairs. Vol. 78, No. 6, 
November-December 1999, pp. 25-35.
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large they were extremely critical of what they perceived as Western ‘imperial’ 

intervention. There are a number of reasons for this attitude. First of all, the notion of 

state sovereignty does not enjoy the same legitimacy in the Muslim world due to the fact 

that the unity of the umma (community o f believers) transcends national borders. 

Furthermore, the majority of Muslim countries were a post-colonial creation and often 

borders did not represent anything more than a jot of the Western pen that drew them on 

a map. The rulers of many of these countries were also the creation of the colonial 

powers retreating from the region and enjoyed very little legitimacy. This was the case of 

the Kuwaiti rulers who were forced to leave after Saddam's invasion.

Thirdly, very few across the Muslim world actually sympathised with the plight 

of the Kuwaiti rulers. They were perceived as being uncaring and too worried about 

having a Westernised lifestyle. This critical stance undermined to a large extent the 

participation of some Arab countries to the war efforl. While popular participation in 

Western countries (in terms o f both opposition to the war and support for it) was quite 

tame and took place mainly in living rooms, popular mobilisation in the Arab world was 

very strong. Both power-holders and opposition movements in the region felt very 

deeply the shock waves of the preparation for the conflict and the conflict itself.

Finally, the last event that needs to be taken into account is the end o f the Cold 

War itself. While it is quite difficult to point exactly to a date or a moment when the 

Cold War ended, the end is generally associated with the collapse o f the Berlin Wall in 

1989. Despite the symbolic value of the date, it should be highlighted that the end of the 

Cold War was more of a continuous process rather than a specific moment in time.

When it comes to discussing the Middle East, Ehteshami argues: “it was the 

sudden disruption of the bipolar Cold War international system which proved to be the 

biggest dislocating force for regional systems in general and the Middle East and North 

Africa (MENA) region in particular.”'̂ ’ Scholars such as Efraim Karsh disagree on the 

importance that is generally reserved to the end of the Cold War and outlined the reasons 

why “the end of the Cold War is bound to have only a limited impact on the international 

politics o f the Middle East.”’® In spite of the validity of some of the reasons advanced in 

Karsh's study regarding the over-emphasis placed on the effects of the end o f the cold 

War, it should be highlighted that the ‘real’ effects are not as important as the 'perceived'

Anoushiravan Ehteshami, “Reform from above: the politics o f participation in oil 
monarchies”, International Affairs. Vol. 79, No. I, 2003, p. 54.
™ Efraim Karsh, “Cold War, post-Cold War; does it make a difference for the Middle 
East?”, Review of International Affairs. Vol. 23, No. 2, 1997, p. 271.
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effects. This means simply that while the end o f  the Cold War may have been over

emphasised, it should also be clearly stated that actors felt as if  the changes were massive 

and acted accordingly. Ehteshami again points out that: “up to that point [the end o f  the 

Cold War] all regional actors had customarily set their national and international clocks 

by the Cold War; now, virtually overnight, that point o f reference had disappeared.””  It 

is probably true that the shock waves o f  the end o f  the Cold War did not produce 

changes o f the same degree in all countries in the region, but it emerges that all actors 

had to readjust their policies and strategies after 1989.

The fact that the effects o f  the end o f the Cold War did not lead to positive 

developments in political and socio-economic terms does not mean that there were no 

effects. Blunden recognises this and claims: “the collapse o f  the Soviet Union and the 

ending o f  the Cold War was not even the mixed blessing in North Africa that it appeared 

to be in much o f  Europe.”’  ̂ Thus, it emerges quite clearly that such an event did not go 

unnoticed in the region and there is some evidence to suggest that some countries were 

preparing for this massive change.

5.5.2 D irect A ctive Policies

There are numerous actors active on the international stage and they all attempt 

to influence outcomes in order to achieve their objectives. The first relevant policy that 

emerged from the period leading up to and including the end o f  the Cold War is the 

promotion o f democracy by the governments o f  the United States and European 

countries.

The active promotion o f  democracy had been one o f the most important 

instruments o f  foreign policy for Western countries since President Carter's emphasis on 

the importance o f  human rights in international politics. As highlighted by Huntington 

however, it is the Reagan years that coincided with the elevation o f  democracy 

promotion to the top o f  the American foreign policy agenda. It was believed that 

democratic governance in developing countries would ultimately be in the interest o f  the 

United States. The policy was certainly riddled with contradictions and problem s,’  ̂ but it 

also put pressure on authoritarian regimes. It can certainly be argued that the promotion 

o f democracy was nothing but a classic instrument o f foreign policy designed to defend

Ehteshami, op. cit., p. 54.
Blunden, op. cit., p. 134.
Such contradictions emerged quite strongly in Central America for example. See 
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and promote interests rather than a principled policy, but it nevertheless had the effect o f  

delegitimising authoritarian rule.’"* Some even argue that far from being a force for the 

promotion o f democracy, the United States were deterring real democracy in the 

developing world and this may indeed have been the case’ ,̂ but at ideological level the 

notion o f  democracy as the best form o f government took on and acquired widespread 

validity.

The corollary o f  this policy was that democratising countries would receive aid 

from the US, while those continuing to remain authoritarian would not be included. This 

put a tremendous amount o f  pressure on leaderships around the globe, particularly after 

the end o f  the Cold War where there was no other pole to turn to in order to counter US 

dominance o f  world affairs. Allison and Beschel put forth the argument that “the 

evidence suggests that in fact the United States has promoted democracy and is 

promoting democracy.”’® While this statement is rather controversial, it should be 

highlighted that the topic o f democracy promotion has been at the top o f the foreign 

policy in the United States for some time, because democracy began to be seen as the 

best insurance policy against external threats. M ore and more studies were showing that 

democracies tended to solve their conflicts peacefully and therefore never went to war 

against each other. In this context, the spreading o f  democratic ideals began to be a 

policy destined to rival the ideological appeal o f communism.

A second active policy promoted to a great extent during the 1980s and the 

1990s was the use o f  Islam as a tool for political struggle. As mentioned in the previous 

section, the war in Afghanistan had shown how important the use o f the Islamic religion 

was for mobilisation in the Muslim world. Its use as an effective mobilising ideology 

was the product o f active policies undertaken by a number o f  actors. The use o f  Islam for 

political power had always been a feature o f  many countries in the Muslim world and it 

was widely used as an element o f  unification in the colonial struggle. After 

independence, W estern-style nationalism became more prominent, but some countries 

combined nationalist legitimacy with religious. Saudi Arabian leaders for instance were 

(and still are to a certain extent) able to justify their rule on the basis o f political 

legitimacy granted by religious leaders.’’

Huntington, ‘The Third W ave’, op. cit.
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The political use o f  Islam came dramatically to the fore during the Iranian 

Revolution o f  1979. The victory o f  Shi'ah M uslims in Iran was feared in the Sunni 

world, particularly in the rich G ulf States. Thanks to their petrodollars, they put in place 

a vast and efficient network to counter Iranian influence and sponsor movements across 

the Muslim world that would be closer to their interpretation o f  Islam and would not be 

attracted by Khomeini's revolutionary zeal. This policy o f  promoting Saudi-style Islam 

reached its peak during the 1980s when the G ulf States paid for the war against the 

Soviets in Afghanistan and, at the same time, were financing all sorts o f political and 

charitable movements across the Arab world. As mentioned, the use o f  Islam in politics 

was not a novelty, but with the failure o f  nationalism and socialism in the region, Islam 

became, for many, the dominant ideology to turn to. Furthermore, Islam is particularly 

suited to internationalisation and ‘travels’ quite well given its origins and its theological 

tenets. In fact, the primary allegiance and the historical experience o f  Muslims are tightly 

connected to the concept o f  umma\ ethnicity, nationality and linguistic differences take 

the back seat and are superseded by the religious creed. Nationalism was a colonial 

import and therefore Islam is the overarching element in common. This does not mean 

that Islam is a unified and solid 'block'. There are many divisions within it, but it 

nevertheless remains a strong base on which identity can be built and used for political 

purposes. This is particularly true in the Arab world.

Under the heading o f  direct active policies, it emerges that there are two 

different, but linked types o f  actors involved in the promotion o f political Islam.’* On the 

one level, there is a strong and well-organised transnational movement that promotes 

political Islam as an ideological project across the M iddle East. This movement is far 

from being unified and it comprises many different strands, which use very diverse 

means in order to promote political Islam. Some o f them are vety moderate groups, 

others are much more inclined to use violence. What is relevant here is the fact that this 

transnational movement operates across boundaries and influences national politics. It is 

recognised that “most connections between Islamist movements across state boundaries 

are o f  a cultural, social and political nature”’® and these comiections contribute to the 

growth o f  these movements. In a recent study o f transnational religious activity with

The definition o f political Islam I am using is 'the ideology that aims to reform society 
and politics along religious lines given in the Koran and Islamic legal and cultural 
traditions' and is taken from Katerina Dalacoura, “Islamist Movements as Non-state 
Actors and their Relevance to International Relations” in Daphne Josselin and William 
Wallace (eds.) Non-State Actors in World Politics (Basingstoke: Palgrave, 2001), p. 235.

Ibid., p. 238.
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specific references to Islam, Haynes argues that “global networks o f  religious activists 

exist who communicate with each other, feed o ff each other's ideas, collectively develop 

religious ideologies with political significance, perhaps aid each other with funds and, in 

effect, form transnational groups whose main intellectual referent derives from religious 

dogma.”*“

On another level, the promotion o f political Islam does not seem to be an 

entirely autonomous transnational phenomenon and “we can observe that the 

transnational Islamist movement often becomes the tool o f  Islamist states, especially Iran 

and Saudi Arabia.”*' These two levels point to the varied nature o f international politics 

and seem to confirm  that states are not the only actors on the world stage. In fact, despite 

the claim that the Islamic movement can be reduced to being an instrument o f traditional 

state-led foreign policy, it emerges that these transnational groups have both 

independence and autonomy o f action. Fred Halliday argues that “despite their professed 

ideology, the Islamists in each country seek to take over power in their own states” and 

this interpretation is convincing.*^ However, this objective does not clash with the fact 

that in order to do so they use a vast network o f  transnational links that is independent 

from state control.

First o f  all, transnational movements that are believed to be simply an instrument 

o f state foreign policy can gain a sphere o f  autonomy and a state can quickly lose control 

over a movement once it is created.*^ Secondly, the acceptance o f  state boundaries by 

Islamic movements does not insulate them from the external environment. I f  building 

links with foreign movements can help their cause, it is more than likely that they will do 

so.

While some Western countries played a role in promoting radical Islamic Sunni 

ideology to counter the ideological appeal o f  Iran and to mobilise the Muslim world 

against the Soviet Union and the Socialist/Communist ideology, it should also be pointed 

out that they began to realise that the long-term consequences o f  this supportive policy 

could be negative for the West. One specific episode shows this. Omar Abdel-Raliinan, 

an Egyptian cleric and radical Islamic militant, was granted a visa for the United States

Jeff Haynes, “Transnational Religious Actors and International Politics”, Third World 
Quarterly. Vol. 22, No. 2, 2001, p. 157.

Ibid., p. 240.
Fred Halliday, Islam and the M yth o f  Confrontation: Religion and Politics in the 

Middle East (London: I.B. Tauris, 1996), p. 119.
For a review o f how the Saudi government lost control o f  some o f the organisations it 

financed throughout the Muslim world, see Federico Romero and Renzo Guolo, 
America/Islam. E A desso?  (Roma, Donzelli, 2003), pp. 69-80.
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because o f liis role during the Afghanistan recruitment campaign. His radical militantism 

did not seem to disturb the American authorities until it was revealed that he had been 

the mastermind behind the first bombing o f  the World trade Centre in 1993.*''

When the Soviet Union collapsed and the tlueat o f  Communism was removed, 

radical Islam had taken the place o f the old enemy. By the time Samuel Huntington 

published his famous piece The Clash o f  Civilisations^^ the danger o f  political Islam had 

already been recognised. The very term ‘clash o f  civilisations’ had already been used by 

Bernard Lewis in a 1990 article predicting a collision between Islam and the West.*^ The 

policy against organised political Islam was justified, particularly in the United States, 

through the doctrine o f  protecting key friendly Muslim pivotal states from falling in the 

hands o f Islamic movements.*^

It follows that, far from accepting the legitimacy and the role o f  Islamic 

movements, the US and European countries began to see them as a tlireat to their own 

interests. In an ailicle reviewing the different policy approaches to political Islam, Salla 

puts its rise in the context o f  the end o f the Cold War and Western foreign policies. He 

states that: “the rise o f political Islam as a force in global politics has led to numerous 

depictions o f  it as a threat to the continued dominance o f  Western liberal democratic 

norms in shaping the political, economic, social and cultural life in vast regions o f the 

planet.”** From this he concludes that the foreign policies o f  Western powers in the 

1990s are informed by this perception o f  political Islam as a threat, leading them to 

'contain' it everywhere. The strategy adopted is based on the assumption that “the 

economic resilience o f the USA and its Western allies will finally drive their 'ideological' 

opponents into economic exliaustion and final collapse.”*’

It is also important to examine the actions o f transnational companies (TNCs). 

Their political and economic role is particularly relevant in developing countries. It is 

therefore important to analyse how transnational companies try to defend or increase

*'* The Middle East Times recently revisited the Sheikh’s life in a long interview with his 
son. The text is available at: http://www.metimes.com/issue26/eg/5abdelrahman.htm 
*̂  Samuel Huntington, “The Clash o f  Civilisations?”, Foreign Affairs. Vol. 72, Summer 
1993, pp. 22-49.

Bernard Lewis, “The Roots o f  Muslim Rage”, The Atlantic M onthly February 1990. 
Robert Chase, Emily Hill and Paul Kennedy, “Pivotal states and US Strategy”, Foreign 

Affairs. Vol. 75, No. 1, January/Februaiy 1996, pp. 3-51.
** Micahel Salla, “Political Islam and the West: a new Cold War or convergence?”, Third 
World Quarterly. Vol. 18, No. 4, p.729.

Ibid., p. 734.
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their privileges in the domestic structure o f  countries tlirough the pressure they put on 

domestic policy-makers, hi oil-rich countries, their role is all the more relevant.

Finally, there are international financial institutions' policies and their effects on 

domestic politics. These actors have their own agendas, preferences and interests. 

Institutions such as the W orld Bank and the hiternational M onetaiy Fund all implement 

policies directed at serving their own interests and the effects o f  the policies they 

implement are substantial. Furthermore, these organisations are not simply instruments 

in the hands o f  stronger states, although it should be accepted that stronger states in the 

system have more policy input. These institutions are to a large extent autonomous. 

During the 1980s and early 1990s they have been responsible for the implementation of 

many structural adjustments programmes and the overseeing o f  measures destined to 

profoundly transform the economies o f  developing countries, but they also have had a 

more political role. The type and degree o f  access these organisations have to domestic 

policy-makers, the power they have over the domestic economy and the political 

conditions they are able to attach to or detach from rescue packages point in the direction 

o f the relevant role that they have in shaping domestic outcomes.

5.5.3 Larger Trends

The most important and influential trend of the last two decades has been the 

wane o f  socialism as an alternative model o f  political, economic and social organisation. 

For a substantial number o f  years, the socialist model o f  economic and social 

development provided a powerful and attractive alternative to the capitalist liberal- 

democratic model o f  government and economic organisation. This was not only due to 

the presence o f the Soviet Union as a pole o f  political influence on world affairs, and its 

status as a military superpower, but it also had to do with the inlierent appeal o f socialist 

ideology. For many former colonies, the adoption o f  socialism, with the usual 

concessions to local customs and traditions, held out the promise o f  economic 

advancement while permitting the new ruling elites to control the countiy from a 

centralised authority.

Algeria was not different in this respect and it proceeded to enshrine socialist 

principles in its Constitution after independence. These were adapted to local 

circumstances and given an Islamic makeover in order to make this acceptable to the 

general population who had fought in the name o f Islam. By the mid-1980s however, 

socialism ceased to be appealing due to its inability to deliver economically and socially.
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Increasingly, socialism had become associated with authoritarian rule and, in particular, 

with the authoritarian rule o f  a tiny elite that reminded certain sectors o f the population 

o f their subjugation to colonial rule. Furthermore, socialist economic policies, which had 

been able to ensure rapid growth and rapid industrialisation, were proving to be an 

impediment to further economic development.

Socialist ideology was very much on the wane across the globe, as the profound 

political and economic reforms taking place w ithin the Soviet Union itself were proving. 

The other major global actor in the socialist world, the People's Republic o f China, had 

been changing as well. On the economic front, since the late 1970s, it increasingly 

adopted market-oriented reforms in order to ensure growth. On the political front, the 

M aoist socialist ideology was increasingly giving way to a nationalist discourse. In the 

liberal-democratic world as well, profound changes were affecting socialist and 

communist patties. In fact, by the end o f  the 1980s, many o f these parties dropped some 

fundamental aspects o f socialist ideology in favour o f more liberal stances. The 

transformation of the Italian Communist party into a social-democratic political 

movement with a heavy emphasis on liberal rights and free market economics is just one 

example o f  the wider transformation o f leftist politics within established democracies.

The global repercussions o f  this trend were substantial for the developing 

countries that had adopted socialism as their guiding principle. The decreasing appeal o f 

socialism as a mobilising ideology and the poor economic results it generated meant that 

liberal-democracy with capitalism was only game in town. This 'victory' was symbolised 

through the demise o f the Soviet Union, but the defeat o f  socialism had also taken place 

at the much more volatile level o f ideas. The collapse o f the Soviet Union was simply an 

indicator o f  the profound crisis o f  an ideology that had attracted a huge following 

throughout the years with the promise o f equality, justice and real ‘dem ocracy’.

This does not necessarily mean that Fukuyama's end o f  history argument is 

validated and the post-Cold W ar triumphalism o f liberal democracy and capitalism as the 

only 'natural' political, economic and social order is fully justified. However, it indicates 

that for many policy-makers during the 1980s and 1990s, the menu o f policy options was 

restricted from two alternatives to simply one choice. The fall o f  the Soviet Union 

paradoxically liberated socialism as intellectual debates raged on about new avenues 

through which the socialist project could be revived now that it had lost its negative 

association with an authoritarian and non-performing regime, but the reality was 

different. Socialism does not hold much sway any longer in most developing countries
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and did not iioid it for some time. The collapse o f socialism as an ideological project 

provides the much wider framework to processes o f  democratisation and acts as a 

restraining force on the options that political and economic actors can take at tim es o f 

regim e change. It is very problematic to capture this variable in specific terms, but it is 

nevertheless important to underline that the spirit o f  time restricted the ability of 

dem ocratising countries to explore alternatives when there was only one.

5.6 Hypotheses

For each o f  the sub-variables outlined in the previous sections it is possible to 

formulate hypotheses to be tested in the Algerian case.

The first hypothesis relates to the massive decrease in the price o f  oil and gas, 

which, together with the changes in the value o f the dollar, triggered a very substantial 

reduction in govermnent revenues. The hypothesis is that this decrease in revenues 

forced the government to democratise in response to the riots that the econom ic crisis 

triggered. The scale and the tim ing o f  the rioting coincide with the period o f most 

dramatic economic difficulties in the history o f the country. Past crises were managed 

successfully without having to resort to democratisation strategies and it was the severity 

o f  this particular moment that forced the ruling elites to choose the path o f  political 

democratisation. W ithout such a crisis or, more specifically, without such severe effects, 

the power holders would have chosen a different strategy and coped with the increasing 

social unrest in a different manner. The hypothesis is therefore that radical shifts in the 

world market o f oil and gas have a direct impact on the decision to attempt to change the 

political system. In order to support this hypothesis, it will be necessary to compare the 

effects o f  this oil counter-shock in countries similarly dependent on oil revenues and 

account for the transformation they did or did not experience.

The second hypothesis derives from the consequences o f  the war in Afghanistan 

and it has two different dimensions. The first dimension is political and the second is 

organisational. On the first dimension it is legitimate to hypothesise that the victory 

against the Soviet invasion gave a tremendous political and ideological boost to the 

Islamic cause. Although political Islam had been on the rise for some tim e in the region, 

the victory in Afghanistan provided the necessary evidence that the organisation o f 

society according to Islam was indeed possible and within reach. This event had 

consequences in Algeria where the Islamic movement was beginning to make its first 

steps after being legalised. Its ideological stance and its call to Islam as the solution to all
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problems had a wimiing model to look at. On the organisational dimension, it should be 

highlighted that among the 'international' combatants in Afghanistan some were 

Algerian.^” They had gone back to their home country and begun proselytising among 

the unemployed youth. Their organisational abilities and their example were one of the 

reasons behind the success o f the Islamic Front and provided an international connection 

to the movement. Without the victory in Afghanistan, the Islamic movement might have 

not received the boost it did and might have not spread so quickly given that the only 

other successful contemporary jihad  had been carried out in Shi'ia Iran. This hypothesis 

would be confinned if there were sufficient evidence to show that the Islamic Front in 

Algeria did refer to the victorious war in Afghanistan to gather electoral support and if 

some of its cadres were veterans of the war.

The third hypothesis is concerned with the effects of the Gulf crisis, spanning 

from the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait to the liberation of it and the defeat of the Iraqi army. 

During this time, the shock waves of the crisis in the world had a significant impact on a 

wide range of actors. It is assumed that for Algerian politics this impact was equally 

strong and had a considerable influence in changing the distribution of power and 

resources, and therefore the objectives and strategies, o f those involved in the game of 

transition. When the Gulf crisis broke out, the process of democratisation had already 

begun, the local elections of June 1990 had been won by the Islamic Front and the power 

holders had already sensed their political delegitimisation. The hypothesis is that the 

Gulf War had a number of effects on three distinct actors in the game of the transition. 

First of all, it accelerated the process of delegitimisation of the power holders because 

the ruling elites were unable to successfully carve out a position that would satisfy both 

the US-led coalition and the Algerian masses, which were largely against the war. 

Secondly, it is assumed that the crisis strengthened the power and convictions of the 

Islamic Front following the massive spontaneous popular support for Iraq. Thanks to the 

crisis, FIS found itself even more convinced that the Islamic card and anti-Western 

sentiment were assets that could now be increasingly used to demand more concessions 

from the regime. Finally and crucially, the crisis had a profound impact on Western 

policy-makers, who became even more worried about a FIS electoral take-over in 

Algeria due to its perceived anti-Western agenda.

The fourth hypothesis postulates that the end of the Cold War was veiy 

significant in leading the ruling elites to abandon socialist economics, to look for a new

Details follow in Chapter 7.
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relationship with the United States and ultimately to re-model the domestic political and 

economic structures to satisfy the New W orld Order. At the same time, the end o f the 

Cold War had an impact on the Islamic galaxy, confirming to the leaders o f these 

movements that socialism had been a tragic mistake all along and that the real answer to 

the country's difficulties was in following the straight path o f  Islam. In order to confirm 

this hypothesis, it is necessary to gather evidence pointing to market-oriented economic 

reforms during the period o f Soviet decline and pointing to strategic changes in the 

relations o f  A lgeria with the Soviet Union and the United States. Furthermore, evidence 

is needed to show that the end o f the Cold War confirmed the ideological correctness o f 

the Algerian Islamic position.

Looking at Western countries’ democracy-promotion policy, the hypothesis is 

that such a stance influenced the power holders in their decision to democratise. While a 

process o f  liberalisation is usually started in order to preserve power rather than 

instigated to promote real change, part o f  this effort to preserve the regime through a re- 

legitimising phase involving popular consent is necessary to adapt to international 

pressures. Survival depends as much on the ability to guide the opening up o f  the 

political system as it depends on the need to find international support in order to gain 

the country a new position in a changing system where democracy is a foreign policy 

priority for the most powerful actors in the system.

Regarding the hypothesis deriving from the expansion o f  political Islam as an 

instrument o f  foreign policy, it is necessary to find evidence that links the Islamic Front 

to external sources o f  influence. If  this link can be made, it means that a key domestic 

actor’s strength may be the result o f  an external action. The focus should be in particular 

on financial aid and training o f  cadres and Islamic scholars.

The assumption behind the necessity for Western countries to oppose the 

expansion o f  political Islam and the fear o f  seeing Islamic movements coming to power 

leads to the hypothesis that in the case o f  Algeria they attempted to stop the FIS coming 

to power by supporting the domestic actors who had the most to lose from the victory o f  

the FIS. The analysis should focus on the most important actors in the region: the United 

States and France.

If states have interests and objectives they want to achieve, so do other 

international actors. Both transnational companies and international financial institutions 

have goals and strategies. The hypothesis is that through the access they enjoy, they were 

able convey their most preferred outcomes to the ruling elites before and throughout the
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whole transition. On the one hand, international organisations may have provided policy

makers with a framework o f  necessary economic reforms that had a strong although 

indirect impact on the direction the country was taking. In this context, it is important to 

highlight that economic choices have an impact on the political environment, by shifting 

resources (both material and ideological) among actors. On the other hand, transnational 

companies have a relevant stake in the political outcome o f the transition. The hypothesis 

here is that the most preferred outcome for TNCs was obtaining more and better 

contracts to operate freely in the country to maximise their profits. It follows that they 

probably feared radical changes would be brought about by a new political force and 

determined that support needed to be given to the current power holders who were 

embracing market-oriented reforms aimed at attracting even more foreign direct 

investment.

Finally, the end o f  the socialist ideology and the international victory o f  liberal- 

democracy as the seemingly best mode o f political governance provided the wider 

context within which actors had to operate. The hypothesis is that both larger trends 

affected domestic decision-making directly, as actors came to realise that they were 

operating in a more restrictive ideological environment. Policies following discredited 

ideologies and supporting winning ones followed from this consideration.

5.7 Conclusion

Unlike many other studies o f  transitions, this research looks at two neglected 

dimensions that are deemed important when analysing regime change. Countries are not 

isolated from the wider surroundings and their geo-political environment determines to 

some extent the interests and the policies they have. This is also the case for actors who 

share the same environment and who have an ‘interest’ in developments in the area. 

Thus, the geo-political dimension should be examined in order to understand what kind 

o f  external influences are present before and during a regime change. In the case o f 

Algeria, the geo-politics o f  the M editerranean has been examined. A second dimension 

that has not been duly analysed in the literature is the nature o f  the state under 

examination. Specifically, its economic structure has implications for the political system 

and for society as a whole. Countries are linked to the international economy and 

changes in the economic context may have profound effects on some o f them. The 

consequences o f  these effects differ according to the nature o f  the country in question. 

Algeria has been traditionally over-dependent on hydrocarbons and this has had
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implications for domestic political and economic development. Thus, it is important to 

examine the nature o f  the rentier state and how it reacts to the volatility o f the 

international economy.

From the dimensions, we have also derived a set o f variables that can be 

analysed in detail. The central role o f  larger trends, direct active policies, and external 

shocks has been highlighted. They all help contextualise the process o f  regime change.

From these variables, a number o f  hypotheses have been formulated. They 

cannot be entirely separated from one another, but it is possible to look for evidence 

supporting or disproving the claims made. It should be also recognised that they do not 

all ‘act’ at the same time nor have the same degree o f  intensity. This is because one of 

the most important innovations o f  this project is to look at international variables 

throughout the duration o f the transition and not to consider them simply as triggers. It 

follows that their impact may change over the course o f the game, while at specific 

moments in time a particular variable may intervene to influence and change the 

incentive structure o f  the main actors. Furthermore, some o f them may seem in conflict 

with others, while some may mutually reinforce each other. This is because there are 

multiple levels o f  policy-making and therefore o f  influence, and at the same time there 

are multiple external actors with their different agendas and objectives. Strategies 

therefore may combine or collide, but they are all intended to modify perceptions and 

behaviour at the domestic level. Finally, it should be mentioned that these variables at 

work are ‘different’ at different stages o f  the transition. However, the point o f  the 

exercise is to have a set o f  variables from which hypotheses can be derived and to look 

for evidence. In the following chapter the amount o f  evidence gathered will be surveyed 

and put into context.
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CHAPTER 6 -  The External Context o f the Algerian Transition

This chapter provides a general outline o f  the external conditions during the 

Algerian transition. This is more descriptive than substantive and will only outline a 

series o f international elements that should be accounted for in the analysis, hi Chapter 7 

then, an in-depth analysis o f  the evidence will be used to substantiate the claims of 

Chapter 5.

6.1 The Economic Factors

Huntington's study o f  why so many countries democratised or attempted to do so 

at a particular moment in time sees “the unprecedented global economic growth o f  the 

1960s” ' as central for three reasons; a) the effect on authoritarian regimes o f  the oil price 

hikes o f the 1970s, which undermined previous economic performances and therefore 

had negative consequences for their political legitimacy; b) the effect o f  long-term 

growth on the expansion o f  a middle-class that favoured democracy as a way o f 

preserving and enhancing its success; and c) the effect o f  rapid economic exchanges 

destabilising closed authoritarian regimes due to the perceived necessity o f  openness in 

conducting trade relations, particularly with established democracies. These economic 

factors, largely dependent on developments in the international economy, “provide the 

base for d e m o c r a c y W h e n  it comes to Algeria, it emerges that economic factors seem 

to have contributed to the tim ing o f the process o f  liberalisation, although they are not 

the same factors identified in Huntington's study. On the contrary, the tim ing o f  the 

process o f  liberalisation in Algeria does not follow any o f the effects Huntington puts 

forth. Due to the position o f Algeria as a petroleum and gas exporting country and the 

nature o f  the rentier-state, it is extremely important to analyse the external economic 

conditions and the shifts in the world market o f  oil and gas, which largely determines the 

amount o f  revenues available for internal redistribution. Before such an analysis it is 

important to briefly outline the domestic economic structure o f  the country in order to 

put in clearer perspective o f  the international economic enviromnent contributed to its 

creation, to its endurance and to its crisis.

After independence, Algeria chose to develop a socialist economic model where 

the state would be in charge of running the economy. In order to achieve rapid

' Samuel Huntington, The Third Wave o f  Deinocratisation, (Norman, Oklahoma 
University Press, 1991), p. 45.
M bid .,p . 59.
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industrialisation and in order to provide social services to the population, it was believed 

that a strong state was required. Moreover, the Algerian revolutionaries had been 

influenced by the etatisme o f  the French, as they had studied it in schools and 

experienced it in their daily lives. Following the policy advice o f French economists, 

who saw the success o f  the Algerian revolution with romanticism and expectation, the 

new governiTient adopted the then fashionable socialist model o f development. This 

model was built around three fundamental priorities: 1) the priority o f accumulation o f  

capital over consumption and the satisfaction o f  immediate needs; 2) the priority o f  

industrialisation over agriculture and; 3) the priority o f  developing capital equipment 

over consum er goods.^

It was believed that Algeria would be very well placed to succeed both 

economically and socially, as it could count on vast natural resources. From the very first 

four-year economic plan, priority was placed on investing in 'industrialising industries' 

and hydrocarbons production. Algeria, according to Lise Garon, “wanted to avoid the 

trap o f adopting a model that would see it become an exporter o f  natural resources and 

an importer o f  finished goods.”'* Investing heavily in the hydrocarbons sector allowed the 

country to finance its own development. The idea was that oil and gas revenues would be 

the basis for industrial development. Lise Garon points out: “the Algerian strategy 

consisted o f  reinvesting the oil revenues in the construction o f a modern industrial state, 

which was seen as the necessary and sufficient condition to acquire economic 

independence.”  ̂ For this reason, the insertion o f the country in the oil and gas world 

market was one o f the post-independence imperatives for the ruling elites. This swift 

insertion gave the illusion that the oil and gas revenues would keep the project o f  rapid 

and effective industrialisation alive, although it was recognised that eventually the rent 

would disappear. Precisely because it was believed that the rent would eventually come 

to an end, it was necessary to build industries as quickly as possible and to maximise 

revenues. The illusion o f  economic independence and autonomy was however built on a 

contradiction, as the country was increasingly dependent on 'events' and markets outside 

its own control. It follows that the gi'owth o f  the economy was almost entirely made 

dependent on revenues (i.e. foreign currency) from the oil and, later on, the gas sector.

 ̂Driss Dadsi and Lazhari Doukali, Algerie: les annees de tous les dangers, (Paris, Presse 
Africaine, 1994), p. 36.
“ Lise Garon, ‘’Crise economique et consensus en etat rentier: le cas de I'Algerie 
socialiste” . Revue Etudes Internationales. Vol. 25, n. 1, mars 1994, p. 30.
 ̂ Ibid., p. 30.
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The exploitation and further discovery o f  new reserves o f  hydrocarbons allowed 

Algeria to build a substantial net o f  social protection, granting free education, health care 

and housing with low taxation, which helped the regime to solidify its legitimacy. In 

addition, revenues from the oil and gas sector allowed the Algerian government to 

undertake programmes o f rapid industrialisation by acquiring technology and turnkey 

m anufacturing companies. This strategy, although useful in the short term to create 

employinent and allow for the output o f  indigenous products, made the country even 

more dependent on foreign interests. The technology and the skills involved in the 

setting up o f  these manufacturing companies was o f  foreign provenance and this linked 

the country, in a subservient position, to the international economy. A lgeria’s impressive 

growth reached its peak in the 1970s, when the unexpected oil price hikes contributed to 

filling the coffers o f  the publicly owned oil company SONATRACH and therefore the 

coffers o f  the state. Contrary to the destabilising effect o f  these oil price hikes in other 

authoritarian countries importing these resources, oil producing and exporting countries 

benefited enormously from these increases.

The advantages gained through skyrocketing prices o f  natural resources were o f  

a political nature as well. The revenues strengthened the political legitimacy o f  the 

government, whose unofficial pact with the population was built on the simple exchange 

o f  basic services and the possibility o f economic and social mobility for support of, or at 

least acquiescence in, the political and institutional features o f  the country. Thus, the 

large oil and gas revenues, far from undermining the regime, were a blessing for the 

Algerian state, as it was able to hide the mismanagement o f  the economy, the poor 

results o f  the policy o f  rapid socialist industrialisation and the decline o f  agriculture.

Moreover, and again contrary to the expectation that a rising professional class 

puts pressure on authoritarian governments to democratise, businessmen in the limited 

private sector and the educated middle-classes were quite easily co-opted. The regime, 

through pay-offs o f various types (from the granting o f  exclusive licences to import 

manufactured goods from abroad to allowing unrestricted travel), made sure that their 

‘fate’ was dependent on the regime's fate. Since the regime controls m ost o f  the 

revenues, generates most o f the wealth through a large public sector, and grants access to 

privileges, sections o f  civil society normally associated with demands for greater 

political and economic liberalisation became the main supporters o f the existing political 

order. Thus, “businessmen, instead o f  becoming vigorous proponents o f free markets, 

end up as crony capitalists, making profits because o f  their connections to those in
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power.”*' From this, it follows that /'e«//e;'-states, even imperfect ones such as Algeria, 

depend for their political legitimacy largely on their ability to deliver economically. 

When they are unable to perform on that particular front, their legitimacy comes into 

question. In the words o f Pierre Claverie, “Algeria was a society entirely organised by 

and for the redistribution, controlled but widespread, o f  the oil rent.”’

As previously underlined, the smooth running o f  the Algerian economy was, and 

still is, strictly linked to the revenues in foreign currency that the regime can earn 

tluough the export o f  oil and gas. It has been estimated that up to 95percent o f all foreign 

currency earnings comes from exports o f  natural resources. The oil shocks o f  the 1970s 

filled Algerian coffers and did not encourage the regime to think about alternative 

strategies o f  development during those good times. This is certainly due to domestic 

politics and domestic choices, but also has to do with international economic pressures, 

as Algeria supplied natural resources and was kept in that role by not being allowed to 

export or produce much o f anything else due to very restrictive quotas and tariffs set up 

to protect the markets o f  developing countries. Thus, the regime was taken aback when 

the price o f  oil fell dramatically in 1986. According to Ismail Khennas and M ustapha 

Mekideche, “the drop in the price o f  oil in 1986 translated itself into a brutal regression 

o f  the value o f  exports, from 13,5 billion US dollars in 1985 to 9,6 billion US dollars 

both in 1986 and 1987.”* This counter-shock deprived the government o f vital revenues, 

and problems were further compounded by the fluctuation o f the US dollar. Jean-Pierre 

Sereni affirms that “the addition o f the oil shock and the dollar effect represent from the 

beginning o f 1985 to mid 1991 a drop in revenues in foreign currency o f  about 

80percent.”® This point is made also by Faycal Tachir, who sees the period 1985-1986 as 

a powerful catalyst o f  the difficulties for the already fragile Algerian econom y."’ Sid 

Ahmed also agrees and argues: “since the mid 1980s Algeria was a victim o f a classic 

external process o f  strangulation, provoked by the collapse o f the exchange term s on the 

hydrocarbons market.” "  It is not only economists who see the pivotal role played by the

 ̂Quandt, op. cit. p. 120.
’ Pierre Claverie, ‘’Algerie: le desarroi” , Etudes. Vol. 381, n. 3, Septembre 1994, p. 151.
* Ismail Khemias and M ustapha Mekideche, ” Les hydrocarbures en Algerie: politiques 
internes et rapport avec le marche m ondial”  in Martine Verlet (ed.), Cooperer avec 
I'Algerie: convergences et solidarites, (Paris, Publisud, 1995), p. 76.
’ Jean Pierre Sereni, ‘’L'Algerie, le FMI et le FIS”, Les Cahiers de I'Orient. n. 25-26, 
Premier et Deuxieme Semestre 1992, p. 225.

Faycal Yachir, ‘’Algerie: I'ajustement inacheve”  in Samir Amin (ed.) Le Maghreb: 
enlisement ou nouveau depart (Paris, L 'Hannattan, 1996), p. 106.
"  Abdelkader Sid Ahmed, Un projet pour I'Algerie: elements pour un reel partenariat 
euro-mediterraneen, (Publisud, Paris, 1995), p. 38.
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mid 1980s oil counter-shock. The very strong political relevance o f  such a change is 

more widely recognised. Defence analyst J.F. Coustilliere pointed out immediately after 

the military coup that “ the economic difficulties in the M aglveb provoked a very strong 

sentiment o f  popular dissatisfaction which in turn perturbed the political and social life 

o f  these countries.” '^

Some empirical evidence also exists to support the existence o f  a link between 

the international economic changes and the decision by the political elites to liberalise 

the system. In an article that applies the inverted U-shape theory to Algeria's experience 

with political repression, democratisation and civil conflict, Abdelaziz Testas concludes 

that economic dissatisfaction is central to understanding democratisation.'^ His main 

point is that Algeria is strong evidence for the case that “the people will accept state 

dictatorship as long as they enjoy increasing prosperity. Once the economic pie starts 

shrinking, however, they rise up in protest against the ruling establisl'unent.” ''' His claim 

is substantiated by an empirical analysis o f  the relationship between per capita income 

growth and political protests in Algeria between 1974 and 1992. He finds that the Berber 

Spring riots o f  1980 coincided with a sharp decline in the real GDP per capita growth 

rate from 4.6percent in 1979 to minus 2.4percent in 1980 and he also finds that a similar 

pattern characterised the key years between 1986 and 1988. During that period, “ in 1986, 

the real GDP per capita growth rate decreased to minus 3.6percent from minus 

2.3percent in 1985. In 1987 and 1988, the respective real GDP growth rates were 

minus4.4percent and -4.1 percent.” '  ̂ According to Testas, the main cause for the long- 

lasting collapse o f  growth rates is to be found in the 1986 world oil price collapse.

A more in depth-analysis o f  this issue and its relevance in terms o f  supporting 

the hypothesis that liberalisation is a direct cause o f  economic difficulties will be in 

Chapter 7. For now it suffices to say that at the political level different actors formed 

different ideas about the importance o f the oil price collapse and its impact on decisions 

made. The ruling elites, although internally divided on the choices to be made, saw the 

international element as a crucial alibi. It thus invoked the recession to legitimise the 

necessity o f rapid reforming o f  both the economy and the political system.'^ The

Jean Francois Coustilliere, ‘’Une Politique de I'Europe Latine en Mediterannee 
Occidentale” , Defense N ationale. Vol. 48, May 1992, p. 104.

Abdelaziz Testas, ‘’Political Repression, Democratization and Civil Conflict in Post- 
Independence A lgeria” , Dem ocratization. Vol. 9, No. 4, W inter 2002, pp. 106-121.

Ibid., p. 112.
Ibid., p. 112.
Lise Garon, op. cit., p. 34.
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suggestion can be made tliat without such a crisis the regime would have not had the 

incentive nor the willingness to democratise. The Islamic Front’s interpretation is quite 

different and does not really revolve around the economic factor at all. In fact, “the FIS 

does not regard the mismanagement o f  the economy as the causal agent o f  the October 

1988 uprising. The sharp drop in oil revenues in 1985 and 1986 was indeed a 

contributing factor [...] , but there were clearly other factors at w ork.” ' ’ The question is 

whether the regime would have liberalised the political system in their absence.

On the economic front, there was a strong link between the international crisis 

affecting the prices o f oil and gas and the tentative liberal economic reforms dictated by 

the necessity to integrate the country into the international economy. In turn, this 

necessity reinforced the influence o f  the international envirorunent on the process o f  

democratisation tlirough the import o f  neo-liberal economic ideals and through the 

official entrance on the Algerian scene o f  powerful international financial institutions. 

Domestically, the counter-shock permitted the economic reformers to have more input in 

policy-making to the detriment o f  the more conservative elements still favourable to a 

socialist planned economy. President Chadli and his reform-orientated advisers 

attempted to introduce some free market reforms in the mid-1980s in the wake o f  the 

evident failures o f  the planned economy. These reforms further alienated the masses 

from the regime, as they seemed to accelerate the impoverishment o f  the population. 

Despite, or perhaps because of, the October riots and the substantial diminishing o f 

revenues, the Hamrouche government stepped up free market reforms in 1989 with the 

blessing o f the President. Upon his appointment as Prime Minister, Hamrouche declared: 

“my plan is going to transport the whole Algerian society from one system to the 

other.” '*

Where did the initiative o f  reforming the economy come from? The 

abandonment o f  the planned socialist economy was certainly an internal decision, made 

to tackle the structural problems o f the economy, but its roots can be found in 

developments taking place internationally. In this respect the role played by international 

organisations such as the World Bank (WB) and the International Monetary Fund (IMF) 

is central. Moreover, the changing international economic environment put severe 

constraints on the policies available to Algerian governments. Hamrouche him self made

Personal Interview, National Executive Office o f FIS, Novem ber 2002, Geneva, 
Switzerland.

Souhayr Belhassen, “Algerie. Ce que veut H am rouche” , La Jeune Afrique. N. 1500, 
2"‘* October 1989, p. 40.
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no secret o f  the fact that some o f  his ministerial appointments were made with the 

intention o f pleasing the international community. The appointment o f  Sid Ahmed 

Ghozali to the Department o f  Foreign Affairs and Ghazi Hidouci to the Department of 

the Economy stand out in this respect. Ghozali was a man “well-known and much 

appreciated in Western financial circles, having served as Ambassador to the European 

Community.” '® The logic behind his appointment was to “reassure foreign investors and 

attract fresh foreign capital to the country.” ®̂ Hidouci was appointed in order to “proceed 

to the complete transformation o f the [country's] entire economic structure.” '̂

The pace and intensity o f  the Hamrouche-sponsored reforms, which had begun 

under the good auspices o f  the international community, in turn affected the ongoing 

process o f liberalisation and vice-versa. In order to have a fuller picture o f the external 

economic environment in the mid-1980s, it is also important to put the case o f  Algeria in 

comparative perspective.

During the 1980s the tliree M aglueb countries all undertook policies o f  structural 

adjustment.^^ Morocco was the first country to do so in 1982, under the auspices o f  the 

WB and the IMF. Morocco was unable to pay back the interest on its external debt and 

the international financial institutions intervened to save the bankrupt kingdom in 

exchange for far reaching free-market-oriented reforms. What is o f  interest in the case o f 

Morocco is that its economic crisis coincided with the collapse o f  the price o f  phosphates 

on the international market. Prior to this price drop Morocco had earned a substantial 

amount o f  revenue through the export o f  phosphates and it is not simply a coincidence 

that the M oroccan economic situation worsened quickly after the price collapse.^^ In 

1985, Tunisia followed the example o f Morocco and, before the economic crisis could 

hit the country really hard, undertook policies o f  structural adjustment early on. Other 

petroleum-exporting countries in the MENA region followed the same pattern o f Algeria 

and introduced some market refonns to counter the drop in oil prices and attempt to 

improve the economy, with the richest countries managing to weather the storm both 

economically and politically. This is the case o f  Saudi Arabia and the other G ulf States, 

which were also propped up by the West by virtue o f  their strategic position.

'^Ibid., p. 41.
Ibid., p. 41.
Ibid., p. 41.
Yves Gazzo, “Les economies arabes face a la crise” , Maehreb-M achrek. n. 120, Avril- 

Juin 1988, pp. 58-67.
For an in-depth o f  Moroccan economic development over the last 50 years, see Henry 

Clement and Robert Springborg, Globalisation and the Politics o f  Development in the 
Middle East, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2001), pp. 171-178.
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Algeria was one o f the last countries to put in place a programme o f reforms that 

would move the country away from a planned economy and controlled prices to an 

economy more receptive to market forces. A group o f reformers existed within the senior 

bureaucracy that met infonnally and periodically to discuss the possibility o f reforming 

the ailing economy, but they were only allowed to have a real influence on the 

government after the oil counter-shocks o f  1985 and 1986. Tunisia and Morocco relied 

much less on rents than Algeria and thus were forced to make changes earlier, while the 

G ulf monarchies were much better positioned to introduce economic changes without 

substantive political ones, as the recession did not tlireaten the very stability o f  the state.

In Algeria, it was becoming apparent that economic planning was failing to 

deliver the same results as it had produced in the past in terms o f  growth due to its 

inherent problems, but also due to the expanding dominance o f  liberal economics on 

world markets. The fast-paced opening up o f international economics put additional 

pressure on the regime to enter the country into this system, hi addition, it needs to be 

highlighted that the shocks felt in Algeria at the changes in the international economy 

were not unexpected but followed logically from the position Algeria occupied in the 

capitalist international system. Dadsi and Doukali argue for instance that “despite an 

internal and external ideological discourse that wanted to portray the Algerian model as 

naturally challenging Western capitalism, both the Boumedienne regime and the Chadli 

regime developed, reinforced and diversified links with the capitalist world.” "̂' Calchi 

Novati who sees this movement towards the capitalist West as driven by the “need to 

find new markets and obtain aid in order to further the development o f  the country”^̂  

makes the same point.

It is at this point imperative to briefly outline the reforms that were implemented 

in the period between 1988 and 1992 and to examine their effects. M ost o f  the reforms 

were to a large extent externally driven, either directly by international economic 

organisations, donor countries, and commercial partners, or indirectly by systemic 

pressures, and contributed to shaping the way which domestic political actors acted 

during the transition process. The reformers, once in government, worked to transform 

the legislative and institutional framework in order to put in place an enviromnent more 

conducive to the workings o f a free market. Georges Corm distinguishes two phases of

Dadsi and Doukali, Algerie, op. cit, p. 39.
Giampaolo Calchi Novati, Storia dell'Algeria Indipendente, (Milano, Bompiani, 1998), 

p. 229.
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this process o f  reforms: before and after the February 1989 Constitution.^® During the 

first phase, the most significant achievement was the transformation o f  the agricultural 

sector with the abandonment o f  collective farming and the re-introduction o f  the right to 

own land. During the first phase, there was also the relaxation o f  the licensing system for 

import and export activities. While this may seem a minor reform, its effects are quite 

relevant given that the monopoly o f  the state on external trade was effectively broken. 

After the adoption o f  the new Constitution in 1989, reforms accelerated with the 

introduction o f  far reaching liberal changes: elimination o f  price subsidies, autonomy for 

the Central Bank, liberalisation o f foreign investments, and new laws on currency and 

credit. When it comes to the all-important hydrocarbons sector, it must be noted that 

“since the mid-1980s, the government ha[d] put a high priority on attracting involvement 

by international oil companies.”^̂

These profound changes found their justification in the poor recent performance 

o f  the economy, but also in the significant economic shifts taking place outside Algeria. 

The Algerian elites, reformers and ‘continuists’, had to contend with the pressure coming 

from the outside. When the reformers were finally handed the levers o f  power they found 

a disastrous financial situation as the level o f  foreign currencies was very low due to the 

diminishing revenues caused by the oil counter-shock. In addition, the service on 

Algeria's foreign debt increased from 50 percent o f  all exports in 1986 to 75 percent of 

all exports in 1988.^*

While the Algerian government did not enter into official negotiations with 

international financial institutions until late 1988, the reformers had already begun 

unofficial talks with World Bank and IMF executives on the scale and pace o f  reforms to 

undertake. The reluctance to engage officially with such institutions, and the refusal to 

accept the imposition o f structural adjustment programmes as well as a rescheduling o f  

the foreign debt, derived from the traditional Algerian position o f shunning any form o f 

direct international intervention in the country's affairs and in the belief that the 

international economic order should be changed rather than accommodated. A more 

pragmatic reason had to do with the tlireat that these official links may have posed to 

those with privileges. Nevertheless, reforms were necessary and the expertise o f 

international financial institutions was instrumental to the reform ers’ efforts. Thus a

Georges Corm, “La reforme economique algerienne: une reforme mal aim ee?” , 
M aghreb-M achrek. n. 139, Janvier-M ars 1993, pp. 8-27.

Jolin Entelis, “SONATRACH: The political economy o f an Algerian state institution”. 
Middle East Journal, vol. 53, N. 1, winter 1999, p. 22.

World Debt Tables 1991-1992, World Bank Publications, W ashington DC.
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policy of unofficial engagement with the IMF was launched and it was labelled “faire du 

FMI sans le However, the increasing economic difficulties and the ongoing

political process of liberalisation forced the reformers to have official contacts with both 

the WB and the IMF. Thus, “in May 1989, the first loan in support of the ongoing 

reforms [was] obtained by the Merbah government, and it [was] swiftly followed by a 

stand-by agreement with the IMF.” “̂ These two accords were soon followed by other 

loans from the World Bank, another stand-by agreement with the IMF and by a loan 

from the European Community in support of the programme of economic refonns. In 

addition, private banks led by the Credit Lyonnais decided to reopen their lines o f credits 

towards the country. The timing of these loans and accords is very relevant insofar as it 

had enormous effects in the social and political arenas. The European Union made the 

delivery of the second instalment of a 400 million ECU aid package contingent on 

economic not political conditions, sending the message that the Union was more 

interested in advancing its economic interests in the country rather than promoting 

democracy.^'

The pressure for economic change did not simply come from international 

financial institutions, but had its roots in the expansion o f international capitalism. Thus, 

Algeria was somehow forced to change its policies towards foreign investors in order to 

encourage them to set up business in the countiy. The problem Algeria had was that the 

only field of interest for foreign investors was hydrocarbons and a series of accords were 

signed between SONATRACH and foreign companies between 1986 and 1992.^^ In fact, 

oil and gas companies had been quietly entering the Algerian market since the mid 1980s 

and their efforts to make Algeria more compliant to the new international climate for 

foreign investors paid o ff In December 1991 a new law was passed concerning 

hydrocarbon investment in the country.^^ The main points o f this new law were indeed 

favourable to foreign companies, as summarised by Entelis:'"'*

Francois Soudan, “Algerie; I'adieu au socialisme” , Jeune Afrique. No. 1469, T' March 
1989, p. 26.

Corm, 'La reforme economique', op. cit., p. 24.
Hugh Roberts, “Dancing in the Dark: The European Union and the Algerian Drama”, 

Democratization. Vol. 9, No. 1, Spring 2002, p. 110.
Khennas and Musatpha, 'Les hydrocarbures en Algerie', op. cit., p. 48.

”  Law 91-21 of 4"' December 1991 amends the 1986 Hydrocarbon Investment Law 86- 
14 of 19 August 1986. Journal Officiel de la Republique Algerienne Democratique et 
Populaire.

Entelis, SONATRACH, pp. 22-23.
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• Authorisation for foreign companies to explore and develop gas deposits in 

partnership with SONATRACH.

• Exploitation o f existing oil fields with SONATRACH.

• International arbitration for disputes between foreign firms and SONATRACH.

• Reduction in royalties and taxes for foreign companies operating in difficult areas o f 

exploration.

• Permission for foreign finns to finance, build and operate oil pipelines under 

contract with SONATRACH.

Unfortunately all these changes did not improve the socio-economic conditions o f 

large sectors o f  the population. On the contrary they seemed to make the situation 

worse. As previously mentioned, the programme o f economic reforms did not have the 

positive effects its proponents hoped for and it fed into an already explosive social 

situation and into a still underdeveloped new political system. Since independence, 

Algeria had enjoyed high rates o f  grou^th, but, more importantly, the whole population 

seemed to benefit from economic development. From 1967 to the end o f  1984, the 

num ber o f  jobs created tlu'ough ambitious programmes o f  development stood at over 2 

million, while inflation remained lower than pay increases thanks to price subsidies. Not 

only could Algerians easily find a job  and enjoy high rates o f  consumption, they could 

also benefit from free health care, free education and social housing paid for by oil 

revenues. In addition, the money coming back to the country from migrants in France 

contributed to the elevation o f  the purchasing power o f  all sections o f  the population. 

The cumbersome bureaucracy, the monopoly o f  the state on external trade and periodic 

shortages o f certain products, were tolerated in the belief that social mobility was 

possible and that there were plentiful jobs around.

All this changed from 1986 onward. A bdellatif Benachenou describes the Algerian 

economy in the period between 1984 and 1992 as “having entered a tunnel.”^̂  The 

abandonment o f  the policy o f  price subsidies pushed inflation up, particularly for 

foodstuffs, but there were price increases for industrial products as well. The galloping 

rate o f  inflation was coupled with growing unemployment. The latter peaked officially 

in 1990 at 25percent. To make matters worse, unemployment massively touched a great 

number o f  university gi'aduates, leading to both frustration and political radicalisation.

A bdellatif Benachenou, “Inflation et Chomage en Algerie. Les aleas de la democratie 
et de reformes economiques” , M aglueb-M achrek. n. 139, Janvier-M ars 1993, p. 31.
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The rise in unemployment was accompanied by a decreasing availability o f  housing, 

aggravating the social situation/^

As the crisis continued, two more phenomena made their appearance. First, the 

middle-class began to feel the pinch o f  the crisis and the “cadres witness[ed] the decrease 

o f  their living standards due to  the high inflation rate, while the economic reforms put 

them on the front line without giving them the means to fight.” ”  Secondly, Algerians 

began to notice that a new class o f  nouveaux riches was emerging and flaunting their 

money without embarrassment. The deregulation o f  the import-export licensing system, 

and the new opportunities offered to those who had the capital for starting a business, fed 

into a corrupt network where connections to those in power allowed a few to make 

fortunes. While the majority o f  the population struggled to make ends meet, a minority 

enjoyed newfound wealth. In addition, “the freedom o f the government to manoeuvre 

was almost non-existent given the situation o f  heavy debt” *̂ and it became impossible to 

address these problems, as the levers o f  power were taken away from those in 

government.

Thus, while the social situation worsened, from 1988 Algeria was forced every 

year to transfer to its creditors abroad 13-15percent o f  its national wealth to service its 

foreign debt. In addition, the agreements with the IMF and the World Bank forced the 

country to accelerate the pace o f  reforms. Benachenou summarises the situation 

convincingly: “between September 1989 and September 1992, the logic o f reform and 

adjustment - devaluation o f  the dinar, complete price liberalisation, diminution o f the 

debt o f  public enterprises -  prevail[ed] and weigh[ed] heavily on prices and 

unemployment without any positive effect for the economy due, in particular, to external 

financial constraints.””

Investigative reporter Djallal Malti points out that “the international economic 

enviroruTient had an important influence on the democratisation o f  the regime, but in a 

'mechanical' way tlirough the drop o f the dollar and through the drop in the price of

The problem o f housing is a huge strain on social relations, as numerous families are 
forced to live in confined spaces leaving no intimacy or privacy to the members. The 
overcrowding is so bad that people are forced to take turns in sleeping in the same bed. 
The sense o f  alienation, in particular for the younger generations, is immense and the 
lack o f  prospects o f  finding a house just compounds it.
”  Benachenou, ‘Inflation et Chom age’, p. 35.

Hocine Benissad, Algeria: restructurations et reformes economiques entre 1979 et 
1993, (Alger :O PU , 1994), p. 141.
”  Benachenou, Inflation et Chomage, p. 37.
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oil.” °̂ During the transition process itself, the changing economic conditions had an 

impact on the domestic actors and their strategies. According to most scholars, the FIS 

gained strength during these difficult economic times and spoke for the underprivileged 

in Algerian society. In fact, Severine Labat argues that the FIS is not so much a political 

party, but rather a very large social movement capable o f  attracting support for its stance 

on economic and social issues. It is not surprising that many Algerians came to know the 

FIS tlirough the party's charitable operations and began to appreciate FIS militants as 

they were seen to help out with daily problems. The FIS’s proximity to people's real 

needs was in sharp contrast with the government's distance from the difficulties o f the 

population. This was exemplified in the aftermath o f  the earthquake that struck a region 

o f Algeria, when the FIS was able to quickly organise rescue and relief operations, while 

government agencies were unable to respond. At the same time, the ruling elite was 

divided on the pace and scale o f  reforms and different clans used the economic 

environment to advance their claims and their agenda.

One trend is however constant during the transitional period: Western powers, 

particularly the leading European countries, were concerned with the rise o f  the FIS, as 

they believed the party threatened their economic interests in the country. A lgeria is the 

most important supplier o f  gas and oil in the region and its exports are central to the 

economic development o f  all southern European countries. In addition, the United States 

is its most important commercial partner in the liquefied gas sector. Algeria also has the 

potential to further develop its capacity to extract and export both oil and gas. All this 

explains the key position Algeria occupies in the geo-economic game. The role played 

by Algeria's foreign debt in determining and driving Western policies towards the 

countty should also be highlighted. At the beginning o f  1990 France was owed 4.1 

billion US dollars, Japan 3.6 billion, USA and Canada were owed a combined 2.8 billion 

US dollars, the United Kingdom 1.6 billion and Italy 1.4 billion."*' Governments had a 

veiy powerful lever they could use, but were not the only actor with stakes in Algeria. 

Foreign oil companies had as much interest and input in both economic and political 

reforms as foreign governments did.

These two elements played a crucial part in the transitional period, as it was 

feared that the FIS would jeopardise them. This is particularly true o f  foreign investment 

in the hydrocarbons sector. The state-owned SONATRACH concluded a number o f

Personal Interview, Paris, France, November 2001.
Small Goumeziane, Le mal algerien. Economie politique d'une transition inachevee, 

(Paris, Fayard, 1994), p. 195.
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contracts with a number o f  multinationals, which obtained favourable conditions thanks 

to a  corrupt network o f political patronage that would enrich those Algerians in key 

administrative positions. The danger o f losing the grip on vast natural resources due to 

the policies the FIS would implement once in power made many in the business and 

diplomatic circles very sceptical about supporting democratic reform. The FIS was at the 

tim e denouncing the fact that Algeria had not fulfilled its revolutionary role after 

independence and that the new international economic order it supported never came 

about. An Islamic Algeria would take up that role, according to the FIS propaganda.'*^ 

The FIS was largely in favour o f  liberal economics, but it also maintained that 

relationships with other countries should be based on equality and the international 

economic system should not be rigged in favour o f the West. Breaking the corrupt 

network existing between W estern and Algerian elite was the key to using Algerian 

wealth in natural resources for the population and not simply for the benefit o f  the few. 

Fairer rules in the economic game in the hydrocarbon sector would have also meant 

dim inishing profits for the oil multinationals.

France in particular had more difficulties than other countries in accepting that 

democracy in Algeria might bring to power an Islamic party with strong anti-French 

attitudes. A phenomenon that has characterised Franco-Algerian relationships in the 

post-independence period was the “structural integration o f Algeria, and in particular its 

economy, with France.”'*̂  The economic integration o f  Algeria with France is due to 

historical factors dating back to the colonial experience and, despite the fierce 

nationalism o f Algerian elite in the post-independence period, it has never ceased to be 

the undercurrent o f  the relationship between the two countries. As Lucille Provost points 

out, “under the cover o f  se lf determined development, the country inserted itself in a 

dependent economic position with respect to the former colonial power and other 

W estern c o u n t r i e s .O th e r  commentators emphasise this by arguing that the economic 

dependence o f  Algeria since French imperialism is to be found in the Evian Accords, 

which granted Algeria its political independence from France.''^ Given this familiar 

pattern repeated by a number o f  ex-colonies, it follows that “France, witnessing the

A Al-Ahnaf, Bernard Botiveau and Franck Fregosi (eds.), L 'Algerie p a r  ses Islamistes, 
(Paris: Editions Khartala, 1991), pp. 213-21 A.
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Flammarion, 1996), p. 39.
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emergence o f democracy and a new generation o f largely unknown politicians, was
5946uneasy.

France saw the process o f  political and economic liberalisation in Algeria as a 

means to reinforce its penetration o f the country. Once the economic reforms o f the 

Hamrouche govermnent seemed to threaten the privileges o f the corrupt elite and 

therefore favour the FIS’s programme for change, France refrained from helping the 

reformers achieve their ultimate goal, as full-scale democratisation would entail a 

renegotiating o f  the privileges France enjoyed. M assive changes in government 

personnel and in the management o f state-owned enterprises with the FIS in power 

would have endangered the old ties between Paris and Algiers. According to Malti, “far 

from being traditional political relations between nation-states, the relationships are 

about economic co-operation and political networking.”''  ̂ The Hamrouche government 

was supported in its economic liberalising effort until the reforms impinged on the 

political sphere. In French foreign policy circles there was widespread scepticism about 

Hamrouche and its reforms, as it was believed they would destabilise the countiy and 

favour anti-French movements, and to a certain extent these beliefs proved to be correct.

The United States did not have the same level o f  economic interest in the country 

as France, but they had also had become one o f  Algeria's leading trade partners and 

foreign investors. In 1990, the United States exported goods and merchandise for a total 

value o f  948 million US dollars and, more importantly, American oil multinationals had 

been welcomed in as partners and investors in the hydrocarbons sector. The “US gas 

importers and SONATRACH resumed contracts”'** in 1989 and imports o f  gas reached

the value o f 2.6 billion US dollars in 1990. In addition, large oil companies such as

Anadarko Petroleum Corporation “signed in October 1989 an oil exploration/production 

contract for 100 million US dollars over 10 years”''  ̂ and Occidental Petroleum 

Corporation signed a similar contract the following year. Other investors include Pfizer 

and Air Products Company. A beneficiary o f  the new policy on investment from foreign 

companies has been British Petroleum. The company had always been active in Algeria 

after independence, but after the nationalisation o f  the hydrocarbon sector in 1972, it left 

the country. However, contacts had been maintained and by 1993 BP had an office in

Ibid., p. 99.
Personal Interview, Paris, France, November 2001.

''^Library o f  Congress, Country studies on line: http://lcweb2.loc.gov/cgi-
bin/query/r?frd/cstdy :@field(DOCID+dzO 110).
‘‘̂ Library o f  Congress, Countiy studies on line: http://lcweb2.loc.gov/cgi-
bin/query/r?frd/cstdy:@field(DOCID+dzO 110).
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Algiers and it now operates tiiree major upstream projects.^” Another important trading 

partner of Algeria, Italy, took advantage of the economic openings on offer in Algeria 

and in December 1990 a very important accord for the export of gas between 

SONATRACH and the Italian SNAM was signed. In addition, after the accord, Italy 

granted credits to Algeria amounting to 7 billion US dollars. What follows is a table of 

the main agreements signed by SONATRACH with foreign companies between 1986 

and 1992.^'

Table 3.1 Accords between SONATRACH and foreign companies -  1986-1992

FOREIGN COMPANY DA TE OF THE A GREEMENT

Alepco (Libya) June 16,1987

Agip (Italy) December 15, 1987

Cepsa (Spain) February 9, 1988

BHP (Australia) June 24, 1989

Anadarko (USA) October 23, 1989

CFP (France) November 9, 1989

Repsol (Spain) November 9, 1989

Neste (Finland) March 13, 1990

Repsol (Spain) December 12, 1990

Agip (Italy) December 12, 1990

Total (France) May 12, 1991

Occidental (USA) June 9,1991

Agip (Italy) December 1991

Anadarko (USA) January 1992

Atantic Richfield (USA) May 1992

Mobil (USA) June 1992

Philipps Petroluem (USA) July 1992

Louisiana Land Expl. (USA) Novemebr 1992

Pluspetrol (Argentina) December 1992

This was the international economic context before and during the transition. 

The programme of economic refomis and the stance of Western countries towards these

Detail of BP operations in Algeria can be found at 
http://www.bp.com/in_your_area/transition_page.asp?id=l 

The original table can be found in Smail Goumeziane, Le Mai Algerien (Paris: Fayard, 
1994), p. 48.
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reforms are also important elements to analyse in order to understanding how the process 

o f  democratisation determined the strategies and choices o f  the different domestic actors. 

The economic dependency o f  Algeria in the post-independence period, with all the 

benefits it entailed for the Algeria elite and French actors, is central to understand the 

reasons why France was sceptical about the far-reaching reforms o f  Hamrouche and their 

political repercussions. The preferred outcome for France would have been the 

liberalisation o f  the Algerian economy accompanied by the retention o f the old elite and 

the old network system. Tlirough the process o f  democratisation, and due to the 

popularity o f  the Islamic Front, French policy-makers feared that many changes would 

occur both in terms o f  personnel replacement and in terms o f  policies. These changes 

would have been an inconvenience and the FIS contends that pressure was applied to 

derail democratisation”  while pursuing the objective o f  a more encompassing inclusion 

o f  Algeria and its natural resources into the world economy. Since “over the years tight 

links had been created between the political and military elite in Algeria and the French 

elite”” , the replacement o f  this elite would have had considerable consequences for 

French-Algerian relationships. On the Algerian side, there was resistance to the 

Hamrouche programme for many o f the same reasons. Those who were in key positions 

to take advantage o f  their role were thi-eatened by the extent o f the economic and 

political reforms. They acted with their foreign counterparts to boycott the political 

liberalisation by raising the spectre o f  the FIS and hijacked the economic liberalisation in 

their favour. As Ghazi Hidouci states, “all those who benefited from the planned 

economy in terms o f  power, privileges and profits mistrusted the economic 

liberalisation.” '̂'

6.2 The P olitical Factors

The relevance o f  the international economic context has to be integrated with a 

description o f  the international political environment. At the time o f the Algerian 

transition, there were a number o f changes and events that took place at the international 

level, which had profound consequences for domestic politics in countries across the 

world. At the most general level we find the political and ideological implications o f  the 

collapse o f  socialism and the end o f  the Cold War. This ‘traum atic’ event led not only to

”  Personal Interview, National Executive Office o f FIS, Novem ber 2002, Geneva, 
Switzerland.
”  Exposes, op. cit., p. 44.

Ghazi Hidouci, op. cit., p. 179.
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a re-adjustment o f  power on the international stage with the United States emerging as 

the sole superpower, but it had repercussions for the domestic politics o f  most countries. 

Algeria was not immune to this and the transition to democracy has to be seen in this 

context o f  the loss o f  appeal o f  socialism and increasing appeal o f  liberal democracy as a 

form o f  government. The tim ing o f the Algerian transition is also intimately comiected to 

another fundamental event taking place at the beginning o f the 1990s: the second G ulf 

War fought by a US-led and UN-sanctioned force against Iraq with the objective o f  

restoring the sovereignty o f Kuwait. While W estern countries did not feel the effects o f  

this war at home due to the ‘clarity’ o f the moral stance the West took and due to the few 

coalition casualties during the short period o f fighting, this event was quite traumatic for 

the Arab world and domestic repercussions o f  the G ulf War were substantial. Finally, 

this war took place at a time when Islam as a tool o f political mobilisation was on the 

rise across the Muslim world. This third trend o f ‘international Islam ism ’ also needs to 

be analysed. At the time o f the Algerian transition, political Islam was on the rise due to 

the Iranian revolution, the victory in Afghanistan and the evident failure o f  ideologies 

imported from the West. It is no coincidence that the largest opposition force in the 

counti'y was an Islamic movement. This rise o f  political Islam generated a set o f  

domestic and international responses that affected the development and the outcome o f 

the Algerian experiment with democracy.

Thus, these political factors - the weakening o f  the socialist ideology and the end 

o f the Cold W ar with the inevitable corollary o f  the intellectual domination o f  the 

principles o f liberal democracy, the G ulf War, and the rise o f  political Islam - worked in 

conjunction with domestic factors and international economic pressures to determine 

both the occurrence o f  change and its direction.

6.2.1 The End o f the Cold War

Throughout the 1980s, the socialist ideology was weakening considerably in 

both economic and political terms. The failure o f  socialism to deliver on its promises 

was most evident in Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union where economic stagnation 

and political repression stood in sharp contrast with the success o f  Western capitalist 

societies.

The reformist policies implemented by Gorbachev had a huge impact, in both 

practical and more indirect terms, on the demise o f  socialism. By questioning the very 

basis o f  how socialism had been implemented in the Soviet Union, Gorbachev
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undermined tiie ideology itself. The repercussions o f  this were immense. Algeria did not 

escape this trend and socialism began to be questioned by both the elite in power and the 

population at large. According to Hasan Nafa, “Gorbachev’s reforms had immense 

repercussions on the future of democracy around the world””  and N afa highlighted their 

role in undermining M arxist ideology and changing both Soviet foreign policy and the 

U SSR’s international status. As one o f  the leaders and symbols o f ‘non-aligned’ 

countries that had chosen a political and economic model o f  development firmly based 

on the Soviet mould, Algeria could not escape the new debate about whether socialism 

was a viable basis for economic development and political freedoms. Superpower 

involvement in the region had always been substantial and “given the prevalence o f 

conflict in the region, it is especially true that what the superpowers have to offer - arms, 

money and diplomatic influence - [was] in heavy dem and.” ®̂

While it can be admitted that the elite simply paid lip service to the ideological 

precepts o f  socialism, it can be stated that the population had been to a certain extent 

socialised into accepting socialism as the state ideology. When it became clear that the 

demise o f  socialism was going to be the inevitable by-product o f  the changes in the 

Soviet Union, Algeria needed to overtly embrace a different set o f  beliefs and structures.

To a certain extent, the questioning o f  socialism had been set in motion by 

W estern countries. Through the Helsinki platform, for instance, the human rights record 

o f socialist countries was put on trial. The legitimacy o f  authoritarian regimes, whether 

socialist or otherwise, was questioned on the basis o f  the lack o f  protection for basic 

individual freedoms and for the lack o f proper electoral procedures through which 

political legitimacy could be derived. In this sense, Huntington's assertion that liberal 

democratic norms have acquired prominence and are becoming the measuring stick by 

which the legitimacy o f  different countries will be considered seems to be correct.

The indication from Algeria in the 1980s was that the new leader and his 

entourage had begun to slowly ‘thaw ’ the system. The relaxation o f the measures put in 

by the Boumedienne's regimes did not amount to liberalisation, but they were the 

beginning o f  a longer process that would lead to the country to experiment with 

democracy. The contemporary and intertwined ascent o f  liberal democratic values and 

the loss o f  socialism ’s prestige meant that the Algerian elite had to find a new

Hasan Nafa, “Le Nouvel Ordre International et I'Avenir de la Democratic dans le 
Monde A rabe” , in Dossiers du C EPEJ. Democratic et Democratisation dans le Monde 
Arabe. Le Caire, CEDEJ, 1992, p. 81.

William Quandt, “The Superpowers and the M iddle East Crises”, Middle East Studies 
Association Bulletin. Vol. 23, N. I, July 1989, p. 2.
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ideological framework to justify  their rule and had to adopt a different economic model 

in order to reap the benefits o f  an increasingly integrated world. In this sense, the 

adoption o f the liberal democratic discourse with its emphasis on multipartism, clear 

institutional procedures and respect for individual rights, was instrumental to renewing 

their legitimacy and did not necessai'ily bear witness to a real change o f  heart.

Furthermore, W estern enthusiasm surrounding the crumbling o f the Eastern Bloc 

had a double effect on Algeria. Firstly, it made it possible for the Algerian elite to justify 

the programme o f  liberal economic reforms they were undertaking in terms o f  adapting 

to  a changed environment where it had been proven that socialism was unable to 

compete with capitalism. Secondly, the same degree o f  enthusiasm meant that in the 

short run W estern powers would not be as keen on supporting authoritarian regimes as 

they had been in the past: the justification o f fighting expansionist communism had 

collapsed (Latin America and Africa were among the regions where this became 

evident). If Algeria remained authoritarian, this could have gone to the detriment o f  the 

elite’s position and privileges.

Throughout the whole transition process, the parallel developments in the Soviet 

Union and around the globe further undermined the legitimacy o f the ruling elite despite 

their efforts to ‘recycle’ themselves as the new democrats o f  Algeria, and enhanced the 

credibilify o f the opposition parties, including the FIS. The latter, in particular, had been 

very critical o f the ‘socialist’ direction o f  the country after independence and its older 

leaders claimed that the revolution, which was originally an Islamic project o f  political 

and social renewal, had been hijacked by the importation o f  foreign doctrines such as 

socialism.

To summarise, the collapse o f  the Soviet empire has been interpreted as a major 

ideological victory for the W estern liberal democracies with their emphasis on individual 

rights, formal democratic procedures and free market economies. In this rapidly 

changing international environment, where W estern countries were both victorious and 

confident o f their ‘superior’ system o f government, Algeria had to adapt its domestic 

political and economic institutions and structures in order to survive and benefit from the 

changes that had taken place. The realisation that W estern support would now be ‘the 

only game in tow n’ convinced the elite to become ‘liberal dem ocrats’, but their 

credibility was shaken by the blatant opportunism they showed. By contrast, the FIS 

played on its original revolutionary purity to further its support.
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6.2.2 The Fall-Out from the G ulf War

Another major source o f destabilisation and influence on the transition was the 

shock waves sent throughout the Arab world by the G ulf crisis and Operation Desert 

Storm. Far from the sympathy for their plight found in W estern countries, the rulers o f 

Kuwait enjoyed very little sympathy in Arab public opinion. Their wealth, their 

privileges, their flaunting and their harsh treatment o f  Arab guest-workers made them 

objects o f  contempt rather than admiration. In addition, the unwillingness o f the United 

States to come to a peaceful compromise to resolve the crisis, and Bush's disdain for 

Arab efforts at mediation, convinced many that Islam had replaced Communism as the 

major enemy for the West. The ensuing US-led w ar against Saddam Hussein put most 

Arab regimes in a very difficult position. Their respective populations did not shai'e their 

support for the W estern campaign to liberate Kuwait.

As in all other Arab countries, the war had a tremendous impact in Algeria, but it 

had different repercussions and meaning for the government, the population and the 

opposition parties. The A lgerian government, together with 13 other member states o f 

the Arab League, condemned the invasion o f  Kuwait by the Iraqi troops, but worked 

immediately to avoid an internationalisation o f  the crisis that would likely lead to war 

and major divisions among Arab states.”  The Algerian diplomatic corps, well-reputed 

for its conflict-solving abilities and negotiating skills, offered its sei'vices to peacefully 

solve the crisis, but a last-ditch effort before the expiration o f the Bush ultimatum in 

January 1991 failed. During the ensuing m ilitai^ operations, the Algerian govermnent 

progressively hardened its stance against the West, but failed to convince the population 

o f  its real opposition to the war as it did not take any measure susceptible to 

interpretation in the West as being pro-Saddam. The low profile o f the government can 

be seen as an attempt to avoid a total break with its own citizens who were 

demonstrating in the streets, while avoiding, at the same time, upsetting its Western 

partners. This fine balancing act failed to work, as the Algerian population and 

opposition movements increasingly hardened their stance towards the war and Western 

countries in general.

Wliat is very important for the Algerian transition is that the G ulf War 

“considerably inflamed the passions within which Algerian politics took place” *̂ and

”  Nicole Grimaud, “Prolongements externes des elecfions algeriemies” , Les Cahiers de 
I'Orient. n. 23, Troisieme Trimestre 1991, pp. 30-32.

Robert Mortimer, “Islam and Multiparty Politics in Algeria”, M iddle Bast Journal. 
Vol. 45, No. 4, Autumn 1991, p. 587.
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was the external shock that began to destabilise the equilibrium and peaceful co

existence that had been reached between the FIS and the elite in power. Both Remy 

Leveau and Severine Labat point out that the G ulf War unsettled the informal and 

unofficial pact o f  non-aggression between the FIS and the Chadli presidency and 

undermined the possibility o f  a smooth transition by radicalising both sides.^®

The leadership o f  the FIS was at first at odds on how to react to the Iraqi 

invasion o f Kuwait and the Saudi response to it. It is claimed that the FIS had been 

receiving funds from Saudi Arabia to carry out its political and social activities and it 

was reluctant to fully support Saddam Hussein in his entei-prise given that the Saudis 

were greatly opposed to it. However, given the popular mood, the FIS quickly found 

itself at the helm o f street demonstrations that were clearly pro-Saddam and anti-West. 

The FIS leadership was encouraged by the strong popular and largely spontaneous 

support for Saddam to ride the wave and they “channelled and exploited the urban 

m asses’ dissatisfaction by ditching their previous prudent stance.”’̂'* The FIS saw the 

G ulf War as a major boost to its position within an Algerian society that found itself 

deeply at odds with W estern actions. FIS’s actions were not limited to mass 

demonstrations challenging the Algerian government to take radical action against the 

West, but went as far as trying to send volunteers to fight with Saddam ’s troops. While 

this very radical undertaking was a failure, it is nonetheless evident that the majority o f 

Algerians sympathised with most o f  the FIS’s demands. Among these, there was an 

official request to the govermnent to “stop exporting oil and gas to those countries 

involved in the aggression against Iraq.”'’'

The FIS leadership exploited the feelings generated by the Cold War to further 

undermine the legitimacy o f the government, and to have more bargaining chips to play 

at the negotiation table by arguing that they were the only movement really in touch with 

the population. The radicalisation o f  the FIS was not directed simply at the Chadli 

presidency, but also at the other opposition parties competing for political visibility. All 

other parties within the opposition were against the war and disagreed with Western 

policies in the region, but stopped short o f  making dramatic demands on the government

Severine Labat, Les Islamistes Algeriens. Entre les times et les maquis, (Paris, 
Editions du Seuil, 1995), p. 109; Remy Leveau, ‘’Algerie. Les Pieges de I'Aide 
Internationale” , Politique Internationale, n. 24, 1994, p. 184 and Remy Leveau, ‘’Crise 
des Etats et transitions incertaines” , in Raymond Benliaim, Y oussef Courbage and Remy 
Leveau (eds.) Le Maghreb en suspens, Paris, Les Cahiers du CERI, n. 8, 1994, p. 49.
“  Remy Leveau, 'Algerie. Les Pieges de I'Aide Internationale', p. 184.

Severine Labat, Les Islamistes Algeriens, p. 112.
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to change its policy. In order to out-flank them in tiieir opposition towards the war, the 

FIS instead radicalised its stance and began making very radical demands that gave the 

movement increased visibility. In a sense, the drawback of the FIS’s position was that it 

revealed its strong anti-Western feelings. According to Olivier Roy “one of the geo

strategic consequences of the Gulf War in the longer term was the anti-Western 

radicalisation of fundamentalist movements”^̂  and the FIS did not escape this process of 

radicalisation.

From the point of view o f the government, the Gulf War presented the 

opportunity to play a relevant role in negotiating a solution that would see Algeria return 

to being a central actor in international politics. Algeria was looking to reinvent itself in 

the New World Order after having abandoned its role as a ‘mediator’ between the 

Eastern bloc and the movement of non-aligned countries. A peaceful outcome of the 

crisis, if obtained thaiiks to the efforts and negotiating skills of Algerian diplomacy, 

would have increased the international prestige o f the President and would have made 

Algeria a privileged interlocutor between the West and the Arab world. Unfortunately 

for the regime this policy, and the efforts to peacefully solve the crisis while condemning 

the Iraqi invasion backfired. The government was caught between the need to be seen by 

the West as a reliable partner and the need to be seen as voicing the worries of the 

majority of the population. This dilemma was not solved and “the Gulf crisis revealed 

the cruel delegitimisation of the Chadli government, ended the political apathy of the 

population and marked the end of the government foreign policy aimed at reinserting 

Algeria in the international system.”®̂

The problems of the governing elite were compounded by the fact that, while 

trying to normalise relations with France, they were open to the accusation of collusion 

with the ‘enemy’, as France had chosen to stand by the United States to the detriment of 

its privileged relations with North African countries. The Algerian government realised 

that they were not in touch with the reality of the majority of their citizens and that their 

efforts to find a position for the country in the new international system would be 

compromised by the arrival of the FIS in power. The forthcoming parliamentaty 

elections were paramount in the mind of Chadli's entourage and another massive defeat 

of the FLN, accompanied by another convincing win by the FIS, would have provoked

“  Olivier Roy, “Les mouvements islamistes a I'epreuve de la guerre du Golfe” , Revue 
du Monde Musulman et de la Mediterranee. Numero Special 'Crise du Golfe', Printemps 
1991, p. 71.
“  Remy Leveau, “Des Crises a la Guerre” , in Remy Leveau (ed.) L'Algerie dans la 
Guerre (Bruxelles, Editions Complexe, 1995), pp. 20-21.
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either veiy radical change in terms o f  domestic and international politics or the 

intervention o f  the real wielders o f  power: the Army and the security forces.

The G ulf War and the reactions it provoked in North African countries and other 

Middle Eastern states had a trem endous impact on the perceptions and policies o f 

leading Western nation-states towards these areas o f  the world. Concerning the situation 

in Algeria, the French government was finally convinced that the arrival in power o f  the 

Islamic Front would be detrimental to French interests and security. According to a 

presidential aid, the French government already had tremendous reservations about the 

FIS, not so much for its dubious dem ocratic commitment, but for the anti-France policies 

it might implement.^'' In fact, following the FIS victory in the local elections in June 

1991, French ministers commented on the result to the press by explicitly calling into 

question the FIS’s democratic credentials and by warning about potential security 

problems deriving from their victoiy in future elections as well. If anything, the G ulf 

War dispelled these reservations. Before the outbreak o f  hostilities against Iraq, 

President Mitterand was quite confident that relations with North African countries 

would not be affected by French participation in the war.^^ His conviction was quickly 

put to the test and the events o f  the following months seemed to confirm to many in 

France the dangers that the FIS would pose.^^

However, and more importantly, the G ulf War began to change American 

perceptions o f  its interests in Algeria. Changes in policy followed swiftly. The United 

States had traditionally had poor relations with Algeria due to the commitment o f 

Algeria to anti-imperialism and Third-W orldism. M oreover, Algeria had privileged 

military relations with the Soviet Union and this was not well perceived in W ashington 

even though the US was an important commercial partner for Algeria. For these reasons, 

the United States did not share the French preoccupation about the FIS when the party 

was founded. The commitment o f  the FIS to liberal economics and the opportunities that 

American companies might exploit in the region placed the United States ahead o f 

France given the strong anti-French sentiments within the FIS. In addition, the fear that 

Algeria might follow the path o f  revolutionary Iran drove the United States diplomacy to 

entertain relations with FIS representatives. American policy-makers are still haunted by 

the mistakes made during the Carter administration when clinging to the Shah alienated

Personal Interview with former French Presidential adviser, Paris, France, June 2001.
Paul-Marie de La Gorce, ” La D echirure” , Jeune Afrique. n. 1572, 13/19 Fevrier 1991, 

pp. 32-35.
Jean-Francois Daguzan, ” Les rapports franco-algeriens, 1962-1992. Reconciliation ou 

conciliation permanente?” , Politique Etrangere. N. 4, Hiver 1993-1994.
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them from the new revolutionary actors emerging on the Iranian scene. Given that the 

United States traditionally had had good relations with some fundamentalist 

movements,^’ US policy-makers believed that they could 'do business' with the FIS as 

well.

For American diplomacy, “the only real preoccupation is the stability o f  Arab 

and Muslim countries and not the type o f  regime in charge, particularly if  they are sitting 

on billions o f cube metres o f  gas, as Algeria is.”®* This is, effectively, the bottom line o f 

American policy-making in the region, but the ambiguity towards the FIS present in 

American policies since the creation o f that party began to disappear during the G ulf 

War, when the attitude o f  the FIS leadership was violently anti-W estern. The G ulf crisis 

showed to American policy-makers that the FIS would challenge the given international 

order and, more generally, “ it reminded both the US and France o f  the political and 

strategic importance o f  A lgeria.”®̂ The FIS was poised to win the parliamentary 

elections to be held later in the year and Western governments, already worried about the 

future o f  their economic ties to Algeria, felt tlireatened by the FIS stance over the crisis 

in the Gulf. It follows that, even in times when the promotion o f  democracy was at the 

top o f the foreign policy agenda in western countries, “the hostile attitude o f the FIS 

during Desert Storm contributes to explaining the moderate reaction o f  the United States 

to the cancellation o f the parliamentary elections in Januai^ 1992.”™ Given that 

‘stability’ is the true interest o f  the United States in the region, the exiting Bush 

administration did not sanction the military coup on the grounds that it had been carried 

out according to constitutional procedures. The Bush administration was severely 

criticised by members o f  the democratic opposition for its lack o f  resolve in condemning 

the cancellation o f the elections and for its inconsistencies and double standards.’ ’ The 

question was asked how could the President defend the institutions and procedures o f 

democracy in Eastern Europe and Latin America, but not in Algeria? Ahmad Moussali 

goes even further and argues that “W ashington has also welcomed the Algerian

Michel Faure, “W ashington-Islamistes. Liaisons Dangereuses” , L'Express. 20 
Septembre 2001, pp. 88-94.

Pierre Devoluy and M ireille Duteil, La Poiidriere Algerienne, (Paris, Calmann-Levy, 
1994), p. 123.

Paul-Marie de la Gorce, “L'Algerie et les Grandes Puissances” , Recherches 
Internationales. N. 43/44, Hiver-Printemps 1996, p. 25.

Robert Mortimer, “Les Etats Unis face a la situation alga 'ienne” , M aglireb-M achrek. 
n. 149, Juillet-Septembre 1995, p. 4.

Lee Hamilton, “A Democrat Looks at Foreign Policy”, Foreign Affairs. Vol. 71, No. 3, 
Summer 1992, pp. 31-52.
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government's iron-fist policies towards the Islamists and its suspension o f  the 

elections.”’  ̂ M oussali’s assertion seems to be confirmed by former Secretary o f State 

James Baker. In an interview given to the M iddle East Quarterly in 1994, Baker admits 

that the Bush administration “pursued a policy o f  excluding the radical fundamentalists 

in Algeria, even as we recognised that this was somewhat at odds with our support of 

democracy.”’^

6.2.3 The Impact o f ‘International Islam ’

Another important element that should be mentioned when analysing the 

international context o f  the Algerian transitions is the powerful ideological and political 

attraction exercised by Islam. The egalitarian and unitary aspect o f  Islam makes it a 

transnational tool for ideological mobilisation, particularly at times o f  perceived crisis 

for the ‘M uslim com m unity’ as a whole. This crisis was reflected in the inability of 

W estern imported ideologies such as nationalism and socialism to lift the Muslim masses 

from widespread poverty, authoritarian rule or both. In many cases, the mosque had 

become the only place where opposition to government policies could be aired and Islam 

began to be used to mobilise the masses for political activism. The resurgence o f Islam 

as a political tool had begun in intellectual circles during the colonial period and had 

continued in the years after independence,^'* but the success o f  secular leaders such as 

Nasser and the Shah o f Iran confined the political use o f  Islam to the margins. During the 

1970s however the failures o f  many regimes became more apparent and a return on the 

scene o f  militant Islamism followed. This phenomenon led, first o f  all, to the Iranian 

revolution o f  1979, the consequences o f  which were felt deeply in the entire Muslim 

world. Wliile Iran was neither an Arab country nor a Sunni one, the message o f the 

Iranian revolution was clear: Islam could be and indeed should be the guide to political 

action to rid the country o f  corrupt authoritarian leaders. While the Revolution was far 

from being the product o f solely religious mobilisation, the religious hierarchy was able 

to ‘hijack’ it to serve its own political plans. The repercussions in the region were tliree- 

fold;

Alimad M oussali, “Introduction”, in Ahmad Moussali (ed.) Islamic Fundamentalism. 
Myths and Realities (Reading, Ithaca Press, 1998), p. 7.

James Baker III, “Looking back on the Middle East”, The M iddle East Quarterly. Vol. 
1, No. 3, September 1994.

The cases o f Sayyd Qutb in Egypt and Mawdudi in Pakistan are exemplary in this 
respect.
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• Political movements that were undertaking political action against their own 

governments were energised by the success of the revolution even though it had 

taken place in a Shi’ia country. The Iranians had shown it was possible to 

dislodge unwanted leaders, even when they could count on a powerful security 

apparatus and on the support of Western countries. Furthermore, the new Iranian 

leadership set out to export its own revolution by sending ideologues and 

fighters to foreign countries such as Lebanon.

• It triggered ‘religious’ competition with the Sunni rulers of the Gulf States, who 

felt threatened by the success of the revolution. Khomeini was now openly 

accusing the Saudi rulers, in particular, o f having betrayed Islam and of having 

lost their religious legitimacy to guard the Holy Sites. This meant that the Saudis 

had to go on the ‘attack’ diplomatically across the Muslim world to re-establish 

their credibility and legitimacy. In order to do so they began to finance political 

movements across the whole Muslim world and this money allowed many of 

these movements to effectively compete with governments in the provision of 

much needed social services. The standing of these movements improved and 

their efficient charity work in providing a wide range of essential social services 

showed how poorly governments were faring in providing basic necessities to 

the population.

• The third consequence of the Iranian Revolution was to make Western states 

aware of the importance of using Islam as a political tool. On the one hand. 

Western states were afraid that the Iraniaii revolution would spread to other 

countries, threatening their allies in the region, and therefore began to see Islam 

as the enemy. On the other hand, the realisation that religion could be a 

mobilising factor led the US in particular to try to use it in Cold War policy

making as an ally.’  ̂ The result of this was the ‘unholy’ alliance between Sunni 

radical Islam and Western countries in the war in Afghanistan during the 1980s. 

While the strategy of backing such radicals worked, resulting in the defeat of the 

Soviet Union, it also led to the emergence of the belief that Islam was indeed the 

solution to all political problems, having just won a jihad  against the Soviets.

Azza Karam, “Transnational Political Islam and the USA: an Introduction” in Azza 
Karam (ed.) Transnational Political Islam. Religion, Ideology and Power London: Pluto 
Press, 2004, pp. 1-27.
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6.3 Conclusion

It has been deemed essential for the research to describe the external conditions 

present during the Algerian transition in order to set the boundaries within which regime 

place took place. Given the nature o f the two dimensions presented in Chapter 5, the 

focus o f this chapter has been on both economic and political elements surrounding the 

transition. An examination o f the economic factors is necessary because the very 

peculiar nature o f the Algerian economy makes it susceptible to changes taking place 

outside it and beyond the control o f domestic policy-makers. W liile the domestic 

structure o f the economy is the result o f domestic choices, it should not be forgotten that 

due to its colonial past and to its natural resources, Algeria occupies a very particular 

position in the international economic system. Furthennore, the hydrocarbons market is 

very volatile and the counter oil-shock o f 1985 and 1986 had not only economic 

consequences, but political ones as well. The unwritten contract between rulers and the 

people broke down as a result o f the economic crisis, triggering demands for both 

political and economic change.

An examination o f the political factors accompanies this. In particular the focus 

has been on events that had a profound impact on the region as a whole. Three have been 

identified as being central in affecting domestic constituencies. The geo-politics o f the 

Mediterranean had been profoundly changed by the end o f the Cold War and Algeria, 

one o f the leading countries in the region, had to come to terms with the sudden 

international instability o f its position. Such instability was compounded by the G ulf 

Crisis, which gave renewed impetus to pan-Arab solidarity. This event had dramatic 

consequences in the Arab world, as it further radicalised Islamic movements and 

delegitimised the rulers who were attempting a fine balancing act between satisfying 

Western interests and heeding to the population demands for more radical pro-Iraq 

actions. Domestic constituencies reacted very differently to this event and it can be 

claimed that the Algerian transition suffered from the G ulf War, as it undermined a 

pattern o f stable interactions that had been created between the ruling elite, the military 

and the opposition forces. In this context, it has also been deemed necessary to deal with 

the issue o f ‘ international Islam’ . While it would be mistaken to lend credibility to the 

claim that there is an organised Islamic international that acts in conceit to destabilise 

Middle Eastern regimes, it should not be forgotten that Islamism had been on the rise for 

some time in the region. In particular, the Iranian Revolution and the responses to it
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made it possible for Islam as a political tool to spread in the region. This had profound 

repercussions for both domestic and international actors.

To conclude, describing the international context o f  the Algerian transitions is a 

step towards building a better analysis in the following chapter.
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CHAPTER 7 -  The External-Domestic Links: Shattered Dreams
of Democratisation

The objective o f  this chapter is to analyse in detail how the international context 

presented in the previous chapter specifically relates to the set o f  arguments fonnulated 

in Chapter 5. Each hypothesis made in Chapter 5 will be tested against the available 

evidence and some conclusions will be drawn about whether the evidence substantiates 

the claims or fails to do so.

7.1 The External Shocks: The Economic Recession

The first element that needs to be analysed is the role played by the economic 

crisis o f 1985-1986 in Torcing' the ruling elites to open up the system. It has been 

established in previous chapters that government revenues fell due to the oil counter

shock and this led to widespread impoverishment among the general population, which 

in turn led to the October 1988 riots. Due to the outbreak o f  violence, and in the face o f 

further difficulties on the economic front, the ruling elite decided to open up the political 

system. The basic question that should be asked is the following: did the externally 

driven downturn in the economy have a causal link to the decision to liberalise?

In order to answer this question, it is necessary to take into account a number o f  

elements. First o f  all, it should be underlined that prior to the crisis in the mid-1980s, the 

Algerian political system and Algerian society had known a substantial degree o f  

stability. This stability was obviously enforced through authoritarian means and there 

were periods when this stability was threatened, but overall it can be argued that since 

the end o f  the war o f independence, the ruling elite had a finn grip on the country. Over 

the course o f  the decades, there were only two episodes that seemed to shake the regime. 

The first was the Berber Spring o f  1980, which was dealt w ith quite swiftly, and a radical 

Islamic insurrection, which enjoyed little popular support and was put down. The 

limitation o f  the Berber Spring was that it concerned the Berber ethnic and linguistic 

minority and never spread across the country. The radical Islamic armed rebellion o f  the 

early 1980s did not enjoy the support o f  the population and was limited to a few hundred 

fighters, who were easily defeated by the military. Roberts confinus this point by
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arguing that prior to 1989, “the Algerian Islamist movement [had] been a far more 

superficial affair than virtually all its Western observers have supposed.” '

The second element to take into consideration is that stability was a recognised 

trait o f Algerian society and that it was maintained thanks to the expanding economy and 

to generous welfare state provisions. There is little doubt that the vast programme of 

social welfare and provision of jobs was possible thanks to the revenues from the 

hydrocarbon sector. There is unanimous agreement among scholars and government 

officials that development and economic growth were based entirely on external 

revenues: the figures suggest an almost total dependency. Aissaoui pints out that “by the 

end of the 1970s hydrocarbon revenues had reached the point of providing 95% of 

foreign income and 60% of government fiscal receipts”  ̂ and this dependency was by its 

very nature highly susceptible to changes and fluctuations on the international market 

place. Aissaoui again confirms that this type o f dependency on of the export of 

hydrocarbons “critically expos[ed] the national economy to the instability of world oil 

markets and aggravat[ed] the country's vulnerability to external shocks.”"*

In this context, it is difficult not to interpret the counter-shock of 1985-1986 as 

the central element that changed not only the fortunes of the Algerian economy, but also 

the political landscape of the country. It should be reiterated to what extent the Algerian 

economy was 'shocked' by the fluctuations of the market in 1985 and 1986. Aissaoui 

affirms: “export earning from hydrocarbons fell to $ 7.3 billion in 1986 from a peak of $ 

14.2 billion in 1981.”  ̂ In a study examining the relationship between seigiwrage and 

hydrocarbons, Abderrezak shows that “seignorage has grown at times of decreasing 

international hydrocarbon revenues”* leading policy-makers to print more money. This 

however contributed to the growth o f inflation and to a worsening of socio-economic 

conditions. Again, the volatility o f the hydrocarbons in the international sector is the key 

to understanding domestic economic policy-making.

It also seems to be beyond dispute that the recession experienced by Algeria 

during the oil counter-shock was the principal cause o f the October 1988 riots, given that

' Hugh Roberts, “Doctrinaire Economics and Political Opportunism in the Strategy of 
Algerian Islamism”, in John Reudy (ed.) Islamism and Secularism in North Africa, New 
York: St. Martin's Press, 1994, p. 131.
■ Ali Aissaoui, Algeria: The Political Economy o f  Oil and Gas, New York: Oxford 
University Press, 2001, p. 13.
" Ibid., p. 13.
 ̂ Ibid., p. 15.

* Ali Abderrezak, “Seignorage and Hydrocarbons in Algeria”, The Journal o f North 
African Studies. Vol. 6, No. 4, Winter 2001, p. 25.
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in a very short period o f time, the country's economy virtually collapsed. While previous 

mismanagement^ and rampant corruption are certainly to be blamed for the recession, the 

international hydrocarbons market is directly responsible for such a swift decline. This is 

also supported by the experiences o f  other countries with similar economic structures. 

Most oil-exporting countries went through a painful economic recession and had to 

undertake political and economic measures to face the crisis. Tlius, it is not problematic 

to see the economic crisis as being externally driven.

The establishment o f  a causal mechanism is however not clear-cut when it 

comes to linking the recession to the opening up o f  the political system. W ould the 

political system have been opened in the absence o f  such an economic crisis? It is very 

difficult to offer a definite answer, but it would be contentious to conclude that without 

such an externally driven crisis the political system would have remained closed. 

Looking at the evidence, the verdict has to be ‘m ixed.’

The evidence emanating from the Islamic Salvation Front indicates that the role 

o f  the economic crisis may have not been as important in determining political outcomes 

because the system was already doomed. In short, “given the fact that the regime never 

enjoyed either Islamic or electoral legitimacy, given that it enjoyed only a revolutionary 

legitimacy that went on the decline in the late 1970s, the collision course between the 

regime and society was set much before the mid-1980s.”’ The FIS offers other 

explanations as to why the Algerian elites decided to open up the system when they did, 

and these explanations have much more to do with the issue o f  political legitimacy than 

with the economic crisis. According to the FIS, the system had been failing for a long 

time and the impact o f  the crisis was almost incidental to an already pre-ordained 

development.

In one FIS publication this sentiment emerges quite strongly; “A ren’t the elites 

proud o f occupying the mansions and the apartments left by [former French colonial 

rulers]? With independence, there was no break with the colonial State, just a transfer o f

® For instance, it is often claimed that the planned economy was responsible for much o f 
the poor results Algeria experienced. While this is not insignificant, it should also be 
recognised that “A lgeria’s centralised planning was a m yth” and that “the reality was a 
centralised system for distributing the rents and prebends.” This argument strengthens 
the view that with funds suddenly lacking, this distribution ceased to trickle down to the 
general population, which in turn rebelled against this state o f affairs. For the citations 
see Henry Clement and Robert Springborg, Globalisation and the Politics o f  
Development in the M iddle East, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2001), p. 
107.
’ Personal Interview, National Executive Office o f FIS, Novem ber 2002, Geneva, 
Switzerland.
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competencies.”* The leader of the FIS, Abassi Madani, had already formulated this view 

in an interview with Slimane Zeghidour when he claimed that “the Algerian state of 

1962 did not correspond at all to the one dreamt o f on November 1®', 1954, when we took 

up arms to create it: an independent state based on Islamic principles.”® This deviation 

from the original project, and the transformation of Algeria into a secular, socialist state, 

seems to be the origins o f all o f Algeria’s ills, according to the FIS. Therefore the 

economic variable does not really enter FIS’s explanations.

This view can obviously be countered by arguing that the regime began to lose 

legitimacy precisely when the recession hit the country and the FIS is reluctant to admit 

that they capitalised on an unprecedented economic crisis. Tehami claims this: 

“succinctly, very few people took note of this serious deviation before oil prices began 

plummeting.” ’® However, the FIS’s analysis insists that even if the recession had some 

relevance, it had its roots in past policy choices and not simply in the economic 

circumstances of 1985/1986. Furthermore, the October riots themselves, while sparked 

by the worsening economic conditions and a general sentiment o f ras-le-bol (being 

generally fed-up with the whole system) with the lack o f hope for a better future were 

more 'political' than traditional bread riots. While there did not seem to be a great degree 

of organisation behind the riots and the protests looked spontaneous, they were not 

devoid of political demands for change, as there were demonstrators chanting slogans in 

favour of it.

The evidence emanating from government circles contends that, without such a 

severe economic crisis, Chadli would have been very reluctant to introduce such far- 

reaching political refonns. It is worth noting at this point that the President had already 

introduced extensive market-oriented refonns since the mid 1980s and he was mostly 

interested in moving the country away from a planned economy rather than in political 

pluralism. Just before the October riots, Chadli had harangued the cadres o f  his own 

party and the bureaucracy claiming that change was needed as the economy was stalling 

and that corruption was rife. This hostile attitude towards his own party members, and 

towards the state apparatus, was motivated by Algeria’s poor economic performance of 

recent years. He however avoided talking about any political refonns that might 

accompany the introduction of economic reforms. There was no reference to getting rid

® FIS Publication El Ribat, n. 234, published on November 6*, 1998.
® Slimane Zeghidour, “Entretien avec Abassi Madani. Pour Une Nouvelle Legalite 
Islamique”, Politique Internationale. No. 49, Autumne 1990, p. 180.

Amine Tehami, “Partisan Islamists in Algeria: a Case of - and for - Malleable 
Identities”, The Journal of North African Studies. Vol. 4, No. 1, Spring 1999, p. 109.
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o f  the one-party pohtical system nor was there any discussion about constitutional 

changes to allow for political pluralism. It was in fact the riots that modified Chadli’s 

perspective. To a large extent, the changes in the economic structure o f  the country 

would have been painful even without the collapse o f  oil prices, but Algerian policy

makers believed that the fall in price would be short-lived and this would have allowed 

them to manage the reforms. This did not happen and the internationally driven crisis 

had profound effects on the politics o f  the country.

The October riots are a source o f  academic dispute regarding their origins. It has 

been argued that FLN conservatives who did not want change had orchestrated the riots 

in order undermine Chadli. While this explanation may be correct, it is nevertheless 

accepted that the motives behind the riots were mainly driven by economic 

dissatisfaction, although political demands quickly accompanied economic ones. In fact, 

it is not even very important to discover if  the riots were orchestrated or spontaneous, 

although orchestrating such large scale rioting in the absence o f  concrete and widespread 

opposition to government policies would have been tremendously difficult. The main 

point is that the economic situation was the main factor behind Chadli’s decision to 

liberalise the political system, as the difficulties o f  implementing economic reforms were 

so overwhelming that a political outlet for popular discontent was needed. It is for this 

reason that government circles insisted that without such a severe economic crisis there 

would have been no political opening.

If we look at how ‘sim ilar’ countries reacted to the same economic recession, we 

can see that their responses were similar. A lthough none o f  the other petroleum- 

exporting countries formally espoused socialism as their model for economic 

development, they all had a large public sector to sustain and had a strict control over 

economic activities.

Furthermore, just like Algeria, they were (and are) heavily dependent on oil 

revenues to finance government expenditures. All the other oil exporting countries were 

very seriously affected by the contraction o f  oil prices and introduced far reaching 

economic reforms and some political refonns as well. Even Saudi Arabia had to contend 

with demands for some form o f popular participation in political decision-making given 

the poor state o f  the economy after the counter shock. Thus, there is a ‘com parative’ 

pattern in all o f  the rentier states in terms o f  their reaction to the crisis. Lisa Anderson, 

as cited in Gould, claims that all processes o f  political liberalisation started because o f 

the economic recession and Algeria went as far as it did in ternis o f  liberalisation
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because o f  the sheer severity o f  the crisis. Finally, Addi also claims that “political Islam 

is popular because it promises to renew the redistributionist policies that oil revenues 

permitted during the 1960s and 1970s,” ’' indicating that the state o f  the economy may 

indeed be a crucial variable.

In spite o f  the Algerian goverrunent’s claims and the assertions o f  some scholars 

regarding the opening up o f  the system at a time o f negative economic growth, it would 

be unsound to claim that there is a demonstrable direct causal link between the drastic 

drop in the price o f  hydrocarbons (together with the fall o f  the dollar and the debt crisis) 

and the decision to liberalise the system. Regarding the first hypothesis, it can be 

concluded that there is strong evidence to support the claim that the drop in oil prices had 

a causal effect on the economic recession. However, there is not as much evidence to 

indicate that w ithout such an internationally driven downturn the political system would 

have not been opened up. In this respect the severe recession was more o f  an accelerating 

factor rather than a causal one. After all, it has been pointed out that Algeria, like many 

other economies in the area, had structural deficiencies that the 1985/1986 recession 

simply highlighted. In this context, the international economic crisis acted as a catalyst 

for problems the countiy was already experiencing. The relationship betw'een economic 

crisis and subsequent political liberalisation is a causal one, as shown by Testas,'^ but it 

is difficult to point to a causal mechanism in the relationship between the internationally 

driven crisis and the decision to open up the political system.

The only arguments that can be validated in this respect are the existence o f  solid 

links between the counter-shock and the domestic recession, and between the domestic 

recession and liberalisation.

7.2 The External Shocks: the Victory of the Afghan Rebels

The war against the Soviet Union’s invading army in Afghanistan represented a 

major turning point in the Cold War. The United States, under the Reagan presidency, 

were determined to challenge the perceived supremacy o f the USSR and to counter its 

expansionist policy. Tliis confrontational strategy did not begin with Ronald Reagan, but 

had been inherited from his predecessor, who had devised a policy o f  indirect military 

engagement with the Soviets.

"  Lahouari Addi, “The Islamist Challenge: Religion and M odernity in A lgeria”, Journal 
o f  Democracy. V o l., No. Ju ly l992, p. 79.
'■ Abdelaziz Testas, “Political Repression, Democratization and Civil Conflict in Post- 
Independence Algeria”, Democratization. Vol. 9, No. 4, W inter 2002, pp. 106-121.
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The United States was not interested in using its own troops to challenge the 

Soviet invasion of Afghanistan and opted instead to finance and train local guerrillas. 

The plan worked rather brilliantly and the Soviet Union was ultimately humiliated. The 

war lasted for almost the entire decade of the 1980s and saw the military and ideological 

mobilisation of a number of radical Islamic groups and individuals. The campaign 

against the Soviets was not solely conducted by Afghani freedom fighters, as many 

foreign fighters joined the ranks of the guerrillas. These foreign fighters were Muslims 

from all over the globe and they went to Afghanistan to participate in a jihad  against 

invaders who had desecrated ‘Muslim soil.’

There are two factors that need to be liighlighted with respect to the war in 

Afghanistan. First o f all, it was perceived across the Muslim world as a ‘holy war’, 

which was entirely justified given that the Soviets had invaded a Muslim country. The 

concept of holy war was instrumental, not only in uniting Afghan tribes that did not have 

much in common except Islam, but in attracting foreign fighters who believed it was 

their religious duty to go to war. This focus on holy war, and the duty of Muslims to 

fight, attracted substantial ‘ideological’ attention from radical Muslims. Islam-based 

political radicalism had been making a recent comeback and Afghanistan proved to be 

the place where an extreme fonn of Sunni radicalism fonned in combat took hold. For 

many of the foreign fighters the war was not simply a cause that would see them help the 

Afghanis get their country back, but it was an ideological commitment to a new type of 

political arrangement. A new society based on Islam was the long-tenn project.

The second factor is the impact of the war on Muslim governments and public 

opinion. Despite the absence of the widespread telecommunication and media network 

present today in the Muslim world, the war in Afghanistan was a popular cause. 

Goveminents, particularly the oil-kingdoms, financed the Afghani fighters and the 

general population felt sympathy for the guerrillas.

What made the w'ar in Afghanistan a special event was that the Soviet Union was 

defeated. More than a victory that would lead to the liberation o f Afghanistan, the 

victory was held to be the triumph of Islam. The prestige derived from fighting in 

Afghanistan reflected extremely well on radical Islamic movements (who could claim 

this victory as their own) and on the individuals who participated in the war effort. From 

this it follows that in Algeria we should see two contemporary phenomena. Firstly, we 

should see the ideological boost from the w'ar in Afghanistan translated into the political 

discourse of the FIS, which was created at the end o f the war. Secondly, we should see
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returning Algerian ‘Afghan fighters’ involved in the movement itself, as many o f the 

returnees “were anxious to introduce changes within their own states, where there was 

real and tangible dissatisfaction and where they hoped to utilise their ‘Afghan’ 

experience against their own governments.” ’^

On the first count, the FIS does not seem to have made any relevant or 

substantial references to the war in Afghanistan to underpin its ideological discourse. On 

the one hand, the war in Afghanistan was a distant event and by the time the FIS was 

founded the war was virtually over. On the other hand, until the G ulf war, the FIS was 

much more preoccupied w ith domestic issues and the ideological discourse o f  political 

Islam was used to underpin specific local socio-economic and political demands. When 

asked about the FIS priorities in case o f electoral victory the leader o f  the FIS, Abassi 

M adani, was very clear: “these are the most pressing problems we need to solve for our 

people: housing, employment and [guaranteeing access to] basic necessities.” ''' This 

indicates that the FIS did not seem to be influenced directly by the Afghani events, and 

the appeal to the radicalism espoused by other movements was limited for Algerian 

Islamists, who seemed more worried about getting to power to solve domestic problems 

than celebrating an Islamic victory in Afghanistan.

However, this does not mean that external events did not have any impact in 

terms o f  ideological influences. The contemporaneous rise o f  strong Islamic movements 

across the M uslim world is witness to the challenge faced by Western doctrines, but 

there is very limited direct ideological contamination between the FIS and other 

movements which were more radically involved with Afghanistan such as the Pakistani 

Islamists or the Egyptian al-Gama Islamiyya. I f  anything else, paradoxically, it is 

probably “Kliomeinism that w'as able to exercise considerable appeal for Islamic 

movements in North Africa.” '^

Islamism was the answer to the problems brought about by the failures o f  

modernisation, but the FIS itself was very much a domestic product in ideological terms. 

Again Abassi Madani refutes the claim that the FIS had close links with the Egyptian 

Muslim Brotherhood (a very committed sponsor o f  the Afghan jihad) and accuses those

Antoine Basbous, L ’Islamismo. Una Rivoluzione Indomabile? (Formello: Edizioni 
SEAM, 2003), p. 28.

Zeghidour, op. cit., p. 184.
Francois Burgat, L'Islamisme au Maghreb, (Paris: Editions Payot et Rivages, 1995), p. 

49. Antoine Basbous also agrees with this proposition about the influence o f  
Khomeinism, op. cit., p. 128.
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who made the claim of lying.’̂  A member of the Instance Executive du FIS a I'Etranger 

(lEFE), Ould Adda Abdelkrim, confirmed this by stating very clearly: “the FIS is 

fundamentally Algerian.””

On the second count, the studies conducted on the movement show that 

membership does not show much influence from the ‘Algerian Afghanis.’ Treating the 

FIS as a domestic movement rather than the product of foreign ideologies, membership 

can be broken down into three groups, as identified by Severine Labat.'* The first is the 

salafis, a group that finds its inspiration in the actions o f the Muslim Brotherhood and 

prefers the Islamisation o f society from below. The second group is the ‘Islamo- 

technocrats’ who would like to replace the current corrupt elites and technocrats and 

favour an electoral strategy to get into power. Preachers and imams, who are very close 

to Abassi Madani and would like to see a radical change in the policy orientations of the 

country, compose the final group. In a subsequent study of FIS militants, Tehami offers a 

slightly different categorisation by including a group labelled ‘radicals’, but he also 

excludes the ‘Algerian Afghanis’ from his tj'pology. Basbous on the other hand claims 

that within the party a group of ‘Algerian Afghanis’ had been able to gather substantial 

support. Gilles Kepel has also suggested that the Algerian Afghanis played a prominent 

role in Algerian politics from 1989 onwards."® In spite of this last claim, the picture that 

emerges of the FIS is a one of a nebulous collection of personalities and movements with 

quite distinct beliefs, who are nevertheless able to stick together in order to defeat the 

FLN and get elected to government.

Basbous’s claim is based on the fact that between 700 and 3,000 Algerians went 

to fight in Afghanistan,'* but even taking into consideration the highest figure and 

speculating that all of them returned and became politically active within the FIS (highly 

unlikely speculations), the number is still too small to have a substantial effect, given 

that the FIS could count on a very large pool o f members. Furthermore, the wider 

electorate did not seem to be too preoccupied with the issues of Islamic purity that are

Ibid., p. 182.
Patrick Denaud, Algehe. Le FIS: Sa Direction Parle Paris; L'Hannattan, 1997, p. 48. 
Severine Labat, Les Islamistes Algeriens. Entre les Urnes et le Maquis (Paris. Editions 

Le Seuil, 1995).
Tehami, op. cit.
Gilles Kepel, Bad Moon Rising. A Chronicle o f  the Middle East Today (London: Saqi 

Books, 2003), p. 96.
■' The figures o f 700 is found in Al-CharkAl Wassat published on November 4th, 1997, 
while the figure of 3,200 is found in Algerie Confidentiel published on November 27*, 
1998.
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dear to the ‘Afghanis’ and was much more concerned with practical solutions to 

overwhelming social problems.

In conclusion, it emerges that the ideological pull o f the brand o f  radical Islam 

that had triumphed in Afghanistan was almost non-existent in Algeria. Not even through 

contacts with other movements which had much more open supporters o f  the war in 

Afghanistan did the FIS acquire the same ideological discourse o f  the Islamists who 

fought the Soviets. Furthermore, the role o f  ex-combatants within the structures o f the 

party was, at best, extremely limited if  the background o f the principal leaders is 

examined. However, this interpretation is contested in government circles. In attempting 

to explain political violence in the country, the former Algerian Ambassador to the US, 

Osman Bencherif, claimed: “violence in Algeria was [not] triggered by the cancellation 

o f  elections in January 1992...but violence rode on the wave o f  Islamist militancy 

brought into the country by veterans o f the war in Afghanistan.”"̂  He also added: ‘‘the 

Afghans and their most radical followers had no interest in the ballot box.”"''

This interpretation is not borne out by the evidence. In fact, the membership 

reflected other more relevant constituencies such as the Islamo-teclmocrats led by 

Hachani, who led the FIS to participate in the December 1991 elections despite the arrest 

o f  its two leaders six months prior the ballot. There is therefore very little evidence to 

support the claim that the war in Afghanistan, and the victory against the Soviets, had 

consequences and repercussions on the Islamic movement in Algeria. A further 

indication o f  this is to be found in the commitment by the party to play the electoral 

game to the end and to avoid reverting to arnied insurrection for several months after the 

military coup. Given the radicalism and the Qutb-inspired ideology o f  the former 

Afghanis, it can be argued that, if  they had been in control o f  the party or had been more 

influential, violence would have been the preferred option some time before the 

cancellation o f  the legislative elections.

7.3 The External Shocks: the 1990/1991 G ulf War

As mentioned in chapter 5, the impact o f  the G ulf War on the protagonists o f the 

Algerian transition has been profound. Algeria is by no means unique in this respect, as 

the G ulf War o f 1990/1991 sent shockwaves across the Muslim world. The impact o f

■■ See Benjamin Stora, “Algerie. Huit Cles pour Comprendre”, La Jeune Afrique. No. 
1539, 27 Juin/3 Juillet 1990, pp. 17-21.

Osman Bencherif, “Algeria Faces the Rough Beast”, Middle East Ouarterlv. Vol. 2,
No. 4, December 1995, On-line version: http://ww\v.meforum.org/meq/issues/199512 
2̂  Ibid.
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this conflict is generally underestimated in the West, possibly because it was coated in 

the language o f  international legality and had come at a time when there was a 

widespread belief that a New World Order was coming into existence. This was not the 

case in the Muslim world nor, more specifically, in the Arab world. The hypothesis 

under examination holds that the outbreak o f  the crisis, the diplomatic attempts to solve 

it peacefully and the subsequent Operation Desert Storm affected the distribution of 

power and resources in Algeria. If  this is the case, we should find evidence o f  the tliree 

main actors (government, FIS and the other parties) changing their strategies and their 

objectives throughout this phase o f  the transition due to the shifts in their own 

‘m obilisational’ resources.

Starting with the impact o f  the crisis on the FIS, it emerges quite clearly that the 

party was considerably strengthened by its choice to place itself firmly in the anti- 

Western camp. However, before analysing in detail the effects o f  the crisis on the FIS, it 

is important to highlight how Islamic fundamentalists in general reacted to the G ulf War, 

as their support (open or implicit) for Saddam was, at the very least, strange given 

Saddam's secular beliefs and the suppression o f the Islamic movement in Iraq. “The 

leadership o f the Islamic movement across the Muslim world faced a dilemma: on the 

one hand, sentiment from the rank and file o f  membership was clearly in favour o f 

Saddam, yet, on the other hand, their very organisations were often financially dependent 

on the G ulf states.”^̂  Most movements solved this dilemma by shifting the focus away 

from support for Saddam and towards opposition to Western intervention and double 

standards. They were helped in this by Saddam’s references to religion. Tlirough this 

shift in focus, they were able to ride the wave o f Arab unity, vent their anti-W estern 

feelings and avoid direct support for a leader whose B a’athist ideology was clearly anti- 

Islamic. At the same time, they capitalised on the pro-Saddam feelings emanating from 

the so-called ‘Arab street’.

Piscatori identified three factors that made the Arab street so sympathetic to 

Saddam in spite o f his instrumental and cynical use o f  religious language to gather 

support for his stance over Kuwait and against the US-led coalition. First o f  all, “the 

entire range o f  discontents that emanate from developing, inefficient, over

bureaucratised and undemocratic societies crystallised in the illogical but no less real

James Piscatori, “Religion and Realpolitik: Islamic Responses to the G ulf War” in 
James Piscatori (ed.) Islamic Fundamentalisms and the G u lf Crisis, (Chicago; The 
American Academy o f Arts and Sciences, 1991), p. 11.
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hope for some release”^̂  and Saddam claimed to provide just that type of liberation. 

Saddam would give Arabs a cause to concentrate on, including defiance of the West, and 

this was making him stronger and admired.^’ Secondly, there was very little sympathy 

for the Gulf monarchies across the Muslim world as their regimes had “become 

synonymous with corruption, insincerity, and licentious, un-Islamic conduct” *̂ in spite 

of the amount money they gave to less fortunate non-oil-exporting countries. The Saudi 

regime in particular was coming in for widespread criticism, and even hatred, for its 

perceived misuse of oil revenues, its alliance with the US and the lavish lifestyle of most 

members of the House of Saud.^^ Finally, “latent suspicions of Western intentions in the 

Muslim world played into Saddam's hands.’” ®

In Algeria, the FIS reacted much like the other Islamic movements. 

Condemnation of the invasion of Kuwait was swiftly replaced by anti-Western 

sentiments once it became clear that the vast majority of the population was quite 

favourable to Saddam’s actions. The turning point in the crisis was the beginning of 

operation Desert Shield on August 7*, 1990. As Roberts argues, “from that point on, the 

issue of Iraq's aggression against a fellow Arab state was overshadowed by the issue of 

the massive Western military presence on Arab soil, and the way in which the military 

deployment had pre-empted a possible Arab solution to the crisis.”"’' The FIS, in order to 

satisfy its own natural constituency, progressively radicalised its discourse and “once the 

war began, the FIS emerged as the most vociferous and militant supporter of Iraq.”^̂  

This position, albeit difficult to justify in ideological terms and in view of the FIS’s 

previously close links with the Gulf Monarchies, increased the profile of the party even 

further and made it even more popular. The FIS openly recognises the shift: “the FIS is a 

party that takes its electorate seriously, and had to make representations on behalf of its

Ibid., p. 12.
Said Aburish, Saddam Hussein. The Politics o f  Revenge (London: Bloomsbury, 2000). 
Piscatori, op. cit.., p. 12.
For a scathing critique of the House of Saud and their way to run Saudi Arabia, see 

Said K. Aburish, Ih e  Rise, Corruption and Coming Fall o f  the House o f  Saud (London: 
Bloomsbury Publishing, 1994).

Piscatori, op. cit., p. 13.
High Roberts, “A Trial o f Strength: Algerian Islamism” in James Piscatori (ed.) 

Islamic Fundamentalisms and the G ulf Crisis (Chicago: The American Academy of Arts 
and Sciences, 1991), p. 140.

Ibid., p. 141.
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constituency and air its concerns. There is nothing weird about this. This is what 

representative politics is all about.’” ^

This increase in bargaining power and resources can be seen in the mobilisation 

capabilities o f  the party, which was able to organise mass demonstrations in favour o f  

Iraq and put pressure on the government. The very high profile the party kept throughout 

the crisis, including its own attempts at m ediation for a peaceful resolution o f  the 

conflict, substantially increased the ‘credibility resources’ o f  the movement when it came 

to negotiate with the Algerian regime on how to proceed with democratisation. To the 

splendid results obtained at the local elections in June 1990, the FIS could now add its 

ability to mobilise the masses on foreign policy issues, which gave the leadership 

leverage at the transition table.

For their part, both the government and the other opposition parties, after the 

initial condemnation o f Saddam's actions, moved quickly towards the same positions the 

vast majority o f  the population held. In doing so, they faced problems and constraints 

that the FIS did not have and it is precisely these constraints that diminished their 

legitimacy and therefore their bargaining resources. The government could not possibly 

go as far as the FIS in criticising the W estern response to the invasion and could not 

delegitimise the United Nations, as the Security Council had mandated the war. 

Furthermore, the government was at the time dependent on credits and loans from France 

and the United States, and the economic situation in the country was sufficiently bad 

without upsetting foreign lenders by making 'wild calls' against the US-led coalition. 

This does not mean that the government, and the presidency in particular, were supine. 

They attempted to mediate between the different sides in a pan-Arab context and their 

failure is more a reflection o f Saddam's stubbornness, and the U S’s unchangeable 

decision to go to war, than on the lack o f effort from Chadli. However, the inability to 

provide a solution, accompanied by the prudent proclamations against the West, did not 

work well with the domestic audience. Finally, once the coalition went into the fight, 

Chadli was even quite supportive o f  its actions."'* The FIS, conscious that it could gain 

political capital by riding on the crisis, could make claims and demand actions (such as 

the setting up o f volunteers' camps trained by the A nny to go and fight in Iraq or the 

halting o f oil supplies to the West) that the goverrunent could not even consider. The

Personal Interview, National Executive Office o f  FIS, November 2002, Geneva, 
Switzerland.

See Milton Viorst, “Algeria's Long Night”, Foreign Affairs. Vol. 76, No. 6, 
November/December 1997, pp. 91.
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FIS’s populist stance paid off, while the government looked static and unresponsive to 

the electorate.

The other opposition parties behaved in much the same way as the FIS and 

fornier exiled leader Ben Bella even outflanked the Islamic party by “taking a vigorously 

pro-Iraqi position on the traditional basis o f pan-Arab solidarity and hostility to Western 

imperialism’”  ̂ before anyone else in Algeria. However, the opposition parties lost 

momentum and found themselves outplayed by the FIS. There are two factors that help 

to explain this reversal o f fortunes. First o f all, most opposition parties held marches 

where the slogans were all about peace and a peaceful solution to the crisis within a 

multilateral context. This position was progressively out o f touch with the more 

extremist pro-Iraqi positions displayed during the FIS marches and demonstrations. It is 

interesting to note that as the crisis moved from the invasion of Kuwait to the Western 

presence on Arab soil, the idea that there was a US plot to control Arab lands (and access 

to oil resources) took hold.'’̂  This meant a further radicalisation among the opponents of 

the war and marginalised other opposition parties, which were still calling out for peace 

instead of being more pro-Iraq. Secondly, the FIS spoke the same language as Saddam in 

religious and ideological tenns. Even if Saddam was a cynical 'user' of the language of 

Islamism, his discourse had the same resonance as the political discourse of the FIS. This 

was not acceptable to many of the other opposition parties, which were largely secular.

Thus, during the entire duration o f the Gulf Crisis, it can be argued that the FIS 

was able to increase its resources, make more compelling demands on the govemiTient 

and become a leader in the transition game. The Gulf War provided the FIS with the 

opportunity to link the 'state o f the Arab nation' internationally with domestic concerns. 

David Seddon claims: “much of the impetus for the popular protest derived from 

dissatisfaction with domestic economic and social policies and deteriorating economic 

conditions.’” ’ However, these conditions existed prior to the Gulf crisis. What the crisis 

did was to intensify the call for change by giving the spokespersons of such a call a 

much greater degree of bargaining power with the static elites. At the same time, the 

government and the opposition parties further realised how little legitimacy they had

Roberts, op. cit., p. 141.
For an example of this, see the interview held by Francois Soudan and Samir Gharbi 

with the leader of the Tunisian Islamic Party Rachid Ghannouchi. Francois Soudan and 
Samir Gharbi, “Interview:'Saddam Hussein, les Hypocrites et Nous'”, La Jeune Afrique. 
No. 1572, 13/19 Fevrier 1991, pp. 50-53.
■’’ David Seddon, “Politics and the Gulf War Crisis: Government and Popular Responses 
in the Maghreb” in Haim Bresheeth and Nira Yuval-Davis (eds.) The G ulf War and the 
Ne^v World Order {London: Zed Books, 1991), p. 110.
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compared to the Islamic movement and began to play the game differently as a result. 

The clearest sign o f  the impact o f  the G ulf crisis can be found in the postponement o f  the 

legislative elections. The legislative elections should have been the foundation o f  the 

new political system that was being built at the time and the G ulf crisis forced the 

government to fear this ballot. It would have taken place at a time o f high emotions, with 

the FIS in an extremely advantageous position and neither the regime nor the other 

opposition parties, which were equally weakening, could welcome this. Some analysts 

argue that the humiliating defeat o f  the Iraqi troops undermined the credibility o f  the 

Islamists, as the “war was too brief and the disaster too evident to allow [them] to make 

an impact externally and consolidate domestically.’” * However, the defeat could be 

easily explained away by the superior firepower o f  the coalition and the Iraqis had 

showed courage in resisting heavy bombardment. Also, as promised, Saddam did hit 

Israel with his missiles. The FIS was not weakened by the end o f  the military operations 

in Iraq and maintained its ideological appeal intact as it never justified Saddam's 

aggression, but simply “sought a regional solution.’” ^

Roberts summarises the fall-out from the crisis best: “ [it] complicated the 

political situation by disrupting the pre-existing timetable for the protracted transition to 

democracy in Algeria, obliging the authorities to postpone the long-awaited elections for 

the National Popular Assembly.” '*'’ The crisis was a major challenge to the transition and 

it contributed to its eventual demise if  seen in combination with the effects it produced 

on external actors regarding the perceived threats coming from political Islam. There is 

strong evidence to suggest that that the crisis changed quite dramatically the distribution 

o f  power and leverage among the domestic actors and this in turn modified both 

expectations and strategies.

7.4 The External Shocks: the End o f the Cold W ar

At a very general level, it is fair to argue that the end o f the Cold W ar had a 

considerable impact on world affairs. When it comes to the issue o f  liberalisation in the 

Arab world, this event is often cited as an important catalyst for change. According to 

Hudson, “the collapse o f  the Soviet Union has undemiined a certain type o f

Francois Soudan and Samir Gharbi, “Les Islamistes, Victimes de la Guerre”, La Jeune 
Afrigue. No. 1578, 27Mars/2 Avril, 1991, p. 48.

Personal Interview, National Executive Office o f  FIS, November 2002, Geneva, 
Switzerland.

Roberts, op. cit., p. 131.
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authoritarian-nationalist model.”'" This factor is particularly relevant for Algeria, as the 

country had quite close links with the Soviet Union. These ties did not make Algeria a 

close ally o f  the Soviet Union, and the country was quite fierce in guarding its own 

independence o f  action from the Soviets. However, Algeria was a leader o f  the non- 

aligned movement and espoused a form o f Third-W orldism that usually pitted it against 

the US.

The links with the Soviet Union were therefore not codified in a formal alliance, 

but rested on military co-operation and some ideological proximity. After all, the 

Algerian constitution advocated socialism and the economy was fonnally run according 

to central planning. The contention o f  the hypothesis here is that the end o f  the Cold War 

forced the Algerian ruling elite to respond by attempting to fit into the new international 

political and economic system that w'as being built around the United States's 

unipolarity. In this respect, the hypothesis holds that there should be evidence o f an 

Algerian realignment towards the United States immediately preceding and following the 

crisis o f  the Soviet Union, which loosely coincides with Gorbachev’s aborted reform 

attempts. The very recognition that the USSR was in a state o f crisis by the new Soviet 

leader was sufficient for the Algerian elites, and in particular the presidency and the 

military, to seek new political options in terms o f international political and economic 

alliances.

Economic difficulties and political stagnation in the Soviet Union were clear 

signs to the Algerian governing elite that some change needed to be made at the 

domestic and international levels. Domestically, market-oriented refonns were 

introduced to remedy the problems o f central planning, and internationally, Algeria 

began to slowly move away from Soviet influence towards better relations with the US. 

The very first step in that direction was the visit to Algeria by Vice-President George 

Bush in September 1983. According to Ait-Challal, “after that visit, relations intensified 

and meetings multiplied.”^̂  The United States was clearly interested in having better 

relations with Algeria and “ in view o f Algeria's increasing pragmatism in foreign policy, 

the US main objective was to encourage Algeria's efforts at liberalising the economy.”'*"

Michael Hudson, “Arab Regimes and Democratization: Responses to the Challenge o f  
Political Islam” in Laura Guazzone (ed.) The Islamist Dilemma. The Political Role o f  
Islamist M ovements in the Contemporaiy Arab  (Reading: Ithaca Press, 1995), p. 
217.

Amine Ait-Challal, L'Algerie, les Etats-Unis et la France: des Discours d I'Action 
(Paris: Publisud, 2000), p. 171.
'‘"Yahia Zoubir, “Algeria and US Interests: Containing Radical Islamism and Promoting 
Democracy”, Middle East Policy. Vol. 9, No. 1, March 2002, p. 65.
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Building on Bush's visit to Algiers, and on the increased economic contacts, the 

more difficult issue o f military and security co-operation was tackled. Algeria was 

heavily dependent on the Soviet Union for military hardware and officer training, but the 

failings of the Soviet system had become even more evident under Gorbachev and the 

ruling elites decided to improve military relations with the US and other Western 

countries. First of all “just as many officers [were] sent to military academies in the 

Soviet Union as are sent to France, the US and Great Britain.”'*'* The United States 

military established a programme to welcome high-ranking Algerian officers to its 

academies, although it has to be admitted that “in the late 1980s the United States simply 

was not paying very much attention to Algeria.”'*̂ TTiis lack of great interest by the US in 

Algeria emphasises even further the action undertaken by Chadli to move the country 

towards US and Western positions on the international stage. If the US had been more 

forthcoming in their support for Chadli, the realignment could be seen as an attempt by 

the US to gain influence in a changing Arab world, but the fact that diplomatic activities 

were mainly coming from Algiers indicates a real willingness to move away from Soviet 

influence. This was not so much a free choice as a forced one, with a view to adapting to 

a new international order.

More evidence o f Algeria's attempt to realign with the winning side in the Cold 

War can be found in its diversification of weapons supplies, as indicated by research on 

arms transfer in the Middle East. According to Bennett, while Algeri, obtained 83 

percent of all its weaponry from the Soviet Union until 1982, by 1985 it was already 

attempting to diversify its purchases to other suppliers. In particular, it was “interested in 

expanding further military relations with the United States.”''̂  The United States were 

still sceptical at the time, but were interested in developing new markets. The French 

already had very close military links with Algeria and had sold them substantial amounts 

of weaponry. In general, it is accepted that “arms transfers facilitate the occurrence of 

coups d'etat and help prolong military rule in Third World states.”'” These sales by both 

France and the US seem to indicate that they were aware o f the very powerful role of the

Pierre Devoluy and Mireille Duteil, La Poudriere Algerienne, (France: Clamann-Levy, 
1994), p. 46.

Personal Interview with fonner US Ambassador to Algeria, Washington DC, 
December 2001.

Alexander Bennett, “Arms Transfer as an Instrument of Soviet Policy in the Middle 
Easf’, Middle East Journal. Vol. 39, No. 4, Autumn 1985, p. 759.

Talukder Maniruzzaman, “Arms transfers. Military Coups, and Military Rule in 
Developing States”, Journal o f Conflict Resolution. Vol. 36, No. 4, December 1992, p. 
734.
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Algerian military in the running o f  the country and used these hnks to obtain ‘political’ 

access.

In political terms, there is also evidence o f  the abandonment o f  Soviet-inspired 

discourse about the necessity o f  socialism. In a very important speech to the cadres o f  the 

FLN in September 1988, Chadli called for such extensive refomis as to virtually signal 

the end o f  socialist developmental policies. Chadli's language towards the end o f  the 

1980s was far from the pompous socialist proclamations the Algerian public had been 

used to and signified that Algeria's experiment with socialism was over. In international 

terms, it meant not only adopting friendlier policies towards the United States, but an 

improvement in the relationship with the French government as well. Chadli found 

M itterrand to be a useful ally and French economic aid allowed Algeria to survive 

economically.

The ending o f  the Cold War, with its ideological, economic and strategic 

implications, had a profound impact on Algeria's policy makers. Their reaction to the 

unfolding events in Eastern Europe was an attempt not to be left out in the cold, having 

supported the losing side since independence. Their attempts at redirecting foreign policy 

towards better relations with the United States, and strengthening the links with France, 

began before the fall o f  the Berlin wall, but coincided with the emergence o f  huge 

problems in the Soviet system. The Algerian government made substantial policy shifts 

and adopted a more pragmatic and less antagonistic stance in international affairs. The 

toning down o f  the Third W orldist discourse signalled to the W est that the country was 

changing and this was exemplified by the abandonment o f  issues raised by past 

commitment to a New Economic Order. Economically, market-oriented refonn signalled 

a willingness to participate in the world economy on the basis o f  rules set out by W estern 

countries and were meant to ‘im press’ the West about the reality o f  the changes taking 

place. From a political point o f  view, Bush's visit to Algiers and Chadli's visit to the US 

meant that Algeria wanted and needed better relations with the superpower poised to win 

the Cold War. These visits were followed by agreements touching on economic 

investment in Algeria and military co-operation in the form o f  training and weapons 

supply. From an ideological point o f  view, the new constitution o f 1989 eliminated 

references to socialism and was a further sign o f the abandonment o f  the policies and 

discourse that the country had espoused since independence.

All this does not mean that there were not domestic pressures behind the changes 

that were implemented. However, the end o f  the Cold War represented a watershed for
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many countries previously aligned to Soviet positions and Algeria needed to conform its 

domestic and external policies to an environment where the rules of the game would not 

be negotiated, but dictated by the winning side. The evidence suggests that the ending of 

the Cold War played a role in forcing the ruling elite to seek alternative sources of 

international legitimacy, and this realignment towards the West was both a resource and 

a curse. On the one hand, the encouraging signs coming from the US and the West, in 

tenns of investment and co-operation, strengthened the ruling elites. Algeria could join 

the family of those countries willing to put their Soviet-inspired past behind them. On 

the other hand, the regime was also weakened, as this realignment looked suspicious to 

the opposition parties. The rapprochement towards France in particular was used by the 

FIS to delegitimise the regime. The FIS’s attempt at rewriting the history of the war of 

independence meant a demonisation of France and ‘its Algerian children’ who had led 

the Revolution astray. The links with France were therefore seen with extreme suspicion 

and attracted criticism.''*

7.5 Direct Active Policies: the W est and the Question of Democracy Abroad

Nation-states are held to be the most important actors in international relations 

and the more power they have, the more interests they have to defend or promote, and 

consequently, the more influence they will try to exert in order to achieve their preferred 

goals. Over the last three decades, there is one rather specific policy that seems to have 

reached the top of the agenda when it comes to foreign policy actions for these countries: 

the promotion of democracy. It has already been argued in Chapter 5 that such 

promotion is not an end in itself, but a means to achieve other goals and it is therefore a 

contradictory, ad hoc and context-dependent strategy. The contention here is that the 

political liberalisation in Algeria, although not created by active policies of democracy 

promotion, was supported and encouraged as the best means to achieve stability in the 

region while obtaining material advantages. A corollary o f this hypothesis is that once it 

became clear that the process of democratisation would lead the FIS to power, the key 

Western countries in the region, namely the US and France, pushed for the termination 

o f the democratic experiment.

When it comes to the United States, there is very little evidence to suggest that 

they exercised any type of influence to promote democracy in Algeria or that they

For a review of the FIS attitude towards France, see Gilles Kepel, Allah in the West 
(London: Polity Press, 1997), pp. 156-173.
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supported the democratising efforts o f  the regime. Prior to Bush's visit in 1983, 

diplomatic relations were rather icy and US policy-makers had very little access to their 

Algerian counterparts. Even after the detente o f  the mid and late 1980s, the United States 

was more interested in the process o f  economic liberalisation than in the political 

changes taking place. A former US Ambassador to Algeria stated that, broadly speaking, 

“the US welcomed liberalisation, but did not devote much attention to it.” ®̂ At the time 

there were much more pressing priorities for the United States and even in the regional 

context, “Algeria was o f  minor economic importance to the US and far from the travails 

o f  the Arab-Israeli peace process.” ”̂ This means that aside from being pleased that 

democratic governance was now being tried in the Arab world, it emerges quite clearly 

that the Bush administration did not really have an interest in Algeria. It follows that 

influence was exercised only in so far as US multinationals were going to invest in 

Algeria, as confirmed again by the Ambassador. He stated that “the opening o f the 

Algerian economy after 1989 provided a new opportunity for US energy companies to 

invest”^' and this was the real area o f  interest at the time for the US government. The 

political scene was ‘left alone.’

Wlien it comes to France, and its role in supporting the democratisation efforts 

o f  the regime, matters are quite different. A number o f  different perspectives seem to 

emerge. The first point to be underlined is that after the October riots, M itterrand and his 

government did not believe that the outcome o f such an event would be democratisation. 

During the Cabinet meeting o f  October 12*, 1988 M itterrand stated: “What w'ill happen 

in Algeria? I do not really know. However, there is a hypothesis which we are forbidden 

from thinking about: the establishment o f  democracy.” "̂ W hat followed in A lgeria was a 

surprise to France, as confinned by a close adviser o f the president, who asserted that 

“we were very surprised that the solution to the economic, social and political problems 

[was] to initiate a serious programme o f  democratisation.”^̂  In spite o f  the initial 

surprise, it soon emerged that the French government was keen in supporting Chadli's 

democratising effort. The problem was that France should not be seen doing so too 

openly, to avoid undemiining the man they were ‘betting their money on’, as Chadli

Personal Interview with former US Ambassador to Algeria, W ashington DC, 
December 2001.

Personal Interview with fornier US Ambassador to Algeria, W ashington DC, 
December 2001.
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could be accused o f  colluding w ith the old enemy and ousted by anti-French forces. This 

is the belief o f  Hubert Vedrine who argued: “if  Chadli is ousted, he will be replaced by a 

representative o f  the anti-French faction and the regime ... will be completely 

militarised.” '̂'

It is for this reason that support for the project o f  liberalisation was 'confined' to 

the economic sphere until the approval o f  the new Constitution in Februaiy 1989. On 

January 8*, 1989 France granted Algeria 7 billion francs in credit and agreed shortly 

after (January 12"') to buy Algerian gas at more than the market price, injecting an extra 

1 billion francs into the coffers o f  the regime. The political support came in M arch o f 

that year when M itterrand visited Chadli in Algeria and implicitly gave his blessing to 

the process o f  democratisation. One o f  Mitterrand's advisers confirms this; ‘‘there was 

strong support for the rapidity with which the regime chose the 'democracy' option.””  At 

a more infomial level. Am bassador Audebert was enthusiastic about the transition in 

Algeria and relayed this enthusiasm from Paris to Algiers. Furthermore, “both the 

embassies and the two military establishments had very close contacts”^̂  and support 

was shown to the principal Algerian decision-makers.

This support has been interpreted rather differently. Some independent experts 

such as reporter Djallal Malti argue that the “real objective o f  France was not 

democratisation and ... there was no real support for it.””  He cites for example the very 

little support that was given to Hamrouche and his reform-orientated govermTient. 

According to Malti, the true objective o f  France was stability in the country so as to 

avoid dangerous spill-over effects into France and to maintain the old network with the 

Algerian elites. Others argue instead that support was genuine and it is only domestic 

Algerian constraints that did not allow France to play a more overt supporting role. The 

two interpretations are not necessarily different in theoretical terms. Every transition is a 

game played by the ruling elites in order to (re)-gain legitimacy and stay in power, but 

the process that is initiated has unknown outcomes and unforeseen consequences. The 

same is true for external actors. They may not believe that the process is genuine, but 

they may take actions that are contrary to that belief. Once these actions are taken they 

do ‘make a statem ent’ and have consequences. It can therefore be argued quite 

convincingly that France supported the efforts made by Chadli to democratise the regime

''' Favier and M artin-Roland, op. cit., p. 446.
”  Personal Interview with former French Presidential Adviser, Paris, June 2001. 
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and this support was instrumental in the survival o f  the regime in the face o f  the 

m ounting economic crisis. This point is confinned by M aria Do Ceu Pinto who argues: 

“French support for the ailing and discredited Algerian regime can be dated back to the 

1988 riots when Paris provided generous aid to rescue Chadli's government from total 

collapse.” *̂ France was so committed to shoring up Chadli and to antagonising the FIS 

that M itterrand involved the European Community as well. According to Melanie 

M orisse-Schlibach “at the European Summit in Luxem bourg in June 1991, the president 

put the issue o f  A lgeria at the top o f the agenda. W ithout hesitation, the Council decided 

to support Chadli financially with aid worth over 400 million ECU.” ’̂

French support was not the only reason why the process continued, but it had 

the consequence o f involving France in the politics o f  its fonner colony. The 

implications o f  this meddling are very relevant for the analysis o f the second part o f  the 

hypothesis: once the FIS became the likely winner o f  the transition, both the US and 

France applied pressure to avoid the Islamic party coming to power.

Again, France and the United States adopted somewhat different attitudes 

towards Algerian developments, which were the result o f different experiences o f  

Islamic movements and the Algerian elites. Wlien it comes to analysing France's reaction 

to the emergence o f  the FIS as the principal force o f  opposition to the Chadli regime, it 

should be first outlined that at the beginning o f  the transition the French government 

seriously underestimated the FIS and made the mistake o f focusing on “the so-called 

democratic forces.”®® However, these movements “did not have any clout with the 

people, they lacked presence.”®' Thus, the results o f  the local elections o f  June 1990 

came as a real shock to French policy-makers, as they did not expect the FIS to do that 

well. These elections were the real turning point for France and there was a widespread 

preoccupation w ith the legislative elections scheduled for the following year, which 

might have confirmed the same result. According to  the French government, “the FIS in 

power [was] a veiy worrisome development for France”®̂ and therefore even more 

support was thrown behind Chadli, given that the so-called democratic parties had 

proven to be rather unpopular with the population. Support for Chadli came in the form

Maria do Ceu Pinto, “European and American Responses to the Algerian Crisis”, 
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o f  grants and economic loans ju st one month after the 1990 election results. The FIS was 

still in no doubt where France stood and they accused “some senior French political 

figures [o f making] slanderous, patronising and antagonistic statements.”®̂ Moreover, 

they were and still are particularly unhappy about media coverage o f  the party in France; 

“the French m edia certainly played a critical role in demonising the FIS.”®''

Thus, it is quite evident from June 1990 that France was no longer particularly 

happy about the development o f  the transition because “France did not see how the FIS 

would be stopped from taking power through the ballot box.”®̂ A further development 

confirmed to the French that they should be hostile to the FIS: the huge popular support 

in the country for Saddam Hussein against the US-led coalition. This event, as 

mentioned above, had profound effects not onJy in Algeria, but in France as well. Such a 

high level o f  support for Iraq and such a high level o f  hostility for France were not 

expected, and the radicalisation o f  the FIS regarding foreign policy issues made France 

even more uneasy about the Islamic movement winning power.

The French stance towards the FIS had two important domestic consequences 

for Algeria. On the one hand, it made the FIS an even stronger actor because it 

conferred legitimacy on the party as the real ‘independent’ force in the country. The FIS 

could now present itself as the true heir o f  those who fought for independence against 

France and could accuse the regime o f  colluding with the fonner colonial power. At a 

time o f hostility towards the West in general, this radicalised and emboldened the FIS, 

whose political demands become more pressing, as the FIS wanted an acceleration of 

democratisation in order to benefit from well-known French attitudes. On the other hand, 

clear French support for the regime and its hostile stance towards the FIS substantially 

decreased for the regime the eventual costs o f  repression.

Mitterrand's anti-Islamic parties speech in the aftermath o f  the G ulf War,®® the 

credits and loans given to Chadli just after the electoral defeat o f  1990, the declarations 

o f many government ministers and politicians, and the anti-FIS campaign o f the French 

media all contributed to making the Algerian ruling elites less nervous about the future. 

The media in particular have been the focus o f  scrutiny by some researchers interested in 

the crisis. An example o f  this is an article by Fouzi Slisli, who argues that “anti-Islamic

®"’ Personal Interview, National Executive Office o f  FIS, Novem ber 2002, Geneva, 
Switzerland.
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prejudice, rampant in international media and W estern public opinion between the late 

1980s and in the mid-1990s, provided both alibi and justification for the military 

repression that was unleashed on the Algerians during the same period.”®’ With the FIS 

poised to win the legislative elections, French attitudes and policies seemed to support 

those in A lgeria who would intervene to deny the FIS a place in government. Key 

elements within the French government had very solid links with the Algerian elites in 

spite o f  rhetorical outbursts in Algiers claiming that France was still attempting to run 

Algeria as a colony. For instance, Slisli argues: “the corrupt FLN government was a 

major business partner with the West, France in particular, trading national resources for 

personal favours since independence.”®*

The real difficulty still remains; finding evidence o f  real French support for the 

military coup itse lf Hard evidence is very difficult to find in this respect and once again 

there are diverging interpretations, with very strong political cormotations. Mitterrand's 

adviser admitted that “when the process was stopped, the Ambassador in Algeria and the 

government knew it was going to happen”®̂  but this prior knowledge does not constitute 

proof that they encouraged it. He pointed out that the French government “did not push 

for intervention and this intervention was decided to save the country from radical Islam 

without taking into account what the external reactions would be. They [the generals] 

probably gave it some thought, but not that much.”™

The FIS offers a rather different picture where the French role is not simply 

limited to knowledge o f  the coup, but includes some direct action to stimulate its 

occurrence. It is claimed: “there is evidence that the French government did act to 

prevent the FIS from taking power.”’ ' In particular, there are two events that are cited to 

back this claim up. According to the FIS “General Nezzar had discussed in 1991 with 

some unnamed officers in the Ecole de Guerre in France about a Turkish scenario in case 

the FIS won a majority o f  seats in Parliament.”’" The second event is a series o f  trips to 

France undertaken before the coup by General Larbi Belkahir to liaise with French

Fouzi Slisli, “The W estern M edia and the Algerian Crisis”, Race & Class. Vol. 41, No. 
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military and civilian leaders, including Mitterrand, about the feasibility o f  carrying out a 

coup to prevent the FIS from heading the new government.

Wliile decisive evidence o f  direct French involvement in stimulating the coup is 

hard to find, there is very little doubt that the consistent pro-junta behaviour o f the 

French government after the military's intervention to cancel the elections shows that 

France had a very high stake in achieving the outcome that was reached in January 1992. 

France's hostility to the FIS preceded the FIS victory in the 1991 elections and given that 

“the intent to undermine the party did not materialise ex nihilo  after its victory, it follows 

that at the very least the intent and will to prevent the FIS from governing the country 

did exist before the putsch.”’’^

Thus, France had access to the major government players (both political and 

military leaders), motivation for action and the means o f  exercising influence. The costs 

o f  the military coup were at the very least substantially reduced given that no price 

would be paid in terms o f  international repercussions.

Concerning the United States, their role in Algeria had traditionally been much 

more limited. This limited access and knowledge o f  the country made US actions in 

Algeria more circumspect. Until the end o f  1989, the Bush Administration did not really 

have a clear policy on Algeria's Islamists. The US had dealt with radical Islamists before 

and did not seem overly concerned about the emergence o f  the FIS. They were not 

worried either about the economic policies the FIS might have implemented if  and when 

they got to power. A fonner US Ambassador argued rather convincingly: “whoever 

came to power [in Algeria], the need for revenues from energy would remain paramount 

and any Algerian government that suspended contracts would effectively prevent itself 

from developing new sources o f  revenues.”’'*

This stance on economic matters was not clearly reflected on political matters, as 

“Bush's administration officials became particularly concerned about Islam ists’ 

impressive gains in parliamentary elections in Egypt, Turkey and Jordan.”’  ̂ This 

mounting preoccupation with the rise o f political Islam did not translate into actual 

policies detrimental to the FIS in Algeria, and the victory in the local elections in June 

1990 did not attract much interest from the Bush Administration. However, changes took 

place during the G ulf Crisis. A privileged observer o f American foreign policy in the
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region noted that “FIS's support for Saddam Hussein upset Washington and this 

displeasure was compounded by the increasingly bellicose attitude o f the Islamic party, 

which was now perceived as tlireatening the stability of the Maghreb.”’  ̂ This 

interpretation is rebuffed in Washington diplomatic circles and a former Ambassador to 

Algeria argued: “the pro-Saddam stance of the FIS had [no] impact on perceptions in 

Washington.”’’ According to him, the Algerian generals acted without external support 

or stimulation. The decision to carry out the coup was totally autonomous, although they 

may have discussed the potential international effects of such action. Lahouari Addi 

seems to agree with this interpretation and claims that “one of the reasons why 

democratisation broke down was that the army wished to avoid any sudden change of 

regime, for this would have exposed its leaders to legal proceedings and squarings of 

accounts.”’* What is more important, the FIS itself did not feel that the United States 

was involved in supporting the Algerian regime either before or after the Gulf crisis. 

According to the FIS, the US approach since 1989 has been a consistent 'wait and see' 

policy towards the FIS, while a more antagonistic stance began only in 1995. This shift 

in policy was due to a revision of US interests in the region, perceived as a potentially 

dangerous area o f instability due to the many problems originating there.’®

This does not mean that “the stunning victory of the FIS in the first round of 

legislative elections in December 1991 [did not] alann Washington.”*'’ Evidence of this 

alarm can be found in the official statement following the coup, which was more or less 

condoned by the Bush administration. The State Department spokesperson, Margaret 

Tutwiler, pointed to the fact that the military’s intervention was justified by the Algerian 

constitution and therefore did not actually qualify as a coup. Not condemning the 

cancellation of the elections “was widely seen as tacit approval of the military's junta  

action, thus reinforcing a view held by many Muslims that the United States was not 

serious about democratisation in the Arab world.”*' Bush's acceptance of the military
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coup, and therefore o f  the so-called 'exclusionist approach'*" vis-a-vis Islamic 

movements, drew criticism from leading Democrats in Congress. Lee Hamilton was 

particularly vocal in emphasising the hypocrisy o f  the Bush administration with respect 

to the policy o f  democracy promotion.*^ Secretary o f State James Baker defended the 

administration's actions by stating that the State Department pursued a policy o f 

excluding radical Islamists from power and that this choice took priority over the policy 

o f  democracy promotion abroad.

In spite o f  Baker's statement, there is no evidence to support claims that the 

United States was actively behind the military coup. Unlike France, the US role in 

A lgeria was much more reactive than pro-active. Given its lack o f  easy and widespread 

access to Algerian decision-makers, its limited knowledge o f  the country and lack o f 

specific interests, the United States “deferred to the late President M itterrand.”*''

It can be concluded that while there is little evidence o f  US activity to decrease 

the costs o f  repression for the Algerian military prior to the cancellation o f  elections, 

there is strong evidence pointing to a consistent pattern o f  direct intervention from 

France to avoid a FIS victory.

7.6 D irect A ctive  Policies: the Prom otion o f  Political Islam

There is very little doubt that the rise o f  the Islamic Front in A lgeria was part o f  

a wider trend in the Muslim world that has seen Islamic political movements achieve 

both visibility and appeal for Muslim populations. These movements have been dealt 

with quite differently according to domestic circumstances, with some o f them co-opted 

by the ruling elites (Jordan), others forcefully repressed (Tunisia) and some allowed to 

compete in the political arena although with considerable restrictions (Egy'pt and 

Pakistan). Their emergence across the Muslim world has common roots, particularly if  

attention is focused on Arab countries. The failures o f  Western derived ideologies, 

massive social and economic problems, the harshness o f  authoritarianism, and the 

perceived W estern discrimination towards the Muslim world in international affairs, are 

all causes for the contemporaneous emergence o f  these movements. In spite o f  all this, 

however, these movements focus their political activity on domestic issues and aim at

For an in-depth analysis o f relations between the US and Islamic movements, see Scott 
Hibbard and David Little, Islamic Activism and US Foreign Policy (W ashington DC: 
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taking power in their respective nation-states. M oreover, each movement has a 

distinctive ‘national’ character.

Nevertheless, this should not obscure the fact that they have links with each 

other, they influence each other ideologically and they derive political legitimacy from 

many o f  the same sources. The main hypothesis being discussed here is that the Islamic 

Front in A lgeria is as much an expression o f domestic concerns as o f  external influences, 

particularly in terms o f ideology and party structure. This is an important aspect o f  the 

transition game, as it helps determine the ‘character’ o f  one o f  its key protagonists.

The discussion is divided into two parts. External influences will be discussed 

firstly in ideological terms and, secondly, in more concrete and policy specific terms. At 

the ideological level, there is evidence to suggest that the FIS benefited from the revival 

o f  Islamism as a political ideology across the entire Muslim world. The Islamic 

movement in A lgeria was present from the very beginning o f the war against the French 

and participated actively in the war, Islam being a distinctive trait used to mobilise the 

masses against the French. However after independence, the Islamic movement was 

marginalised until the late 1970s and early 1980s when the regime began to ‘flirt’ with it 

in order to defeat the radical left. This pattern was not uncommon in the MENA region.*^ 

By the mid and late 1980s, the Islamic movement in Algeria, although divided and 

poorly organised, was beginning to benefit from events outside the country. Fred 

Halliday speaks o f  “the broader repercussions o f  the Iranian revolution o f  1979 and the 

subsequent strengthening o f Islamist movements elsewhere.”*®

The Iranian revolution was an inspiring event for many in the Islamic 

movement, and in a context o f  the loss o f  ideological appeal o f  either nationalism or 

socialism, it became the catalyst for political change. Algeria was no exception to this 

trend and even figures within the ruling party called for an increased Islamisation o f  the 

country to pre-empt the rise o f  a strong Islamic party.*^ The new Iranian government 

became a sponsor o f Islamic movements across the region and attempted to influence the 

political system o f Iraq and Lebanon through money and advisers. This policy o f 

‘permanent revolution abroad’ sparked the reaction o f  the religious and political enemy 

o f Shi'ia Iran: Saudi Arabia. The Saudis and the rulers o f the other G ulf States attempted
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to retain religious legitimacy, which Iran was threatening, by setting up a vast network o f  

support for their Wahhabi version o f  Islam. This strict version o f Islam appealed to the 

vast majority o f  Muslims, as it is a Surmi-inspired catechism.

In the context o f  the Saudi-Iraniaji struggle, the promotion o f  political Islam as 

an ideology to gain influence abroad became a major policy during the 1980s. Some 

movements found the Iranian Revolution inspiring and openly declared their admiration 

for Khomeini (the Lebanese H izb ’llah for example), while others considered Shi’ism an 

aberration and sided with Saudi Arabia. The overall result o f this Iranian-Saudi 

competition was an increase in the number o f  movements that became politically active 

and also an increase in their membership. As mentioned above, there is very little doubt 

that this turn towards Islamism as a response to the problems o f modernisation, 

combined with the realpolitik policies o f  Muslim regional powers, created a favourable 

climate for the emergence o f  an Islamic movement in Algeria.

When it comes to specific policies devised by external actors to 'create' or shore 

up Islamic movements to serve their interests, the main issue regarding the FIS revolves 

around the nature and origin o f  their finances and, finally, the personal links o f the FIS 

leaders with Saudi official representatives. There is a substantial amount o f  scholarly 

work arguing that the FIS received massive amounts o f  financial aid from Saudi 

Arabia.®* This money was used to provide social services for the impoverished 

population and was therefore a powerfiil tool to win votes and support. It is claimed that 

the money allowed the FIS to outspend the other parties and constituted an unfair 

advantage. Furthermore, to some o f them, the existence o f  such links justified an anti- 

FIS stance. Charles Pellegrini, in his analysis o f  the FIS's presence and activities in 

France, argues that the party is an instrument in the “tentacular strategy o f  the Teheran- 

Khartoum axis”*̂  to spread radical Islam and undermine W estern societies. The French 

government was also convinced o f  the existence o f  such financial links. The FIS flatly 

denies that the party ever received any money from Saudi Arabia.^” Tlie leader o f  the 

FIS, Abassi M adani, made similar points in August 1990 in an interview with a Pakistani 

journalist. To the claim made by the journalist that external aid reached the FIS from
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certain countries and organisations, Madani responded; “such reports are false and 

untrue. We do not want to rely on supplies provided by others.”®’

M ore recently, however, after spending much time discussing how the FIS was 

able to  secure funding from wealthy and middle-class Algerians willing to finance 

political change, the terms o f  the interviewed FIS official’s answer changed slightly. He 

concluded thus: “having said this [it was all coming from domestic sources], I would like 

however to stress that we totally reject the scheme which aims at denying us our right to 

secure, through transparent and legal means, much needed financial resources for our 

party.”®̂ This does not constitute an admission that money was indeed received from 

external sources, but it is not a flat denial. It should be emphasised at this point that the 

FIS aimed at being perceived as fiercely nationalist, and receiving money from abroad 

would jeopardise this position. As mentioned, the same logic was at work for the 

government, which tried to keep its links to France as far away from the public eye as 

possible in order not to be accused o f  colluding with the old enemy.

When it comes to the personal links o f  FIS leaders with Saudi officials, there are 

no indications that there were any. Unlike other religious leaders in the region, Madani 

did not study in Saudi Arabia an instead pursued his studies in the United Kingdom. 

Moreover, he taught in Algerian universities and he seemed to be quite critical o f  Saudi 

Islam, which he accused o f  being too strict. While the other FIS leader, Ali Benhali, was 

probably ideologically closer to the Islam practised in Saudi Arabia, he also did not seem 

to have links to Saudi officialdom.

In conclusion, it is rather difficult to validate the hypothesis that the promotion 

o f  political Islam in both ideological and practical tenns was instrumental in the creation 

o f the FIS. There is some evidence to suggest that the rise o f  the FIS had some loose 

ideological connections to the wider international phenomenon o f the rise o f  Islamic 

movements, but it is fair to say that the causes o f the development o f  the FIS and its 

expansion were mostly endogenous to Algeria. Some scholars even dispute the loose 

influence o f  the Iranian Revolution.®" While this last point is, to say the least, 

controversial, there is no denying that the party expressed domestic concerns rather than 

external interests, even at the level o f  ideology. At a practical level, it is extremely
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difficult to offer evidence for the existence or absence of external financing. However, 

even if  external sources were proved to exist, it does not necessarily imply external 

control. More recently, movements clearly financed by Saudi Arabia and other Gulf 

States have evidently escaped their control and thus funding does not automatically 

translate into control.^'' Once movements are created, they tend to take on a life of their 

own and survive and prosper thanks to their ability to connect with a local population 

and local issues.

Moreover, as Karam argues, “although we must not assume or imply that 

Islamist political parties are entirely self-subsidised from internal sources, the impact of 

internal fiinding dynamics should not be underestimated either.”®̂ This means that the 

promotion o f political Islam may not be an influential factor in detennining the rise of 

such movements. They have contacts, they exchange ideas and they broadly spring from 

similar sources of discontent, but they are not external creations and do not seem to 

represent the national branches o f a unified ‘Islamic International.’

7.7 Direct Active Policies: The Role o f  Financial Institutions and Multinationals

Nation-states are not the sole relevant actors in international politics and there is 

a large literature dealing with the impact non-state actors have on international relations. 

Among the principal non-state actors are international organisations and multinational 

companies. By virtue of their size, their resources and their high degree of autonomy 

from state actors, these entities play a considerable role, particularly towards weak 

developing countries.

Just like nation-states, these entities are rational actors with specific interests and 

with strategies to promote or defend them. The hypothesis in this case holds that given 

that they have preferred outcomes, they will use their influence with domestic actors to 

guarantee that these outcomes occur. In the case of Algeria, international financial 

institutions had the objective of forcing a radical change in Algerian economic 

management. In short, they wanted to see a move away from a planned economy and an 

acceptance of structural adjustments programmes that would favour the rapid 

development of a market economy. With this objective in mind, they attempted to 

influence domestic actors by changing the resource structures available to them. Much of 

the same can be said for oil and gas multinationals acting in Algeria.
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These actors are by nature much more interested in economic outcomes than 

political ones, but in order to obtain economic advantages, they need to influence 

political decision-makers and therefore they become poHtical actors themselves.^^

In the Algerian transition, the role of international financial institutions has been 

o f importance and there is some evidence to support the claim that in order to meet their 

preferences, they had a deep impact on the mobilisational resources available to 

domestic actors. Before the political transition, both International Monetary Fund and 

World Bank officials were involved in advising the refonners around Chadli in economic 

policy-making. Their role was not official, and would not become so for some time, 

because the Algerian government needed to pay lip service to its ‘independent policy’ in 

economic matters and had criticised these institutions in the past. Nevertheless, the 

Chadli reforms were clearly inspired by these institutions as detailed in Chapter 6. In 

fact, since 1986, there were close contacts between Chadli's economic advisers (and later 

ministers) and IMF and WB officials. Ruf states that “after the collapse of oil revenues in 

1986, the international banking community made further credits for Algeria dependent 

on credit approval from the IMF, which thereby automatically and inevitably became the 

negotiating partner for the country.”’’

It should be remembered that at the time both institutions had just undergone a 

radical change that saw the arrival of neo-liberal economists who had been formed in the 

Reagan and Thatcher years. As highlighted by Stiglitz, “the most dramatic change in 

these institutions occurred in the 1980s, the era when Ronald Reagan and Margaret 

Thatcher preached free market ideology”’* and “the IMF and the World Bank became 

the new missionary institutions.”’® The financial advice offered to developing countries 

was based on the experience o f privatisation and liberalisation in the US and the UK, and 

w'as applied across the b o a r d . T h e  basic deal was implementation of these refonns in 

exchange for much-needed loans and credits.
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Algeria was not in a position to refuse, and sections o f  the ruling elites were 

convinced that the refonns would work because they also predicted that there would 

soon be a rise in oil prices. By 1989, Algeria had signed an official agreement with the 

IMF in exchange for a 600 million US dollars loan to support the ongoing reforms.'®' 

The second stand-by accord was signed in June 1991. At tliis stage however, the 

governm ent reftised to ask for debt rescheduling in order not to appear completely supine 

to the requests o f  the financial institutions. The reforms were therefore implemented, but 

had the effect o f hardening the socio-economic conditions o f  the population, and poverty 

and unemployment massively increased as detailed in the previous chapter. The first 

effect o f  the reforms was to strengthen the opposition movements, and in particular the 

Islamic movement, while discrediting the government for its inability to deal with the 

economic crisis. According to Lamchichi, “the pressure from the IMF and the WB 

aggravated economic disparities” '*’̂  and therefore made the social situation worse, 

thereby favouring those opposed to such radical economic reforms. At the time, these 

institutions were not interested in promoting democratisation and were mainly involved 

in managing the economic transition. This position o f ‘non-intervention’ in the political 

realm had great importance in that it considerably lowered the cost o f  repression for the 

ruling elites. Credits and loans were dependent on progress in implementing economic 

refom is and not on political progress towards the installation o f  a democratic system. 

Thus, the actors who did not want democratisation to occur, but still need external 

support for economic needs, have less o f  an incentive to ‘behave properly’ once the 

game is started. Furthermore, supporting the ruling elites before and after the military 

coup was a priority for these institutions, as it was not known what the FIS would have 

done once in power.

The same logic applies to multinationals investing in Algeria. Thanks to the 

economic reforms implemented in the late 1980s and early 1990s, foreign investment in 

the energy sector accelerated dramatically given the sizeable amount o f  untapped 

resources in the country, as seen in Chapter 6. New laws on foreign investment favoured 

large oil multinationals and they had very little interest in seeing dramatic political 

changes that might have meant a reduction o f their profits. Asked if  the FIS once in 

power would have welcomed foreign investors, the spokesperson for the party at the time

Faycal Yachir, “L'Algerie: I'Ajustement Inachevee” in Samir Amin (ed.) Le Maghreb: 
Enlisement ou Nouveau Depart (Paris: L'Harmattan, 1996), p. 121.

Abderrahim Lamchichi, Le M aghreb Face a I'lslamisme (Paris; L'Harmattan, 1997), 
p. 78.
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replied that “Algeria needs foreign investors” ’”̂ , but at the same time added that “we are 

asking to benefit from our own national resources.” ’®'' He also made no secret of the fact 

that the FIS wished to renegotiate and review the contracts signed. The main problem 

seemed to be that in order to get lucrative contracts, massive bribes were paid to key 

elements in the regime and in exchange for these bribes conditions for investors are 

made generous. Given the FIS’s preoccupation with stamping out corruption, in the 

name o f both Islamic morality and economic efficiency, it is very likely that the 

contracts would have been revised according to new rules. Also, the FIS may have 

wished to implement a radical change in personnel, giving preference to the Islamo- 

technocrats that had supported the party and who hoped a FIS victory would give them 

professional benefits which they had been denied.

By supporting neo-liberal economic reforms without linking them to 

democratisation of the political system, international financial institutions left those 

domestic actors who were unfavourable to full democratisation in the driving seat. The 

FIS capitalised on the failure of the reforms in electoral terms and even proposed a 

revision of them if elected. Sectors of the government bureaucracy and the military, 

fearful of losing their privileges, were keen to implement the reforms in such a manner 

as to gain maximal advantage from them, and the international economic actors assisted 

them in such an enterprise. Their objective was to have an open economy in the most 

important sector (hydrocarbons) and to impose an economic model that reflected their 

ideological concerns. Both goals were better achieved through supporting some domestic 

actors to the detriment of others.

In conclusion, there seems to be sufficient evidence to claim that the role of 

international economic actors has been detrimental to the transition, as a FIS victory 

might have led to unwelcome outcomes for them. Support was thrown behind the 

goveminent, which ultimately allowed it to halt the political process without affecting 

the economic changes underway. A confirmation of this strategy can be found in the 

post-coup policies, which saw international financial institutions grant aid to the military 

junta  in exchange for further reforms, without any strings attached concerning 

democratisation. In Layachis's words: “the agreement signed with the IMF on May 27, 

1994, and later with European leaders, would lighten the debt-servicing burden and bring 

in more foreign capital to help Algeria[...] After Algiers committed the country to a

Daniel Pipes and Patrick Clawson, “Anwar Haddam: An Islamist Vision for Algeria”, 
The Middle East Quarterly. Vol. 3, No. 3, September 1996, p. 8.

Ibid., p. 8
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stabilisation program and debt rescheduling plan, the IMF responded with optimism and 

promised a 1.04 billion US Dollars paid package.” '®̂

7.8 Larger Trends: Democracy as a Universal Value

One o f  the main tenets o f  transitology is the fit between the ideal type o f  

‘dem ocracy’ and its Western implementation. Not surprisingly, this is the mode o f 

government o f  the most powerful states in the international system. This means that 

when a process o f  liberalisation begins in any given country, the population w ithin that 

country determines the validity o f  their version o f  democracy only up to a point. Full 

democratic legitimacy and credentials depend on the final analysis o f  a process o f 

international recognition. In other words, ‘you are a democracy if  I say you are, 

otherwise you are something else and will be treated as such.’ The outside world, and 

therefore a range o f  external actors, have to judge if  the process o f  democratisation has 

succeeded or failed. This is the logic behind a number o f  phenomena that characterise 

international politics. Among them we find for instance international m onitoring o f 

elections and political conditionality attached to foreign aid. The problem w ith this is 

that the only accepted version o f  successful democracy is a Western one and this model 

is the one adopted in the countries dominating the international system. Thus, any 

process o f regime change that is attempting to arrive at a democratic society has a very 

well established, internationally sanctioned blueprint. This is problematic for a number 

o f  reasons.

First o f  all, it pre-empts certain policies or institutional solutions from being 

adopted, thereby restricting the options available to domestic actors when it comes to 

political, social and economic arrangements. Secondly, there is the problem o f  ‘cultural 

adaptation’, which is particularly acute in the M uslim world where large Islamic 

movements tend to be seen as enemies o f  democracy by definition.’®̂ This in turn 

influences external policies towards them and towards the other domestic actors. For 

instance, if  policy-makers in Western countries cannot conceive o f  an Islamic 

democracy, they will be unable to accept a process o f  transition that legitimises Islamic 

parties. Finally, there exists the problem o f pigeonlioling the new democracies into a pre-

Azzedine Layachi, “Algerian Crisis, Western Choices”, M iddle East Quarterly. Vol. 
1, No. 3, September 1994. Available at http://www.meforum.org/meq/issues

There is widespread reluctance to engage with Islamic parties and movements even if  
they openly support the introduction o f classic democratic procedures.
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conceived role, wiiich serves the dominant interests in the international system, whether 

they are state or non-state actors.

Despite these problems, it cannot be denied that democracy has become a 

universal value and term  o f  reference for all political systems. Its superiority has been 

demonstrated in terms o f  both individual freedoms and economic performance. 

Furthermore it immediately exercises ‘ideological’ appeal, as it has become synonymous 

with all that is positive about regulating societal relations. How democracy is interpreted 

matters very much and it is important to underline a number o f  issues relating to it. First 

o f  all, it should be conceded that i f  democracy were simply equated with the procedure 

o f  elections, most Islamic parties would be very supportive o f  such an arrangement. 

Islam can be rather easily reconciled with the procedures o f  democracy such as 

consultation, popular consent and the mandate to elected representatives. Secondly, it 

should be stated that if  democracy were more than elections and procedures, but had to 

do with liberal rights, a reconciliation with the Islamic ethos would be more difficult. 

Given this, the international sanctioning o f  democracy can only take place if  both 

elements are present in the political system, as in the W est they are perceived to be 

indivisible. However, this was not historically the case because ‘liberalisation’ was 

always a result o f  the introduction o f  procedural democracy. Thus, judging 

democratising countries with this ‘wrong’ perception in mind puts them at a 

disadvantage and forces them to introduce a set o f  changes that society cannot always 

cope with because it undermines traditional social structures and values.

The hypothesis here holds that domestic actors operate in a very restricted 

ideological enviromnent and therefore their choices in managing regime change are 

extremely limited. The discourse o f  democracy, as sanctioned by the international 

community, is a powerful tool for domestic actors, who can use it for their own purpose. 

It becomes a very usefiil resource in the transition game because international legitimacy 

usually entails accession to a set o f  privileges that authoritarian states may not enjoy. In 

the Algerian case, tiie discourse o f  democracy was utilised by all protagonists, but the 

evident bias o f  the ‘international definition’ o f  it advantaged the actors who annulled the 

election results and installed an authoritarian government. The paradox is therefore that 

the arm y’s intervention is justified as a democracy-saving enterprise.

The main point o f  contention centres on the issue o f  the commitment o f  the FIS 

to democratic means. Given the structure, the leadership and the political discourse o f 

the Islamic movement, it is very difficult to be sure of w'hat the FIS would have done
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once in power. Its commitment to democratic means was questionable, and was 

questioned by many sectors of the Algerian society and by international actors. However, 

it should be stressed that the party, up to the cancellation o f the second round o f elections 

in January 1992, had played according to the ‘democratic rules.’ It fonnally requested 

legalisation, it participated in the local elections, it called for legislative elections 

forcefully but within the legal framework, and it decided to participate in the 1991 

parliamentary elections in spite o f the imprisonment of its leaders and in spite of 

gerrymandering by the government. This seems to indicate that the party was very 

confident about the appeal o f its electoral message and saw no need to act outside the 

proper legal framework to make its demands.

It is striking that those who defended the values of democracy, as understood 

and practised in liberal-democratic systems, were the stronger advocates o f military 

intervention and the cancellation of the results. They feared that the legislative elections 

of 1991 w'ould have been the first and the last to be held if the FIS had been allowed to 

govern. The w'hole issue o f democracy was therefore couched in a very partisan 

language, with both sides arguing that they were the real democrats.

The debate carried a definite ‘international’ weight and the inability of 

international actors to conceive of an Islamic party as democratic favoured those in 

Algeria who saw this as an opportunity to justify their intervention. General Nezzar and 

General Lamari, the two main figures behind the coup, are on record as stating that they 

should be thanked for saving democracy in Algeria. They obviously meant that the 

intervention was a necessary step to permit the creation of a ‘true democracy’ once the 

masses were ready to express their vote freely. The inability o f international actors to 

come to teniis with a different ‘version’ and interpretation of democracy augmented the 

resources of those domestic actors who shared the same belief It is no coincidence that 

the most quoted sentence used to discuss the FIS is Ali Benhadj's anti-democracy 

statement in wliich he slams the concept.'”’ This focus means overlooking most other 

FIS statements that are much more consistent with an acceptance of procedural 

democratic rules and, to a certain extent, of democratic liberal values as well. For 

instance Madani was asked about the FlS’s acceptance o f multipartism and he replied 

that: “multipartism and governmental ahemance are nonnal, as no party can indefinitely 

preserve its youthfulness and its efficacy.” ''**

Al-Alinaf, Botiveau and Fregosi, op. cit., pp. 87-98. 
Slimane Zeghdour, op. cit., p. 186.



Louis Cantori argues that this diffidence towards models o f  democracy that do 

not seem to accept the main 'teachings' o f  the Enlightemnent is detrimental to 

understanding other cultures and other ways o f  organising a polity. There are, according 

to him, three main teachings derived from the Enlightenment that contrast with the belief 

systems o f  Muslims. First o f  all, “there is the belief in an idealised future o f  freedom.” '*’’ 

Secondly, “the stress upon the individual and individualism.” "® Lastly, “the assumption 

that the ends o f  society consist o f  maximising individual freedom and material well 

being.” " '  M uslims instead aim at recapturing the perfect society created by M ohammed, 

stress the primacy o f the unity o f  the community o f  believers and do not see material 

wealth as the way society and individuals should be measured. From this it follows that 

their ‘ideal’ o f  democracy may be founded on very different values, but the procedures 

o f  democracy may indeed be similar to the ones in place in the W estern and Westernised 

world. This is rather difficult to accept for W estern policy-makers, who prefer their 

counterparts to espouse and practise the same basic values and ideas. This is for two 

reasons; first, that policies will be predictable and, second, that it makes them more at 

ease from an intellectual point o f  view dealing with people sharing the same basic value 

system. This stems from the belief that liberal democracy is the ‘natural’ state for society 

and that any other arrangement is simply deviant and does not merit particular attention 

and credence. An example often cited o f the ‘people’ it would be perfect to deal with in 

developing countries regards Khalida Messaoudi, a prominent feminist activist and anti- 

FIS figure, who applauded the military's intervention. During the transition she was often 

seen on French television debating the changes in her country. However, she “may 

connect powerfully with like-minded W estern audiences during her countless TV 

appearances, but she is never asked why she failed miserably to connect with her own 

constituency... she garnered less that 1 percent o f  the vote when she ran for a legislative 

seat in December 1991.”"^

All this explains not only the international preference for the ‘dem ocratic’ 

discourse o f  those who cancelled the elections and for those who applauded that action, 

it also explains the simplicity through which the ensuing conflict can be explained:

Louis Cantori, “The Limitations o f W estern Democratic Theory: The Islamic 
A ltem ative"”paper presented at the Conference o f  M iddle East Studies Association, in 
Orlando, Florida, United States in November 2000. p. 2.
' ' “ Ibid., p. 2.

Ibid., p. 2.
"■ Amine Tehami, op. cit., p. 125.
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Islamic fundamentalists bent on creating an Islamic Republic against a secular regime 

attempting to preserve future chances o f  democratisation. This is a very simplistic 

explanation that is revealed to be totally unsatisfactory on closer scrutiny. The discourse 

o f  democracy was used by all sides to defend completely opposite actions, but the central 

element in tipping the balance o f  the debate in favour o f  the anny has been the very 

partisan international legitimisation o f  only one type o f  democracy.

7.9 Conclusion

The examination o f the evidence, and how it relates to the hypotheses put forth, 

confinns that the influence o f  the ‘international dimension’ has been in many respects 

decisive in forming the strategies o f  the domestic actors. Furthermore, it has 

considerably altered their cost and benefit analysis regarding how to proceed with the 

transition game. This influence is derived from a variety o f  sources and a variety o f  

actors.

However, it should be underlined that not all o f the hypotheses formulated have 

been substantiated. The following is a b rief summary o f  the main findings;

• The analysis o f  the economic recession shows that there is a solid 

causal link between the oil counter-shock and the economic crisis and 

between the crisis and liberalisation.

• The analysis o f  the consequences o f  the war in Afghanistan shows that 

there is no evidence to support the claim that the FIS was an ‘external’ 

creation and that the victory o f  the Afghani guerrillas and the return 

home o f the Algerian Afghanis had a meaningful impact on the 

transition.

• Tlie 1990/1991 G ulf War shows that this external shock had a profound 

impact on the transition and the evidence validates the claim that the 

G ulf crisis dramatically changed the distribution o f  power among 

domestic actors.

• The end o f the Cold W ar also proves to be an important factor and the 

evidence validates the hypothesis that the regime was looking for a new 

position in the international system and therefore democratisation was 

chosen as the path leading to this new position.

• When it comes to the direct active policies o f the leading powers in the 

system, it emerges that the hypothesis about the US and French role is
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only partially confirmed. Thus, there is little evidence o f US activity in 

the country, while there is a rather consistent pattern o f interference 

from France during the whole transition period. The overarching aim o f 

France was to avoid a FIS-led democratic government.

• Given the context o f  international Islamic revival, it was also postulated 

that the FIS may have been an instrument o f  an ‘Islamic international’ 

and that the resources it enjoyed were externally generated. The 

evidence does not show this to be the case.

• The role played by international financial institutions and multinationals 

during the transition confinns the postulate that they were detrimental 

to the continuation o f  the transition because they pursued policies that 

increased the political resources o f  the Islamic movement. This was 

counterproductive in institutional tenns because it facilitated their 

electoral victories with subsequent democratic legitimacy for their 

stances. When this became apparent, these external actors tlirew their 

support behind the domestic constituency that would guarantee their 

interests in the country: the Army.

• Finally, the discourse o f  democracy as a universal value was important 

to the domestic actors insofar as it legitimised their actions. Given the 

international preference for a democracy that is liberal, the FIS was 

always bound to fail to satisfy such criteria.

These findings have implications for the country under examination, but also for 

the literature on transitions and for international relations as well. The concluding 

chapter will deal with the main lessons this research has to offer.
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CHAPTER 8-Conclusion
The intention o f  this final chapter is to summarise and draw together the main 

insights o f  this research. First o f  all, the chapter will summarise the main tenets o f  

democratisation in light o f  the necessity o f  including international variables and in light 

o f  a strand in political science that attempts to link comparative politics and international 

relations. Secondly, this chapter will analyse in some detail the findings from the case 

study in the context o f  the inclusion o f  such external factors, and it will draw some 

conclusions about the ‘effectiveness’ o f  such inclusion. Thirdly, how the findings ‘speak 

to ’ to both the literature on processes o f  democratisation and the literature on 

international relations will be outlined. There are important implications for both fields 

o f  study derived from this research and these highlight some o f  the strengths and 

weaknesses o f  key theories within both fields. This section will treat both literatures 

separately. Finally, this chapter will consider further research avenues that could be 

explored in light o f  its findings. Some suggestions are made as to how this type o f  study 

can be further developed and what its usefulness may be, in both academic and policy- 

orientated terms.

8.1 The International Dim ension

One o f the most significant political phenomena o f  the past decades has been the 

move away from authoritarian forms o f rule to democratic governance. The number o f 

democracies has vastly increased in recent years and this change has been captured in the 

literature on transitions. The end product o f  many transitions has been the establishment 

o f  W estem-style liberal-democracies, but many other countries have either experienced a 

return to authoritarian rule or are suspended in the limbo o f ‘liberalised autocracies.’' 

W hatever the final outcome o f  the transition, the resulting regime is always different 

from the one that was replaced. The process by which such outcomes are reached 

deserves to be analysed.

The examination o f regime change and the theorising about how countries 

abandon authoritarianism to embrace democracy has been fully incorporated within 

comparative politics. The insertion o f ‘transitology’ into comparative politics has meant 

that domestic factors and actors have been identified as the central explanatory variables 

for such processes. In a recent review article, Kopecky and Mudde lamented: “the

' Daniel Brumberg, “The Trap o f  Liberalised Autocracy”, Journal o f  Democracv. Vol. 
13, No. 4, October 2002, pp. 56-68.
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international dimension o f democratic transition and consolidation [...]  received very 

little scholarly attention.”'  Wliile specifically analysing Eastern Europe, the same 

statement could be made about the more general literature on transitions. This 

dissertation lessens this gap and makes a contribution to our understanding o f  regime 

change by bringing the international dimension back into the analysis.

M ost theories on transitions still regard domestic factors, whether structure or 

actor-led, as the only explanatory variables an analyst should look at to understand how 

the transition was triggered, how it developed and how it concluded. This dissertation 

rejects such an approach and argues that transitions do not occur in a vacuum and that 

international variables are a necessary part o f  the explanations, as they have the capacity 

to influence the strategies and the choices o f  the domestic actors. Not only do they have 

this capacity, but at times it seems that the external environment does not leave domestic 

actors much choice. Regarding processes o f  democratisation, it is necessary to underline 

that the sanction o f the international community is a key element that needs to be taken 

into account by the domestic actors and that diminishes the range o f  choices available 

domestically.

Another important aspect that should be mentioned relates to the strength o f 

counterfactual claims. At its most basic, there needs to be evidence about whether 

without the intervention o f external factors the same outcome would have been obtained 

if  international variables are to be omitted from the causal explanation. This evidence 

seems to be present but it seems to indicate that without the presence o f  a wide range o f 

international variables, the transition would not have happened or would have not 

developed the way it did or would have not ended so abruptly. This aspect will be further 

discussed later in this chapter.

It follows that this study attempts to explore links between comparative politics 

and international politics. For some time now, there have been scholars on both sides 

lamenting the 'exclusivist' approach o f  both literatures. On the one hand, international 

politics has been accused o f bowing to the dominance o f neo-realism, which treats 

domestic factors as irrelevant to foreign-policy making and to external behaviour. On the 

other hand, comparative politics has been accused o f  thinking o f  domestic politics as 

completely insulated and isolated from trends and actors present at the international 

level. The accusations against international relations are not entirely well founded, as

■ Petr Kopecky and Cas Mudde, “What has Eastern Europe taught us about the 
democratisation literature (and vice versa)”, European Journal o f  Political Research, Vol. 
37, No. 4, June 2000, p.531.
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there is a large strand that disagrees with the key neo-realist tenet o f  treating the state as 

a black box. In particular, both liberalism and M arxism put considerable emphasis on the 

nature o f the state when explaining its external behaviour.

The accusations against comparative politics seem to carry more weight, 

particularly in the specific field o f  democrafisation. In the very first comprehensive study 

on transitions by Philippe Schmitter and Guillermo O'Donnell, it was clearly stated that 

regim e change was the exclusive product o f  domestic variables and bargaining. Since 

that seminal work, very few questioned this assumption although international variables 

appeared in the analysis as ‘facilitating factors.’ Schmitter even recognised that 

international variables may have been a neglected aspect o f  transitions. However, in line 

w ith other fields o f  study where international factors have been brought back in to have a 

better understanding o f  domestic political phenomena, transitology is going through 

much o f the same change. Scholars such as Haynes, Grugel and Yilmaz put forth the 

idea that regime change should be studied through analysis o f  the external environment 

as well as the domestic one.

This research is therefore part o f this expanding literature, which attempts to 

bridge the domestic and the international. It offers an explanation o f  democratisation 

constructed around two dimensions that have been previously neglected. Admittedly, this 

explanation is custom-built for the case study under examination, but the framework and 

explanatory structure employed here could be useful, with appropriate changes, to study 

other cases.

Previous studies o f  democratisation have emphasised the importance o f  the t>'pe 

o f  authoritarian regime in place when explaining how regime change could occur and 

develop into full democratisation and consolidation. To this end, it has always been seen 

as relevant to ‘classify’ the different authoritarian regimes as military regimes, one-party 

political systems, personal dictatorships and religiously-based regimes because it has 

been believed that they would democratise differently. W hile this may indeed be the 

case, such an emphasis on the type o f government is to the detriment o f  further analysing 

the nature o f the state independently from the type o f regime in place. To this end, one o f  

the dimensions o f  the thesis presents is the nature o f the state, and specifically its 

position within, and its relation to, the international economic system. In the developing 

world, the nature o f  the state is strictly related to what type o f  economic organisation is 

in place and how resources are distributed. In turn, this profoundly affects the political 

system.
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Another element that has been constantly examined in the wider literature on 

regim e change is the presence or absence o f  previous democratic experience in the 

country undergoing a transition. It is argued that such a democratic past can lead to a 

m ore successful consolidation in new democracies, particularly if  the previous 

experience was long and widely perceived as positive. There is some validity to the 

argument, but a democratic past does not automatically ensure that a new democracy will 

consolidate. For instance there are countries that have periodically shifted back and forth 

from authoritarianism to democracy (e.g. Turkey and Latin America). Furthennore, if  the 

argument were to be stretched to its logical conclusion, we would have very few 

democracies across the globe today, as at one point in time any country that is 

democratic today had to start from authoritarianism. Even the United States, which 

thrives on the belief that it was founded ab origine as a democracy, could not be 

considered as such until much later once the ‘segregation’ system they had in place was 

dismantled. Instead o f focusing on this element, explanations should look at the position 

o f a country in the international system in terms o f  its geo-strategic relevance to other 

regional and world actors. This second dimension complements and integrates the nature 

o f the state in economic terms by offering an innovative framework to understand and 

explain how a transition is launched, how it progresses and how it concludes.

Aside from the use o f  the two internationally-based dimensions, another 

iimovative approach o f  this study is that it takes into account both external structural 

changes and actor-led policies. Most studies o f  transitions choose to  concentrate either 

on structural changes or on contingent actor-led policies. This choice has been based on 

the need for ‘parsim ony’, but this is often to the detriment o f  understanding. It is 

conceivable to argue that structural constraints and contingency interact to a considerable 

extent. In the 'historical' development o f  the literature, actor-led policies increasingly 

became more prominent and much more widely used than structural constraints. In fact, 

domestic actors, and elites in particular, became the focus o f  most studies, which rejected 

the main implication o f  structural approaches: the determinism o f the process. It follows 

that much attention was paid to the bargaining process of actors involved in the transition 

and to how the ‘gam e’ was played.

The primary role o f actors, their strategies and their resources is the building 

bloc o f  studies o f democratisation. Although it has led to useful insights into processes o f  

transition, this exclusivist approach in favour o f  actor-led policies is rejected by this 

research in favour o f a more balanced and nuanced one, as suggested for instance by
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Haggard and Kaufman. In their study, the two convincingly argue that “though 

bargaining lies at the core o f  most contemporary models o f  regime change, they are 

typically weak in specifying the resources that contending parties bring to the negotiation 

and even the institutional stakes o f  the negotiation itself.’” Thus, while bargaining is 

important, it is necessary to specify how bargaining power is acquired and what 

detennines its level. Haggard and Kaufman are particularly interested in underlying 

economic and social forces, but a different explanation could also conceive o f the 

presence o f  strong political forces as well. All these forces can be derived as much from 

the domestic as from the international environment. This study focuses on the external 

conditions affecting the transitions and argues that the ‘international dim ension’ can be 

conceived and defined in terms o f  both structural constraints and actor-led policies. Both 

contribute to influence the 'power' and resources available to the domestic actors who 

were fom ially in charge o f  the transition. This distribution o f  resources affects the 

strategies and the choices o f  these actors, modifying their interests during a time o f high 

volatility.

In order to examine the impact o f  the international environment defined as a 

combination o f  the effects produced by structural changes and actor-led policies, three 

different variables have been taken into account. It has been argued that there are larger 

trends in international politics that indicate the existence o f  one general direction for 

authoritarian countries. These larger trends point to the ever wider acceptance o f  

democratic governance as the ultimate basis for ruling over society, as well as the 

acceptance o f  a market-orientated economy underpiraiing such W estern-style systems o f 

government. However, these larger trends and structural constraints, if  accepted 

uncritically, would seem to predetermine the socio-political fate o f all countries across 

the globe, eventually erasing differences.

This is clearly not the case. Transitions are not pre-determined as there are 

intervening variables that throw the outcome into doubt. Thus, there are two more 

variables that can account for discrepancies, which lead to very different outcomes. First 

o f  all, there are external shocks that can change the course o f a transition and, secondly 

there are specific policies put in place that can also affect the outcome. Crucially, it 

should be highlighted that in the context o f  a transition it is actors who are in charge o f 

the process. It is these actors, through their choices, that largely determine the whole

Stephan Haggard and Robert Kaufman, “The Political Economy o f Democratic 
Transitions”, Comparative Politics. Vol. 29, No. 3, April 1997, p. 263.
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process. The only caveat is that actors are not, and cannot be, fully autonomous and 

independent in their decision-making, as they operate within a framework o f  structural 

constraints. Some o f  them are, inevitably, beyond their control.

8.2 The International Dimension in Algeria

The open model o f  democratisation with its dimensions, variables and 

hypotheses has been applied to Algeria in this study. The country was chosen for a 

num ber o f  reasons. First o f  all, it was representative o f  a region that has been poorly 

examined within larger comparative studies o f  transitions. Secondly, it represented a 

country that, although strategically relevant in economic and political temis, was not 

deemed o f prim ary interest at a time when regime change was taking place in the 

communist bloc. It follows that if  attention and resources were more concentrated in 

Eastern Europe, it could be thought that international forces neglected the Algerian case. 

Testing the relevance o f  external factors on a difficult case would strengthen the 

scholarship which focuses on the international dimension if  the results pointed at a 

marked influence o f  the external environment. Thirdly, Algeria is a good case study to 

explore the implications o f  the admittedly difficult relationship between Islam and 

democracy. The emergence o f strong Islamic parties, with their ideological arsenal o f  

slogans and solutions derived from Islam, represents a challenge for the notion o f  liberal 

democracy. Fourthly, Algeria represents a good case study to highlight important 

regional developments given that it was not the only country in the MENA to attempt to 

reform both its economic and its political structures at the end o f  the 1980s and in the 

early 1990s. It was however the country that went the farthest in terms o f  

democratisation. Finally, Algeria has been poorly studied (with due exceptions) in the 

English language literature. This is major shortcoming, particularly in light o f the terrible 

events that have plagued the country, and still do so. Clear understanding o f  the civil w'ar 

and its consequences for ordinary Algerians is still missing, and looking at Algeria and 

its failed democratisation may be helpful in understanding such a brutal conflict.

The evidence gathered by this study o f  Algeria indicates that including 

international variables in the theory o f  democratisation is useful to better understand how 

transitions are triggered, how they develop and how they end. When it comes to 

triggering the transition, it is commonly held that divisions within the regime bring about 

the initial phase o f  liberalisation. Facing a crisis, authoritarian governments may choose 

to liberalise, particularly if  there is also considerable pressure ‘from below ’ to do so. The
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crisis liowever is often seen to be originating from domestic factors, but tiie decision to 

liberalise may also be the product o f  factors outside the country. The case o f  Algeria 

demonstrates that the economic crisis that led to political openings was not simply 

domestic, but was externally driven due to A lgeria’s over-dependence on the 

hydrocarbon sector. The nature o f the state, and the links it has with the international 

economy, have a powerful effect on the structure o f  domestic political arrangements. The 

hydrocarbon sector is particularly volatile and sensitive to international price 

fluctuations. This does not mean that a simple causal link can be established between the 

oil counter-boom and the decision to opt for radical political change, as the crisis might 

not have had such a devastating impact if  the country had a more sound economy in 

place. The poor state o f  the economy and serious economic mismanagement heightened 

the effects o f  the oil crisis. Nevertheless, it should be highlighted that Algeria had gone 

through other externally driven crises and that liberalisation had not occurred then even 

in the presence o f  the same type o f domestic economic situation. This might imply that 

the decision to democratise was purely internal. This would indeed be the case i f  other 

alternatives to democratisation were available to the domestic actors in charge o f the 

political process, but what seems to emerge from the evidence is that there was no other 

alternative, for a number o f  reasons and concomitant factors. First o f  all the severity o f  

the crisis was much deeper than previous externally driven economic slowdowns and 

there was a need to respond not only through economic reforms but through political 

changes as well. Secondly, the externally driven crisis occurred at a time when left- 

leaning authoritarian regimes would have no external support if  they wished to continue 

with past political practices. The international environment had changed and A lgeria’s 

position in the system did not allow for much room to manoeuvre. Thus, the leadership 

lacked alternatives to democratisation due to the constraints o f  the external enviromnent.

While the 1985/1986 crisis alone cannot be the sole cause o f  the changes o f  late 

1988, if  we take into consideration the ‘pressures’ coming from other external sources 

the picture begins to change and points in the direction o f outside involvement. This type 

o f involvement was both direct and indirect. The indirect pressure to liberalise came in 

the form o f  the failure o f socialism and authoritarian rule on a global scale, with the 

changes taking place in the Soviet Union and with the policies o f  democracy promotion 

by the ‘w inners’ o f  the Cold War. The direct pressures came from the presence o f  

officials from international financial institutions in the decision-making bodies o f  

Algeria. While their role was more in the background than in public, the policies that
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they suggested Algeria implement greatly increased social malaise and fuelled the riots 

of 1988. Both these pressures do not work autonomously and they need a ‘domestic 

audience’ to be truly effective. It is precisely at this ‘crossing’ between domestic and 

international factors that explanations for transitions should be sought. A neat separation 

between the two levels of analysis is impossible and there needs to be an open channel of 

mutual influence. Tliis is something that transitology seldom envisaged and took into 

account.

During the period of democratisation following the initial opening, the strong 

evidence points to the decisive effect that external support had on maintaining the 

authoritarian regime (although the ‘new’ authoritarian regime looked, from an 

institutional point of view, rather different from the pre-1989 one). All domestic actors 

had a stake in the new political climate, as new elections were promised. Both the ruling 

party and the opposition parties had reason to believe that they would win such elections 

and therefore had an interest in sustaining the efforts o f President Chadli and the 

government to continue the process of democratisation. However, the government was 

also attempting to introduce even more market-orientated reforms, which in the short 

period triggered even further discontent and dissatisfaction. Given that the Algerian 

economy was near collapse, and that such collapse might have helped the more' radical' 

elements within the opposition with dangerous consequences for the stability of the 

country, France intervened financially to support the regime's democratising efforts. 

Social science cannot rely on 'experiments' that can be repeated by altering the initial 

equation and therefore it is impossible to determine whether the absence of such 

financial support would have been so crucial as to trigger a violent overthrow of the 

goveminent. There can only be informed speculation about that.

In the Algerian case, it might have been that some sectors of the population, 

frustrated by the regression of their living standards and the presence o f radical political 

elements (particularly within the Islamic movement), might have attempted to seize 

power without waiting for the 'natural' process of elections. It may also be that such an 

outcome was never on the cards with or without French financial aid. Nevertheless, such 

aid was handed out and helped the regime to face the crisis on a marginally more secure 

financial footing. The aid also represented much more than its financial value, as it 

meant that 'political' support was given to president Chadli himself A powerful external 

endorsement, albeit kept secret for fear of accusations o f colluding with the former
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coloniser, could have proven useful in the transition game, as securing international 

legitimacy is vital to any country undergoing regime change.

The development stage o f  the transition into full democratisation was also 

influenced by other factors over which domestic actors had no control, but which 

modified the resources at their disposal. Thus, the G ulf War o f  1990/1991 had a 

considerable impact on the Islamic opposition in particular, strengthening its ideology 

and showing the regime how unpopular it was.

The consolidation phase was never reached, as the second round o f elections was 

cancelled when the Army dismissed the president and took direct control o f the state to 

stop the FIS from coming to power. During the pre-consolidation phase, the external 

environment had its strongest influence, particularly in the messages conveyed to the 

military that they would not be punished for intervening. On the contrary, they were left 

into no doubt that an intervention would be both welcome and rewarded. The costs o f  

repression were already lowering, as the Army believed that a FIS government might 

slash their privileges and prerogatives, and the knowledge that there would be no 

international interference made the costs even lower. To this end, France was informed 

o f what would happen in January 1992 and from the lack o f  condemnation and punishing 

sanctions following the coup, it could be inferred that such an intervention came as no 

surprise and served a useful purpose from a French perspective. Such purpose was 

regional stability, as fears o f  a FIS government were quite widespread.

From the overall picture, it emerges that there was an influential role for 

international factors and actors during all phases o f  democratisation in Algeria. An 

interesting aspect that merits some attention is that different external forces acted at 

different moments. At one level, the forces that helped trigger the transition were not the 

same ones that helped end the transition. At a different level, external actors who 

supported democratisation at the beginning, and tlirough its initial stages, shifted their 

policy positions when it became clear that their interests would not be served by the 

outcome o f the democratic process. What remains constant is the necessity for 

democratising countries to confomi to a preconceived model o f  democracy and 

international behaviour. Such a model does not allow for radical, challenging political 

movements to come to power in new democracies. W ithout the impact and influence o f  

external pressures the outcome might have varied considerably, but the Algerian 

transition did not take place in a vacuum and it ‘suffered’ from external intervention. 

However, there are two different caveats that should be added to qualify the previous
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statement. First o f  all, the role o f  the international dimension was not as extensive and 

far-reaching as the initial hypotheses suggested by the theory. For instance, it was argued 

that the FIS would have been highly influenced by external support in both ideological 

and resource terms. The evidence does not point in that particular direction, as the 

ideology o f  the FIS, its political discourse, its organisational structure and the profile o f  

its militants reflect almost solely domestic concerns and developments. This is not to say 

that the FIS did not profit from the pro-Islamic ideological environment characterising 

the late 19980s and early 1990s due to the victory o f  the Afghan rebels and the Iranian 

revolution and from the G ulf monarchies’ handouts, but these factors are largely 

marginal to the creation, objectives, strategy and behaviour o f  the FIS.

Another example is the extent to which the United States were involved in the 

whole process. While a certain degree o f  engagement with the protagonists o f  the 

Algerian transition clearly emerges, this should not be over-emphasised. At times there is 

a danger o f  pointing to the US for anything that happens or does not happen in the 

region, and this is plainly not the case.

A second qualification that needs to be made is that in the Algerian case, 

structural constraints may be as important as international actors in influencing the 

domestic constituencies. While much attention has been paid to the central role o f actors 

and their bargaining at the domestic level, at the international level structural constraints 

may play a larger role. There is one very specific way they are able to do this and that is 

restricting the choices o f  developing countries when it comes to economic policy 

making. However, such constraints are not as much at work in the case o f  fostering 

democratic governance, as the interests o f  actors in political stability are predominant in 

that respect, to the detriment o f  democracy.

8.3 Counterfactuals, Algeria and the International Dimension: Would the Story 

Have Been the Same?

At this stage o f the conclusion, it is necessary to address the issue o f the role o f 

external factors in the context o f  the Algerian story, in relation to the development o f that 

story in isolation from the external environment. Obviously, it is impossible to say how 

the exclusion o f  one explanatory variable would affect the story o f a specific political 

phenomenon, but it is nevertheless possible to make some inferences.

The absence o f an internationally driven economic crisis might have simply 

deferred the necessity to launch a programme o f political reforms, as claimed by the FIS
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for instance. Tiie argument iiere is that the Algerian economic system was so poorly 

organised, and w'as perfom iing so badly, that the internationally driven recession worked 

only as a catalyst. In the absence o f  the oil and gas price drop, the elites would have been 

forced into making changes due to their lack o f  political legitimacy and due to the poor 

economic performance o f  the country. In fact, this argument may not be easily 

sustainable for a number o f  reasons. First o f  all, the regime had been able to manage 

other economic recessions in the past without conceding political reforms. This crisis 

was different in terms o f  intensity and timing, as mentioned earlier. Secondly, without 

such an economic recession, the regime could have implemented market-oriented 

reforms without having to worry about political changes, so as to improve economic 

performance. If  we look at Algeria in a comparative context, it emerges that the other 

countries in the region were able to avoid radical political transformations mainly due to 

the international aid they received allowing them to remain authoritarian. This is patently 

the case in Egypt, where the economic recession would have forced the President to 

concede political pluralism in the face o f  economic collapse, but M ubarak was saved by 

injections o f  money coming from the United States as a reward for participating in the 

war against S ad d am .T liu s , it is legitimate to argue that without the recession, political 

reforms in Algeria could have been postponed for a long time, much like most other 

countries in the region.

When it comes to the transition game itself, after the launch o f  political 

pluralism, it is also legitimate to argue that without the domestic consequences provoked 

by the G ulf War, the different parties were likely to have come to a negotiated agreement 

for pow'er-sharing. The year between the legalisation o f  political parties and the G ulf 

W ar had seen the parties and the regime behave as if  democracy had already been 

established, and the indication was that the FIS, as the largest opposition force, would 

have been co-opted by the President to lead the country in coalition. In this sense. 

General N ezzar’s argument that power-sharing was C hadli’s objective is borne out by 

the reality. This plan might have resulted in a military coup because it would have 

tlireatened the privileges o f  the upper echelons o f  the Army and security forces, but such 

an enterprise would have been much more difficult to carry out without the radicalism 

the FIS displayed during the G ulf War. This particular event was decisive in increasing 

the divide between the regime and the Islamic opposition.

For details about Egypt’s economic history over the last three decades, see Henry 
Clement and Robert Springborg, Globalisation and the Politics o f  Development in the 
M iddle East (Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 2001).
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Finally, the issue of the military coup that ended Algeria’s experiment with 

democracy has to be tackled. The question that needs to be answered is the following: 

did it the international community matter at all in the decision to carry out the military 

coup? Most scholarship on Algeria is adamant on the answer. The military had too many 

privileges to defend and too much to lose by not intervening, so they would have 

intervened even in the face o f open Western opposition. It follows from this that tacit 

Western support for the coup simply added an extra bonus, but did not fundamentally 

alter the line o f thinking of the plotters and their cost-benefit analysis. In the absence of 

substantial evidence pointing to the decisive role of the external factors, it is quite 

difficult to refute the previous argument. However, it is possible to provide a different 

perspective on this based on the evidence gathered.

The first point to be made about the Algerian military coup is that it took place at 

a time when the international community was, at least in theory, putting much emphasis 

on democratic principles and procedures. Military coups were much more common in 

previous decades when superpowers’ strategic imperatives saw defending democracy 

relegated to the background. By the early 1990s, those who carried out military coups 

were seen as outcast. Thus, the Algerian generals were at least playing a very dangerous 

game because international marginalisation might have resulted in all sorts of punitive 

measures, ranging from economic sanctions to a ban on military sales to exclusion from 

international fora. If these measures had been foreseen as likely, the Algerian generals 

might have had second thoughts about the coup. The resources available to them in case 

of civil conflict, in the absence of international aid, were far from being sufficient and 

they might have lost the conflict in a short period o f time. It is true that they might have 

not foreseen such a widespread rebellion to their coup, but resistance to their intervention 

was expected. To this it should be added that, for instance, it was not a coincidence that 

both the French and the US were concerned after the coup to stress its constitutionality.

The second point has to do with the rewards that the generals enjoyed after the 

coup itself. The epilogue will deal with this aspect in greater detail. Suffice it to say that 

far from being shocked by the ending of the democratic experiment, and far from taking 

time to assess policy options, the international community swiftly came to the rescue of 

the regime with economic, military and political support. This seems to indicate that this 

support was a reward for a ‘job well done.’
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8.4 Im plications for the Literature o f  Transitology

The findings o f  this research seem to confirm the need for the inclusion of 

international factors as central explanatory variables in processes o f  transition. These 

factors have been marginalised in the study o f  transitions and they need to be brought 

back in, as they have considerable influence. The Algerian case shows that external 

forces have been responsible for changing the incentive structure o f  domestic actors, 

thereby affecting the timing and the development o f  the transition game.

In the past, it was argued that the international dimension was not relevant at all 

and that regime change w'as an entirely domestic process. In the late 1970s, this view 

changed slightly and international factors were included as facilitating variables or 

second-order factors. This was particularly the case for the indirect attraction that 

m embership o f  the European Community exercised on domestic actors. The transitions 

to democracy in the communist bloc should have made international variables even more 

central to the explanation o f  such processes, but instead they were still considered to be 

marginal in these cases. Exceptions were made for those cases where democracy was 

imposed from outside through military occupation. Importantly, this marginalisation 

stemmed more from the difficulty o f  defining the international dimension, and from its 

operationalisation, rather than from any theoretical obstacle. There is a further aspect that 

needs to be mentioned. Given the highly normative value attached to the notion o f 

democracy and the belief that it is the ‘natural’ state o f  society, domestic explanations 

for its creation confinn that notion. Taking international variables into account would 

undermine that notion o f ‘naturality’ and would point instead to democracy as a model o f 

governance that is functional to the interests o f  the leading actors in the system because 

it is their definition and their legitimisation o f  it that matter.

Once transitology opens up to the literature on international relations, it can 

utilise some o f the theoretical concepts that it lacks and include the external environment 

in its analysis. When this is done, explanations will be more satisfactory. There are a 

number o f  ways through which this study impinges on the literature on regime change. 

First o f  all, it confimis that the external environment plays a much more central role than 

previously believed. Such a dimension should not be limited to cases o f  imposed 

democracy. Furthermore, it indicates quite strongly that using the external dimension 

simply as a facilita ting  factor is incorrect, insofar as it can also be an obstacle to the 

installation o f a democratic regime. The Algerian case clearly demonstrates that 

international factors can actually work against democracy and can contribute decisively
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to the return to authoritarian rule (or m aintenance o f  it). W ithout utilising the tools 

offered by international relations theory this aspect o f  transition would remain obscured. 

It is in fact the contribution o f such a literature that allows us to think o f  the external 

enviromnent in a different light.

A second important contribution o f  this research concerns the novel finding that 

international variables play a strong role throughout the transition. This study indicates 

that the initiation o f the transition had 'international links', particularly in the sphere o f 

international economics; it also points to the role o f  external variables in fundamentally 

shaping and constraining the choices and strategies o f  domestic actors at vital points in 

the process; and it finally confirms that external factors played a crucial role in the 

consolidation phase. The consolidation phase had always been held as the phase when 

external variables would be more important in determining the fate o f  the transition. The 

actions through which external powers, both state and non-state, actively pursued a 

policy o f  exclusion o f  the Islamic movement in Algeria demonstrate that the trade-off 

between democracy and interests is more acute in the consolidation phase. When it 

becomes clear that a party with a radical agenda for change with important external 

repercussions is about to prevail through democratic means against authoritarian elites 

with strong ties to the dominant international powers, the latter finds it useful to facilitate 

the authoritarian regime’s survival. In the Algerian case, the coincidence between the 

end o f  the Cold War and the emergence o f a new enemy in the guise o f  Islamic 

fundamentalism changed the perceptions o f  key external actors quite dramatically. In a 

conference held in Quebec in August 2000, Philippe Schmitter argued precisely this 

point about the impact o f external factors on the consolidation phase and the findings 

from this study seem to prove him correct. However, as mentioned above, the novel 

aspect o f this research is that such an impact should not be limited to any particular 

phase. It is methodologically incorrect to assume that external factors work in stops and 

starts and it is also factually untrue in the case o f  Algeria.

A third important finding is that the ‘dom estic’ is an unavoidable part o f  the 

explanation o f  transitions. The domestic actors are indeed formally in charge o f  the 

whole transitional process and without them there would be no change. Even in the 

clearest cases o f external influence, such as the imposition o f  democracy following 

military occupation o f the country, there have to be domestic actors and factors in place 

to sustain democracy. It follows that the external environment on its own does not 

constitute a necessary and sufficient condition to generate a process o f  regime change,
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although some external factors such as economic recessions are beyond the control o f  

any domestic actor. Most international factors work if  there is a domestic constituency, 

as we have seen in the case o f  a domestic audience receptive to the ‘necessity’ o f  a 

military coup and it is therefore important to know the nature o f the state, the culture o f  

the country in transition, its level o f  socio-economic development and its political actors. 

It is in all o f  these areas that the external environment has an influence. At the same 

time, it could be argued that the reverse is also true. Transitions do not occur in a 

political and economic vacuum, and there are powerful external forces at work, which 

have a direct and an indirect impact on nation-states. Without a full understanding o f 

these forces, it becomes very difficult to comprehend the timing, the development and 

the conclusion o f processes o f  regime change.

It must be conceded that the custom-built theoretical framework used for the 

Algerian case is very much tailored to it and that it lacks parsimony. From this, it follows 

that it may be difficult to use the same explanatory structure for other cases, particularly 

the ones outside the MENA region, where the impact o f  the G ulf War or the presence o f  

Islamic movements would be absent. However, such a framework o f  analysis can offer 

some insights to the literature on transition when it comes to looking at the nature o f  the 

state and the geo-strategic position it occupies in the international system. These two 

dimensions are very rarely examined, but they may be important for understanding the 

t)'pe o f  actions and the type o f  influences that can derive from that. Finally, it should be 

argued that a better knowledge and understanding o f regime change has profound 

political implications and is not only o f  academic interest.

8.5 Im plications for  the L iterature o f  International R elations

This dissertation attempted to build a bridge between comparative politics and 

international relations through the inclusion o f  theoretical tools drawn from international 

relations in the explanation o f  what has often been perceived an exclusively domestic 

affair. This required combining two types o f  literatures that do not really ‘speak to ’ one 

other, but the final result indicates that there is a growing necessity to combine both 

literatures i f  we are to fully explain important political phenomena. At the same time, the 

results o f  this research have wider and separate implications for both literatures, because 

they point to trends and concepts that need to be reformulated more accurately.

WTien it comes to the theories o f  international relations, there are numerous 

aspects that need to be discussed. This study has shown that international factors.
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properly qualified, have relevance and are central to explaining processes o f  transitions. 

These results considerably undermine some o f the most important tenets o f  the dominant 

theories o f  international relations. I f  these dominant theories are unable to explain one o f 

the most fundamental political acts, such as the emergence o f  a new political system, it 

follows that they are in need o f  considerable revision. It is true that choosing Neo- 

Realism may have been an easy option because it suffers from the same problem that 

traditional transitology suffers from. They both tend to exclude the possibility that a 

sharp distinction between the external and the internal dimensions might in fact not exist. 

However, Neo-Realism affirms that the international dimension determines domestic 

structures and it is therefore important to deal with that. When it comes to Neo- 

Liberalism, the choice o f  using some o f  its elements may also seem an easy option. Neo- 

Liberalism fares better than neo-realism when it comes to tempering the inside/outside 

dichotomy, but it tends to be overly nonnative and fails to take into account important 

issues o f  power and geopolitics.

There are three parts in this section. The first one will deal with the implications 

for neo-realism, as the dominant theory in the literature. The second one will discuss the 

findings o f  this study in light o f  the liberal proposition about the expansion o f  the 

'democratic area' and its repercussions on international peace. The third part will attempt 

to bring the findings together to highlight some o f the major methodological problems 

affecting international relations theoiy.

There is very little doubt that neo-realism, with its emphasis on the nation-state 

treated as a black box, on military power, on sovereignty and on the concept o f  national 

interest, is still the dominant theory o f  international relations. Furthennore, or precisely 

because o f  this, Neo-Realism enjoys the status o f  being the theory which has ‘common 

sense’, explaining reality as it finds it and not as it imagines it to be or would like it to 

be. This research employed some o f the tools o f  Neo-Realism to bring the international 

dimension back in and some concepts have been useful in terms o f  explanatory power. 

Neo-Realism is a satisfactory approach if  it is taken as a ‘contingency’ rather than a 

grand parsimonious theory able to explain the whole o f  international politics. This 

contingency is linked to its ability to point to the relevance o f  geo-politics as a guide for 

action and understanding. The negative implications for the theory will be analysed and, 

subsequently, the positive contribution that certain concepts o f  Neo-Realism can make 

will be highlighted.
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The first myth that should be challenged is the myth about the primacy o f the 

nation-state in international politics. This simply reiterates what others held against Neo- 

Realism for some time. The primacy o f the state is one o f  the core tenets o f  Neo- 

Realism, but the study o f  processes o f  transition highlights the importance o f  non-state 

actors as well. The role played by these non-state forces is probably one o f the most 

interesting aspects o f  the account o f  the failed Algerian transition, and therefore more 

attention should be paid to it. This does not mean that nation-states do not participate in 

the transition game nor does it mean that the domestic actors are not competing w ith one 

another for control o f  the state machinery. However, focusing simply on the role o f  

nation-states and their policies when it comes to influences on the transition in a third 

country would be misleading. There are both non-state actors and ‘ideological’ changes 

that are free from the control o f  nation-states, but all play an equally relevant part in 

influencing the transition from without. There is very little doubt that French foreign 

policy had tremendous repercussions on domestic actors and that French national interest 

stimulated state action in Algeria. The clear support given to the Chadli regime at the 

initial stages o f  the transition is an example o f  such profound state involvement. At the 

same time, the French state did not seem to act as a unitary actor, as different sectors o f it 

had divergent stakes in the Algerian transition and so the signals to Algiers were mixed. 

The Ministry o f  Foreign Affairs seemed to follow one line, while the Presidency was 

following a rather different one. The same pattern can be seen in Algeria as well where 

different sectors o f  the government and the military had different international 

interlocutors.

Furthermore, Franco-Algerian relations cannot be seen in the very clear-cut 

manner o f  traditional diplomatic ties. There are networks o f  contacts between the two 

countries which defy the idea o f  the ‘unity o f  action’ o f  the state. In addition to this, non

state actors played a central role as well. This undennines the belief that nation-states are 

all that matters in international politics. It would be extremely difficult to explain the 

initial stages o f  the transition without referring to the actions o f  international financial 

institutions for instance. Their role in Algeria provided the externally derived framework 

within which economic policy-making took place, leading to important consequences in 

the political realm, indirectly strengthening some actors while weakening others at the 

same time. It could be contended that international financial institutions, much like other 

international organisations, do not really act independently because they reflect the 

power-relations that exist at state level. At best they could be conceived o f  as
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independent bodies with little weight, at worst they can be conceived as 'agents' o f  

powerful states, carrying out orders on their behalf While this may be true in some 

cases, it should be stressed that at a general level, once an institution is created, it tends 

to begin to ‘take a life o f  its ow n’ because it creates interests for itself to defend and 

promote. In the specific case o f  Algeria, the United States (the most important member 

o f  the W orld Bank and the IMF) did not seem to hold a special interest in the country 

and France was not an enthusiastic supporter o f  such institutions. The US, through the 

‘W ashington consensus’, attempted to export its fonn o f  capitalism, but refrained from 

intervening directly in the Algerian case. France was a reluctant supporter o f  this neo

liberal strategy and therefore accusing the WB and the IMF o f being agents o f  the West 

in the Algerian case would be misleading.

Other non-state actors decisively influenced the domestic distribution o f  

resources in the Algerian case and acted independently from nation-states. For example, 

oil and gas multinationals invested heavily in the country and modified the incentive 

structure o f  the domestic actors. It is clear that the new law on foreign investments 

passed during the transition encouraged foreign companies to flock to Algeria and 

conclude important accords with the ruling elites. If  the FIS had come to power, some o f 

these accords would have been re-negotiated, as specifically stated by FIS leaders. It 

follows that ‘protecting’ favourable conditions was paramount for these companies as 

well as the elite who had guaranteed such accords and profited from them. This common 

'interest' decreased the costs o f  repression and had an impact on the whole transition 

game.

Finally, ‘ideological’ changes in both economic and political thinking at the 

international level influenced the process o f  regime change. This dimension is obviously 

difficult to capture and operationalise, but it does have an impact on how choices are 

made and strategies implemented. The difficulty in capturing this dimension lies in the 

fact that ideological changes travel across borders irrespective o f  nation-state frontiers or 

policies. In this context, it is particularly important to stress three different ideological 

currents that impinged on the Algerian actors. At one level, the changing attitudes 

towards democratic governance at the international level narrowed the menu o f  options 

for the regime in tenns o f  the political changes it could make. M uch o f the same can be 

said for the second major ideology o f the time, neo-liberal economic policy-making. 

Such were the constraints, and such was the lack o f  alternatives, that domestic actors 

were faced with only one choice when it came to reform o f the economy, with all the
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political consequences that this had. Finally the importance o f  the third ideology, namely 

the revival o f  political Islam, should not be dismissed. Wliile the FIS was not a product 

o f  external forces and its political ideology and programme were in fact the results o f  

doinestic concerns, the revival o f  Islam provided the necessary context within which the 

FIS could operate with legitimacy and draw wider popular support. Given the positive 

results (for Islamists at least) that the Iranian revolution had achieved, for instance, it was 

logical that the political aspect o f  Islam would be utilised in other contexts, thanks also 

to a very widespread network o f  associations and organisations set up with the aim o f 

propagating ‘Islam as the solution.’ It should be conceded that these ideologies can be 

interpreted as traditional international political tools devised by states to defend or 

promote their own interests, but, as often happens, ideas tend to escape this etatisle logic 

and take on a life o f  their own. Particularly in the case o f  political Islam, there is the 

necessity to look at non-state actors such as charities, Islamic banks, associations o f  

scholars and religious leaders in order to understand its importance and the way it 

spread.

Another element that emerges from the findings that detracts from Neo-Realism 

is the influence economics plays on the international scene. The presence and active role 

o f international financial institutions and multinationals is just one indicator o f  how 

much the international economy matters. The economic structure o f a country determines 

to a considerable extent the nature o f  the state and is a strong indicator o f  how politics 

will be played out. This is linked to another Neo-Realist tenet that can be challenged. 

The state should not be treated as a black box. The domestic features o f  a country are 

relevant in determining its foreign policy; otherwise it would be difficult to comprehend 

the reasons behind not letting the FIS into power. Neo-realism fails to be entirely 

convincing in the long run because it cannot reconcile its marginalisation o f the domestic 

level with the very ‘realist’ orientated policies aimed at impeding the arrival to power o f 

a political movement perceived to be a threat to the stability o f  the system. If  domestic 

politics do not matter, why take so much care in ensuring that domestic politics generate 

allies and not adversaries? If  you are leading the system, the pressures generated by your 

dominance o f it should ‘constrain’ other countries, particularly marginal and weak ones, 

to behave according to your rules no matter what the preferences o f domestic actors are. 

This should be sufficient to ensure stability, but behaviour does not reflect this self- 

assurance and the need is felt to ‘intervene’ in other countries’ domestic policies. What 

drives this behaviour? Neo-realism finds these questions rather difficult to answer.
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As mentioned above, the findings o f  this study also point to the importance o f a 

num ber o f  neo-realist preoccupations, particularly in terms o f  contingency. The first 

merit o f  neo-realism is its 'obsession' with power. Despite being defined rather strictly, 

and possibly wrongly, as military power, there is little doubt that international politics is 

characterised by power differentials that allow certain actors to wield more influence 

than others. There are two problems with neo-realism 's use o f  power, but this should not 

obscure the merits o f  highlighting its primacy. The first problem is that 'power' seems to 

be solely a feature o f  nation-states. The second is that ‘pow er’ is very highly correlated 

w ith military capabilities. Concerning the first problem, it is rather implausible to argue 

that only nation-states possess power. There are in fact non-state actors that can muster a 

significant amount o f  power in order to influence political outcomes. At times, nation

states can actually be less powerful than some o f  these non-state actors. The case o f 

m ultinationals from the hydrocarbon sector operating in Algeria is an example o f  this, as 

they have considerable influence when it comes to bargaining with state actors. 

Regarding the second problem, it seems that the military aspect o f power relations has 

been over-emphasised. While military superiority is an important element in state-to- 

state relations, it is by no means the only one. Furthermore there is the problem that 

m ilitary power may not be a very useful source o f  influence when dealing with some 

non-state actors, as the threat o f interfering with their territorial sovereignty non-existent. 

Joseph Nye explicitly argues this point in his review o f American power. ^

However, as mentioned above, these problems should not obscure the fact that 

power differentials are indeed a central element o f  international politics. Actors that have 

a greater amount o f  resources at their disposal are able to influence outcomes by gaining 

access to key constituencies and making their preferred objectives known. The Algerian 

transition demonstrates that domestic policy-makers from within the regime were 

conditioned, and even constrained, in their strategies and in their choices by more 

powerful external actors, which shaped their costs and benefits analysis. A sovereign 

nation state can suffer from so much external interference that the very word sovereignty 

begins to lose its meaning. This is because ‘pow er’ is not equally distributed.

Another concept that is useful in the analysis and that emerges reinforced from 

the findings is the notion o f  ‘interest.’ Once again, the Neo-Realists are correct in 

pointing out that actions and policies are driven by the notion o f  defending or promoting

 ̂ Joseph Nye Jr., “Limits o f  American Power”, Political Science Quarterly. Vol. 117, No. 
4, 2002/2003, pp. 545-559.
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interests, but it siiould also be stated that they are not the only ones concerned with the 

notion o f  interests. Their emphasis is obviously on the so-called national interest, which 

implies that only nation-states seem to have legitimate interests worth exploring. From 

the analysis o f  the Algerian transition, and from the study o f  democratisations in general, 

it emerges that the notion o f national interest is rather important. Due to the fact that 

transitions do not occur in a vacuum, and that regime change has an impact on 

neighbouring countries and on the international system in general, certain nation-states 

play a role in attempting to influence the outcome o f transitions according to  their 

perceived national interest. There is little doubt that the emergence o f  an opposition 

movement in the country in transition that is believed to be ‘dangerous’ for the stability 

o f  the region or adversarial in foreign policy, would be seen as a tlireat to this national 

interest. The case o f Algeria demonstrates how such a notion o f  national interest was 

utilised as the framework through which specific actions were taken in order to ensure 

that the most preferred outcome would result from interference. The concept o f  national 

interest should however be stretched further to lose the adjective ‘national.’ If  nation

states are not the only actors o f  international politics and they are not the only ones to 

employ ‘pow er’, it follows that they are not the only ones having interests to promote 

and defend.

Thus, Neo-Realism partially explains how international actors play a role and 

explains the geo-strategic dimension on which countries are located in terms o f  

‘im portance’ in the international system. However, many o f its tenets do not seem to 

hold and this profoundly undemiines the theory, which sees itself as both parsimonious 

and highly explanatory.

The other dominant theory o f  international relations is international liberalism. 

There are many variants o f  international liberalism, but there are some elements that are 

common to all these strands. One o f  these elements is the emphasis that is put on the 

spread o f  democracy across the globe. This promotion o f  democracy is the product o f the 

belief that democratic governance is not only a value that should be exported for its own 

intrinsic ideological worth, but also for more selfish interests.

These interests coincide with the finding that democracies do not go to war with 

each other, and thus the more democracies there are in the world the less the chances that 

conflicts will arise. Thus, the dominant nation-states in the system, international 

organisations and even non-state actors such as multinationals, all seem to espouse the 

notion that democracy should be exported and they devise policies to do precisely that.
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While many studies confirm the validity of the proposition that democracies do 

not fight each other, and that expanding the area of democratic peace ensures that 

conflicts are increasingly solved through peaceful means, there is considerable room to 

challenge the view that the promotion of democracy is the most preferred strategy to 

ensure international peace. First of all, it should be underlined that the ‘democracy’ we 

are discussing is one very specific form of it: liberal-democracy. This limits the types of 

governments that can be included in the area of democratic peace. In fact, the acceptance 

of a new member is conditional on its fulfilling criteria set out by those who are already 

in the club. In order to fulfil the criteria, countries in transition see their choices being 

quite restricted in terms of both economic and social policy-making. Thus, the promotion 

of democracy is ‘selective’ to the extent that it only promotes one very specific type, 

which, coincidentally, is the type that also satisfies the interests of most international 

actors, be they states or non-state actors. While this distinction of the type of democracy 

in place was not part of the debate surrounding policy-making towards Algeria, it should 

nevertheless be emphasised that for most policy-makers in the West, Islamic movements 

are considered intrinsically incapable of constructing a ‘democratic’ polity and 

governing it. A number of Islamic movements are quite comfortable with the procedures 

of democracy and, when in opposition, they constantly call for free and fair elections to 

be held in order to legitimise those who rule. The problem however is that there is 

reluctance to hold these elections in case the winning Islamic movement then decides to 

get rid of electoral politics. The statements made by Islamic movements regarding their 

commitment to democratic procedures accompanied by their intention to introduce 

shar'ia law sounds suspicious in the West, as it does not conform to a liberal 

understanding of what democracy is. Thus, ‘Islamic democracy’ is dismissed in the same 

way that ‘people’s democracy’ was dismissed in the past when used by communist 

regimes.

Secondly, it should be clear from the outset of this discussion on democracy that 

its promotion abroad is always in contention with other objectives of a different nature, 

such as economic advantages or regional stability. This means that when transitions 

occur, it is very likely that external actors will 'measure' the commitment to the values 

and procedures of democracy of the emerging opposition, particularly if the authoritarian 

regime had been ensuring stability and advantages to those external actors. It follows that 

the expansion of the area of democratic peace is conditional on who comes to power. It 

is better to have an authoritarian regime you can deal with than a democratically elected
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governm ent that attempts to change the profitable and advantageous status quo. This 

undermines the whole concept o f  democratic peace, because by definition this area 

includes only those who are willing to submit to the powerful interests supervising this 

area o f  peace. Furthermore, it also profoundly undennines the nonnative value o f 

liberalism, as it promotes authoritarian rule instead o f  democracy when the democratic 

procedures tlvow  up antagonistic political movements with radical agendas. The attempt 

made by liberals to argue that in fact ‘true dem ocracy’ is ultimately preserved because 

the victors o f  democratic procedures would have rid the country o f the new democratic 

institutions fails to be convincing. In the end, liberals have to contend with the fact that 

an authoritarian system is in place because it ensures that the status quo is not altered. 

Kalyvas argues that this problem emerges specifically “when powerful religious parties 

are set to win critical elections in emerging democracies”®, but this could be extended to 

any other powerful radical political movements with non-religious agendas.

This major shortcoming o f liberal theory in international relations should not 

obscure the fact that there are positive contributions that the theory makes for the open 

model o f  transitions. First o f all, it is helpful in highlighting the impact that non-state 

actors have on the international system, although an approach more orientated towards 

international political economy better accounts for the existence and the actions o f  such 

actors. Secondly, liberalism is sufficiently flexible to include the international economy 

as an important part o f  what goes on in the international system.

From all this, it emerges that an approach based on international political 

economy may respond better to the challenges that international politics poses. It can 

deal better with the presence o f  multiple actors and it has the ability to bring into focus 

issues such as economic security that other theories seem to neglect. This has obvious 

methodological implications, as it points in the direction o f  less parsimonious theorising 

and instead indicates that complex explanations should be accepted.

8.6 Future Research

It should be admitted, first o f  all, that generalisations from one case study may 

not be easily made and this study recognises this shortcoming. However, due to the novel 

approach utilised, the findings can be used as an indication and a building block for 

scholars interested in the relationship between the international and the domestic

 ̂ Stathis Kalyvas, “Commitment problems in Emerging Democracies. The Case o f 
Religious Parties”, Comparative Politics. Vol. 32, No. 2, Januaty 2000, p. 379.
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environments. In spite o f  tiie positive outcomes o f  many processes o f transitions, tiiere 

are still many authoritarian regimes in place today and there is an even larger number o f 

regimes that can be defined as semi-democracies or liberalised autocracies. It follows 

that studying transitions is still an important task, and this study suggests that to have a 

better understanding o f regime change we need to examine the links that exist between 

external and internal factors. For this reason, the cardinal points o f the explanatory 

structure used for Algeria, such as the two dimensions approach, could be applied to 

other countries that went through a process o f  transition. This could be done tlirough in- 

depth case studies or through studies with a larger sample, although a detailed 

knowledge if  the country under scrutiny is a better avenue for understanding. Jeff 

Haynes recently stated: “there remains an urgent need to understand more widely what 

happens when the purposive policies o f  two categories o f  external actors - international 

and transnational actors - interact and intertwine with domestic factors”’ and lamented 

the absence o f  more detailed studies concerning specific regions o f  the globe. This study 

goes in the direction pointed by Haynes and, given that it is by no means exhaustive, it 

should be seen as one attempt to fill this large gap. Other scholars with deep 

understanding and knowledge o f  other countries and areas o f the world could take this 

task further.

North Africa and the M iddle East, for instance, offer numerous examples o f 

processes o f  regime change as many countries attempted to move away from 

authoritarian rule towards democratic governance. The high failure rate in this process is 

often blamed on ‘cultural’ factors, but more attentive studies may be able to challenge 

this view and discover that the international environment had a much more prominent 

role to play, particularly given the nature o f the opposition in many o f these countries.

At the same time, more emphasis should be paid to the policy o f  promotion o f 

democracy and its consequences. This topic has attracted a lot o f  interest in recent years 

and there are many studies dealing with it. However, as this study shows, there is a case 

to be made for analysing such policies o f  democracy promotion more critically, by 

looking at the impact they have on domestic actors and how these then play the domestic 

game. Such a policy is usually fraught with contradictions, and the Algerian case 

highlights how these contradictions played into the hands o f  those domestic

’ Jeffrey Haynes, “Comparative Politics and Globalisation”, European Political Science. 
Vol. 2, No. 3, Summer 2003, p. 25..
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constituencies vying for a return to authoritarian rule with the excuse o f protecting 

democracy for the future.

Future academic research should therefore concentrate on building bridges 

between international relations (or globalisation studies) and comparative politics, as the 

main lesson o f  this thesis is that the two are not separate levels o f analysis. The 'flow' 

and the exchanges are not unidirectional, but are multiple (involving state and non-state 

actors) and ‘polydirectionaF. International relations theories, and Neo-Realism in 

particular, should abandon their aspirations to be all-encompassing parsimonious 

theories explaining all o f  international politics. Comparative politics should be open to 

the notion that the domestic environment is not disconnected from the outside world.

There is also a political and policy-related lesson that emerges quite clearly from 

this study. Due to their weight and influence, international conditions are decisive in the 

promotion and consolidation o f  democracy. It is quite untrue to claim that external 

actors, particularly powerful ones, can do little to foster change. The instruments are 

there for this objective to be achieved. Structure is important, but the structure is also a 

product o f  actor-led policies. These actors can and should promote real change. If the 

very notion o f  democracy is sacrificed on the altar o f  short-term interests, the concept 

itself is demeaned. This has dangerous consequences for those who struggle to achieve 

rights and freedoms purported to be universal.
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EPILOGUE
It has been over ten years since the process o f democratisation in Algeria came to a 

crashing fall, and a brief examination of the events following the military’s intervention into 

the country’s political process may offer some insights regarding the validity of this 

research’s findings. The basic question that needs to be asked is the following: does the story 

o f Algeria post-1992 support the conclusions drawn concerning the role of external variables 

in being just as important to domestic political developments as internal factors?

In order to answer this question, it is necessary to examine the actions undertaken by 

the international actors involved, and to outline how the Algerian elites were (and still are) 

able to ‘exploit’ the external environment to solidify their grip on power.

The Rewards

While it would be methodologically unsound to infer the existence o f a causal 

mechanism between the military intervention in the electoral process and policies 

implemented by international actors following the coup, ex-post facto  reasoning can be very 

useful to supplement the argument that external influences played a decisive role in the failure 

of the transition. What matters in particular is the search for ‘stability’ on the part o f Western 

powers in the region, but the external support o f external non-state actors is also central. In 

this context, it does not matter very much which type o f government can guarantee this 

stability, as long as the rulers are ‘close’ to the West and do not attempt to challenge the status 

quo of the international system. Given that the ‘W est’ did not trust the FIS on this particular 

issue (and many more for that matter), the Algerian generals were the only credible 

alternative.

According to the pro-democracy commitments of the West, and of most international 

organisations, democratic results should be respected and any domestic actor who takes 

power through non-democratic means should be punished for not respecting the will o f the 

people. In the case o f Algeria (and more recently in the case of Pakistan) the tennination of 

democracy and civilian rule did not trigger any sort o f sanction. On the contrary, the Algerian 

generals were considered to be saviours of democracy in North Africa and rewarded for their 

intervention. It is therefore logical to at least suspect that the military had the perception or 

knew that they would be rewarded by the international community for their coup instead of 

being shunned. If this is the case, it becomes evident that external actors played a much 

stronger and more powerful role than previously thought. As mentioned above, this does not 

prove the existence of a causal mechanism, but it does indicate at least a degree of
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collaboration between the organisers o f  the coup and the external environment. This suspicion 

is reinforced by the fact that the positive measures taken in favour o f  Algeria began 

immediately after the coup. If  the coup had taken place without anyone outside Algeria 

knowing about it, it is logical to assume that responses to it and measures towards Algeria 

would have taken some time to elaborate, but this was not the case. Furthermore, support for 

the generals never subsided over the course o f  the last twelve years and, aside from very 

superficial calls to resume the process o f democratisation, nothing tangible was done to put 

pressure on them. On the contrary, support even increased after the attacks on New York and 

W ashington in Septem ber 2001.

To conclude, when the democratic rhetoric o f the West was put to the test, it failed, 

and support was thrown behind the military junta. This support strategy was built on three 

pillars and involved a number o f  international actors. First o f  all, “France provided $ 550 

million in aid to help Algeria import food and a Western consortium provided $1.45 billion in 

credit.” ' Wliile this aid may have really trickled down and relieved the population o f some o f 

its hardships, given the notorious and extensive corruption o f  the elites there is also room to 

speculate that these payments were destined to prop up the new regime. Governmental aid 

was not the only fom i o f economic support for the generals. As mentioned in the previous 

paragraphs, since the beginning o f the 1990s, ju st prior to and just after the coup, “the 

presence o f  Am erican companies had been substantial and it coincided with the first 

liberalising measures the Algerian regime implemented.”  ̂ Oil and gas multinationals were 

encouraged to invest in Algeria, as the army guaranteed the security o f the oil and gas 

production apparatus and the transport infrastructure.”  ̂ The myth that foreign investors are 

always reluctant to invest in countries with an unstable political situation or, even worse, 

ravaged by a civil war should be dispelled. For certain types o f  business, insecurity and 

instability are what it is needed for the investments to be profitable. I f  a foreign investor 

receives assurances from one o f the actors involved in the struggle that their business will not 

be affected, and this actor then delivers on the promise, there is a mutual benefit: higher 

profits for the investors who risk money in an unstable country (other investors m ay 

effectively be reluctant to invest and competition would not be as strong) and a source o f  

income for an actor that needs funding to carry on with a war. International organisations also

‘ Anthony Cordesman, “The M ilitary Balance and Arms Sales in North Africa: 1990-1996”, 
CSIS W orking paper. September 1996.
■ Remy Leveau, “Acteurs et Champs de Force”, Pouvoir. No. 86, 3eme Trimestre, Sept. 1998, 
p. 42.

Ibid., p. 42.
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backed the regime through financial aid. The World Bank and the International Monetary 

Fund granted loans and credits to the regime even in the absence o f democratic credentials 

and allowed for the rescheduling of debt twice, thus ensuring that the military had sufficient 

funds to continue fighting against the rebels.'* The European Union as well supported the 

regime through credits and loans. Wliile it is true that some funds were held back between 

1992 and 1994, this was not due to political conditionality. As stated by Roberts, “the real 

policy o f the EC and its successor the EU was to force the Algerian government to accept the 

rescheduling o f Algeria’s debt and all that this entailed.”  ̂ This points to the rather cynical use 

of the Algerian crisis to extract economic benefits, while strengthening links with the new 

authoritarian rulers. Access to the generals and leverage could have been employed to ‘force’ 

a peaceful resolution o f the crisis post-January 1992, but this was never seriously envisaged.

The second pillar of the strategy o f support w'as military aid. Militaiy links were 

deepened and they involved the training o f Algerian officers in US military schools and the 

export of weapons. France quickly supplied the regime w'ith new weaponiy, provided 

intelligence and exported the latest surveillance technology to be used against the Islamic 

movement.^ The Army's budget is difficult to quantify, but the high intensity o f the conflict 

suggests that spending on weaponry increased from an already high figure in 1990.^ The data 

collected by the Stockholm Peace Research Institute show that military expenditure as a 

percentage o f GDP increased constantly since 1991 and military spending went from US $ 

622 million in 1991 to US $ 1,119 million just two years later.* While not all weapons came 

directly from Western countries, the system of triangulation was used, whereby an Arab state 

supporting Algeria would buy weapons from a Western country and then ship them to the 

Algerian government, usually with the full knowledge o f the Western government.’ In 

particular, small Gulf States saw Algeria as the place where the global struggle against a 

challenging fundamentalist movement was being fought and they threw their support behind

Luis Martinez, La Guerre Civile en Algerie (Paris, Editions Kliartala, 1998), pp. 276-288.
 ̂ Hugh Roberts, “Dancing in the Dark: The European Union and the Algerian Drama”, 

Democratization, Vol. 9, No. 1, Spring 2002, p. 112.
® James Ciment, Algeria. The Fundamentalist Challenge, (New York: Facts on File, 1997) 
states that France was very much involved in the process o f delivering weaponry and 
technology.
’ Details o f military spending in North African countries can be found in Anthony 
Cordesman, ‘The Military Balance and Anns Sales in North Africa: 1990-1996’, CSIS 
working papers. Washington DC, September 1996.
* <http://first.sipri.org/non_first/result_milex.php7send>
’ For instance, Qatar ordered 7.5 million dollars worth of military equipment from the UK as 
a gift for the Algerian Anny. When asked about British knowledge about this, Qatar’s foreign 
minister replied that the British government had no objection to the export of anns to Algeria. 
Associated Press, Doha, Qatar, 19 June 2000.
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the generals. In his book about the civil war in Algeria, '°Habib Souaidia details the weaponry 

delivered by France and the type o f training received in France by the security forces charged 

with fighting the Islamist insurgents.

The third pillar is the political legitimacy granted to the new regime despite being the 

result of a military coup. First o f all, “the White House first stated that the military 

intervention fell within the provisions o f the 1989 Constitution”' ' .  While another statement 

calling for respect of international democratic standards was issued later, the US 

Administration's lenient stance on a military coup at the height o f a wave o f democratisations 

around the globe was very telling about US priorities in the area. For its part, the European 

Union saw the new jun ta  as reliable partner and Algeria was included in all Euro- 

Mediterranean partnership initiatives and even signed an association agreement which will 

soon come into effect. It is also interesting to note that the Algerian president has already 

been invited twice to attend the G8 summit, with a few selected leaders from developing 

countries, to discuss issues concerning the global economy and other problems facing the 

international community. The choice o f the Algerian president as one of the privileged 

interlocutors for Western leaders is testimony to the degree of recognition that the junta  

enjoys abroad. This behaviour seems to contradict all the policy statements and the principles 

which the international community is supposed to stand for. Usually, regimes that come to 

power through force are somehow punished through sanctions or through symbolic acts 

intended to diminish their prestige, but in the case of Algeria, the standing o f the country in 

the international system actually improved. The political legitimacy of the regime was 

reinforced by the lack of strong condemnation from large sections o f the Western media, and 

from most French intellectuals, who saw the generals as the lesser of two evils.

All these measures supported the regime in the face of what some would consider a 

legitimate armed rebellion to reinstate the democratically elected party in power. The 

economic and military aid in particular increased the resources available to the regime to 

‘win’ the civil war against the insurgents. After a couple o f years, when the outcome of the 

civil war hung in the balance due to the strength of the insurgency and the poor perfonnance 

of the security forces (not trained to fight a guerrilla war), the new resources pouring in from 

outside had a decisive impact and the balance o f power shifted towards the Anny.'"

Habib Souaidia, La Sale Guerre (Paris, La Decouverte, 2002).
Claire Spencer, “Islamism and European Reactions: The Case o f Algeria”, in Richard 

Gillespie (ed.), Mediterranean Politics Vol. 2, (London: Pinter, 1996), p. 131.
’■ See again Luis Martinez for details, op. cit.
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Facade Democracy and Cronv Capitalism

Domestic developments after the military coup can be examined in three different 

phases. The first phase saw the generals exercising power directly in order to perform the 

essential task o f dismantling the FIS’s political structure, imprison its leaders and its most 

vocal members (to this end prison camps were opened in the desert in the south o f the 

country) and manage the country’s affairs. During this phase, the military attempted to 

legitimise its direct rule by again using the card o f ‘revolutionary legitimacy’. For this reason, 

they asked one o f the leaders o f the war against France to come back to Algeria and lead the 

country out o f its crisis. Mohammed Boudiaf, who had lived in exile for almost 30 years, 

accepted and returned to Algeria. However, he quickly discovered that the situation was not 

as simple as it seemed from the outside (fundamentalists versus democratic secularists) and 

noted that in order to regain the confidence o f the population in the political process sweeping 

refonns were necessary. In particular, Boudiaf set out to stamp out corruption. This was not 

acceptable to many within the government and he was assassinated in very controversial 

circumstances. At the beginning it was thought that the insurgents had murdered him, but it 

was later discovered that the killing o f Boudiaf was an ‘inside jo b ’. The choice of looking 

abroad for legitimacy backfired on the generals, and the decision was taken that what was 

needed after three years of direct rule was the introduction of electoral politics.

The second phase therefore opens with the presidential elections of 1995. This 

election was quite a surprise in the sense that turnout was high and the result was not pre

determined in numerical terms, although the FIS was not allowed to participate and it was 

clear that the candidate of the regime was going to win. The candidate, Liamine Zeroual, was 

a retired general who had been selected by his peers to perfonn two essential tasks; 1) attempt 

to politically re-unite the country and 2) show to the outside world that civilian rule had been 

reinstated and that the country was making some progress towards real democratisation. 

Zeroual was unable to bring peace to Algeria, although by 1995 (the year of his election) the 

insurgents had no hope o f winning. The violence continued and political progress stalled. The 

peace initiative sponsored by the Sant’ Egidio Community (with links to the Vatican and the 

Italian government) was accepted by most Algerian political movements including the FIS, 

but was rejected by the regime.'^ Zeroual was more successful on the international front, as 

the international community saw his election as an important step forw'ard. It follows that aid 

and political support for the regime kept coming.

For details of the negotiations o f the peace agreement, see Marco Impagliazzo e Mario 
Giro, Algeria in Otsaggio (Milano. Ed. Guerini e Associati, 1997)
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The third phase opened with the resignation o f  Zeroual, who had come into conflict 

with some o f  his original sponsors. A new presidential election was held, but only the 

regim e’s candidate participated. Bouteflika had been a key member o f  the Boumedienne 

regime and he was chosen by the m ilitary to perform the same tasks as Zeroual. Against all 

odds, he was able to secure both international legitimacy and a degree o f  peace in the country 

without, however, being able to start a new process o f  democratisation.

In all o f  this, it should not be forgotten that the real wielders o f power are still the 

generals behind the scene. Although divided on some matters, and in competition for 

privileges and benefits, they have the common objective o f remaining the sole, unchallenged 

decision-makers in the country. I f  in order to do so, they have to be seen as accepting 

democratic procedures, they w'ill do so, as long as they can control the outcome o f  these 

procedures.

During all this time, Algeria has been inserted into the world economy through a 

series o f reforms supported by the international financial institutions. Algeria has now almost 

completely moved away from a planned economy and has, in theory, embraced the market. 

However, the economic situation for the population is still dire and the refonns have benefited 

only the ones with connections to the regime. The reforms were easier to implement in this 

authoritarian context because their introduction cannot be questioned by a muted opposition.

Fa9ade democracy and crony capitalism go hand-in-hand today in Algeria. As long as 

the international community has more interest in regional stability than democracy, this is 

unlikely to change.
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